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UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE CIRCUIT, INC.’S
PETITION FOR REVIEW (Water Code § 13320),
REQUEST TO SUPPLEMENT THE RECORD
(23 CCR 2052.6); AND,
REQUEST FOR HEARING (23 CCR § 2052(b))
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INTRODUCTION
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United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. (“UATC”) petitions the California State Water
Resources Control Board (“State Board”), under California Water Code § 13320 and 23 C.C.R. §
2050, to review and modify the September 11, 2013, Cleanup and Abatement Order (“Order”)
issued by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (“Regional Board”),
naming UATC as a party responsible for remediating property located at 2640 El Camino Real,
Santa Clara, Santa Clara County (the “Site”).
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The Order requires UATC, a former owner and lessee of the Site, and Moonlite
Associates LLC (“Moonlite”), the current Site owner, to remediate perchlorethylene (“PCE”)
contamination caused by a tenant that conducted dry-cleaning operations at the Site. As set out
in this Petition and UATC’s accompanying Statement of Points and Authorities, the Regional
Board acted inappropriately and improperly when it concluded that UATC “caused or permitted”
a discharge under Water Code Section 13304(a): (1) without substantial evidence that UATC’s
tenant dry cleaner discharged PCE while UATC owned or leased the Site; and (2) without
substantial evidence that UATC knew or should have known of such a discharge even if one did
occur. Furthermore, the Regional Board erred in naming UATC as a “discharger” despite the
fact that a federal court discharged UATC’s liability at the Site when UATC emerged from
bankruptcy in 2001. Finally, the Regional Board acted inappropriately and improperly by failing
to name the City of Santa Clara (“City”) as an additional discharger liable for remediating the
Site under Section 13304(a). Accordingly, the State Board should reverse the Regional Board’s
decision to name UATC as a discharger and should modify the Order to name the City as an
additional responsible party.
I.
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PETITIONER’S NAME, ADDRESS, TELEPHONE NUMBER AND E-MAIL
ADDRESS
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Petitioner:
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United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.
Attn: Real Estate Counsel
7132 Regal Lane
Knoxville, TN 37918
(865) 922-1123
uatci@regalcinemas.com

Petitioner’s Counsel: Scott H. Reisch, California Bar. No. 139559
Hogan Lovells US LLP
1200 17th Street, Suite 1500
Denver, Colorado 80202
(303) 899-7300
(303) 899-7333 (fax)
scott.reisch@hoganlovells.com
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II.
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UATC petitions the State Board to review the Regional Board’s conclusion that UATC is
liable for remediating the Site under Water Code Section 13304(a), as set out in the Order and
supporting Revised Cleanup Staff Report, a copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. In
particular, and as described in detail in the Statement of Points and Authorities set out below,
UATC seeks review of the Regional Board’s conclusions (as well as the factual and legal
determinations underlying these conclusions) that:
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REGIONAL BOARD ACTION OF WHICH UATC SEEKS REVIEW
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1. UATC’s tenant discharged PCE at the Site while UATC owned or leased the Site
between 1962 and September 1978;

1
2

2. Former landowners and landlords, such as UATC, may be held liable under Section
13304(a) for “permitting” a discharge even if there is not substantial evidence that
such landowners or landlords knew or should have known of the discharge;

3
4

3. UATC had the knowledge requisite to be liable under Section 13304(a);

5
4. UATC had the legal authority to prevent a discharge of PCE at the Site;
6
5. UATC’s bankruptcy did not release UATC from liability for remediating the Site
under Section 13304(a);

7
8

6. PCE was not discharged from the Santa Clara sanitary sewer system servicing the
Site; and,

9

7. The City of Santa Clara is not liable under Section 13304(a) for remediating PCE
contamination at the Site.
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III.

DATE ON WHICH REGIONAL BOARD ACTED
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The Regional Board issued the Order on September 11, 2013.
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IV.

STATEMENT OF REASONS THAT THE REGIONAL BOARD’S ACTION WAS
INAPPROPRIATE AND IMPROPER

The Regional Board’s conclusion that UATC is liable for remediating the Site under
Water Code Section 13304(a) was not supported by substantial evidence in the record and was
based on erroneous interpretations of the law. In particular, and as set out in detail in the
Statement of Points and Authorities below, the Regional Board action was inappropriate and
improper because the Regional Board:
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1. lacked substantial evidence for concluding that a dry cleaner discharged PCE at the
Site while UATC owned and leased the Site between 1962 and September 1978;
2. misapplied the law when it concluded that UATC could be held liable under Section
13304(a) as a former owner and sublessor of the Site for remediating any discharge
by its tenant (if, in fact one occurred) without substantial evidence that UATC knew
or should have known of the discharge;
3. lacked substantial evidence to conclude that UATC had the knowledge requisite to be
liable under Water Code Section 13304(a);
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4. lacked substantial evidence to conclude that UATC had the legal authority to prevent
a discharge of PCE at the Site;

1
2

5. erroneously concluded that UATC’s 2001 bankruptcy did not release UATC from
liability for remediating the Site under Water Code Section 13304(a); and

3

6. lacked substantial evidence for concluding that PCE was not discharged from the
Santa Clara sanitary sewer system servicing the Site; and

4
5

7. improperly concluded that the City of Santa Clara was not liable for remediating PCE
contamination at the Site under Water Code Section 13304(a).
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V.

8

10

UATC is aggrieved by the Order because UATC’s interests have been and will be
adversely affected by the Order’s imposition on UATC of Site assessment and remediation
obligations despite the Regional Board’s inappropriate and improper conclusion that UATC is a
liable party under Water Code Section 13304(a).
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VI.
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STATE BOARD ACTION REQUESTED BY UATC
UATC requests that the State Board take the following actions:
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14

THE MANNER IN WHICH UATC IS AGGRIEVED

A.

UATC seeks an order from the State Board that modifies the Regional Board’s

Order :
(1) to remove UATC as a named party responsible for remediating the Site; and
(2) to name the City of Santa Clara as a party responsible for remediating the Site.
B.
UATC also requests permission under 23 CCR § 2050.6 to present additional
evidence to the State Board that was not presented to the Regional Board. The supplemental
evidence that UATC seeks to present to the State Board consists of the averments set forth in the
declaration by Dr. Carey Peabody of Erler & Kalinowski, Inc. (“EKI”), attached hereto as
Exhibit 2, and the documents attached to the declaration. The evidence could not previously
have been submitted to the Regional Board because it responds to factual assertions and
arguments first made by the Regional Board’s cleanup staff (“Cleanup Staff”) and Moonlite just
days before or at the Regional Board hearing on September 11, 2013 (the “Hearing”), during
which the Regional Board adopted the Order.
The California Water Code provides broad authority to the State Board to consider any
“relevant evidence” that was not in the record before the Regional Board, “which, in the
judgment of the state board, should be considered to effectuate and implement the policies of
[the Water Quality Division of the Water Code].” Cal. Water Code § 13320(b). To implement
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this provision, the State Board has provided by regulation that it may, in its discretion, accept
supplemental evidence offered by petitioners before the State Board that was not presented to the
regional board or improperly excluded from the record by the regional board. 23 CCR § 2050.6.
The State Board has explicitly asserted that this regulation is intended to allow supplementation
of the record before the State Board “where a regional board introduces evidence without
affording a proper opportunity for interested parties to evaluate and contest that evidence.” Final
Statement of Reasons (Draft), Proposed Amendments to the Cal. Code of Regs. Title 23, State
Water Resources Control Board Chapter 6: Rules Governing Review by State Board of Action or
Failure to Act by Regional Board, 21–22 (2003).
These are the precise circumstances at issue here. As described in greater detail in the
Statement of Points and Authorities below and in Dr. Peabody’s declaration, one week before the
Hearing, the Cleanup Staff provided the Regional Board with a package of materials that
included the Cleanup Staff’s responses to comments submitted by UATC and other interested
parties on a Tentative Order issued by the Cleanup Staff, as well as a Revised Tentative Order
and Revised Cleanup Staff Report that were ultimately adopted as the Regional Board’s Order
with only minor, non-substantive revisions. The Revised Tentative Order and Revised Staff
Report included not only new arguments responding to UATC’s objections to being named as a
discharger under Section 13304(a) but also additional factual information that was not previously
in the record. For example, the Revised Staff Report relied on groundwater elevation data
maintained by the Santa Clara Valley Water District to contest UATC’s conceptual model of
how PCE was discharged at the Site, but the Cleanup Staff to this date has not included the data
itself in the record on the grounds that it is confidential. Similarly, in order to raise new
arguments in response to UATC’s comments on the Tentative Order, the Revised Staff Report
relied on stream-gauge data that the Cleanup Staff had not previously cited.
At the Hearing, both the Cleanup Staff and Moonlite presented these and additional
arguments and data to the Regional Board. In particular, the Cleanup Staff presented a slide
deck to the Regional Board that included new plots of PCE soil gas and groundwater plumes at
the Site in comparison to nearby sewer lines. Moonlite referred to additional data from the San
Jose Index Well in the Santa Clara Subbasin in order to echo the Cleanup Staff’s new arguments
challenging UATC’s conceptual model of how PCE was discharged at the Site. Moonlite also
presented an entirely new plume-length calculation that purported to support the conclusion that
PCE was discharged at the Site while UATC was affiliated with the Site.
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The evidence UATC seeks to introduce in response to these new arguments is set out
with specificity in Dr. Peabody’s declaration. It includes EKI’s analysis of:
1. the Santa Clara Valley Water District and San Jose Index Well groundwater elevation
data as it compares to data from shallow groundwater monitoring wells near the Site;
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2. the Saratoga Creek stream-gauge data;
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3. Moonlite’s plume-length calculation; and

25
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4. the Cleanup Staff’s plots of soil gas and groundwater plumes in the slide deck
presented to the Regional Board at the Hearing.
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UATC lacked a proper opportunity in the week preceding the Hearing to evaluate and
contest the additional evidence included in the Revised Tentative Order, Revised Cleanup Staff
Report, and Cleanup Staff’s responses to UTAC’s comments. And UATC lacked any
opportunity at all to evaluate and contest the additional evidence presented by the Cleanup Staff
and Moonlite at the Hearing. The evidence that UATC seeks to present to supplement the record
responds squarely to the data and arguments that were introduced into the record by the Cleanup
Staff and Moonlite at or just prior to the Hearing. Supplementation is accordingly not only
proper under 23 CCR § 2050.6 but necessary for the State Board to resolve this Petition on the
basis of a complete record.
C.
Finally, UATC requests that the State Board conduct a hearing on this Petition to
consider the supplemental evidence offered by UATC and any additional evidence and argument
necessary to resolve the Petition.
VII.

STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

11
A statement of points and authorities in support of this Petition is set out below.
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VIII. STATEMENT THAT PETITION HAS BEEN SENT TO THE REGIONAL
BOARD AND OTHER RESPONSIBLE PARTIES
UATC has simultaneously served a copy of this Petition, and all supporting
documentation, by e-mail on the State Board, the Executive Officer of the Regional Board,
counsel for Moonlite, and counsel for the City.
IX.

STATEMENT THAT SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES AND OBJECTIONS WERE
RAISED BEFORE THE REGIONAL BOARD

With the exception of the specific analysis set out in the declaration by Dr. Peabody
(attached hereto as Ex. 2), UATC raised before the Regional Board all of the substantive issues
and objections raised in this Petition, as reflected in UATC’s comments on the Tentative Order
prepared by the Cleanup Staff (which comments are attached hereto as Exhibit 3), UATC’s
testimony at the Hearing, a transcript of which is attached hereto as Exhibit 4, and as otherwise
reflected in the record. As explained in Section VI above, UATC was unable to raise certain of
the matters set out in Dr. Peabody’s declaration before or during the Hearing because they
respond to evidence and testimony first presented by the Cleanup Staff and Moonlite at the
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STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF
UATC’S PETITION FOR REVIEW
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The cleanup and abatement order (“Order”) naming United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.
(“UATC”) as a “discharger” that is liable for cleaning up dry-cleaner contamination at a property
UATC formerly owned and leased (the “Site”)2 is unique and unprecedented. It hangs on a thin,
one-sided record supplied to the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board
(“Regional Board”) by the current Site owner, Moonlite Associates, LLC (“Moonlite Associates”
or “Moonlite”), with little corroboration or independent investigation to support it. It relies on
misstatements of both fact and law and mischaracterizations of the technical analysis of scientific
experts. It rejects sound scientific analysis in favor of “anything-is-possible” conjecture and
speculation. And it adopts a new precedent under which innocent former landowners will be
subject to draconian cleanup liability solely because their property was used for a commercial
purpose and, decades later, contamination not previously associated with that commercial use is
found on the property.
Without facts and technical analysis to support the Order, the Regional Board lacked
substantial evidence for naming UATC as a discharger under California Water Code Section
13304(a). Moreover, even if UATC would otherwise be liable for cleaning up the Site, any such
liability was discharged when UATC went through bankruptcy in 2001. Indeed, because of
UATC’s bankruptcy, to hold UATC liable, the Regional Board had to find that UATC
reasonably should have known by 1978 (when UATC’s affiliation with the Site ended) that its
tenant had contaminated the Site with perchloroethylene (“PCE”), while simultaneously
concluding that the Regional Board should not reasonably have known by 2001 that UATC’s
tenant had contaminated the Site with PCE. The State Board should reverse these utterly
inequitable and incompatible findings.
For these reasons, which are set out in detail in this Petition, the State Board should
overturn the Regional Board’s decision to name UATC as a discharger responsible for cleaning
up the Site.
FACTUAL BACKGROUND

17
A.

18
19

Site History

UATC (and entities affiliated with UATC) owned the Site from the mid-1940s until
November 1975, when UATC sold the Site to Hanson Holdings, Inc. (“Hanson”).3 After the

20
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The Site is located at 2640 El Camino Real in Santa Clara, California.
UATC, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County,
UATC’s Technical Report on Site History” at 2 (Apr. 12, 2012), enclosed with Letter from S. Reisch to
B. Wolfe (Apr. 12, 2012). In the interests of efficiency, UATC has not attached to this Petition any
document that was posted on the State Water Resources Control Board GeoTracker database
(http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/profile_report.asp?global_id=T10000000901), as of September 11,
2013, the date on which the Regional Board issued the Order. We understand that all such documents are
part of the administrative record in this matter.
3
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sale, UATC leased the Site back from Hanson.4 In September 1977, after several other Site
ownership changes, Sherman, Clay of Delaware, Inc. (“Sherman, Clay”)—an entity related to the
current owner, Moonlite Associates—bought the Site.5 About a year later, UATC and Sherman,
Clay terminated the 1975 lease, effective September 1, 1978.6 In 1983, Sherman, Clay
transferred the Site to Moonlite, which continues to own the Site today.7
Evidence in the record suggests that a dry cleaner began operating at the Site in mid1962, when the City of Santa Clara (the “City”) issued a Certificate of Occupancy certifying that
the City had inspected a “44’ wide section – Cleaners & Laundry” at the Site and approving
occupancy of the property.8 It is undisputed that dry cleaning occurred at the Site (though
perhaps not continuously) until at least October 1996, approximately 18 years after UATC
vacated the Site.
Little is known about dry-cleaning practices at the Site. In May 1961, the California
State Fire Marshal issued a permit to “Moonlight Cleaners” authorizing it to run a “clothes
cleaning establishment” at the Site.9 The permit allowed Moonlite Cleaners to install a Hoffman
Master-Jet Cleaning Unit, Hoyt SF-130 Reclaimer, Per Combo Filter-Still-Cooker, and a VaperMat Model 800. It also placed a handful of conditions on Moonlite Cleaners’ operations. For
example, it required “[a]ll processes consisting of washing, extracting, and deodorizing solventcleaned garments [to] take place in equipment approved for that purpose by the State Fire
Marshal.” Moonlite Cleaners had to ensure that exhaust fans on the cleaning and reclaiming
equipment operated automatically when the equipment doors were open so that vapors would be
exhausted to the outside of the building through ventilation ducts. The permit also required
Moonlite Cleaners to use an enclosed piping system to transfer reclaimed solvent from the
“muck-reclaimer” to the “cleaning system.” Although the permit refers to “solvent,” it does not
mention the type of solvent.
In June 1961, the City of Santa Clara approved a one-page application for a building
permit at the Site, which requested permission to install partitions in the Moonlite Cleaners’

17
18
19

4

Id. at 3 and Exhibit 3-A attached thereto.
Id. at 3–4 and Exhibit 3-E attached thereto.
6
Id. at 4 and Exhibit 3-F attached thereto.
7
Id. at 4 and Exhibit 3-G attached thereto.
8
City of Santa Clara, Building Department, “Certificate of Occupancy No. 1032,” enclosure to
Letter from L. Gualco to N. King (Dec. 18, 2012).
9
State Fire Marshal letter to Moonlight [sic] Cleaners (May 11, 1961), enclosure to Letter from L.
Gualco to N. King (Dec. 18, 2012). For simplicity, we use the name “Moonlite Cleaners” to refer
collectively to all of the dry-cleaning businesses that operated at the Site. According to Moonlite, at least
nine different individuals operated that business. See Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former
Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” at Tab 11 (Mar. 30, 2011).
5
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space, a minor improvement with an estimated value of $1,000.10 The application identifies
“United Calif Theater” as the Site owner but is signed by a construction contractor.11
Scarcely any other documentation about Moonlite Cleaners or its operations is identified
or relied upon in the Order. The Regional Board points to no records whatsoever to shed light on
how Moonlite Cleaners actually conducted its operations either before or after UATC’s lease of
the Site terminated in September 1978—records about the volume of business the dry cleaner
conducted, how it received and disposed of the “solvent” it used, or how much solvent the dry
cleaner used or the frequency of solvent deliveries, or any documentation of landlord, City, or
fire marshal inspections or spill responses at the Site. Moreover, the Regional Board has not
identified evidence from any witnesses with direct knowledge of Moonlite Cleaners’ operations.
The absence of pre-September 1978 records (such as a lease) regarding the Site is
attributable in part to the fact that many of UATC’s historic records were destroyed in 2006,
several years after UATC was sold to a new owner, as part of an established document-retention
program.12 There is nothing in the record, however, that explains the absence of information
from the (more recent) post-September1978 period. There is also little information in the record
about how the City operated and maintained the sewer system that serviced the Site, despite
evidence that the sewer system is a source of the PCE contamination. The City submitted a Site
History Technical Report to the Regional Board cleanup staff (“Cleanup Staff”) on April 13,
2012, which responded to the Cleanup Staff’s request for certain information and records.13
Although the City enclosed nearly two hundred pages of inspection and maintenance records for
the sewer system in the vicinity of the Site, the earliest dated inspection documented by those
records occurred in March 1995.14

14
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B.

UATC’s Bankruptcy

On September 5, 2000—22 years after UATC’s involvement with the Site ended—
UATC and other affiliated entities commenced chapter 11 bankruptcy cases in the United States
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“Application for Building Permit” (June 27, 1961), enclosure to Letter from L. Gualco to N. King
(Dec. 18, 2012). This amount is equivalent to just under $8,000 today. See Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Consumer Price Index Inflation Calculator available at http://www.bls.gov/data/inflation_calculator.htm.
11
“Application for Building Permit” (June 27, 1961), enclosure to Letter from L. Gualco to N. King
(Dec. 18, 2012).
12
UATC, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County,
UATC’s Technical Report on Site History” 1 (Apr. 12, 2012), enclosed with Letter from S. Reisch to B.
Wolfe (Apr. 12, 2012).
13
Letter from J. Hill to B. Wolfe, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
Santa Clara County, Site History Technical Report – City of Santa Clara” (Apr. 13, 2012); Letter from B.
Wolfe to J. Hill, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County,
Requirement for Technical Report on Site History” (Mar. 13, 2012).
14
Letter from J. Hill to B. Wolfe, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
Santa Clara County, Site History Technical Report – City of Santa Clara” at Ex. 1 (Apr. 13, 2012).
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District Court for the District of Delaware (the “Bankruptcy Court”).15 On January 25, 2001, the
Bankruptcy Court confirmed the debtors’ joint plan of reorganization (“Bankruptcy Plan”).16
The Bankruptcy Court order confirming the Bankruptcy Plan (“Bankruptcy Court
Order”) broadly discharged legal claims against the debtors, which included UATC. In
particular the Bankruptcy Court Order provided that:

4

The Plan shall bind all Holders of Claims and all Equity Interests, and all Claims
against, and Equity Interests in, the Debtors and Debtors in Possession shall be
satisfied, discharged and released in full, and the Debtors’ liability with respect
thereto shall be extinguished completely . . . and (iii) all Persons and Entities shall
be precluded from asserting against the Debtors, the Debtors in Possession, the
Estates, and the Reorganized Debtors, their successors and assigns, their assets
and properties, any other Claims or Equity Interests based upon any documents,
instruments, or any act or omission, transaction or other activity of any kind or
nature that occurred prior to the Effective Date [of the Bankruptcy Plan].17

5
6
7
8
9
10

As a limited exception to the discharge provision, the Bankruptcy Court Order also provided:
Notwithstanding any language to the contrary in the Plan or in this Order, nothing
in the Plan or this Order shall be construed as releasing or relieving any entity of
any liability to a governmental entity under any police or regulatory statute as the
owner or operator of property that the entity owns or operates after the date of this
Order.18

11
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Thus, the Bankruptcy Court Order expressly carved out of its discharge provisions
governmental entity claims relating to property that was still owned or operated by UATC “after
the date of [the Bankruptcy Court Order].” There is no such carve-out for governmental entity
claims relating to property, such as the Site, that was not owned or operated by UATC after the
date of the Bankruptcy Court Order (i.e., January 25, 2001).

17

C.

The Claims Against UATC

18
19

According to Moonlite, in September 2004, Moonlite discovered PCE contamination in
groundwater at the Site in excess of state standards.19 The record does not reflect whether

20
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See Docket for Case No. 00-03514 (PJW) (Jointly Administered) (Bankr. D. Del.) (“Chapter 11
Case”); Chapter 11 Case Docket No. 1 (Voluntary Petition under Chapter 11 filed on September 5, 2000).
16
See Chapter 11 Case Docket No. 867 (Confirmation Order entered on January 25, 2001).
17
Bankruptcy Court Order at 43 (emphasis added), attached as Ex. A to Letter from S. Reisch to N.
King, “Moonlite Associates LLC’s Claims Re: United Artists at 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
California” (Dec. 29, 2011).
18
Bankruptcy Court Order at 23 (emphasis added).
19
See http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/profile_report.asp?global_id=T10000000901
(Regulatory Activities).
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Moonlite sampled groundwater at the Site because it had reason to know of a PCE release at the
Site during its ownership or for some other reason. What is evident is that Moonlite conducted
no further investigation or remediation of the Site in 2004, and did not report the contamination
to the Regional Board or further investigate the contamination until March 2009, four and onehalf years later.20 The reason for this delay in reporting the Site contamination, as required by
California law,21 has never been explained.
On October 24, 2011, Moonlite sent a letter to the Cleanup Staff, asking the Regional
Board to name UATC as a “discharger” responsible for cleaning up the Site and also asking the
Regional Board to obtain information to support naming the City as a discharger as a result of
PCE releases from its sewer system.22 In response, UATC submitted a letter to the Regional
Board asserting that UATC should not be named as a discharger, both because of the absence of
any evidence of any PCE spills during UATC’s ownership and tenancy and because UATC’s
liability, if any, was discharged in the 2001 bankruptcy.23
After additional correspondence with the Cleanup Staff about whether UATC should be
named as a discharger, the Regional Board required UATC and the City to submit reports
concerning the Site history.24 UATC submitted its report on April 12, 2012, and the City
followed suit the next day.25 The Regional Board accepted and approved the City’s report on
July 25, 2012, and did the same with respect to UATC’s report on August 31, 2012.26 To
UATC’s knowledge, no site history report has ever been requested from, or submitted by,
Moonlite Associates, despite its lengthy ownership of the Site, which included 19 years while
dry-cleaning operations occurred at the Site.

13
20

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Moonlite, “Request for Agency Oversight of a Brownfield Site” (Jan. 22, 2009).
See Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 25359.4 (requiring that an unauthorized release of a reportable
quantity of a hazardous substance be reported to the California Department of Toxic Substances Control
within 30 days after the release is discovered).
22
Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino, Santa Clara,
California” (Oct. 24, 2011) attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative
Order) at Ex. A.
23
Letter from S. Reisch to N. King, “Moonlite Associates LLC’s Claims Re: United Artists at 2640
El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” (Dec. 29, 2011).
24
Letter from B. Wolfe to S. Reisch, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa
Clara County, Requirement for Technical Report on Site History” (Mar. 13, 2012); Letter from B. Wolfe
to J. Hill, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara County, Requirement for
Technical Report on Site History” (Mar. 13, 2012).
25
Letter from S. Reisch to B. Wolfe, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa
Clara, Santa Clara County, Technical Report on Site History” (Apr. 12, 2012); Letter from J. Hill to B.
Wolfe, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County, Site History
Technical Report – City of Santa Clara” (Apr. 13, 2012).
26
Letter from B. Wolfe to J. Hill, “Approval of Technical Report on Site History – Former
Moonlite Cleaners 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County” (July 25, 2012); Letter from
B. Wolfe to S. Reisch, “Approval of United Artist[s] Theat[re] Circuit, Inc. Technical Report on Site
History, Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County” (Aug. 31,
2012).
21
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In August 2012, the Cleanup Staff shared a draft letter with Moonlite partially approving
and partially rejecting a feasibility study and pilot study work plan Moonlite had prepared
concerning remediation of the Site.27 The Cleanup Staff’s draft letter contested the conceptual
site model described in Moonlite’s work plan, which concluded that a significant release of PCE
occurred near the Site from the City’s sewer system.28 Shortly after the Cleanup Staff shared the
draft letter with Moonlite, Moonlite formally withdrew its request that the City be named as a
discharger, and the Cleanup Staff and City agreed to withdraw and, according to Moonlite,
“delete” the draft letter objecting to Moonlite’s work plan.29 Moonlite simultaneously promised
to provide the Cleanup Staff “additional information relevant to the naming of United Artists as a
former owner of the [Site]” and reiterated its request that the Cleanup Staff name UATC as a
discharger at the Site.30
The Cleanup Staff acceded to Moonlite’s request. In an e-mail dated October 9, 2012,
the Cleanup Staff notified Moonlite and UATC that the Regional Board was “planning on
moving forward with issuing an order that names Moonlite and [UATC] as dischargers.”31 The
Cleanup Staff also informed UATC that they were declining to pursue a claim against the City of
Santa Clara because the City purportedly had been conscientious in maintaining its sewer lines in
the area and the PCE discharges violated a 1975 City ordinance.32 In addition, the Cleanup Staff
took the position that contamination at the Site is primarily attributable to a release in the vicinity
of Moonlite Cleaners’ dry-cleaning equipment and not from a leaking sewer line.33
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On November 20, 2012, the Cleanup Staff met with representatives of UATC and
Moonlite to discuss UATC’s objections to being named as a discharger. At the meeting, UATC
presented a technical analysis prepared by groundwater hydrology experts from Erler &
Kalinowski, Inc. (“EKI”), in which EKI concluded that it is unlikely that a PCE release occurred
at the Site while UATC owned or leased the property (i.e., before September 1978). UATC also
27

Draft Letter from N. King to B. Mehrens, “Partial Approval of Feasibility Study/Pilot Study
Work Plan and Request for Reports, Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa
Clara County” (Aug. 2012), attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s
Tentative Order) at Ex. B.
28
Id.
29
Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa
Clara, California” (Aug. 28, 2012).
30
Id.
31
E-mail from N. King to S. Reisch and L. Gualco, “Moonlite Cleaners” (Oct. 9, 2012), attached to
Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative Order) at Ex. C.
32
The Cleanup Staff did not explain how an ordinance issued in 1975 could provide a basis for
declining to name the City as a discharger for releases that Cleanup Staff contends occurred between 1962
and 1975.
33
Draft Letter from N. King to B. Mehrens, “Partial Approval of Feasibility Study/Pilot Study
Work Plan and Request for Reports, Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa
Clara County” (Aug. 2012) attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative
Order) at Ex. B.
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asserted that it should not be named as a discharger because the Regional Board lacked
substantial evidence that (a) a PCE release occurred before September 1978; (b) UATC knew or
reasonably should have known by September 1978 of any discharge at the Site; and, (c) UATC
had the legal ability to prevent the discharge. In addition, UATC explained that any claim the
Regional Board might have against UATC was discharged in UATC’s 2001 bankruptcy.
In the following months, Moonlite and UATC exchanged additional correspondence with
the Cleanup Staff about whether the Regional Board had an adequate basis for naming UATC as
a discharger. In March 2013, UATC submitted a written report prepared by EKI to the Cleanup
Staff setting forth EKI’s conclusion that the distribution of PCE in the subsurface at the Site is
consistent with a post-September 1978 release and that there is no evidence of a pre-September
1978 release at the Site.34
Nonetheless, in a Tentative Order and Cleanup Staff Report issued on June 25, 2013, the
Cleanup Staff recommended to the Regional Board that both Moonlite and UATC be named as
dischargers liable for cleaning up PCE contamination at the Site.35 The Regional Board
scheduled a hearing on the Tentative Order for September 11, 2013 (the “Hearing”). Regional
Board staff members who were not otherwise involved in the case and were designated as an
advisory team (“Advisory Staff”) submitted comments on the Tentative Order on July 22, 2013.
UATC submitted comments on the Tentative Order on July 28, 2013, and Moonlite submitted
comments the next day.
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13
14
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A week before the Hearing, the Cleanup Staff provided to the Regional Board a package
of materials concerning this matter, including all of the comments received on the Tentative
Order, the Cleanup Staff’s responses to those comments, and a Revised Cleanup Staff Report
(“Revised Staff Report”) and Revised Tentative Order. The Revised Staff Report and Revised
Tentative Order included not only new arguments responding to UATC’s objections to being
named as a discharger but also additional factual information that was not previously in the
record. For example, the Revised Staff Report included a new section that made numerous
assertions about PCE loss associated with various types of dry-cleaning equipment and practices
without citation or any other explanation of where the Cleanup Staff obtained the information.36
It cited new stream-gauge data in order to make new arguments contesting EKI’s technical
analysis. It also relied upon data maintained by the Santa Clara Valley Water District from deep
production wells near the Site,37 but did not include the data itself in the record on the grounds

19
34

20
21
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23
24

EKI, “Review of Environmental Data: Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa
Clara, California” (Mar. 12, 2013) (hereinafter “EKI Report”), enclosed with Letter from S. Reisch to N.
King (Mar. 12, 2013) and attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative
Order) at Ex. D.
35
See Tentative Order: Adoption of Site Cleanup Requirements for Moonlite Associates, LLC, and
United Artist[s] Theat[re] Circuit, Inc. for the Property Located at 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
Santa Clara County (hereinafter “Tentative Order”) and Cleanup Staff Report attached thereto (June 24,
2013), attached hereto as Exhibit 5.
36
Revised Staff Report at 3, attached as Ex. 1 hereto.
37
Revised Staff Report at 8–9.
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that it was confidential.38 After reviewing the Revised Staff Report, EKI requested this data
from the Santa Clara Valley Water District but did not receive the data until after the Hearing.39
At the Hearing, the Cleanup Staff, UATC, and Moonlite each provided testimony to the
Regional Board. After discussion, and based on the advice of the Advisory Staff counsel, some
of which was delivered during a closed session, the Regional Board voted to adopt the Revised
Tentative Order without substantive modification.40
ARGUMENT

5
6

I.

7

The State Board may affirm the Regional Board’s decision to name an entity as a
“discharger” only if that decision is supported by “substantial evidence.” See In re Exxon Co.,
Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 85-7 at 10–11 (Aug. 22, 1985); William R.
Attwater, Memorandum to Regional Board Executive Officers Regarding Responsible Party
Orders, (Dec. 2, 1992). Substantial evidence means “credible and reasonable evidence which
indicates the named party has responsibility.” In re Exxon Co., WQ 85-7 at 12.

8
9
10

STANDARD OF REVIEW

16

Furthermore, the State Board has broad authority to reverse a regional board’s decision to
issue a cleanup and abatement order where the State Board finds that the regional board acted
inappropriately or improperly when it issued the order. Cal. Water Code § 13320(c) (“Upon finding
that the action of the regional board, or the failure of the regional board to act, was inappropriate or
improper, the state board may direct that the appropriate action be taken by the regional board, refer
the matter to another state agency having jurisdiction, take the appropriate action itself, or take any
combination of those actions.”); see also In re Dep’t of Fish & Game, Cal. State Water Res. Control
Bd., WQ 80-1 at 13 (Jan. 24, 1980) (“Water Code 13320 clearly indicates that we are to exercise an
independent review of Regional Board actions and that we can consider any relevant evidence
necessary to effectuate and implement the policies of the State’s water quality laws.”).

17

II.

11
12
13
14
15

18
19
20

THE REGIONAL BOARD LACKED SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE AND ACTED
IMPROPERLY AND INAPPROPRIATELY WHEN IT NAMED UATC AS A
DISCHARGER.

The Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act authorizes regional water quality control
boards to issue cleanup and abatement orders to “[a]ny person . . . who has caused or permitted,
causes or permits, or threatens to cause or permit any waste to be discharged or deposited where

21
22
23
24

38

See Regional Board Hearing Transcript, Agenda Item No. 7 at 25:3–21 (Sep. 11, 2013), attached
as Ex. 4 hereto (hereinafter “Tr.”).
39
C. Peabody Decl. ¶ 8, attached as Ex. 2 hereto.
40
See Tr. 129:12–15; 138:8 (adopting the Tentative Order with no changes other than correcting a
few typographical errors).
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it is, or probably will be, discharged into the waters of the state and creates, or threatens to
create, a condition of pollution or nuisance. . . .” Cal. Water Code § 13304(a) (emphasis added).
Under State Board precedent, former owners and landlords who have not “caused” a
discharge of waste, such as UATC, may be found to have “permitted” a discharge under Water
Code Section 13304(a) only if there is substantial evidence that they:

4

1. owned or possessed the relevant property at the time of the discharge;

5
2. knew or should have known of the discharge; and
6
3. had the legal ability to prevent the discharge.

7
8
9

See In re Stuart, Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. WQ 86-15 at 6 n.3 (Sept. 18, 1986); In re
Exxon, WQ 85-7 at 3. As explained below, the Regional Board has failed to produce substantial
evidence in support of all three of these critical elements.
A. The Regional Board’s Conclusion that a Discharge Occurred While UATC Owned
or Leased the Site Was Based on Conjecture, Inaccurate Information, and Flawed
Reasoning.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16

The Order flatly asserts that “UATC is named as a discharger because it owned the site
during the time of the PCE discharges . . . .”41 In truth, the Regional Board does not know when
the PCE discharge at the Site occurred. Having failed to make any effort to locate or interview
percipient witnesses or prepare its own independent technical analysis for dating the PCE
release, the Regional Board can only speculate as to how a PCE release at the Site “could have”
or “would have” occurred.42 As a result, and contrary to State Board precedent, the Regional
Board found UATC liable under Section 13304 merely because UATC long ago owned
commercial property that is now contaminated.
1. The Regional Board conducted an incomplete and inadequate investigation.

17
18
19

The Regional Board’s investigation into the timing of the PCE release at the Site was
fundamentally flawed. Despite Moonlite’s admission of liability, and notwithstanding the fact
that Moonlite would have been a logical source of information regarding both the condition of

20
41

21
22
23
24

Order at 2, attached hereto as Ex. 1.
See, e.g., Revised Staff Report at 7–8 (“PCE released on the floor of the dry cleaner would have
slowly seeped into the concrete floor, or through cracks or perforations in the concrete floor;” and “PCE
could have been bound up for years to decades in the soil immediately beneath the concrete slab and
above any sewer lines”); Revised Staff Report at 11 (“UATC would have had several different leases with
several different operators at Moonlite Cleaners for operation of the dry cleaning business;” and “[t]hese
leases would have given UATC legal control over Moonlite Cleaners’ activities and would have given
UATC the legal ability to prevent the discharge.”) (emphasis added).
42
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the Site as of September 1978 and any discharges of PCE that occurred after September 1978,43
the Regional Board never required Moonlite to submit a site history report. Indeed, the Regional
Board:


Never required Moonlite to provide written responses to basic questions about drycleaning operations conducted at the Site during the 19 years that Moonlite and
affiliated companies owned it;



Did not ask whether Moonlite possessed evidence of a release of PCE during its
ownership of the Site;



Did not ask how PCE was handled by Moonlite’s tenants;

8



Did not ask whether Moonlite ever inspected the Site during its ownership;

9



Did not ask Moonlite to provide leases with its former dry-cleaner tenants;

10



Did not ask Moonlite for records of how PCE was transported to or from the Site or
used at the Site, for records of the dry-cleaning equipment Moonlite’s tenants used at
the Site, or for records of Site renovations or modifications;



Did not ask Moonlite why dry-cleaning operations at the Site ceased and the drycleaner tenant moved to a different location; and



Did not ask Moonlite for documents to provide evidentiary support for a “timeline”
Moonlite voluntarily provided to the Regional Board, including how Moonlite knew
when specific dry cleaners began and ceased operating at the Site.

3
4
5
6
7

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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21

The Regional Board’s investigation of whether PCE leaked from City sewers was also
merely perfunctory. For the reasons explained below, understanding whether the PCE
contamination at the Site may have resulted from leaking sewers is relevant to determining how
and when PCE was discharged at the Site. Yet, the Regional Board did not investigate, and the
City provided almost no information whatsoever regarding, the City’s maintenance of the sewer
system while dry cleaning occurred at the Site between 1962 and 1996, and in particular, what
steps the City took to maintain the sewer system following the Loma Prieta earthquake in
October 1989. In addition, the Regional Board did not require the City to collect and analyze
samples from around the sewer system, even though, according to Moonlite, the Cleanup Staff
had previously indicated that such samples would aid in determining whether a release from the

22
23
24

43

While evidence of a large post-1978 release would not, by itself, eliminate the possibility of an
earlier release, it would have provided important context for the Regional Board’s evaluation of the origin
of PCE contamination at the Site.
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sewer system had occurred.44 Instead, it appears from the record that the Cleanup Staff stopped
investigating possible releases from the sewer (and the City as a potential discharger) after
Moonlite Associates formally withdrew its request that the City be named as a party responsible
for remediating the Site.
The Regional Board’s failure to pursue a thorough investigation of the Site and to
scrutinize the information provided by Moonlite and the City directly impacts the validity of its
conclusion that PCE was discharged at the Site before September 1978 and its related assertion
that leaks from aging sewers are not a primary cause of contamination at the Site.

6

2. The Regional Board’s conclusion that a discharge occurred while UATC owned or
leased the Site was based on conjecture, not substantial evidence.

7
8
9
10
11
12

In the absence of a diligent investigation into dry-cleaning operations at the Site, the
Order and Revised Staff Report instead rely on generalities, unsupported assumptions, and
flawed logic to find that PCE was released at the Site while UATC owned or leased it. In
particular, the Order and Revised Staff Report conclude that PCE was released at the Site
between 1962 and September 1978 based on: (a) circumstantial evidence of solvent usage at the
Site beginning in the early 1960s and “common industry-wide practices” in the 1960s and 1970s
assumed to have been followed at the Site; (b) inefficiencies of older dry-cleaning equipment
used in the 1960s; and (c) “physical evidence” of PCE at the Site and down-gradient from the
Site.45 As explained below, none of the information relied upon by the Regional Board supports
its conclusion as to the timing of PCE discharges at the Site.

13
(a) Use of PCE and “Common Industry-Wide Practices”

14
15
16
17
18
19

Instead of preparing a technical analysis or considering other Site-specific evidence to
determine the date of the PCE discharge, the Regional Board relies on circumstantial evidence of
PCE use at the Site46 and lists “[e]xamples of common release mechanisms from dry-cleaner
operations” identified in a 2007 Santa Clara Valley Water District study (“2007 Study”) to
support its conclusion that a PCE discharge occurred at the Site before September 1978.47
It is important to recognize that what the Revised Staff Report calls “common industrywide practices” is actually a list of all of the possible ways that PCE could enter groundwater
from dry-cleaning operations. The practices listed include dumping PCE directly onto soil,
discharging PCE into leaking sanitary sewers, storing PCE-saturated spent cartridge filters

20
44

21
22
23
24

Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa
Clara, California” 3 (Oct. 24, 2011), attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s
Tentative Order) at Ex. A.
45
Order at 2; Revised Staff Report at 3.
46
Although the Revised Staff Report contains a considerable discussion emphasizing the basis for
its conclusion that PCE was used at the Site in the 1960s and 1970s, Revised Staff Report at 2–3, the
critical question is not whether PCE was used at the Site but when it was discharged at the Site.
47
Revised Staff Report at 4.
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behind dry-cleaning businesses, and spilling PCE onto concrete floors through which the PCE
then seeped. By citing this disparate and wide-ranging list, the Regional Board merely
demonstrates that it really does not know which of these practices caused PCE to be discharged
into the environment at the Site.
And because the Regional Board does not know how PCE was discharged at the Site, it
also does not know when the discharge occurred. While some of the cited industry-wide
practices might be expected to result in discharges to the environment at the outset of a drycleaning operation, others suggest that a discharge would not have occurred for many years (e.g.,
PCE leaks from sewers might be expected to occur only as the sewers age). Accordingly, merely
enumerating possible discharge scenarios does not establish that any particular scenario occurred
at the Site, and it certainly does not provide substantial evidence of when a discharge occurred.
(b) Inefficiencies of Older Equipment

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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The Revised Staff Report also cites the 2007 Study as evidence that “older dry cleaners
used more solvent and released a greater percentage of solvent used due to relative inefficiencies
of the older equipment compared to newer equipment.”48 But even if that assertion were true, it
provides no information about whether UATC’s dry-cleaner tenant actually discharged PCE into
the subsurface. The Revised Staff Report offers no evidence, for example, of how UATC’s
tenant operated and maintained the equipment in use at the Site before September 1978, or
whether it was more or less reliable than other dry-cleaning equipment.
The Revised Staff Report also claims, again relying on the 2007 Study, that “the earlier a
dry cleaner operated[,] the more likely it is that larger quantities of PCE were released to soil and
groundwater due to older equipment and common PCE handling and disposal practice[s] for that
time period.”49 However, as EKI points out, the higher PCE loss rate in the 1960s was caused by
greater air emissions, not greater discharges to the subsurface.50
In truth, the historical record suggests that some dry cleaners released PCE into the
environment and others did not. The Revised Staff Report disregards data in the 2007 Study that
indicate that at least one quarter of historic dry-cleaning operations have never caused PCE
contamination.51 The Revised Staff Report also ignores the 2007 Study’s conclusion that sewer
releases, and not the inefficiency of older equipment, are the principal source of PCE
groundwater contamination.52 The Regional Board has identified no defensible basis for
focusing on some aspects of the 2007 Study and ignoring others. Because the general

20
48

21
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Id.
Id.
50
EKI, “Comments on Cleanup Staff Report Accompanying Moonlite Tentative Order” at 5 (July
29, 2013) (“EKI Comments”), attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s
Tentative Order) as Attachment A.
51
See Santa Clara Valley Water District, “Study of Potential for Groundwater Contamination from
Past Dry Cleaner Operations in Santa Clara County” at 6 (2007) (“2007 Study”).
52
See 2007 Study at 6.
49
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conclusions of the 2007 Study contradict the Regional Board’s position at least as much as they
support it, the 2007 Study does not provide substantial evidence of a pre-September 1978
discharge at the Site.
(c) Physical Evidence at the Site and Down-gradient from It

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

The Order and Revised Staff Report also claim that “physical evidence at the Site and
downgradient from it” supports the conclusion that “PCE discharges occurred during UATC’s
ownership and control of the Site [between] 1962 and 1978 and afterwards when Moonlite
Associates took ownership.”53 First, to state the obvious, the mere presence of PCE at the Site
and down-gradient from the Site provides no basis for pinpointing when PCE was released at the
Site. If Moonlite Associates’ tenants spilled PCE at the Site and UATC’s tenant did not, there
would still be physical evidence of PCE at and down-gradient from the Site, even though no
release occurred between 1962 and September 1978.
Moreover, the Order and Revised Staff Report never identify what specific physical
evidence ostensibly supports the conclusion that a pre-September 1978 PCE release occurred.
The Cleanup Staff never prepared their own technical analysis to determine the timing of the
PCE release at the Site. Aside from responding to EKI’s conclusions, the Cleanup Staff did not
analyze whether historic groundwater conditions are consistent with present-day observations
about the PCE plume, and they did not consider whether the plume length and location are
consistent with a pre-September 1978 discharge. As a result, what the Regional Board meant
when it cited to “physical evidence” that supports naming UATC remains a mystery to this day.

13
14
15
16
17
18
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21

Finally, and most importantly, the expert analysis EKI presented to the Regional Board on
behalf of UATC thoroughly debunks the Regional Board’s claim that there is physical evidence
that supports the conclusion that a PCE release occurred at the Site before September 1978. In
particular, EKI’s analysis shows that the direction in which the PCE plume has migrated beneath
the Site indicates that the PCE release at the Site reached shallow groundwater sometime in the
early-to-mid-1990s, approximately 15 years after UATC’s lease of the Site terminated. Building
upon an analysis first presented by Moonlite Associates’ consultant,54 EKI explained both in its
report and at the Hearing that groundwater data from the Site and the surrounding area indicate
that the direction of shallow groundwater flow beneath and around the Site changed in
approximately the early-to-mid-1990s.55 During the 1960s and 1970s, groundwater elevations
around the Site were below the Saratoga Creek streambed (which is at 62 feet above mean sea
level (“msl”)). Under those conditions, Saratoga Creek was a losing stream, meaning that
surface water from the Creek flowed into the surrounding groundwater (i.e., from the higher
elevation in the Creek to the lower elevation away from the Creek). Because Saratoga Creek
flows to the north along the east side of the Site, exfiltration from the Creek caused shallow

22
53

23
24

Order at 2; Revised Staff Report at 4.
West Environmental Services and Technologies, “Site Investigation Report, 2640 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara, California” at 28 (Oct. 5, 2011).
55
EKI Report at 6–7.
54
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groundwater to flow in a northwesterly direction during this period.56 In the early-to-mid-1990s,
as a result of well-documented efforts to recharge the deeper aquifer,57 groundwater elevations
rose above the Saratoga Creek streambed. Under these conditions, Saratoga Creek became a
gaining stream, meaning that shallow groundwater infiltrated into Saratoga Creek. This caused
shallow groundwater to begin flowing in a northeasterly direction, toward the stream (again,
from the higher elevation to the lower).58 Thus, because groundwater flowed in a northwesterly
direction until the early-to-mid 1990s, a release that reached groundwater before that time (e.g.,
in the 1960s or 1970s) would have resulted in a northwesterly trending PCE plume.59 But that is
not what groundwater monitoring data from the Site show. Rather, a PCE plume trends from the
Site to the northeast.60 That northeasterly trending plume is consistent with a release that
reached shallow groundwater after the groundwater gradient shifted to the northeast.
EKI has separately calculated when a release would have had to occur for it to reach
groundwater in the early-to-mid 1990s or after, when the groundwater flow direction at the Site
switched to the northeast. Those calculations show that it would have taken approximately six
years for a release of wastewater containing dissolved PCE at the Site to reach groundwater,
meaning that the plume observed today would have resulted from a wastewater release that
occurred in approximately the late 1980s or after.61 EKI also concluded that a northwesterly
trending plume would still be detectable today if a release had occurred before September 1978,
despite the early-to-mid-1990s shift in gradient to the northeasterly direction.62
In short, EKI has established that the existence of a northeasterly trending plume at the
Site is indicative of a release in the late 1980s or after and conversely, that the absence of a
northwesterly trending plume shows that a pre-September 1978 release did not occur.

14
15
16
17
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*

*

*

To properly name UATC as a discharger under Water Code Section 13304, the Regional
Board has the burden of producing substantial evidence that a release occurred while UATC
owned or leased the Site. But the generalities on which the Regional Board relies provide no
basis at all for deciding that a release did or did not occur before September 1978. Accordingly,
and because the Regional Board fails to produce any independent technical analysis, eyewitness
testimony, or other Site-specific evidence about when the release occurred, there is not
substantial evidence for its conclusion that a release occurred while UATC owned or leased the

19
20

56

Id.
Tr. 18:24–19:2, 66:18–19; Revised Staff Report at 8.
58
See EKI Report 7–8; UATC Presentation: “2640 El Camino Real Santa Clara, California –
Regional Board Hearing 11 September 2013” at Slides 6–12 (Sep. 11, 2013), attached hereto as Exhibit 6
(hereinafter “UATC Presentation”).
59
EKI Report 7–8.
60
Id. at 10–11.
61
EKI Report at 10–11.
62
EKI Report at 11.
57
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1

Site. The State Board should therefore reverse the Regional Board’s decision to name UATC as
a discharger.

2

3. The current theories presented by Cleanup Staff in response to EKI’s technical
analysis are fatally undermined by inaccuracies in and misinterpretations of the
underlying data.

3
4
5
6
7
8

Although the Cleanup Staff have consistently rejected EKI’s analysis, their basis for
doing so has varied over time, as EKI has repeatedly pointed out fallacies in the Cleanup Staff’s
shifting analysis.63 The Regional Board’s current basis for objecting to EKI’s technical analysis
is no more convincing than prior iterations. As explained below, each of the current theories
advanced by the Regional Board, as well as an additional theory advocated by Moonlite’s
consultant and accepted by at least one Regional Board member, is based upon unsubstantiated
assertions, mischaracterizations, and material omissions, all of which cast yet more doubt on the
reliability of the Order’s conclusions.

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

(a) The Suspended-PCE Theory
According to the Cleanup Staff, PCE was likely spilled directly on the dry-cleaner floor and,
after seeping through the floor, “could have been” suspended in the soil immediately underneath the
concrete floor for years to decades, such that a pre-September 1978 release could have led to the
observed northeast-trending PCE plume.64 However, the assumption that PCE contamination
resulted from a surface release is based solely on conjecture, and the Cleanup Staff’s description of
how such a release would have behaved is contrary to established science. As to the likelihood of a
surface spill causing the current PCE plume, both EKI and Moonlite Associates’ consultant, West
Environmental Services and Technologies (“West”) have explained that the concentration and
location of the PCE contamination indicates that it resulted from a leaking sewer instead.65 If
PCE had been spilled on the surface at the Site, it would have been released as a dense non-

16
17
18
19
20
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22
23
24

63

For example, the Cleanup Staff initially argued that the rising groundwater table and resulting
changes in the groundwater gradient identified by EKI would have had little effect on the flow direction
of the plume because, in the Cleanup Staff’s view, groundwater flow at the Site was controlled by northtrending ancestral Saratoga Creek stream deposits and “deep production wells.” See, e.g., Cleanup Staff
Report at 4 (June 24, 2013), attached hereto as Ex. 5. EKI pointed out that the actual geologic data show
there is no evidence of channelized sediments at the Site that would counteract groundwater gradients,
and that unidentified production wells screened in a different aquifer would not affect horizontal
groundwater flow in the shallow groundwater above the clay layer. EKI Comments at 2–3, attached to
Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative Order) at Attachment A.
64
Revised Staff Report at 7.
65
EKI Report at 10; West, “Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Work Plan, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa
Clara, California” 28–29 (Mar.12, 2012); West, “Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Work Plan, 2640 El
Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 8, 25 (Sep. 20, 2012); West, “Site Characterization Report, 2640
El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 27–28 (Feb.11, 2011); West, “Site Investigation Report, 2640
El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 29–31 (Oct. 5, 2011).
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aqueous phase liquid (“DNAPL”).66 According to EPA guidance, groundwater that has been
impacted by a DNAPL release would exhibit PCE concentrations above one percent effective
solubility.67 But PCE groundwater concentrations at the Site are below that threshold, with a
maximum of about 0.51 percent of PCE’s effective solubility.68 The concentrations of PCE at
the Site are therefore indicative of a release of PCE in the dissolved phase, in wastewater from
the sewer system, rather than a surface release. Moreover, the presence at the Site of methylene
blue active substances and compounds unrelated to dry-cleaning activities (e.g., acetone, toluene,
and cyclohexane), the existence of offsets and holes in the sewer as documented in a video
inspection conducted by West, and the location of significant concentrations of PCE just below City
sewers indicate that sewer releases, rather than the surface spills posited by the Cleanup Staff, were
the primary source of PCE in groundwater at the Site.69 As noted above, EKI’s site-specific traveltime calculations show that PCE in the dissolved phase would have reached groundwater in
approximately six years, not the “decades” posited by the Revised Staff Report.
In any event, even if PCE were released as a DNAPL, it would have reached groundwater
in even less than six years, because DNAPL migrates more quickly than dissolved PCE.70 Indeed,
if PCE had migrated through the concrete floor, several feet of PCE would have had to
accumulate before it would pass through the clay beneath the building.71 If that had happened,
the PCE would have migrated quickly downward to groundwater, as opposed to sitting above the
groundwater for decades.72
Thus, even if a surface release of PCE were the source of the present PCE plume, which
is doubtful, the Revised Staff Report’s assertion that it would have taken decades for a surface
release to reach groundwater is not scientifically possible. Either (1) PCE released at the surface
never reached groundwater because not enough DNAPL was released to push it through the clay
that exists beneath the dry-cleaner site, or (2) sufficient DNAPL was released such that its
weight, due to the force of gravity, would have pushed the DNAPL to groundwater much faster
than several decades.73 And, if DNAPL had migrated to groundwater as a result of a preSeptember 1978 release, remnants of a northwesterly trending plume still would be evident.
Again, the absence of such a plume demonstrates that a pre-1979 release did not occur.
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EKI Report at 10.
Id.
68
EKI Report at 10 n.3.
69
West, “Site Investigation Report, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 22–23; 29–30
(Oct. 5, 2011); EKI Report at 9–10; UATC Presentation at Slides 25, 26.
70
See Tr. 68:20–69:1; UATC Presentation at Slide 23.
71
See EKI Comments at 6–7, attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s
Tentative Order) as Attachment A.
72
Id.
73
If sufficient PCE DNAPL were released to push through the clay but in an amount insufficient to
reach groundwater, a PCE vapor plume would form in the vadose zone. These dense vapors would cause
groundwater contamination. See UATC Presentation at Slide 24; Tr. 69:2–4; 70:6–21.
67
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(b) The No-Shallow-Groundwater Theory
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The Regional Board’s second theory is that the absence of a northwesterly trending PCE
plume is explained by the lack of shallow groundwater at the Site in the 1960s and 1970s. But the
Regional Board’s analysis is based on an obviously erroneous interpretation of groundwater
elevation data from three deep production wells located about one-half mile from the Site.
According to the Regional Board, these data show that the groundwater table at the Site was
so deep in the 1960s and 1970s that there would have been no shallow groundwater for a discharge
of PCE to contaminate, and thus a northwesterly trending plume would not have been created.74 In
particular, at the Hearing, the Cleanup Staff represented that these data, which were never
introduced into the record, show that “[f]or most of UATC’s period of ownership, there was no
shallow groundwater and the creek was completely disconnected from deep groundwater.”75
According to the Cleanup Staff, even in 1978, “the creek was about 80 feet above groundwater,”
meaning that “even if the PCE release extended to 40 feet deep as it does now, the groundwater was
still far below the contamination zone, and PCE was not yet migrating in groundwater.”76 Moonlite
endorsed this contention, citing additional data from an ostensibly “nearby” San Jose Index Well to
echo the Cleanup Staff’s claim that groundwater elevations were too low in the 1960s and 1970s for
a northwest-trending PCE plume to form.77

11
12
13
14
15
16
17

At the Hearing, EKI objected that the mysterious data upon which the Regional Board and
Moonlite relied to demonstrate the absence of shallow groundwater at the Site were from wells that
were not representative of Site conditions because they were screened in a different, deeper
aquifer.78 As explained in EKI’s declaration, EKI’s Hearing testimony is supported by a simple
comparison between (1) the data from the three deep production wells; and (2) the data from
shallow aquifer monitoring wells at gas stations formerly located near the Site—a Mobil station
about 2,500 feet from the Site, a Chevron station about 700 feet from the Site, and a Shell station
about 1,100 feet from the Site.79 For example, one of the deep production wells (Well 07S/01W04E002) is about 650 feet from the monitoring wells at the former Mobil station.80 Data from a
representative monitoring well at the Mobil station show groundwater present in the shallow aquifer
in early 1985 at depths of about 22–23 feet bgs.81 Contemporaneous data from the neighboring
deep production well (upon which the Regional Board relies) show groundwater elevations at 112
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74
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Revised Staff Report at 8–9.
Tr. 18:3–18:4; 25:3–21; see also Cleanup Staff Presentation: “Item #7 – Adoption of Site Cleanup
Requirements for UATC and Moonlite Associates, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara” at Slides 20–24
(Sep. 11, 2013), attached hereto as Exhibit 7 (hereinafter “Cleanup Staff Presentation”).
76
Tr. 19:4–19:9.
77
Tr. 107:19–109:8; 111:16–113:7; 126:16–127:7; see also Moonlite Presentation: “Former
Moonlite Cleaners, Santa Clara, California” at Slides 21–22 (Sep. 11, 2013), attached hereto as Exhibit 8
(hereinafter “Moonlite Presentation”).
78
Tr. 58:8–17; 59:23–60:9; 66:9–14; 122:21–123:6.
79
Peabody Decl. ¶ 13.
80
Peabody Decl. ¶ 15.
81
Peabody Decl. ¶ 15.
75
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feet bgs.82 Thus, the groundwater elevation in the shallow aquifer was about 90 feet higher than the
groundwater elevation measured in the deep production well located just 650 feet away.83 The
obvious implication is that the groundwater elevation data from production wells upon which the
Regional Board relies are not representative of shallow groundwater elevations at the Site, likely
because the shallow aquifer and deep aquifer are separated by low-permeability layers and are,
consequently, hydraulically distinct.84 Data from the Chevron and Shell stations confirm this
conclusion.85
The groundwater elevation data from the San Jose Index Well to which Moonlite cited are
also unrepresentative of Site conditions. The well is not “nearby” the Site but about 4 miles to the
southeast.86 It measures groundwater elevations in the deep aquifer within the Santa Clara
Subbasin.87 And the data, on their face, cannot possibly represent groundwater conditions at the
Site. As recently as 1995, those data show groundwater elevations above 80 feet msl, which is
above the ground surface at the Site.88 Indeed, the Santa Clara Valley Water District Groundwater
Management Plan from which Moonlite acquired the index well data specifically explains that the
“groundwater elevations in the well are not indicative of actual elevations throughout the County . .
. .”89 Like the deep production well data that the Cleanup Staff referenced, the San Jose Index
Well accordingly is not representative of shallow groundwater conditions at the Site. Thus,
neither the deep production well data nor the San Jose Index Well data provide a basis for
disputing EKI’s conclusion that a pre-1978 release into shallow groundwater would have migrated
in a northwesterly direction.

12
(c) Intermittent-Creek Theory
13
14
15
16
17
18

The Regional Board argues that Saratoga Creek was an intermittent creek during the 1960s
and 1970s, only flowing on average one-half of each year, which in its view would not be enough to
recharge groundwater and cause a northwest-trending plume.90 To make this argument, the
Regional Board relies on data from a stream gauging station located approximately nine miles south
and upstream of the Site. The Regional Board provides no basis for concluding that the data
collected at such a distance would be representative of Site conditions, and, in fact, the surface water
catchment area for Saratoga Creek at the gauging station is just greater than one-half the size of
82

Peabody Decl. ¶ 15.
Peabody Decl. ¶ 15.
84
Peabody Decl. ¶ 15.
85
Peabody Decl. ¶ 16.
86
Peabody Decl. ¶ 18.
87
Peabody Decl. ¶ 18.
88
Peabody Decl. ¶ 18.
89
Santa Clara Valley Water District, “Santa Clara Valley Water District Groundwater Management
Plan,” at 12–13 (July 2001) available at http://www.water.ca.gov/urbanwatermanagement/2010uwmps/
Morgan%20Hill,%20City%20of/ELECTRONIC.Groundwater%20Management%20Plan.pdf.
90
Cleanup Staff’s Response to Comments on Tentative Order for Site Cleanup Requirements, 2640
El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County at 10, 31 (Aug. 26, 2013), attached hereto as Exhibit 9
(hereinafter “Cleanup Staff’s Response to Comments”).
83
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surface water catchment area for Saratoga Creek near the Site.91 Put simply, a lot more water runs
into the Creek at the Site than at the gauging station. Accordingly, the stream gauge data that the
Cleanup Staff relied on are not representative of the conditions at the Site and do not support the
Regional Board’s argument. Moreover, the Cleanup Staff’s claim that Saratoga Creek flowed on
average only one-half of each year during the 1960s and 1970s is inaccurate. Monthly discharge
data during the 1960s and 1970s from the gauging station show that Saratoga Creek flowed year
round, with lower discharge rates in the summer than the winter.92
Even if one were to accept the Cleanup Staff’s position that Saratoga Creek recharge was
minimal during the 1960s and 1970s, the Cleanup Staff now acknowledge that some shift in
groundwater flow direction occurred in the 1990s, stating that “[i]n the early 1990s as rising
groundwater levels surpassed the surface water elevation in the creek, the northerly regional
gradient shifted to the northeast near the creek, as is seen today.”93 Thus, while the Cleanup Staff
reject EKI’s argument that groundwater flow shifted from the northwesterly direction to the
northeasterly direction, the Staff’s own analysis indicates that groundwater flow at the Site shifted
from north to northeast. This is a key concession, because there is also no evidence of a PCE plume
in groundwater to the north. Thus, the Cleanup Staff’s own analysis suggests that any PCE release
must have reached groundwater after the early-to-mid 1990s, when groundwater flow shifted to the
northeast.

11
(d) Inconsistent-Local-Groundwater Theory
12
13
14

The Revised Staff Report also argues that groundwater monitoring data from a nearby
Chevron gas station show that groundwater flow directions varied in the early 1990s.94 According
to the Cleanup Staff,
the timing of the release of PCE, either before or after 1978, cannot be predicted
based solely on the lack of significant contamination in the subsurface to the
northwest of the Site due to the uncertainty of the historic groundwater flow
direction. As seen at the Chevron station site adjacent to the Moonlite Site, flow
direction varied widely in the early and mid-1990s, contrary to EKI’s hypothesis
that groundwater flowed only to the northwest pre-1994.95

15
16
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EKI reviewed the data behind this assertion and determined that it depends entirely on an
obviously anomalous data point.96 As EKI explained at the Hearing, the data from one of the three
monitoring wells at the Chevron site (well C1) exhibit highly aberrant behavior.97 In particular,
during the early 1990s, the groundwater elevation data at well C1 are about five feet higher than the
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Peabody Decl. ¶ 22.
Peabody Decl. ¶ 23.
Revised Staff Report at 8.
See Revised Staff Report at 9.
See Cleanup Staff’s Response to Comments at 26.
Tr. 61:17–65:5.
Id.
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other nearby wells, and the groundwater elevation remains “stuck” at that level for several years,
even as the elevations all around it continue to rise.98 When the data are plotted with this anomalous
well, they show numerous inconsistent groundwater gradients in the area around the Site.99
Calculating the groundwater gradient without the anomalous data yields a generally north/northwest
trend, a result consistent with EKI’s technical analysis.100 Moreover, as more wells were installed at
the Chevron site after the early 1990s, the data clearly show a northwest trend.101 Thus, contrary to
the assertion in the Revised Staff Report, there is no evidence that groundwater flow varied, let
alone flowed to the southwest, at the Site in the early 1990s.

5
(e) Moonlite’s Plume-Length Calculation
6
7
8
9
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11
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At the Hearing, Moonlite presented a wholly new argument that the PCE plume’s current
length is consistent with a release in approximately 1963.102 Moonlite based that assertion on a
measured plume length of about 750 feet.103 But that length is wrong. The data show the actual
plume length to be 1,200 feet.104 All other variables being equal, it would take 70 years for the
plume to reach that length, which would mean the release occurred in 1939, an absurd
conclusion.105 Moonlite also estimated the release date using a plume-velocity value of 18.8 feet
per year, which EKI previously estimated for the plume’s center of mass. To determine the date
of release based on the total plume length as opposed to the travel distance of the center of mass,
however, a leading-edge velocity is necessary, which Moonlite did not calculate.106 Moonlite’s
claim that the release can be dated to 1963 is thus based on multiple invalid parameters and is
completely erroneous.
Further, Moonlite’s time calculations assume that the entire PCE plume originated at the
dry-cleaner operation at the Site. But Moonlite’s consultant previously concluded that the sewer
main leaked PCE at the location of the sewer siphon beneath Saratoga Creek along El Camino
Real, 650 feet away from the building in which the dry cleaner operated.107 In other words, the
plume was not formed solely as a result of a PCE release from the sewer at the Site but rather as
a result of sewer releases both at the Site and at the siphon. Because West’s calculations
incorrectly assume that the entire release occurred at the dry-cleaner building, they cannot be
used to estimate the date of the PCE release.108
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Id.
Id.
Id.
Id.
Tr. 109:19–110:5.
See Moonlite Presentation at Slides 23, 29, 31.
Peabody Decl. ¶ 24.
Peabody Decl. ¶ 24.
Peabody Decl. ¶ 24.
West, “Site Investigation Report, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 3, 31 (Oct. 5,

2011).
108

Peabody Decl. ¶ 25.
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The flawed technical analysis presented by the Cleanup Staff and Moonlite clearly
influenced the Regional Board’s deliberations. At least one Regional Board member cited
Moonlite’s plume-length calculation as the “most compelling” reason for his conclusion that a PCE
release occurred before September 1978, even though it was presented for the first time (and very
briefly) at the Hearing, was unsubstantiated at the Hearing, and ultimately turned out to be
completely inaccurate.109 The same Regional Board member also explicitly relied on the Cleanup
Staff’s erroneous assertion that shallow groundwater elevations at the Site were too low for a
northwest-trending PCE plume to have formed from a pre-September 1978 release.110 Not only
were both of these arguments by Moonlite and the Cleanup Staff independently wrong, they also
could not possibly be right simultaneously, given that a plume that took 50 years to form (according
to Moonlite) would have had to reach groundwater before September 1978, which could not have
happened according to the Cleanup Staff.
Even if the criticisms of EKI’s analysis endorsed by the Regional Board were legitimate,
which they are not, the State Board should still set aside the Order. It is not UATC’s burden to
prove that no PCE release occurred at the Site before September 1978, and criticisms of EKI’s
analysis do not constitute substantial evidence of a pre-September 1978 PCE release.

11
12

Because the Regional Board’s conclusion that PCE was released before September 1978
lacks a factual or scientific foundation, and instead is based on generalities and erroneous
interpretations of the data, that conclusion is improper and inappropriate and should be reversed.

13
4. There is no precedent for reaching conclusions as to the timing of a discharge
without eyewitness testimony or technical evidence.

14
15
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17
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After an extensive review, UATC has found no cleanup and abatement orders where the
timing of a discharge was in dispute and the State Board made or upheld a finding on that issue
based solely on the grounds that discharges of a detected chemical were common in the industry
at issue. Instead, in the few cleanup and abatement orders where the timing of a discharge was
directly in dispute, the State Board has relied on at least some direct evidence that the relevant
contaminant was in fact spilled at the site in the relevant time period or on some technical
evidence—such as a fate-and-transport analysis—to estimate the timing and location of the
discharge.
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Tr. 130:24–131:17.
Tr. 130:15–130:24 (“[T]he West cross-section in Figure 2.3 shows groundwaters plus or minus 40
feet lower in the 1970’s, so until groundwater had advanced to the point where it intersected with whatever
material—whether it was DNAPL[] or aqueous phase in the groundwater, the staff’s theoretical proposal that
material was sifting through the groundwater, moving its way through clay, is an entirely reasonable
proposition and fits the facts”).
110
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For example, in In re Stinnes-Western Chem. Corp., Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd.
Order No. WQ 86-16, 5–10 (Sept. 18, 1986), the State Board affirmed a cleanup and abatement
order issued by the Regional Board to the current owner of a contaminated site and the
successor-in-interest of the former owner of the site based on eyewitness declarations about the
timing of a PCE spill and a technical calculation of solvent-plume velocity to determine the
timeframe in which a discharge occurred. In In re Wenwest, Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd.
Order No. WQ 92-13, 1992 WL 12622783 at *2 (Oct. 22, 1992), the State Board upheld a
regional board’s finding that discharges occurred while the site was owned by a former owner
based on technical reports that, “considering the soil in the area and the distance the gasoline has
travelled to reach the neighbor’s well, discharges took place at least 12 years before it was
detected by the neighbor,” placing the discharge well within the period in which the site was
owned by the former owner. Similarly, in In re Sanmina Corp., Cal. State Water Res. Control
Bd. Order No. WQ 93-14, 1993 WL 456494 at *4 (Oct. 19, 1993), the State Board found
evidence sufficient to find the petitioner—a former tenant at the site—caused or permitted a
discharge where the petitioner operated a manufacturing business in which volatile organic
compounds (“VOCs”) were typically used, documentary and testimonial evidence established
that the petitioner stored or used VOCs, such compounds were detected beneath the petitioner’s
concrete “wet floor” at the facility, the petitioner had a history of repeated spills, and the
contamination could not be attributed to an upgradient source. See also In re Spencer Rental
Serv., Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 87-1 (Jan. 22, 1987) (lessee of
contaminated site properly named as discharger despite claims that the contamination pre-dated
his tenancy where contamination was detected directly beneath gasoline tank used by lessee,
evidence showed that no such contamination was present when the tank was installed, and
monitoring data was consistent with a more recent spill).
The Regional Board’s conclusion in this case that a PCE release occurred while UATC
owned or leased the Site is at odds with all of these precedents. Indeed, it creates a new and illconsidered precedent, for it follows from the Order naming UATC as a discharger that everyone
who owned commercial or industrial property in the 1960s and 1970s is liable under Water Code
Section 13304(a) so long as they or their tenants used chemicals that are later found on the
property, and a regional board asserts, as it always will, that historical handling practices were
generally worse than they are today. Such a broad threat of liability contradicts the express
terms of the statute, which requires evidence that prior owners “caused or permitted” a discharge,
and makes no sense because former property owners have no ability to control whether someone
else later releases the same chemicals on their former property. The State Board should not use
this case to expand the reach of Section 13304(a) beyond what the California State Legislature
intended.
B. The Regional Board Misapplied the Law in Erroneously Concluding that UATC
Had the Knowledge Requisite to be Liable as a Discharger.
Even if the State Board concludes, despite the dearth of supporting evidence, that a PCE
discharge occurred while UATC owned or leased the Site, it cannot hold UATC liable for the
cleanup of any such discharge unless it also finds that UATC knew or should have known of the
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discharge and failed to prevent it. In re Stuart, WQ 86-15 at 6 n.3 (liability may attach under
Section 13304 without proof of actual knowledge of contamination because the risk of leaking
underground storage tanks was common knowledge in the oil industry in 1986); In re Logsdon,
Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 84-6 at 10 (July 19, 1984) (former landowners
caused or permitted a tenant’s discharge where they had “(1) actual knowledge of the dangerous
condition and (2) an opportunity to obviate it”); see also In re U.S. Dept. of Ag., Cal. State Water
Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 87-5 at 3 n.1 (Apr. 16, 1987) (landowners are liable without
actual knowledge of a discharge “where the activity permitted on the property might be
expected, by a reasonable and prudent landlord, to result in a discharge.”).111 The theory behind
the knowledge requirement recognized by these precedents is that the statutory predicate for
imposing liability—i.e., that the landlord has “permitted” a nuisance—is met only if the landlord
knows or should know that the nuisance exists or is threatened, has the authority to prevent it,
and chooses not to. See Stuart, WQ 86-15 at 6.
Despite these clear and consistent precedents, the Regional Board contends that a former
landlowner/ landlord can be deemed to “permit” a discharge if it merely has “knowledge of the
activities that caused the discharge.”112 Based on that interpretation, the Revised Staff Report
concludes that UATC knew or should have known that its tenant ran a dry-cleaning business on the
Site using a solvent that posed “dangers” and required careful handling, and it then presumes,
without explanation or justification, that UATC should have known of the “potential for
unauthorized discharges.”113
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At the Hearing, legal counsel on the Advisory Staff also informed the Regional Board that it
was unnecessary to “delve into the issues of exactly how much knowledge is known by the
landowner or the lessor” because Stuart holds that “actual knowledge of the contamination need not
be shown where it is reasonable for a person to be aware of the dangers generally inherent in the
activity.”114 When a Regional Board member subsequently asked whether knowledge that “a
potential danger was going to occur” could be inferred from “the pure fact that it was a dry cleaning
business[,]”115 the Advisory Staff responded that the State Board had also addressed that question in
Logsdon, WQ 84-6, and concluded that:

17

given the hazardous nature of the waste, the discharges are presumed
dangerous. So you’re sort of making that leap—in other words, they
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See also Redevelopment Agency of the City of Stockton v. BNSF Railway Co., 643 F.3d 668, 675
(9th Cir. 2011) (liability for nuisance may attach if the possessor of land knows or should know of the
artificial condition and the nuisance); Resolution Trust Corp. v. Rossmoor Corp., 34 Cal. App. 4th 93, 102
(Cal. App. 1995) (to be liable for a nuisance, “[t]he defendant must be aware of the specific dangerous
condition and be able to do something about it before liability will attach.”).
112
Order at 2 (emphasis added); see also Revised Staff Report at 10; Tr. 12:3–13; Cleanup Staff
Presentation at Slide 11.
113
Revised Staff Report at 11.
114
Tr. 41:22–42:1.
115
Tr. 43:20–24.
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are basically imputing knowledge to if you know that the chemical is
being used, you kind of also know that bad things could happen.116
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Several Regional Board members explicitly stated that, in deciding to name UATC as a discharger,
they were influenced by this and other advice provided by the Advisory Staff about the knowledge
requirement.117
The parties’ dispute about the scope of the knowledge requirement under Section 13304
is not an idle legal debate. To the contrary, resolution of that dispute in UATC’s favor would be
dispositive of this case. As explained later in this petition, UATC has presented uncontested
evidence that it had neither actual nor constructive knowledge of a PCE discharge before its
interest in the Site terminated in September 1978. Thus, if the State Board upholds prior
precedents and agrees that former-landowner liability under Section 13304 depends on actual or
constructive knowledge of a discharge, then UATC is not liable under Section 13304, and the
Regional Board’s decision to name UATC as a discharger must be reversed.
Below we (1) explain in detail why applicable legal precedents support UATC’s
interpretation of the knowledge requirement, (2) address the assertions made in the Order and at
the Hearing that actual or constructive knowledge of the discharge need not be shown, and (3)
conclude by demonstrating that UATC lacked the requisite knowledge of the dry-cleaning
discharge for liability to attach under Section 13304 of the Water Code.

12
1. Logsdon and Stuart hold that actual or constructive knowledge of the discharge, and
not mere knowledge of a tenant’s activities, is required for a prior landowner or
landlord to be named a discharger under Section 13304.
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While there is a difference of opinion among the parties as to what the Logsdon and
Stuart precedents mean, there is no dispute that they govern this case.118 Below we provide a
detailed review of the facts and holdings in these cases that demonstrates that the Regional Board
has misapplied these important precedents.
In Logsdon, the former owners of the contaminated property at issue argued that they did
not permit their tenant, who operated a wood-treatment plant on the property, to discharge woodpreserving chemicals into state waters and that they did not know that their tenant was doing so.
WQ 84-6 at 8. Relying upon California common-law principles governing landowner nuisance
liability, the State Board rejected those claims and concluded that landowners could be liable
under Section 13304(a) for dangerous conditions created by their tenants where they “had or
should have had knowledge of the discharges of waste at the site.” Id. at 11 (emphasis added).
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Tr. 43:25–44:14.
Tr. 134:9–134:16; 137:7–138:2.
118
See Revised Staff Report at 10 (citing Stuart); Tr. 44:3 (Advisory Staff citing to and discussing
Logsdon).
117
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In finding that the petitioners could properly be named as dischargers under Section
13304, the State Board relied on overwhelming evidence that the petitioners had or should have
had extensive knowledge of their tenant’s discharges. For example, during the period that the
petitioners owned and leased the property, the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control
Board had notified them that a report of waste-discharge requirements was necessary before
wood-treatment operations began, one of the petitioners was a defendant in a regional board
lawsuit involving discharges caused by a another wood-treatment business of which he was an
officer, petitioners were named in permits that required compliance with regional board
requirements, one of the petitioners was president of the tenant wood-treatment business, and
there was evidence that he routinely visited the property. WQ 84-6 at 10–11. Moreover, before
petitioners sold the property, regional board inspectors discovered toxic chemicals in a shallow
unlined pond on the property and issued a cleanup and abatement order to the tenant woodtreatment business. Id. at 2–3, 8 (concluding that petitioners’ sale of the property was not
effective until 1980, after the cleanup and abatement order had been issued). Thus, the former
landowners in Logsdon were not deemed liable simply because they knew that their tenant was
in the wood-treatment business or even because they knew that their tenant was using chemicals
requiring careful handling. Instead, the State Board specifically relied upon the fact that the
landowners knew or should have known, based on their knowledge of the Central Valley
Regional Board’s concern about waste discharges at the site and their personal involvement with
the property and tenant’s business, that those chemicals were being discharged into the
environment.
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Several years after Logsdon, the State Board reiterated in Stuart that the relevant question
on the issue of landowner knowledge is whether the landowner knew or should have known of
contamination. WQ 86-15 at 6. In evaluating whether the petitioner, Stuart Petroleum, could be
liable for contamination caused by its tenant, who rented a gas station from Stuart Petroleum, the
State Board observed that “[a]ctual knowledge of the contamination need not be shown where it
is reasonable for a person to be aware of the dangers generally inherent in the activity.” Id. at 6
n.3. Significantly, the State Board then went on to explain that this means that landowners may
be liable if they have “general knowledge of the operation and the normal dangers common to
it.” Id (emphasis added). According to the State Board, the normal danger common to the
tenant’s gas-station operation was that underground storage tanks often leak. Id. On that point,
the State Board emphasized that “[p]roblems of leaking underground tanks have become
common knowledge, particularly in the oil business, in recent years and legislative responses
(e.g. Health and Safety Code § 25280 et seq.) have called further attention to the issue.” Id.
Thus, the critical ruling by the State Board in Stuart was that a petroleum-company
landlord can be found to have ”permitted” its tenant gas-station operator’s discharges where such
discharges were common knowledge in the industry in which both companies operated.
Importantly, the State Board did not impose liability on Stuart Petroleum because it knew that its
tenant operated a gas station at the site, that the tenant handled gasoline at the site, that gasoline
required careful handling and containment, or because Stuart Petroleum should have somehow
inferred from the fact that gasoline is flammable or otherwise dangerous that it could be
discharged into the environment. Rather, Stuart Petroleum was found liable because it was in the
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oil business and it was common knowledge at the time Stuart Petroleum leased the property that
gasoline was often discharged from leaking underground storage tanks.119
California courts have stressed that Section 13304(a) is to be “construed harmoniously
with the law of nuisance” and thus the statute, Logsdon, and Stuart all must be read in that
context. Redevelopment Agency of the City of Stockton v. BNSF Railway Co., 643 F.3d 668, 677
(9th Cir. 2011); City of Modesto Redevelopment Agency v. Superior Court, 119 Cal.App.4th 28,
37–38 (Cal. App. 2004); see also In re Logsdon, WQ 84-6, 9–10 (relying on nuisance and
landlord tort cases to determine the standard of liability for landowners and landlords under
Section 13304(a)). California nuisance cases hold that a landlord may be liable for a tenant’s
nuisance only if the landlord “knows or should know of the condition and the nuisance or
unreasonable risk of nuisance involved.” City of Stockton, 643 F.3d at 675; see also Resolution
Trust Corp. v. Rossmoor Corp., 34 Cal.App.4th 93, 102 (1995) (for a landlord to be liable for a
tenant’s nuisance, the landlord “must be aware of the specific dangerous condition and be able to
do something about it before liability will attach”). Knowledge of the “condition and the
nuisance” means knowledge or constructive knowledge of the contamination. City of Stockton,
643 F.3d at 675 (“We focus instead on whether the [defendants] knew or should have known of
the contamination.”).
Thus, to determine whether the former landowner defendants in City of Stockton were
liable in nuisance, the court evaluated whether they knew or should have known that petroleum
that was spilled from a neighboring industrial site had contaminated the defendants’ former
property, not whether the defendants knew simply that the neighboring property was an
industrial site that handled petroleum. Id. at 675–676. Similarly, in determining whether former
landlord defendants knew of the “dangerous condition” at issue in Resolution Trust—a case
involving contamination caused by a gas station on the former landlords’ property—the court did
not ask whether the landlords knew that their tenant operated a gas station (which the defendants
indisputably knew) but rather, whether the landlords knew or should have known that their
tenant had contaminated adjoining property. Id. at 104. According to both cases, whether
landowners or landlords should have known about contamination depends on whether they
reasonably should have inspected their property for contamination, and if so, whether the
contamination was discoverable by a reasonable inspection. City of Stockton, 642 F.3d at 675;
Resolution Trust, 34 Cal. App. 4th at 103.

20

Taken together, it is crystal clear from all of these precedents that landowners and
landlords cannot be presumed to know of a discharge based on the simple fact that their tenant’s
activities involve the use of chemicals, even flammable chemicals, such as those in gasoline.
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A year after In re Stuart, the State Board again explained in In re United States Department of
Agriculture that “a landowner can be held accountable, even without actual knowledge, where the activity
permitted on the property might be expected, by a reasonable and prudent landlord, to result in a
discharge.” WQ 87-5 at 3 n.1. Reasonably expecting a tenant’s activities to result in a discharge is not
the same, of course, as simply knowing generally of the tenant’s activities. Similarly, knowing that a
tenant is using a chemical in its business is not the same as knowing that the tenant is discharging that
chemical into groundwater.
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Rather, landowners and landlords may only be liable if they knew or should have known of the
discharge of contaminants on their property.

2

2. Subsequent State Board orders have not overturned or modified the knowledge
requirement articulated in Logsdon and Stuart, nor has Water Code Section 13304
been amended to modify the knowledge requirement.
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In support of its contention that mere “knowledge of the activities which resulted in the
discharge” is sufficient for landowners or landlords to be liable for their tenants’ discharges, the
Order cited In re Wenwest, Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 92-13, 4 (Oct. 22,
1992), in addition to Stuart.120 Moonlite’s counsel also endorsed the Regional Board’s position,
citing In re San Diego Unified Port Dist., Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 8912, 6 (Aug. 17, 1989).121 Neither of these State Board orders, however, even purports to
overturn or modify the standard established by Logsdon and Stuart, and in fact, both Wenwest
and San Diego confirm that UATC has correctly construed State Board precedent to require
actual or constructive knowledge of a discharge.
In Wenwest, the State Board evaluated whether a former landowner could be liable under
Section 13304(a) for contamination caused by a leaking underground storage tank. In finding
that the former owner, Wendy’s International, was not a discharger under Section 13304, the
State Board addressed the knowledge issue, observing that “Wendy’s purchased the site in 1984
at a time when leaking underground tanks were just being recognized as a general problem and
before most of the underground tank legislation was enacted.” Id. at 6. Thus, as in Stuart, the
State Board looked to see whether knowledge of leaking underground storage tanks was
common when the former landowner owned the property, and, in this case, since it was not,
declined to impose liability.
In San Diego, the San Diego Port District, a current landowner and landlord, argued that
the State Board had erred in naming it as a party responsible for its tenant’s discharges. The
State Board disagreed, explaining that the “Port District concedes and the record verifies that the
Port District knew of the potential for discharge of copper ore to San Diego Bay from [its
tenant’s] activities.” WQ 89-12 at 7. In fact, the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control
Board had “informed the Port District on two occasions of the potential for a discharge of copper
ore to San Diego Bay and requested that the Port District file an application for a [Clean Water
Act discharge] permit.” Id. Far from indicating that a landowner need not have knowledge of a
tenant’s potential discharge to be liable, San Diego suggests just the opposite.
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Thus, neither San Diego nor Wenwest support the assertion made in the Revised Staff
Report and by the Cleanup Staff at the Hearing that UATC may be held liable in this case simply
upon finding that UATC knew that its tenant’s “activities” included the use of “dangerous”

23
120
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121

Revised Staff Report at 10.
Tr. 98:25–99:12.
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chemicals.122 Instead, these cases, like Stuart and Logsdon, stand for the proposition that
landowners or lessors may only be liable for cleaning up their tenant’s discharges where they knew
or had reason to know of those discharges.
In naming UATC as a discharger, the Regional Board also relied on an incorrect
understanding that the law had somehow changed either to eliminate the knowledge requirement
under Section 13304 altogether or modify it such that actual or constructive knowledge of the
discharge need no longer be proved. When asked by a Regional Board member during the Hearing
how a property owner should be expected to know that a dry-cleaner tenant spilled PCE during its
operations, the Advisory Staff cited a footnote in Stuart that, according to the Advisory Staff, “talks
about the legislative intent of our Code is to provide strict liability in this section, so getting away
from the knowledge requirement, if that makes sense.”123 Later in the Hearing, after a closed door
session with Advisory Staff, the same Regional Board member explained her reasons for voting to
name UATC as a discharger by observing that:
from what our legal counsel has advised us, the State Water Code
states that and, you know, I really struggled with this and I guess I’ve
learned that there actually was a change in the State Water Code to
where it was before this issue of knowing that something dangerous
had occurred, to just knowing that such an activity could occur.124
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Another Board member also stressed when explaining her reasons for concluding that
UATC should be named as a discharger that she was relying on the advice provided by the
Advisory Staff counsel concerning the knowledge requirement.125 A third Board member strongly
implied that she too relied on the Advisory Staff counsel’s advice about the knowledge
requirement.126
These statements demonstrate that the Regional Board and its counsel have fundamentally
misunderstood Water Code Section 13304(a), its history, and the case law and State Board orders
interpreting it. The Advisory Staff is absolutely correct that Section 13304(a) formerly imposed
liability only on those who “negligently or intentionally” caused or permitted waste to be discharged
into waters of the state, and that the Legislature subsequently removed the negligence or intent
standard from the statute. However, what the Regional Board and its counsel failed to appreciate is
that this change in no way impacted Board precedents holding that a former landowner must have
actual or constructive knowledge of a discharge in order to be deemed to permit it. This is clear
from the fact that the Legislature enacted the statutory amendment at issue in 1980, well before each
and every one of the precedents described in the prior section, including Logsdon and Stuart, were
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126

Revised Staff Report at 11; Tr. 123:22–124:6.
Tr. 42:1–42:6.
Tr. 134:9–134:16 (emphasis added).
Tr. 137:7–138:2.
Tr. 135:10–135:21.
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decided.127 Indeed, the Stuart case discusses this change in law just before it explains that a former
lessor’s knowledge of the discharge is an element of liability under Section 13304. See Stuart, WQ
86-15 at 7. Under these circumstances, it is abundantly clear that the 1980 amendment to Section
13304 in no sense “get[s] away from the knowledge requirement” as far as landowner liability is
concerned, and that the implication that the 1980 amendments in any way altered the knowledge
requirement articulated in Stuart and Logsdon is clearly erroneous.

4

3. There is not substantial evidence that UATC “should have known” that dry
cleaning at the Site would result in a discharge of PCE.
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None of the factors on which the State Board and California courts have relied in prior
precedents to conclude that a landowner or landlord should have known of its tenant’s discharges
is remotely present in this case.
Unlike in Stuart, there is simply no evidence, let alone substantial evidence, that UATC
should have known by 1978 based on common knowledge that its tenant would discharge PCE
into the groundwater. On the contrary, numerous sources confirm that this hazard was not
discovered until the 1980s, long after UATC sold and ceased leasing the Site. The 2007 Study,
upon which the Revised Staff Report heavily relies, indicates that PCE contamination from dry
cleaners was first detected in the Central Valley in California in approximately 1984 as a result
of state-mandated groundwater testing.128 A 1992 publication by the Central Valley Regional
Water Quality Control Board indicates that groundwater contamination from dry-cleaning
operations in California was first discovered in the late 1980s.129 A publication of the State
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See In re Petition for Review of Cleanup and Abatement Order for Big Hole Project, Cal. State
Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. 81-8 at 5 (June 18, 1981). As the State Board explained, until January 1,
1981, Water Code Section 13304(a) provided that:
[a]ny person who discharges waste into the waters of this state in violation
of any waste discharge requirement or other order issued by a regional
board or the state board, or who intentionally or negligently causes or
permits any waste to be discharged or deposited where it is, or probably
will be, discharged into the waters of the state and creates, or threatens to
create, a condition of pollution or nuisance, shall upon order of the regional
board clean up such waste or abate the effects thereof or, in the case of
threatened pollution or nuisance, take other remedial action.
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Id. (emphasis added).
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See Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board, “Dry Cleaners—A Major Source of
PCE in Ground Water” 10 (Mar. 27, 1992), enclosed as Ex. A to Letter from S. Reisch to N. King,
“Moonlite Associates LLC’s Contentions as to United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.’s Liability for
Contamination at 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” (Dec. 17, 2012).
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Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners suggests the same.130 And the first cleanup and
abatement order published by the State Board that addresses groundwater contamination caused
by a dry cleaner was issued in 1989, upholding a 1988 regional board order. See In re Spitzer,
Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 89-8 at 1–2 (May 16, 1989).
Thus, the earliest that a reasonable and prudent landowner should have known from
common knowledge about the risk of groundwater contamination associated with dry-cleaning
businesses is after the mid-1980s, several years after UATC ceased owning or leasing the Site.131
The Order has not offered one iota of evidence to the contrary or even disputed this conclusion.
Accordingly, “common knowledge” does not provide a basis for concluding that UATC should
have known of a PCE discharge at the Site.
Similarly, the facts in this case do not remotely resemble those on which the Regional
Board imposed liability in Logsdon. The Logsdons were told by a regional water quality control
board to submit a report of waste-discharge requirements to the board. Logsdon, WQ 84-6 at 10.
UATC was not. Harold Logsdon participated in the day-to-day operation of his tenant’s
business. Id. at 11. UATC did not. Harold Logsdon was sued contemporaneously by another
regional water quality control board in connection with a similar business that also discharged
chemicals into the environment. Id. UATC was not. The discharges at issue in Logsdon were
made to a “shallow unlined pond,” in which the presence of toxic chemicals presumably would
have been obvious to any observer. Id. at 2. In this case, any discharges at issue were made to
the sewer or subsurface, where they would not have been detectable by a routine property visit.
And the Logsdons were specifically notified that wood-treatment operations had to be conducted
in accordance with regional board requirements. Id. at 11. UATC received no such notice.
Although the Revised Staff Report argues that “the Fire Marshal Permit put UATC on
notice that the business had risks related to solvent handling not inherent in other businesses,”132
130

See “A Chronology of Historical Developments in Drycleaning” 4 (Nov. 2007), enclosed as Ex.
B to Letter from S. Reisch to N. King, “Moonlite Associates LLC’s Contentions as to United Artists
Theatre Circuit, Inc.’s Liability for Contamination at 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California”
(Dec. 17, 2012) (indicating that dry cleaners were not identified as a source of groundwater contamination
until the City of Lodi detected PCE in groundwater samples in the late 1980s).
131
The Regional Board tries to intimate that UATC was some kind of expert in dry-cleaning
contamination because it allegedly owned or leased a second site in California where a dry cleaner may
have operated. Revised Staff Report at 11. Of course, having two dry-cleaner tenants in the 1970s would
not change the fact that dry-cleaner contamination was not common knowledge until after the mid-1980s.
In any event, it is important to note that UATC has not been named a discharger in that case, and the party
that originally sought to name UATC has conceded that there is no evidence that UATC had knowledge
of the dry-cleaner discharges at that site. See Letter from L. Stalteri to San Francisco Regional Water
Quality Control Board at 1(Feb. 22, 2013) (“We have no evidence that would show that United Artist
Communications, Inc. knew about any spills or releases at the property.”) available at
http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/regulators/deliverable_documents/8825332462/El%20Camino%20R
eal%20correspondence.pdf.
132
Revised Staff Report at 11.
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the Order and Revised Staff Report provide no grounds for presuming that UATC therefore
should have known that its tenant would discharge solvent into the sewer or subsurface. As an
initial matter, nothing in the record suggests that UATC ever received or reviewed the permit,
which is addressed only to “Moonlight Cleaners” and copied only to the Santa Clara Fire
Department. And, even if there were evidence that someone affiliated with UATC actually
reviewed the Fire Marshal permit, there is no basis for inferring that the permit actually notified
UATC in 1961 (or at any other time before 1978) that its tenant would discharge PCE at the Site.
The Fire Marshal permit specifically authorizes Moonlite Cleaners to install equipment that uses
solvents, but nothing in the permit precludes Moonlite from discharging “solvent” to the sewer
system. In fact, the Fire Marshal permit does not impose any restrictions on solvent-disposal
practices or mention the risk of groundwater contamination.
To the contrary, the Fire Marshal permit’s provisions are aimed at hazards associated
with inhalation of vapors during the dry-cleaning process and—not surprisingly since the permit
was issued by the Fire Marshal—the risk that solvent vapors could be flammable. The permit
specifies how exhaust fans should be operated, requires use of breathing masks or floor-level
ventilation under certain conditions, ensures that reclaimed solvent is transferred in enclosed
rather than open piping, and requires fans to be in use during equipment operation. The State
Fire Marshal most likely had jurisdiction to issue the permit to Moonlite Cleaners in the early
1960s because of the fire risk associated with dry cleaners at that time. Highly flammable
petroleum-based cleaning solutions, such as Stoddard solvent, were used widely in the drycleaning industry until they were generally phased out in favor of chlorinated solvents.133
Indeed, PCE replaced petroleum-based solvents in part due to the fire risk associated with
petroleum-based solvents.134 It is plainly the risk of fire and the potential for occupational
exposure to vapors, and not the risk of discharges to groundwater, that the Fire Marshal permit
conditions are designed to guard against. The Fire Marshal Permit thus is not evidence that
UATC should have known that its dry-cleaner tenant might discharge PCE from the Site.
While the facts in Logsdon and Stuart are clearly distinguishable, UATC’s position is
similar to that of the landlord in Resolution Trust. In that case, a landowner leased its property
(through a subtenant) to a gas station. 34 Cal. App. 4th at 98. During the time that the gas
station operator rented the property, substantial gasoline and diesel fuel leaks occurred,
contaminating the plaintiff’s neighboring property. Id. at 98–99. The plaintiff brought a
nuisance claim against the landowner who had leased the property to the gas-station operator.
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See State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners, “Chemicals Used in Drycleaning
Operations” (Jan. 2002), attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative
Order) as Ex. F. See also “A Chronology of Historical Developments in Drycleaning” (Nov. 2007),
enclosed as Ex. B to Letter from S. Reisch to N. King, “Moonlite Associates LLC’s Contentions as to
United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.’s Liability for Contamination at 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
California” (Dec. 17, 2012); State Compensation Ins. Fund, “Dry Cleaner Safety” at 1, attached to Ex. 3
hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative Order) as Ex. G.
134
See State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners, “Chemicals Used in Drycleaning
Operations” (Jan. 2002), attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative
Order) as Ex. F.
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Id. at 98. The California Court of Appeals held that the landowner was not liable for creating a
nuisance. Id. at 98. In so holding, the court specifically evaluated the circumstances under
which a landlord has a duty to inspect for nuisances created by its tenant or subtenant. Id. at
102–104. The court stressed that “[t]he landlord need not take extraordinary measures or make
unreasonable expenditures of time and money in trying to discover hazards unless the
circumstances so warrant.” Id. at 103. On this basis, the court went on to conclude that there
was no reason to find that the landlord should have known that its tenant’s gas station operations
had caused subsurface contamination of adjoining property. Id. at 103–04.
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Here, discharges before September 1978 of colorless PCE into the sewer or through tiny
cracks in a concrete floor would not have been detected by a reasonable inspection. As
Resolution Trust demonstrates, UATC had no duty to undertake extraordinary measures, such as
extensive and expensive soil and groundwater sampling, to discover any such latent, subsurface
contamination on its property. That is especially true given that the risk of PCE contamination
by dry cleaners was not generally known by 1978 and subsurface environmental investigations
were exceptionally uncommon prior to the enactment of the federal Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (“CERCLA”) in December 1980.135
Indeed, the current landowner, whose cooperation the Regional Board lauds, did not undertake a
subsurface investigation of the Site until more than 20 years after UATC vacated the Site.
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For the foregoing reasons, there is no basis for concluding that UATC should have
known of any PCE discharges at the Site that occurred while UATC owned or leased it. It is
undisputed that groundwater contamination was not a hazard commonly associated with dry
cleaners until years after UATC’s affiliation with the Site ended. And there is no evidence in the
record from which to conclude that UATC otherwise should have known that its tenant
discharged PCE at the Site (if any such discharges occurred). The State Board accordingly
should reverse the Regional Board’s decision to name UATC as a discharger under Section
13304.

17

C. The Regional Board Lacked Substantial Evidence to Conclude that UATC Had the
Legal Ability to Prevent a PCE Discharge.
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In determining whether a landlord has the legal authority to prevent a tenant’s discharge
of waste, the State Board has focused on whether the terms of the relevant lease authorized the
landlord to terminate the tenancy, enter the premises, or otherwise remediate the contamination.
See, e.g., In re Logsdon, WQ 84-6 at 12 (lease authorized landlord to re-enter the premises if
135

Tr. 77:5–8; see also, e.g., In re Hemingway Transp., Inc., 174 B.R. 148, 169 (D. Mass. 1994) (“In
early 1983, at the time this sale was closed, professional environmental site assessments were not yet
common or customary.”); Ashley II of Charleston, LLC v. PCS Nitrogen, Inc., 791 F.Supp.2d 431, 452–
453 (D.S.C. 2011) (finding that it was not customary in 1985 for purchasers of commercial property to
investigate the property’s environmental condition) aff’d 714 F.3d 161 (4th Cir. 2012).
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tenants violated lease provisions prohibiting tenants from creating a nuisance on the premises
and requiring tenants to abide by all laws); In re Spitzer, WQ 89-8, 1989 WL 97148 at *4
(owners had right to regain possession of the site if the lessee failed to maintain the premises in
good order and condition or failed to comply with all applicable laws).
The Regional Board’s conclusion that UATC had such authority was not supported by
substantial evidence. Even if it were reasonable to assume that UATC entered into written leases
with its tenant at the Site in the 1960s, nothing about the content of any such lease is known.
The Revised Staff Report engages in pure speculation when it claims that UATC had a lease or
leases that “would have given UATC legal control over Moonlite Cleaners’ activities.”136 There
is absolutely no evidence from which to infer that any applicable leases would have included
provisions allowing UATC to enter the premises, terminate the lease, or remediate contamination
if, for example, a tenant operated in accordance with its permit but PCE somehow leaked from
sewers serving the Site.
Moreover, UATC could only be expected to prevent contamination it knew or should
have known about. For all of the reasons set out above, UATC neither knew nor should have
known about any PCE discharges at the Site by its tenant, and it is therefore simply irrelevant
whether UATC had the legal ability to prevent any such discharges.

11
D. The Regional Board Incorrectly Concluded that UATC’s Bankruptcy Did Not
Release UATC from Liability under Water Code § 13304 for Contamination at the
Site.
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Even if the State Board were inclined to uphold the Regional Board’s decision to name
UATC as a discharger under Section 13304(a) of the Water Code, any and all claims against
UATC are barred as a matter of law because such claims were discharged by the Bankruptcy
Court order confirming the Bankruptcy Plan.
As a general matter of bankruptcy law, any and all pre-bankruptcy claims against a
debtor are discharged in bankruptcy. Indeed, “the purpose of bankruptcy law and the provisions
for reorganization could not be realized if the discharge of debtors were not complete and
absolute.” See, e.g., In re Penn Central Transp. Co., 771 F.2d 762, 767 (3d Cir. 1985). Here,
the Bankruptcy Court order granted UATC a broad discharge from all claims against UATC.
The order provides that:

20

all Persons and Entities shall be precluded from asserting against the Debtors, the
Debtors in Possession, the Estates, and the Reorganized Debtors, their successors
and assigns, their assets and properties, any other Claims or Equity Interests based
upon any documents, instruments, or any act or omission, transaction or other
activity of any kind or nature that occurred prior to the Effective Date [of the
Bankruptcy Plan].
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Revised Staff Report at 11.
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Bankruptcy Court Order at 43.
The Effective Date of the UATC Bankruptcy Plan was March 2, 2001. Because UATC
has not owned or leased the Site since 1978, any claims that may be asserted against UATC
relating to the Site would necessarily be based on an “act or omission, transaction or other
activity of any kind or nature that occurred prior to the Effective Date [of the Bankruptcy Plan].”
Accordingly, any such claims have been discharged by the Bankruptcy Court Order and cannot
now be asserted against UATC.
Indeed, further support that any claims against UATC relating to the Site were discharged
can be found in the fact that the Bankruptcy Court Order provides for the following limited
exception to its discharge provisions:
Notwithstanding any language to the contrary in the [Bankruptcy] Plan or in this
Order, nothing in the [Bankruptcy] Plan or this Order shall be construed as
releasing or relieving any entity of any liability to a governmental entity under any
police or regulatory statute as the owner or operator of property that the entity owns
or operates after the date of this Order.

11
Bankruptcy Court Order at 23 (emphasis added).
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Thus, the Bankruptcy Court Order expressly carves out of its discharge provisions
governmental entity claims relating to property that is owned or operated by UATC “after the
date of [the Bankruptcy Plan].” However, there is no such carve-out for claims (governmental or
otherwise) relating to property that was not owned or operated by UATC after the date of the
Bankruptcy Court Order (i.e., January 25, 2001). The Bankruptcy Court’s approach provides
UATC with the “fresh start” promised by the Bankruptcy Code, while preserving the ability of
regulators to protect the environment by holding those in possession of contaminated property
responsible for ongoing compliance with environmental laws. See Ohio v. Kovacs, 469 U.S.
274, 283-285 (1985) (holding that claims against the debtor for cleanup costs were discharged,
but noting that the Court did not “question that anyone in possession of the site . . . must comply
with the environmental laws of the State . . . . Plainly, that person or firm may not maintain a
nuisance, pollute the waters of the State or refuse to remove the source of such conditions.”). In
accordance with the Bankruptcy Court Order’s terms, because UATC did not own or operate the
Site at any time after January 25, 2001, any claims against UATC relating to the Site were
discharged in UATC’s bankruptcy.
Despite the plain language and clear intent of the Bankruptcy Order, the Regional Board
concluded that its claim against UATC was not discharged because, according to the Revised
Staff Report, (1) orders requiring cleanup of ongoing contamination are not “claims” within the
meaning of the Bankruptcy Code; and (2) even so, the Regional Board’s claim against UATC did

24
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not arise pre-petition and thus could not have been discharged by the Bankruptcy Court.137
Neither of these arguments is persuasive.
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1.

Cleanup orders are claims under the Bankruptcy Code.

As to the first argument, the Revised Staff Report relies on In re Chateaugay Corp., 944
F.2d 997 (2d Cir. 1991), a decision by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals. According to the
Revised Staff Report, In re Chateaugay stands for the proposition that “an obligation to cleanup
and ameliorate ongoing pollution is not a claim that is dischargeable through bankruptcy.”138
Importantly, the Revised Staff Report wholly ignores the fact that the Bankruptcy Code
expressly provides that the term “claim” includes “the right to an equitable remedy for breach of
performance” if such breach “gives rise to a right to payment . . . .” 11 U.S.C. § 101(4)(B). And
Chateaugay itself recognizes that equitable remedies, such as certain injunctions requiring
environmental remediation, are, in fact, treated as “claims” under the Bankruptcy Code where
monetary damages may be paid as an alternative to the equitable remedy. Id. at 1007–08. Here,
the Regional Board is plainly authorized under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act to
perform any required cleanup itself and recover costs incurred from any “liable party.” Cal.
Water Code §13304(b)(1) & (2), (c). Thus, an order requiring UATC to remediate the Site can
be a “claim” that is dischargeable in bankruptcy, even under Chateaugay.

11
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It appears that the Regional Board may be relying on language in Chateaugay that states
that “a cleanup order that accomplishes the dual objectives of removing accumulated wastes and
stopping or ameliorating ongoing pollution emanating from such wastes is not a dischargeable
claim” because EPA “has no authority to accept a payment from a responsible party as an
alternative to continued pollution.” Id. at 1008. Here, UATC has not owned or leased the Site
for several decades and is not currently causing or allowing continuing pollution. In that regard,
the Seventh Circuit’s decision in In re CMC Heartland Partners, 966 F.2d 1143, 1147 (7th Cir.
1992), is instructive. In that case, which was decided after Chateaugay, the court expressly
considered the different positions under the Bankruptcy Code of former and current property
owners that are liable under sections 107(a)(2) and 107(a)(1), respectively, of CERCLA with
respect to ongoing pollution that EPA claimed presented a current threat to human health and the
environment. The court concluded that, because EPA cleanup orders issued under section 106 of
CERCLA against prior owners and operators that are liable under section 107(a)(2) “require a
person to pay money today because of acts before or during the reorganization proceedings,”
they are “claims” dischargeable under the Bankruptcy Code, whereas Section 106 orders issued
to current owners and operators liable under CERCLA sections 107(a)(1) “depend not at all on
the debtor’s actions before or during the reorganization” and are therefore not dischargeable.
CMC Heartland Partners, 966 F.2d at 1146–47. Here, the Regional Board seeks to require
UATC, a former owner of the Site, to perform a cleanup based on occurrences before its
bankruptcy, and those claims are therefore discharged.

23
137
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Revised Staff Report at 12.
Revised Staff Report at 12.
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Finally, while the Revised Staff Report assumes that the exception carved out in
Chateaugay for remedial orders relating to “ongoing” pollution applies in this case, Chateaugay
is not controlling precedent in this case, has not been universally followed, and, in fact, has been
expressly rejected by a district court within the Ninth Circuit, which includes California. In In re
Goodwin, 163 B.R. 825, 829–833 (Bankr. D. Idaho 1993), the court undertook a thorough and
careful review of the Bankruptcy Code and prior Supreme Court decisions and declined to follow
Chateaugay. Instead, the court held that the only relevant question is whether the enforcing
agency has an alternative right to perform the cleanup itself and seek damages from the debtor, a
prior owner of the contaminated property. The Regional Board clearly had (and still has) that
option here. Cal. Water Code §13304(b)(1) & (2), (c). Thus, under the Goodwin court’s
analysis, the Regional Board’s finding that UATC is liable under Section 13304 is a claim
subject to discharge by UATC’s bankruptcy.
By naming UATC as a discharger at the Site in addition to Moonlite, the Regional Board
is effectively prosecuting a collection action on behalf of Moonlite and for Moonlite’s benefit.
Moonlite is already responsible for cleaning up the Site, so the only result of issuing a cleanup
and abatement order to UATC is to require UATC to share in Moonlite’s costs. But Courts
plainly disfavor such efforts to repackage an injunction as a claim for damages in order to evade
the effect of a bankruptcy proceeding. See In re CMC Heartland Partners, 966 F.2d at 1147
(EPA may not repackage a forfeited cleanup claim for damages as an injunction). Moreover,
Moonlite does not deserve any special assistance from the Regional Board given that it leased
the Site to dry cleaners until 1996, failed to investigate potential impacts from the former dry
cleaners until 2004 (even after evidence of environmental impacts from dry cleaners was well
known), and then failed to report the results of its discovery of PCE impacts at the Site to the
state for almost five more years.
2. The Regional Board’s claim against UATC arose before UATC filed for
bankruptcy.
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The Regional Board also argues that, even if the Order is a claim under the Bankruptcy
Code, under the “fair contemplation” test that Regional Board contends applies to this case,139
the Regional Board’s claim was discharged in UATC’s bankruptcy only if it is “based on prepetition conduct that [could] be fairly contemplated by the parties at the time of [UATC’s]
bankruptcy.”140 That is, the Revised Staff Report asserts that a pre-petition claim is
dischargeable only if the creditor reasonably should have anticipated that it had the claim

20
139
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Not all courts apply the “fair contemplation” test, and UATC does not concede that it applies in
this case. For example, under the “conduct” test applied by some courts, an environmental cleanup claim
arises when the conduct occurred, even though the injury resulting from the conduct was not manifest at
the commencement of the case. See, e.g., In re Parks, 281 B.R. 899, 902 (E.D. Mich.2002); In re Jensen,
995 F.2d at 930. In the environmental context, the test permits the discharge of claims in bankruptcy
where the release of hazardous substances occurred prepetition, regardless of when the release was
discovered. See, e.g., In re Chateaugay, 944 F.2d at 1005.
140
Revised Staff Report at 12 (citing In re Jensen, 995 F.2d 925, 930 (9th Cir. 1993)).
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because it knew or should have known of the facts underlying the claim by the time the
bankruptcy plan was confirmed.
The Revised Staff Report contends that the Regional Board did not fairly contemplate its
claim against UATC by the time of UATC’s bankruptcy because the Regional Board did not
learn of contamination at the Site until 2009, years after UATC’s bankruptcy was confirmed.141
Even assuming that is true,142 as the Revised Staff Report acknowledges, the inquiry under the
fair contemplation test does not end if the Regional Board lacked actual knowledge of
contamination at the Site. If the Regional Board should have known of contamination at the Site
by the time UATC’s bankruptcy was confirmed—that is, had constructive knowledge of the
contamination—its claim against UATC arose before the bankruptcy was confirmed and has
been discharged. See In re Jensen, 995 F.2d at 930–931; In re Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul &
Pac. R.R. Co., 3 F.3d 200, 207 (7th Cir. 1993). In determining whether the Regional Board
should have fairly contemplated its claim against UATC, knowledge of other state agencies may
be imputed to the Regional Board. See In re Jensen, 995 F.2d at 931.
It is plain that the Regional Board by 2001 had extensive knowledge of the risks of drycleaner contamination. Certainly, if the Regional Board is prepared to conclude that UATC
should have known before 1978 that its dry-cleaner tenant had released PCE into the
environment on the grounds that such releases were common knowledge, it must also inevitably
true that the Regional Board should have known by 2001 that such a release had occurred at the
Site.

19

In particular, the Regional Board undeniably knew by January 2001 that dry cleaners had
released PCE into the environment throughout the Central Valley and in Santa Clara. In 1992,
the neighboring regional board issued a study entitled “Dry Cleaners – A Major Source of PCE
In Ground Water,” and concluded that that the “data strongly indicate that leakage through the
sewer lines is the major avenue through which PCE is introduced to the subsurface.”143
According to the 2007 Study, the Regional Board had initiated 38 dry-cleaner-release cases in
Santa Clara County by 2002. Id. at 115. The Regional Board also had by January 2001 the data
necessary to identify historical dry-cleaning operations. By surveying records such as telephone,
business, and shopping mall directories, the 2007 Study identified approximately 1,250 drycleaner sites that operated in Santa Clara County between 1946 and 2001. Id. at 31–35. In fact,
the survey specifically included the dry-cleaning businesses that operated in the Moonlite
Shopping Center and identified them as a historical, medium-threat facility. Id. at 192. Lastly,
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Revised Staff Report at 12.
UATC is unable to independently determine when the Regional Board first learned that a dry
cleaner operated at the Site. If, as the Regional Board appears to contend, actual knowledge of the
existence of a dry cleaner at the Site is a basis for imposing liability under the Water Code, then such
information is relevant to when the Regional Board “fairly contemplated” its claim against UATC.
Accordingly, we respectfully request that the Regional Board make this information available in the
public record.
143
Victor J. Izzo, Dry Cleaners – A Major Source of PCE In Ground Water, Sacramento: California
Regional Water Quality Board, Central Valley Region (1992).
142
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data indicating that releases were common in the dry-cleaning industry was available to the
Regional Board by 2001. The 2007 Study explains that a 2001 EPA survey estimated that 75
percent of active dry-cleaning facilities in the United States have caused soil and groundwater
contamination. Id. at 13–14.
Moreover, it is undisputed that the California State Fire Marshal knew since the early
1960s that dry cleaning with solvents occurred at the Site. If as the Revised Staff Report asserts,
UATC “should have known of the use of chemicals at the Site and its dangers, including the
potential for unauthorized discharges” because of the Fire Marshal Permit,144 then the State Fire
Marshal should have had the same knowledge in the 1960s and 1970s. And, just as the
knowledge held by a California regional water quality control board was imputed to the
California Department of Health Services in Jensen, 995 F.2d at 931, then in this case the State
Fire Marshal’s knowledge should be imputed to the Regional Board.
Thus, if UATC—a movie theater company that was operating well before the dawn of
modern environmental law—should have known that a release of PCE occurred at the Site before
September 1978, the Regional Board indisputably should have drawn the same conclusion itself
by 2001. Accordingly, to the extent the State Board believes that the Regional Board has a
viable claim against UATC under Section 13304, that claim must have arisen before UATC’s
bankruptcy was confirmed, and it was therefore discharged.
E. The Regional Board Improperly Concluded that the City of Santa Clara Should
Not Be Named as an Additional Discharger.

12
13
14
15

As explained above in Section II.A of the Petition, the evidence overwhelmingly supports
the conclusion that PCE contamination at the Site is attributable to releases from the City of Santa
Clara’s sanitary sewer system that services the Site. Key indicators of sewer releases include:

16

1.

PCE has been detected at elevated concentrations in groundwater samples along the
sewer lines (boreholes B6, B43, B44, B12, and MW2). Since these locations are
cross-gradient from the former dry-cleaning premises, they cannot be explained by
down-gradient migration of contaminated groundwater.

2.

As explained above, the concentrations at which PCE has been detected in
groundwater at the Site indicate that the PCE was released in the dissolved phase,
which would occur in a release of wastewater from sewers, rather than as a DNAPL,
which would occur in a surface spill.

3.

Video logging of the 8-inch diameter sewer line south of the Site, which was
constructed by the City in 1960 or 1961, revealed compromised pipe integrity.145
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Revised Staff Report at 11.
See, e.g., UATC Presentation at Slide 26.
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Methylene blue active substances, which are found in detergents and soaps that
would have been discharged to the sewer system in wastewater, have been detected
in groundwater samples along with PCE near the sewer system.146 Furthermore,
compounds unrelated to dry cleaning, such as acetone, toluene, and cyclohexane,
have been detected in soil gas samples collected near the sewer line in the alley
behind the Moonlite tenant space. These detections suggest that wastewater has
leaked from the sewer serving Moonlite and the surrounding businesses, as none of
these materials would be expected to be found in a PCE spill at the surface.147
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Despite this evidence, and even though the Cleanup Staff conceded that a sewer lateral
connecting the dry cleaner to the sewer line in the alley may have leaked,148 the Revised Staff
Report asserts that PCE was not released from the adjacent City sewer,149 and the Regional Board
(either explicitly or by its failure to act) rejected UATC’s request that the City of Santa Clara be
named as an additional discharger responsible for remediating the Site.150 The Cleanup Staff
attempt to justify their conclusion on two main grounds.
First, the Cleanup Staff contend that detection of PCE at high concentrations in indoor air
and soil gas beneath the dry-cleaner tenant’s space shows that the PCE must have come from a
surface release and not from leaking sewers. However, using a model developed by the California
Department of Toxic Substances Control, EKI has already demonstrated that both soil gas and
indoor air concentrations measured at the dry-cleaner building space are fully explained by a
release of wastewater containing PCE from sewer lines beneath the building.151 Moreover, EKI
has pointed out that PCE also has been detected in indoor air within buildings to the east and
west of the former dry-cleaning establishment and that the presence of PCE in the other
buildings (where no dry-cleaning equipment was present) suggests that the source of the
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West, “Site Investigation Report, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 30 (Oct. 5,

2011).
147
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Id.
Revised Staff Report at 6; Tr. 35:14–17.
149
Revised Staff Report at 6–7.
150
At the Hearing, the Advisory Staff appeared to advise the Regional Board incorrectly that the
question of whether the City should be named as a discharger was not before the Regional Board. Tr.
42:17–20; 43:11–13. To the contrary, UATC specifically requested in its comments on the Tentative
Order (a copy of which UATC provided to the City) that the City be named as a party responsible for
remediating the Site. See UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s Tentative Order at 27–28, attached
as Ex. 3 hereto. At the Hearing, the Cleanup Staff presented their reasons for recommending that the City
not be named. Tr. 35:3–17. Thus, although the Order and Regional Board discussion at the Hearing did
not explicitly reject UATC’s request that the City be named, the Regional Board’s failure to act on that
request is an action reviewable by the State Board. Cal. Water Code § 13320.
151
EKI Comments at 7 and n.24, attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup
Staff’s Tentative Order) as Attachment A.
148
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detections is vapor intrusion of PCE from underlying soil and groundwater contamination, not a
surface release of PCE from dry-cleaning equipment and operations.152
Second, the Cleanup Staff assert that the presence of PCE in locations cross-gradient from
the former dry-cleaner operation can be explained by an inconsistent local groundwater gradient,
which temporarily pushed contamination to the southwest.153 For the reasons explained above in
Section II.A.3(d), the Cleanup Staff’s assertion that groundwater flowed to the southwest in the
early 1990s is not supported by the data. Thus, there is no merit to the Cleanup Staff’s
“inconsistent-local-groundwater-flow” theory and no scientifically valid explanation for the PCE
concentrations in groundwater along the sewer line other than a sewer line release.
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Although UATC presented these arguments to the Regional Board, UATC is concerned that
the Regional Board’s decision not to name the City as a discharger may have been impacted by
inaccurate and incomplete depictions of the relevant data at the Hearing. In Slide 8 of its
presentation to the Regional Board, the Cleanup Staff purported to present a plot of existing PCE
soil gas and groundwater concentration data in relation to the location of the sewer system. That
slide showed high concentrations of PCE in soil gas located to the north of, but not in the alley
behind the Site where the sewer lines are located.154 Upon a careful review, EKI was able to
confirm that the Cleanup Staff’s presentation does not honor the available data.155 Specifically, and
most importantly, the Cleanup Staff’s portrayal of the soil gas plume in Slide 8 inexplicably
excludes data from sample location SG-15, located in the alleyway, adjacent to the sewer, where
PCE was detected at a concentration of 11,000 μg/m3.156 Slide 8 also fails to include data from soil
gas samples collected at depths below one foot, when in fact soil gas data collected at depths
between five and ten feet show a “hot spot” of 110,000 μg/m3 of PCE in the alley near the sewer.157
Similarly, the Cleanup Staff’s plot of the PCE groundwater plume (Slide 9 of the Cleanup Staff’s
presentation) ignores data from sample locations B43 and B12, which show concentrations of PCE
along the sewer line at the eastern end of the alley.158 Finally, by selecting a concentration contour
of 100 μg/L (20 times the applicable cleanup standard), the Cleanup Staff’s depiction of the
groundwater plume excludes numerous detections of PCE at concentrations below 100 μg/L along
the sewer line, and may again have left the impression that the area along the sewer line has not
been contaminated. 159
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Given the overwhelming evidence of PCE releases from the City’s sewer, under the Board’s
own guidance, the City should be named as an additional discharger at the Site. See William R.
Attwater, “Responsibility of Operators of Publicly Owned and Operated Sewer Systems for
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EKI Comments at 7, attached to Ex. 3 hereto (UATC’s Comments on the Cleanup Staff’s
Tentative Order) as Attachment A.
153
Cleanup Staff’s Response to Comments at 24–25; Cleanup Staff Presentation at Slide 29.
154
Cleanup Staff Presentation at Slides 8, 9; Tr. 9:7–18; 10:6–11:1.
155
Peabody Decl. ¶ 26.
156
Id.
157
Id.
158
Peabody Decl. ¶ 27.
159
Id.
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Discharges from their Systems which Pollute Ground Water” (Apr. 27 1992) (concluding that
public agencies that own or operate sanitary sewer systems are liable under Section 13304 for
discharges of PCE—and other wastes—that leak from their systems). The Regional Board’s
failure to name the City as an additional discharger was erroneous and should be reversed.

3
4
5

CONCLUSION
For all of the foregoing reasons, UATC respectfully requests that the State Board modify
the Regional Board’s Order to remove UATC as a named party responsible for remediating the
Site and to add the City of Santa Clara as an additional party responsible for remediating the Site.
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EXHIBIT 1

September 17, 2013
File No. 43S1090 (NMK)
Certified Mail No.
Return Receipt Requested

Moonlite Associates, LLC
c/o SClay Management
Attn: Mr. Bill Mehrens
1111 Bayhill Drive, Suite 450
San Bruno, CA 94066
Bill_Mehrens@sclay.com

SUBJECT:

United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.
c/o Hogan Lovells US LLP
Attn: Scott Reisch
One Tabor Center, Suite 1500
1200 Seventeenth Street
Denver, CO 80202
Scott.reisch@hoganlovells.com

Transmittal of Final Order – Site Cleanup Requirements for Moonlite Associates,
LLC, and United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., for the Property Located at 2640 El
Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County

Dear Mr. Mehrens and Mr. Reisch:
Attached is Regional Water Board Order No. R2-2013-0032 adopted by the Regional Water
Board on September 11, 2013. This Order names United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc., and
Moonlite Associates, LLC, as dischargers and requires the investigation and cleanup of
tetrachloroethene contamination at the Site.
If you have any questions, please contact Nathan King of my staff at (510) 622-3966
[nking@waterboards.ca.gov].
Sincerely,
.878?199A >87;54 2A
-=@35 /# 0<965
.1?5, &$%'#$+#%*
%),&&,(( "$*!$$!

Bruce H. Wolfe
Executive Officer
Attachment
cc w/attachment: Mailing List

-2-

Mailing List
Mr. George Cook
Santa Clara Valley Water District
gcook@valleywater.org
Ms. Julia Hill
City Attorney’s Office
City of Santa Clara
jhill@santaclaraca.gov
Mr. David Parker
Santa Clara City Fire Department
Hazardous Materials Division
dparker@ci.santa-clara.ca.us
Ms. Lori Gualco
Gualco Law
ljgualco@gualcolaw.com

Mr. Peter Krasnoff
West Environmental
peterk@westenvironmental.com
Ms. Carey Peabody
Erler & Kalinowski Inc.
cepeabody@ekiconsult.com

CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
ORDER No. R2-2013-0032
ADOPTION of SITE CLEANUP REQUIREMENTS for:
MOONLITE ASSOCIATES, LLC, and
UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE CIRCUIT, INC.
for the property located at:
2640 El CAMINO REAL
SANTA CLARA, SANTA CLARA COUNTY
The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region (hereinafter
Regional Water Board), finds that:
1.

Site Location: The Site is located at 2640 El Camino Real in Santa Clara (Figure 1). The Site
is a 3,000 square foot tenant space located in the 14.34 acre Moonlite Shopping Center (Figure
2). The Moonlite Shopping Center is bounded to the west by Kiely Boulevard, to the east by
Bowe Avenue and Saratoga Creek, to the north by El Camino Real, and to the south by an
alley. Saratoga Creek is located immediately east of Bowe Avenue. El Camino Real is a large
boulevard flanked by residential neighborhoods located one block to the north and south.
The Site is presently occupied by Cosmo’s Gifts, a retail store. Within the Moonlite Shopping
Center there are several large tenant spaces and twenty-five additional smaller tenant spaces.

2.

Site History: Moonlite Cleaners, a dry cleaning business that used the dry cleaning chemical
tetrachloroethene (PCE), operated at the Site for 35 years, from 1962 to 1997. In 1961, the
State Fire Marshal issued a permit for establishment of the Moonlite Cleaners dry cleaning
facility and permitted the installation and use of dry cleaning equipment using PCE.
United California Theaters, Inc., (now United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. [UATC]) developed
the shopping center in 1960. UATC owned the shopping center, including the Site, from 1961
to 1975 and then continued as the master lessor until 1978. UATC owned and/or controlled the
shopping center where the dry cleaner operated for 16 years, from 1962 to 1978. On September
5, 2000, UATC and affiliated entities filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy in the United States
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware. The court confirmed UATC’s plan of
reorganization.
Moonlite Associates, LLC, (Moonlite Associates), the current property owner, has owned the
shopping center, including the Site, since 1977. As such, Moonlite Associates owned the
shopping center where the dry cleaner operated as a tenant for 20 years (1977 to 1997).
Moonlite Cleaners used PCE in conducting its dry cleaning operations. These operations
resulted in PCE discharges to soil and groundwater beneath the Site. There is substantial
evidence that PCE discharges occurred during UATC’s ownership and control of the Site from
1962 and 1978, and Moonlite Associates’ ownership and control of the Site from 1977 to 1997.
1

The evidence that PCE discharges occurred during UATC’s ownership includes the physical
evidence of PCE at the Site and downgradient from it, the history of solvent usage beginning in
1962, common industry-wide operational practices, and the inefficiencies of older dry cleaning
equipment from the 1960s. The August 29, 2013, Revised Cleanup Staff Report more fully
discusses PCE discharges that occurred during UATC’s ownership. Similarly, the physical
evidence of PCE at the Site and downgradient from it, the history of solvent usage, the common
industry-wide practices, and the inefficiencies of older dry cleaning equipment, provide
evidence that PCE discharges occurred during Moonlite Associates’ ownership of the Site
when Moonlite Cleaners operated. PCE discharges continue to occur from the Site to offsite
areas.
3.

Named Dischargers: UATC is named as a discharger because it owned the Site during the
time of the PCE discharges, had knowledge of the activities that caused the discharge, and had
the legal ability to prevent the discharge, as more fully discussed in the August 29, 2013,
Revised Cleanup Staff Report.
Moonlite Associates is named as a discharger because it is the current owner of the property on
which there was and continues to be discharge of waste, had and has knowledge of the
activities that caused the discharge, and had and has the legal ability to control the discharge.
UATC and Moonlite are hereafter collectively referred to as the dischargers.
The previous owners and operators of the Moonlite Cleaners dry cleaning business are not
named as dischargers because they are deceased.
If additional information is submitted indicating that other parties caused or permitted any
waste to be discharged on the Site where it entered or could have entered waters of the state,
the Regional Water Board will consider adding those parties’ names to this Order.

4.

Regulatory Status: This Site is currently not subject to Regional Water Board order.

5.

Site Hydrogeology: The topography of Santa Clara is predominantly flat, sloping gently to the
north northeast towards the Guadalupe River and the San Francisco Bay. Locally at the Site,
the topography slopes gently to the east, towards the adjacent Saratoga Creek, that flows to the
north. The elevation of the Site is approximately 80 feet above mean sea level.
The headwaters of Saratoga Creek originate in the Santa Cruz Mountains at 3,100 feet,
approximately 10 miles to the southwest. Saratoga Creek is the principal drainage for the
Saratoga Creek Watershed. The Santa Clara Valley Water District uses Saratoga Creek
upstream of the Site to recharge groundwater in the reach between the city of Saratoga and
Highway 280, approximately. Saratoga Creek currently is a gaining creek adjacent to the Site.
Saratoga Creek joins San Tomas Aquino Creek before joining Guadalupe Slough, ultimately
draining to San Francisco Bay.
The sediment beneath the Site consists of ancestral Saratoga Creek stream channel sediment
overlying older Late Pleistocene alluvial plain sediment. The ancestral Saratoga Creek
sediment is fine to coarse grained channel deposits, with fine grained flood deposits outside the
channels. The pattern of fine and coarse grained lenses of sediment observed at the Site
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represent the deposits of the meandering ancestral Saratoga Creek flowing northward over
alluvial plain sediment. The ancestral Saratoga Creek sediment has been encountered from
approximately 5 to 50 feet below ground surface during investigations.
The depth to groundwater in Site monitoring wells is approximately 12 feet below ground
surface. The calculated groundwater flow direction at the Site is northeast, with a gradient of
approximately 0.005 feet per foot.
6.

Remedial Investigation: Multiple onsite investigations have occurred since PCE was first
detected in 2004. PCE has been detected above the Regional Water Board’s Environmental
Screening Levels (ESLs) in soil gas, indoor air and groundwater.
PCE has been detected in soil gas at concentrations up to 5,700,000 µg/m3 beneath the Site,
2714 times higher than the commercial/industrial ESL of 2,100 µg/m3. The extent of soil gas
PCE contamination has not been delineated to the adjacent tenant spaces within the Moonlite
Shopping Center, and is not delineated offsite to the east before the residences, to the south
before the residences, or downgradient across El Camino Real. Further investigation is
warranted to delineate the extent of soil gas contamination.
PCE has been detected in indoor air at concentrations up to 150 µg/m3 within the Site, 71 times
higher than the commercial/industrial ESL of 2.1 µg/m3. Additional indoor air delineation may
be needed following completion of soil gas delineation. An engineering control (soil vapor
extraction) is presently mitigating vapor intrusion of PCE from beneath the building foundation
into the retail shop currently operating at Site.
PCE has been detected in groundwater at concentrations up to 1,280 ug/L downgradient from
the Site, 250 times higher than the drinking water ESL of 5 ug/L, with the downgradient extent
delineated to approximately 1,600 feet northeast. Groundwater samples collected from boring
B24 located in the residential neighborhood 1,200 feet northeast from the Site, contained
concentrations of PCE at 120 ug/L.
PCE has been detected at concentrations up to 1,130 ug/L approximately 40 feet below ground
surface (bgs) in monitoring well MW-5A (located 75 feet northeast of the Site). PCE has been
detected at concentrations up to 22 ug/L at approximately 55 feet bgs in MW-4A (located about
375 feet northeast of the Site). It appears that the vertical extent of PCE contamination is less
than 60 feet bgs at the Site.
Groundwater PCE contamination has been adequately defined by grab groundwater sampling
but is not adequately monitored downgradient of Site monitoring well MW-4. MW-4 is the
furthest downgradient monitoring well of seven Site monitoring wells and contains the highest
concentrations of PCE at 799 ug/L as reported during the December 2012 monitoring event.
Additional monitoring wells are warranted to adequately monitor the offsite PCE groundwater
plume in the downgradient direction.
PCE has been detected in the adjacent Saratoga Creek at 49 ug/L, less than the ESL of 120
ug/L for protection of aquatic receptors.
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No soil samples have been collected at the Site. Soil samples will be needed as part of
curtailment activities to determine if concentrations of PCE in soil have been cleaned up to the
soil cleanup levels.
7.

Risk Assessment:
a.

Screening Levels: A screening level evaluation was carried out to evaluate potential
environmental concerns related to identified soil, soil gas, groundwater, surface water and
indoor air impacts. The chemical evaluated in the risk assessment is PCE, the primary
chemical of concern.
As part of the initial assessment, Site data were compared to ESLs compiled by Regional
Water Board staff. The presence of chemicals at concentrations above the screening
levels indicates that additional evaluation of potential threats to human health and the
environment is warranted. Screening levels for groundwater address the following
environmental concerns: 1) drinking water impacts (toxicity and taste and odor), 2)
impacts to indoor air, and 3) migration and impacts to aquatic habitats. Screening levels
for soil address: 1) direct exposure, 2) leaching to groundwater, and 3) nuisance issues.
Screening levels for soil gas address impacts to indoor air. Chemical-specific screening
levels for other human health concerns (i.e., indoor-air and direct-exposure) are based on
a target excess cancer risk of 1x10-6 for carcinogens and a target Hazard Quotient of 1.0
for noncarcinogens. Groundwater screening levels for the protection of aquatic habitats
are based on promulgated surface water standards (or equivalent). Soil screening levels
for potential leaching concerns are intended to prevent impacts to groundwater above
target groundwater goals (e.g., drinking water standards). Soil screening levels for
nuisance concerns are intended to address potential odor and other aesthetic issues.

b.

Assessment Results: The results of the screening level risk assessment are summarized
in the table below.

Media /
Constituent
Soil Gas:
PCE

Human
health –
direct

Result of Screening Assessment*
Leaching Indoor air Aquatic
Drinking
to ground
life
water
water
X

Groundwater:
PCE

X

Indoor Air:
PCE

X

Soil:
PCE

Nuisance

X

X

X1

* Note: an "X" indicates that ESL for that particular concern was exceeded
X1
Assumed - no soil data has been collected at the Site
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X

c.

Conclusions: The dischargers have opted to forego a site-specific risk assessment and
instead will address these screening level exceedances using a combination of
remediation and risk management.

8.

Adjacent Sites: A Chevron gasoline facility operated at 2798 El Camino Real on the
northwest corner of the Moonlite Shopping Center (Figure 2) until approximately 1984. In
1985, three gasoline underground storage tanks (USTs) and one waste oil UST with associated
conveyance pipes and dispenser were removed. Soil samples collected beneath the gasoline
and waste oil USTs indicated that unauthorized releases of waste oil and gasoline had occurred.
There is no reference to a release of chlorinated solvent, such as PCE, at this site. The County
of Santa Clara, Department of Environmental Health, closed this case in 2007.

9.

Interim Remedial Measures: A soil vapor extraction (SVE) system was installed in February
2010 beneath the Site and has been operating continuously since then. The SVE system
consists of five horizontal extraction pipes and eight vertical extraction wells. The purpose of
the SVE system is to provide vapor intrusion mitigation to indoor air and to remove PCE mass.
Approximately 293 pounds of PCE have been removed as of December 2012.
In March 2013, Moonlite Associates initiated an in-situ pilot study to evaluate the effectiveness
and implementability of injecting a slurry of zero-valent iron (ZVI) and an electron donor (e.g.,
emulsified oil) to remediate contaminated groundwater at the Site.
Further interim remedial measures need to be implemented at this Site to reduce the threat to
water quality, public health, and the environment posed by the discharge of waste and to
provide a technical basis for selecting and designing final remedial measures.

10.

Remedial Action Plan: A remedial action plan including a feasibility study will be needed
following completion of the pilot study that will determine the effectiveness of the ZVI
injections.

11.

Basis for Cleanup Levels
a.

General: State Water Board Resolution No. 68-16, "Statement of Policy with Respect
to Maintaining High Quality of Waters in California,” applies to this discharge. This
order and its requirements are consistent with Resolution No. 68-16.
State Water Board Resolution No. 92-49, "Policies and Procedures for Investigation and
Cleanup and Abatement of Discharges Under Water Code Section 13304," applies to
this discharge and requires attainment of background levels of water quality, or the
highest level of water quality which is reasonable if background levels of water quality
cannot be restored. The cleanup levels established in this order are consistent with the
maximum benefit to the people of the State, will not unreasonably affect present and
anticipated beneficial uses of such water, and will not result in exceedance of applicable
water quality objectives. The groundwater cleanup levels in this Order are set at
drinking water standards, which are greater than background concentrations. This order
and its requirements are consistent with the provisions of Resolution No. 92-49, as
amended.
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b.

Beneficial Uses: The Regional Water Quality Control Plan for the San Francisco Bay
Basin (Basin Plan) is the Regional Water Board's master water quality control planning
document. It designates beneficial uses and water quality objectives for waters of the
State, including surface waters and groundwater. It also includes programs of
implementation to achieve water quality objectives. The Basin Plan was duly adopted
by the Regional Water Board and approved by the State Water Board, the Office of
Administrative Law, and U.S. EPA, where required.
Regional Water Board Resolution No. 89-39, "Sources of Drinking Water," defines
potential sources of drinking water to include all groundwater in the region, with limited
exceptions for areas of high TDS, low yield, or naturally-high contaminant levels.
Groundwater underlying and adjacent to the Site qualifies as a potential source of
drinking water.
The Basin Plan designates the following potential beneficial uses of groundwater
underlying and adjacent to the Site:
o Municipal and domestic water supply
o Industrial process water supply
o Industrial service water supply
o Agricultural water supply
o Freshwater replenishment to surface waters
The deeper aquifer is used for the above purposes, with shallow groundwater
underlying the Site only expected to replenish Saratoga Creek; however, the
aquitard separating the shallow groundwater from deeper groundwater in the
vicinity of the Site is apparently not competent and/or compromised by deep,
old production wells in the vicinity. This allows communication between the
shallow and deep aquifers; therefore, the shallow groundwater beneath the Site is
potentially used for the above purposes.
The existing and potential beneficial uses of Saratoga Creek include:
o Agricultural supply
o Fresh water replenishment to surface water
o Groundwater recharge
o Wildlife habitat
o Cold freshwater and warm freshwater habitat

c.

Basis for Groundwater Cleanup Levels: The groundwater cleanup levels for the Site
are based on applicable water quality objectives and are the more stringent of U.S. EPA
and California primary maximum contaminant levels (MCLs). Cleanup to this level will
protect beneficial uses of groundwater and will result in acceptable residual risk to
humans.

d.

Basis for Soil Cleanup Levels: The soil cleanup levels for the Site are intended to
prevent leaching of contaminants to groundwater and will result in acceptable residual
risk to humans.
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e.

Basis for Soil Gas Cleanup Levels: The soil gas cleanup levels for the Site are
intended to prevent vapor intrusion into occupied buildings and will result in acceptable
residual risk to humans. An attenuation factor of 0.001 was used from soil gas to indoor
air.

f.

Basis for Indoor Air Cleanup Levels: The indoor air cleanup levels for the Site are
intended to prevent unhealthy levels of VOCs in indoor air as a result of vapor
intrusion.

g.

The remedial action plan may propose revised cleanup levels for Regional Water Board
consideration.

12.

Future Changes to Cleanup Levels: The goal of this remedial action is to restore the
beneficial uses of groundwater underlying and adjacent to the Site. Results from other sites
suggest that full restoration of beneficial uses to groundwater as a result of active remediation
at this Site may not be possible. If full restoration of beneficial uses is not technologically or
economically achievable within a reasonable period of time, then the dischargers may request
modification to the cleanup levels or establishment of a containment zone, a limited
groundwater pollution zone where water quality objectives are exceeded. Conversely, if new
technical information indicates that cleanup levels can be surpassed, the Regional Water Board
may decide that further cleanup actions should be taken.

13.

Risk Management: The following human health risks are acceptable at remediation sites: a
cumulative hazard index of 1.0 or less for non-carcinogens and a cumulative excess cancer risk
of 10-6 to 10-4 or less for carcinogens. The screening level evaluation for this Site found
contamination-related risks in excess of these acceptable levels. Active remediation will reduce
these risks over time. However, risk management measures are needed at this Site during, and
possibly after active remediation to assure protection of human health. Risk management
measures include engineering controls (such as engineered caps or wellhead treatment) and
institutional controls (such as deed restrictions that prohibit certain land uses).
The following risk management measures are needed at this Site:
a.

A risk management plan to ensure that vapor intrusion mitigation systems (including the
current SVE system) operate reliably and protect human health.

b.

A deed restriction that notifies future owners of sub-surface contamination, prohibits the
use of shallow groundwater beneath the Site as a source of drinking water until cleanup
levels are met, and prohibits sensitive uses of the Site such as residences and daycare
centers.

The remedial action plan may propose revised risk management measures for Regional Water
Board consideration.
14.

Reuse or Disposal of Extracted Groundwater: Regional Water Board Resolution No. 88160 allows discharges of extracted, treated groundwater from site cleanups to surface waters
only if it has been demonstrated that neither reclamation nor discharge to the sanitary sewer is
technically and economically feasible.
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15.

Basis for 13304 Order: Water Code section 13304 authorizes the Regional Water Board to
issue orders requiring a discharger to cleanup and abate waste where the discharger has caused
or permitted waste to be discharged or deposited where it is or probably will be discharged into
waters of the State and creates or threatens to create a condition of pollution or nuisance.

16.

Cost Recovery: Pursuant to Water Code section 13304, the dischargers are hereby notified
that the Regional Water Board is entitled to, and may seek reimbursement for, all reasonable
costs actually incurred by the Regional Water Board to investigate unauthorized discharges of
waste and to oversee cleanup of such waste, abatement of the effects thereof, or other remedial
action, required by this order.

17.

California Safe Drinking Water Policy: It is the policy of the State of California that every
human being has the right to safe, clean, affordable, and accessible water adequate for human
consumption, cooking, and sanitary purposes. This Order promotes that policy by requiring
discharges to meet MCLs designed to protect human health and ensure that water is safe for
domestic use.

18.

CEQA: This action is an order to enforce the laws and regulations administered by the
Regional Water Board. As such, this action is categorically exempt from the provisions of the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to section 15321 of the Resources
Agency Guidelines.

19.

Notification: The Regional Water Board has notified the dischargers and all interested
agencies and persons of its intent under Water Code section 13304 to prescribe site cleanup
requirements for the discharge, and has provided them with an opportunity to submit their
written comments.

20.

Public Hearing: The Regional Water Board, at a public meeting, considered all comments
pertaining to this discharge.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to sections 13304 and 13267 of the Water Code, that the
dischargers shall clean up and abate the effects described in the above findings as follows:
A. PROHIBITIONS
1.

The discharge of wastes or hazardous substances in a manner that will degrade water
quality or adversely affect beneficial uses of waters of the State is prohibited.

2.

Further significant migration of wastes or hazardous substances through subsurface
transport to waters of the State is prohibited.

3.

Activities associated with the subsurface investigation and cleanup that will cause
significant adverse migration of wastes or hazardous substances are prohibited.

B. REMEDIAL ACTION PLAN AND CLEANUP LEVELS
1.

Implement Remedial Action Plan: The dischargers shall implement the remedial
action plan as required by Task 7.
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2.

Groundwater Cleanup Levels: The following groundwater cleanup levels shall be
met in all wells identified in the attached Self-Monitoring Program:
Constituent

Level (ug/L)

Basis

Tetrachloroethene (PCE)

5

Drinking water MCL

Trichloroethene (TCE)

5

Drinking water MCL

cis-1,2-Dichloroethene (DCE)

6

Drinking water MCL

trans-1,2-DCE

10

Drinking water MCL

MCL = Maximum contaminant level
3.

Soil Cleanup Levels: The following soil cleanup levels shall be met in all vadose-zone
soil contaminated by releases from this Site:
Constituent

4.

Level (mg/kg)

Basis

PCE

0.70

Leaching to groundwater

TCE

0.46

Leaching to groundwater

cis-1,2-DCE

0.19

Leaching to groundwater

trans-1,2-DCE

0.67

Leaching to groundwater

Soil Gas Cleanup Levels: The following soil gas cleanup levels shall be met in all
vadose-zone soil contaminated by releases from this Site:
Constituent

5.

Commercial or
Industrial Level
(µg/m3)

Residential
Level
(µg/m3)

Basis

PCE

2,100

210

Vapor intrusion

TCE

3,000

300

Vapor intrusion

Indoor Air Cleanup Levels: The following indoor air cleanup levels shall be met in
occupied buildings contaminated by releases from this Site:
Constituent

Commercial or
Industrial Level
(µg/m3)

Residential
Level
(µg/m3)

Basis

PCE

2.1

0.41

Inhalation

TCE

3.0

0.59

Inhalation
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C. TASKS
1.

WORKPLAN FOR ADDITIONAL SOIL GAS INVESTIGATION
COMPLIANCE DATE:

December 31, 2013

Submit a workplan acceptable to the Executive Officer to conduct an additional soil gas
investigation to delineate the soil gas plume down to or below the appropriate
residential or commercial cleanup level for soil gas. The workplan should specify
investigation methods and proposed time schedule. Work may be phased to allow the
investigation to proceed efficiently, provided that this does not delay compliance.
2.

COMPLETION OF SOIL GAS INVESTIGATION
COMPLIANCE DATE:

March 31, 2014

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer documenting completion
of necessary tasks identified in the Task 1 workplan. The technical report shall include
recommendations for additional work to delineate soil gas contamination greater than
the corresponding cleanup level, as warranted.
3.

WORKPLAN FOR ADDITIONAL INDOOR AIR SAMPLING
COMPLIANCE DATE:

April 30, 2014

Submit a workplan acceptable to the Executive Officer to conduct additional indoor air
sampling following completion of Task 2 to delineate PCE and TCE in indoor air down
to or below the corresponding cleanup level in indoor air. The workplan should specify
investigation methods and proposed time schedule. Work may be phased to allow the
investigation to proceed efficiently, provided that this does not delay compliance.
4.

COMPLETION OF INDOOR AIR SAMPLING
COMPLIANCE DATE:

July 31, 2014

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer documenting completion
of necessary tasks identified in the Task 3 workplan. The technical report shall include
recommendations for additional work to delineate indoor air contamination greater than
the corresponding cleanup level, as warranted.
5.

WORKPLAN FOR GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELLS
INSTALLATION
COMPLIANCE DATE:

November 30, 2013

Submit a workplan acceptable to the Executive Officer to install additional groundwater
monitoring wells downgradient of monitoring well MW-4 to monitor groundwater
pollution down to or below the corresponding cleanup level in groundwater. The
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workplan should specify investigation methods and a proposed time schedule. Work
may be phased to allow the investigation to proceed efficiently, provided that this does
not delay compliance.
6.

COMPLETION OF GROUNDWATER MONITORING WELLS
INSTALLATION
COMPLIANCE DATE:

May 31, 2014

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer documenting completion
of necessary tasks identified in the Task 5 workplan. The technical report shall include
recommendations for additional work to delineate groundwater contamination greater
than the corresponding cleanup level, as warranted.
7.

REMEDIAL ACTION PLAN
COMPLIANCE DATE:

July 31, 2014

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer containing:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Summary of remedial investigation
Summary of risk assessment (if applicable)
Evaluation of the installed interim remedial actions
Feasibility study evaluating alternative final remedial actions
Recommended final remedial actions and cleanup levels
Proposed risk management plan
Implementation tasks and time schedule

The remedial action plan shall include recommended remedial work that has a high
probability of eliminating unacceptable threats to human health and restoring beneficial
uses of water in a reasonable time. Reasonable time shall be proposed based on the
severity of impact to the beneficial use (for current impacts) or the time before the
beneficial use will occur (for potential future impacts).
Item d should include projections of cost, effectiveness, benefits, and impact on public
health, welfare, and the environment of each alternative action.
Items a through d should be consistent with the guidance provided by Subpart F of the
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan (40 C.F.R. § 300),
CERCLA guidance documents with respect to remedial investigations and feasibility
studies, Health and Safety Code section 25356.1(c), and State Water Board Resolution
No. 92-49 as amended ("Policies and Procedures for Investigation and Cleanup and
Abatement of Discharges Under Water Code Section 13304").
8.

IMPLEMENTATION OF REMEDIAL ACTIONS
COMPLIANCE DATE:

January 31, 2015
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Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer documenting completion
of necessary tasks identified in the Task 7 workplan. For ongoing actions, such as soil
vapor extraction or groundwater extraction, the report shall document system startup (as
opposed to completion) and shall present initial results on system effectiveness (e.g.,
capture zone or area of influence). Proposals for further system expansion or
modification may be included in annual reports (see attached Self-Monitoring
Program).
9.

PROPOSED DEED RESTRICTION (MOONLITE ASSOCIATES ONLY)
COMPLIANCE DATE:

November 30, 2014

Submit a proposed deed restriction acceptable to the Executive Officer whose goal is to
limit onsite occupants’ exposure to Site contaminants to acceptable levels. If pollution
at the Site has been cleaned up to residential levels and groundwater pollution has been
cleaned up to less than MCLs, a request may be made to the Executive Officer to
eliminate this task and Task 10. Otherwise, the proposed deed restriction shall prohibit
the use of shallow groundwater beneath the Site as a source of drinking water until
cleanup levels are met, and/or prohibit sensitive uses of the Site such as residences and
daycare centers. The proposed deed restriction shall incorporate by reference the risk
management plan. The proposed deed restriction shall name the Regional Water Board
as a beneficiary and shall anticipate that the Regional Water Board will be a signatory.
10.

RECORDATION OF DEED RESTRICTION (MOONLITE ASSOCIATES ONLY)
COMPLIANCE DATE:

60 days after Executive Officer approval of the
proposed deed restriction

Moonlite Associates shall submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer
documenting that the deed restriction has been duly signed by all parties and has been
recorded with the appropriate County Recorder. The report shall include a copy of the
recorded deed restriction.
11.

RISK MANAGEMENT PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
COMPLIANCE DATE:

November 30, 2015, and every year thereafter

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer documenting
implementation of the Risk Management Plan over the previous 12-month period
ending on June 30. The report should include a detailed comparison of Risk
Management Plan elements and implementation actions taken. The report should
provide a detailed discussion of any instances of implementation actions falling short of
Risk Management Plan requirements, including an assessment of any potential human
health or environmental effects resulting from these shortfalls. The report may be
combined with a self-monitoring report, provided that the report title clearly indicates
its scope. The report may propose changes to the Risk Management Plan, although
those changes shall not take effect until approved by the Regional Water Board or the
Executive Officer
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12.

FIVE-YEAR STATUS REPORT
COMPLIANCE DATE:

October 31, 2019, and every five years thereafter

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer evaluating the
effectiveness of the approved remedial action plan. The report should include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Summary of effectiveness in controlling contaminant migration and
protecting human health and the environment
Comparison of contaminant concentration trends with cleanup levels
Comparison of anticipated versus actual costs of cleanup activities
Performance data (e.g., groundwater volume extracted, chemical mass
removed, mass removed per million gallons extracted)
Cost effectiveness data (e.g., cost per pound of contaminant removed)
Summary of additional investigations (including results) and significant
modifications to remediation systems
Additional remedial actions proposed to meet cleanup levels (if
applicable) including time schedule

If cleanup levels have not been met and are not projected to be met within a reasonable
time, the report should assess the technical practicability of meeting cleanup levels and
may propose an alternative cleanup strategy.
13.

PROPOSED CURTAILMENT
COMPLIANCE DATE:

60 days prior to proposed curtailment

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer containing a proposal to
curtail remediation. Curtailment includes system closure (e.g., well abandonment),
system suspension (e.g., cease extraction but wells retained), and significant system
modification (e.g., major reduction in extraction rates, closure of individual extraction
wells within extraction network). The report should include the rationale for
curtailment. Proposals for final closure should demonstrate that cleanup levels have
been met, contaminant concentrations are stable, and contaminant migration potential is
minimal.
14.

IMPLEMENTATION OF CURTAILMENT
COMPLIANCE DATE:

60 days after Executive Officer approval of
proposed curtailment

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer documenting completion
of the tasks identified in Task 13.
15.

EVALUATION OF NEW HEALTH CRITERIA
COMPLIANCE DATE:

90 days after evaluation report required
by Executive Officer
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Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer evaluating the effect on
the approved remedial action plan of revising one or more cleanup levels in response to
revision of drinking water standards, maximum contaminant levels, or other healthbased criteria.
16.

EVALUATION OF NEW TECHNICAL INFORMATION
COMPLIANCE DATE:

90 days after evaluation report required
by Executive Officer

Submit a technical report acceptable to the Executive Officer evaluating new technical
information which bears on the approved remedial action plan and cleanup levels for
this Site. In the case of a new cleanup technology, the report should evaluate the
technology using the same criteria used in the feasibility study. Such technical reports
shall not be required unless the Executive Officer determines that the new information
is reasonably likely to warrant a revision in the approved remedial action plan or
cleanup levels.
17.

Delayed Compliance: If the dischargers are delayed, interrupted, or prevented from
meeting one or more of the completion dates specified for the above tasks, the
dischargers shall promptly notify the Executive Officer, and the Regional Water Board
may consider revision to this Order.

D. PROVISIONS
1.

No Nuisance: The storage, handling, treatment, or disposal of polluted soil or
groundwater shall not create a nuisance as defined in Water Code section 13050(m).

2.

Good Operation and Maintenance: The dischargers shall maintain in good working
order and operate as efficiently as possible any facility or control system installed to
achieve compliance with the requirements of this Order.
Cost Recovery: The dischargers shall be liable, pursuant to Water Code section 13304,
to the Regional Water Board for all reasonable costs actually incurred by the Regional
Water Board to investigate unauthorized discharges of waste and to oversee cleanup of
such waste, abatement of the effects thereof, or other remedial action, required by this
Order. If the site addressed by this Order is enrolled in a State Water Board-managed
reimbursement program, reimbursement shall be made pursuant to this Order and
according to the procedures established in that program. Any disputes raised by the
dischargers over reimbursement amounts or methods used in that program shall be
consistent with the dispute resolution procedures for that program.

3.

4.

Access to Site and Records: In accordance with Water Code section 13267(c), the
dischargers shall permit the Regional Water Board or its authorized representative:
a.

Entry upon premises in which any pollution source exists, or may potentially
exist, or in which any required records are kept, which are relevant to this Order.
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b.

Access to copy any records required to be kept under the requirements of this
Order.

c.

Inspection of any monitoring or remediation facilities installed in response to
this Order.

d.

Sampling of any groundwater or soil which is accessible, or may become
accessible, as part of any investigation or remedial action program undertaken
by the dischargers.

5.

Self-Monitoring Program: The dischargers shall comply with the Self-Monitoring
Program as attached to this Order and as may be amended by the Executive Officer.

6.

Contractor / Consultant Qualifications: All technical documents shall be signed by
and stamped with the seal of a California registered geologist, a California certified
engineering geologist, or a California registered civil engineer.

7.

Lab Qualifications: All samples shall be analyzed by State-certified laboratories or
laboratories accepted by the Regional Water Board using approved U.S. EPA methods
for the type of analysis to be performed. Quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC)
records shall be maintained for Regional Water Board review. This provision does not
apply to analyses that can only reasonably be performed on-site (e.g., temperature).

8.

Document Distribution: An electronic and paper version of all correspondence,
technical reports, and other documents pertaining to compliance with this Order shall be
provided to the Regional Water Board, and electronic copies shall be provided to the
following agencies:
a. City of Santa Clara, City Attorney’s Office
b. Santa Clara Valley Water District
The Executive Officer may modify this distribution list as needed.
Electronic copies of all correspondence, technical reports, and other documents
pertaining to compliance with this Order shall be uploaded to the State Water Board’s
GeoTracker database within five business days after submittal to the Regional Water
Board. Guidance for electronic information submittal is available at:
http://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/ust/electronic_submittal

9.

Reporting of Changed Owner or Operator: The dischargers shall file a technical
report on any changes in contact information, site occupancy or ownership associated
with the property described in this Order.

10.

Reporting of Hazardous Substance Release: If any hazardous substance is
discharged in or on any waters of the State, or discharged or deposited where it is, or
probably will be, discharged in or on any waters of the State, the dischargers shall
report such discharge to the Regional Water Board by calling (510) 622-2369.
A written report shall be filed with the Regional Water Board within five working days.
The report shall describe: the nature of the hazardous substance, estimated quantity
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involved, duration of incident, cause of release, estimated size of affected area, nature
of effect, corrective actions taken or planned, schedule of corrective actions planned,
and persons/agencies notified.
This reporting is in addition to reporting to the California Emergency Management
Agency required pursuant to the Health and Safety Code.
11.

Periodic SCR Review: The Regional Water Board will review this Order periodically
and may revise it when necessary.

I, Bruce H. Wolfe, Executive Officer, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a full, true, and correct
copy of an Order adopted by the California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Francisco Bay
Region, on September 11, 2013.
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________________________
Bruce H. Wolfe
Executive Officer

===========================================
FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF THIS ORDER MAY SUBJECT YOU
TO ENFORCEMENT ACTION, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO: IMPOSITION OF
ADMINISTRATIVE CIVIL LIABILITY UNDER WATER CODE SECTIONS 13268 OR 13350, OR
REFERRAL TO THE ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF OR CIVIL OR
CRIMINAL LIABILITY
===========================================
Attachments: Site Vicinity Map
Site Location Map
Self-Monitoring Program
Staff Report
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Figure 1: Site Vicinity Map
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Figure 2: Site Location Map
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CALIFORNIA REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD
SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION
SELF-MONITORING PROGRAM for:
MOONLITE ASSOCIATES, LLC, and
UNITED ARTIST THEATRE CIRCUIT, INC.
for the property located at:
2640 El CAMINO REAL
SANTA CLARA, SANTA CLARA COUNTY
1.

Authority and Purpose: The Regional Water Board requires the technical reports identified in
this Self-Monitoring Program pursuant to Water Code sections 13267 and 13304. This SelfMonitoring Program is intended to document compliance with Regional Water Board Order No.
R2-2013-0032 (site cleanup requirements).

2.

Monitoring: The dischargers shall measure groundwater elevations and surface water elevations
quarterly in all monitoring wells and Saratoga Creek sampling stations and shall collect and
analyze representative samples of groundwater according to the following table:
Well #

Sampling
Frequency

Analyses

Well #

Sampling
Frequency

Analyses

MW-1

Q

8260B/5030B MW-5

Q

8260B/5030B

MW-2

Q

8260B/5030B MW-5A

Q

8260B/5030B

MW-3

Q

8260B/5030B C1

SA

8260B/5030B

MW-4

Q

8260B/5030B C2

SA

8260B/5030B

MW-4A

Q

8260B/5030B C3

SA

8260B/5030B

Key: Q = Quarterly , SA = Semi Annually
8260B = EPA Method 8260B or equivalent
5030B = EPA Method 5030B or equivalent
C1, C2, C3 = Saratoga Creek sampling locations
The dischargers shall sample any new monitoring or extraction wells quarterly and analyze
groundwater samples for the same constituents as shown in the above table. The dischargers may
propose changes in the above table; any proposed changes are subject to Executive Officer
approval.
3.

Quarterly Monitoring Reports: The dischargers shall submit quarterly monitoring reports to
the Regional Water Board no later than 30 days following the end of the quarter (e.g., report for
first quarter of the year due April 30). The first quarterly monitoring report shall be due on
October 30, 2013. The reports shall include:
a.

Transmittal Letter: The transmittal letter shall discuss any violations during the reporting
period and actions taken or planned to correct the problem. The letter shall be signed by
the dischargers’ principal executive officer or his/her duly authorized representative, and

shall include a statement by the official, under penalty of perjury, that the report is true
and correct to the best of the official's knowledge.
b.

Groundwater and Surface Water Elevations: Groundwater and Surface Water elevation
data shall be presented in tabular form, and a groundwater and surface water elevation
map should be prepared for each monitored water-bearing zone. Historical groundwater
and surface elevations shall be included in the fourth quarterly report each year.

c.

Groundwater and Surface Water Analyses: Groundwater and surface water sampling
data shall be presented in tabular form, and an isoconcentration map should be prepared
for one or more key contaminants for each monitored water-bearing zone, as appropriate.
The report shall indicate the analytical method used, detection limits obtained for each
reported constituent, and a summary of QA/QC data. Historical groundwater and surface
water sampling results shall be included in the fourth quarterly report each year. The
report shall describe any significant increases in contaminant concentrations since the last
report, and any measures proposed to address the increases. Supporting data, such as lab
data sheets, need not be included (however, see record keeping - below).

d.

Groundwater Extraction: If applicable, the report shall include groundwater extraction
results in tabular form, for each extraction well and for the Site as a whole, expressed in
gallons per minute and total groundwater volume for the quarter. The report shall also
include contaminant removal results, from groundwater extraction wells and from other
remediation systems (e.g., soil vapor extraction), expressed in units of chemical mass per
day and mass for the quarter. Historical mass removal results shall be included in the
fourth quarterly report each year.

e.

Status Report: The quarterly report shall describe relevant work completed during the
reporting period (e.g., site investigation, remedial measures) and work planned for the
following quarter.

5.

Violation Reports: If the dischargers violate requirements in the Site Cleanup Requirements,
then the dischargers shall notify the Regional Water Board office by telephone as soon as
practicable once the dischargers have knowledge of the violation. Regional Water Board staff
may, depending on violation severity, require the dischargers to submit a separate technical
report on the violation within five working days of telephone notification.

6.

Other Reports: The dischargers shall notify the Regional Water Board in writing prior to any
Site activities, such as construction or underground tank removal, which have the potential to
cause further migration of contaminants or which would provide new opportunities for Site
investigation.

7.

Record Keeping: The dischargers or their agents shall retain data generated for the above
reports, including lab results and QA/QC data, for a minimum of six years after origination and
shall make them available to the Regional Water Board upon request.

8.

SMP Revisions: Revisions to the Self-Monitoring Program may be ordered by the Executive
Officer, either on his/her own initiative or at the request of the dischargers. Prior to making SMP
revisions, the Executive Officer will consider the burden, including costs, of associated selfmonitoring reports relative to the benefits to be obtained from these reports.
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IUR P\[PR[a_NaV\[` N[Q QV`a_VObaV\[ \S E79 V[ T_\b[QdNaR_& `\VY TN`& N[Q V[Q\\_ NV_ Na aUR HVaR
$aUR UVTUR`a E79 P\[PR[a_NaV\[` V[ `\VY TN` N[Q T_\b[QdNaR_ N_R OR[RNaU aUR HVaR N[Q
Q\d[T_NQVR[a S_\Z aUR HVaR%& V[QVPNaR aUNa aUR B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_`i Q_f PYRN[V[T \]R_NaV\[` dR_R
[\ QVSSR_R[a aUN[ aUR Q_f PYRN[R_` QV`Pb``RQ V[ aUR LNaR_ 8V`a_VPa HabQf aUNa QV`PUN_TRQ E79'
>[ NQQVaV\[& N` QV`Pb``RQ \[ ]NTR` -, l -0 N[Q *-+ l *-1 \S aUR LNaR_ 8V`a_VPa HabQf& \YQR_ Q_f
PYRN[R_` b`RQ Z\_R `\YcR[a N[Q _RYRN`RQ N T_RNaR_ ]R_PR[aNTR \S aUR `\YcR[a b`RQ QbR a\
_RYNaVcR V[RSSVPVR[PVR` \S aUR \YQR_ R^bV]ZR[a P\Z]N_RQ a\ [RdR_ R^bV]ZR[a' IUR fRN_ Qb_V[T
dUVPU N Q_f PYRN[R_ ORTN[ \]R_NaV\[` V` N b`RSbY V[QVPNa\_ \S aUR ]\aR[aVNY Z\b[a \S E79 ZN``
_RYRN`RQ' >[ TR[R_NY& aUR RN_YVR_ N Q_f PYRN[R_ \]R_NaRQ aUR Z\_R YVXRYf Va V` aUNa YN_TR_
^bN[aVaVR` \S E79 dR_R _RYRN`RQ a\ `\VY N[Q T_\b[QdNaR_ QbR a\ \YQR_ R^bV]ZR[a N[Q P\ZZ\[
E79 UN[QYV[T N[Q QV`]\`NY ]_NPaVPRQ S\_ aUNa aVZR ]R_V\Q' ;\_ ReNZ]YR& INOYR *, \[ ]NTR -0 \S
aUR LNaR_ 8V`a_VPa HabQf `U\d` U\d af]VPNY Q_f PYRN[R_` S_\Z aUR *2/)` b`RQ ZbPU Z\_R E79
]R_ ]\b[Q \S PY\aUR` PYRN[RQ N[Q UNQ N ZbPU UVTUR_ YRNXNTR _NaR aUN[ N af]VPNY Q_f PYRN[R_
S_\Z aUR *22)`'
IUb`& ON`RQ \[ aUR ]Uf`VPNY RcVQR[PR Na aUR HVaR N[Q Q\d[T_NQVR[a S_\Z Va $`RR HRPaV\[ K>
ORY\d%& aUR UV`a\_f \S `\YcR[a b`NTR Na aUR HVaR ORTV[[V[T V[ *2/+& aUR P\ZZ\[ V[Qb`a_f!dVQR
\]R_NaV\[NY ]_NPaVPR` aUNa YRQ a\ E79 QV`PUN_TR` V[ aUR *2/)` N[Q *20)`& N[Q aUR V[RSSVPVR[PVR`
\S \YQR_ Q_f PYRN[V[T R^bV]ZR[a S_\Z aUR *2/)`& aUR PYRN[b] `aNSS P\[PYbQR aUNa aUR_R V`
`bO`aN[aVNY RcVQR[PR aUNa E79 QV`PUN_TR` \PPb__RQ Qb_V[T J5I7i` \d[R_`UV] N[Q P\[a_\Y \S aUR
HVaR S_\Z *2/+ N[Q *201 N[Q NSaR_dN_Q` dUR[ B\\[YVaR 5``\PVNaR` a\\X \d[R_`UV]'
4@$ 3WGRPJHPNPJW
IUR a\]\T_N]Uf \S HN[aN 7YN_N V` ]_RQ\ZV[N[aYf SYNa& `Y\]V[T TR[aYf a\ aUR [\_aU [\_aURN`a
a\dN_Q` aUR <bNQNYb]R GVcR_ N[Q aUR HN[ ;_N[PV`P\ 6Nf' A\PNYYf Na aUR HVaR& aUR a\]\T_N]Uf
`Y\]R` TR[aYf a\ aUR RN`a& a\dN_Q` aUR NQWNPR[a HN_Na\TN 7_RRX& aUNa SY\d` a\ aUR [\_aU' IUR
RYRcNaV\[ \S aUR HVaR V` N]]_\eVZNaRYf 1) SRRa NO\cR ZRN[ `RN YRcRY'
IUR URNQdNaR_` \S HN_Na\TN 7_RRX \_VTV[NaR V` V[ HN[aN 7_bg B\b[aNV[` Na ,&*)) SRRa&
N]]_\eVZNaRYf *) ZVYR` a\ aUR `\baUdR`a' HN_Na\TN 7_RRX V` aUR ]_V[PV]NY Q_NV[NTR S\_ aUR

%

HN_Na\TN 7_RRX LNaR_`URQ' HN[aN 7YN_N KNYYRf LNaR_ 8V`a_VPa b`R` HN_Na\TN 7_RRX b]`a_RNZ \S
aUR HVaR a\ _RPUN_TR T_\b[QdNaR_ V[ aUR _RNPU ORadRR[ aUR PVaf \S HN_Na\TN N[Q =VTUdNf +1)&
N]]_\eVZNaRYf' HN_Na\TN 7_RRX Pb__R[aYf V` N TNV[V[T P_RRX NQWNPR[a a\ aUR HVaR' HN_Na\TN 7_RRX
W\V[` aUR HN[ I\ZN` 5^bV[\ 7_RRX ORS\_R W\V[V[T aUR <bNQNYb]R HY\bTU& bYaVZNaRYf Q_NV[V[T a\
aUR HN[ ;_N[PV`P\ 6Nf'
IUR `RQVZR[a OR[RNaU aUR HVaR V` N[PR`a_NY HN_Na\TN 7_RRX `a_RNZ PUN[[RY `RQVZR[a \cR_YfV[T
\YQR_ ANaR EYRV`a\PR[R NYYbcVNY ]YNV[ `RQVZR[a' IUR N[PR`a_NY HN_Na\TN 7_RRX `RQVZR[a V` SV[R a\
P\N_`R T_NV[RQ PUN[[RY QR]\`Va`& dVaU SV[R T_NV[RQ SY\\Q QR]\`Va` \ba`VQR aUR PUN[[RY`' IUR
]NaaR_[ \S SV[R N[Q P\N_`R T_NV[RQ YR[`R` \S `RQVZR[a \O`R_cRQ Na aUR HVaR _R]_R`R[a aUR
QR]\`Va` \S aUR ZRN[QR_V[T N[PR`a_NY HN_Na\TN 7_RRX SY\dV[T [\_aUdN_Q \cR_ aUR NYYbcVNY ]YNV[
`RQVZR[a`' IUR`R N[PR`a_NY HN_Na\TN 7_RRX `RQVZR[a UN` ORR[ R[P\b[aR_RQ S_\Z
N]]_\eVZNaRYf . a\ .) SRRa ORY\d T_\b[Q `b_SNPR Qb_V[T V[cR`aVTNaV\[`' IUR N[PR`a_NY HN_Na\TN
7_RRX `RQVZR[a dN` QR]\`VaRQ V[ aUR `NZR \_VR[aNaV\[ N` aUR ]_R`R[a \_VR[aNaV\[ \S HN_Na\TN
7_RRX& N[Q aUR [\_aU!a_R[QV[T N[PR`a_NY `a_RNZ PUN[[RY` \S HN_Na\TN 7_RRX `U\bYQ V[SYbR[PR aUR
QV_RPaV\[ \S T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d a\ aUR [\_aU'
IUR QR]aU a\ T_\b[QdNaR_ V[ HVaR Z\[Va\_V[T dRYY` V` N]]_\eVZNaRYf *+ SRRa ORY\d T_\b[Q
`b_SNPR' IUR PNYPbYNaRQ T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[ Na aUR HVaR V` [\_aURN`a& dVaU N T_NQVR[a \S
N]]_\eVZNaRYf )')). SRRa ]R_ S\\a' IUR SY\d QV_RPaV\[ \S T_\b[QdNaR_ Na aUR HVaR V` Z\`a YVXRYf
P\[a_\YYRQ Of [\_aU!a_R[QV[T HN_Na\TN 7_RRX& aUR [\_aU!a_R[QV[T N[PR`a_NY HN_Na\TN 7_RRX
`a_RNZ QR]\`Va`& aUR TR[aYf [\_aU `Y\]V[T a\]\T_N]Uf& aUR _RTV\[NY T_\b[QdNaR_ T_NQVR[a& N[Q
QRR] ]_\QbPaV\[ dRYY` Y\PNaRQ V[ aUR cVPV[Vaf'
7\[PR[a_NaV\[` \S E79 UNcR ORR[ QRaRPaRQ V[ T_\b[QdNaR_ Q\d[ T_NQVR[a \S aUR HVaR a\ aUR
[\_aU& S_\Z aUR [\_aURN`a a\ aUR [\_aUdR`a' IUV` QV`a_VObaV\[ \S P\[aNZV[NaV\[ V[ T_\b[QdNaR_
V` P\[`V`aR[a dVaU aUR P\[a_\YYV[T SNPa\_` aUNa V[SYbR[PR aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\['
@$ 4OVHSTLJDTLPO DOG .NHDOUQ
HVT[VSVPN[a _RYRN`R` \S aUR Q_f PYRN[V[T PURZVPNY E79 PN[ OR Naa_VObaRQ a\ aUR S\_ZR_ B\\[YVaR
7YRN[R_`' E79 UN` ORR[ QRaRPaRQ V[ V[Q\\_ NV_ `NZ]YR`& V[ `\VY TN` `NZ]YR`& N[Q V[ T_\b[QdNaR_
`NZ]YR` V[ ^bN[aVaVR` SN_ RePRRQV[T 9[cV_\[ZR[aNY HP_RR[V[T ARcRY` $9HA`% S\_ RNPU ZRQVN' E79
V` QNf YVTUaV[T V[ aUR NQWNPR[a HN_Na\TN 7_RRX' DaUR_ ]\aR[aVNY Q_f PYRN[V[T PURZVPNY`& `bPU N`
Ha\QQN_Q `\YcR[a& dR_R [\a QRaRPaRQ Qb_V[T aUR V[cR`aVTNaV\[`'
IUR UVTUR`a UV`a\_VPNY QRaRPaV\[` \S E79 V[ T_\b[QdNaR_& `\VY TN`& N[Q V[Q\\_ NV_ N_R V[ aUR
VZZRQVNaR cVPV[Vaf \S \_ QV_RPaYf OR[RNaU aUR HVaR& V[QVPNaV[T N QV`PUN_TR QV_RPaYf OR[RNaU aUR
Q_f PYRN[R_' IUV` `aNaRZR[a V` `b]]\_aRQ Of aUR S\YY\dV[T HVaR QNaN3
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E79 UN` P\[`V`aR[aYf ORR[ QRaRPaRQ V[ T_\b[QdNaR_ VZZRQVNaRYf Q\d[ T_NQVR[a \S aUR
HVaR V[ BL,& BL-& BL-5& BL.& N[Q BL.5' GRPR[a T_\b[QdNaR_ Z\[Va\_V[T _R`bYa`
S_\Z ?b[R +)*+ QRaRPaRQ E79 V[ T_\b[QdNaR_ Na *&+1) bT(A V[ BL-& \cR_ +)) aVZR`
UVTUR_ aUN[ aUR 9HA \S . bT(A'

&
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!
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IUR UVTUR`a `\VY TN` P\[PR[a_NaV\[ \S E79 dN` QRaRPaRQ VZZRQVNaRYf OR[RNaU aUR S\_ZR_
Q_f PYRN[R_ Na .&0))&))) bT(Z,& \cR_ +&))) aVZR` UVTUR_ aUN[ aUR 9HA \S +&*)) bT(Z,'
H\VY TN` P\[PR[a_NaV\[` QRP_RN`R dVaU QV`aN[PR S_\Z aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[R_'
IUR UVTUR`a V[Q\\_ NV_ P\[PR[a_NaV\[ \S E79 dN` QRaRPaRQ V[ aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[R_ Na
*.) bT(Z, E79& NO\ba 0) aVZR` UVTUR_ aUN[ aUR 9HA \S +'* bT(Z,' >[Q\\_ NV_
P\[PR[a_NaV\[` \S E79 V[ aUR NQWNPR[a aR[N[a `]NPR` QRP_RN`R dVaU QV`aN[PR S_\Z aUR
S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[R_'
IUR UVTUR`a `b_SNPR dNaR_ P\[PR[a_NaV\[ \S E79 P\YYRPaRQ S_\Z HN_Na\TN 7_RRX dN`
QRaRPaRQ Q\d[`a_RNZ \S aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[R_ Na -2 bT(A& N]]_\eVZNaRYf UNYS \S aUR
9HA \S *+) bT(A' Hb_SNPR dNaR_ `NZ]YR` P\YYRPaRQ b]`a_RNZ S_\Z aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f
PYRN[R_` UNcR [RcR_ P\[aNV[RQ N[f E79'

IUR HVaR QNaN PYRN_Yf V[QVPNaR aUNa aUR UVTUR`a P\[PR[a_NaV\[` \S E79 N_R VZZRQVNaRYf OR[RNaU&
Q\d[ T_NQVR[a& N[Q Q\d[`a_RNZ \S aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[R_& N[Q QRP_RN`R dVaU QV`aN[PR NdNf
S_\Z aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[R_' IUV` ]NaaR_[ V[QVPNaR` aUNa `VT[VSVPN[a _RYRN`R` \S E79 \PPb__RQ Na
aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[R_'
IUR cR_f UVTU E79 V[Q\\_ NV_ P\[PR[a_NaV\[` V[ aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[V[T Y\PNaV\[ N[Q aUR cR_f
UVTU E79 `\VY TN` P\[PR[a_NaV\[` VZZRQVNaRYf OR[RNaU aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f PYRN[R_ V[QVPNaR aUNa E79
]_\QbPa dN` Z\`a YVXRYf `]VYYRQ \[a\ aUR P\[P_RaR SY\\_ QbR a\ aUR `Y\]]f [Nab_R \S aUR Q_f
PYRN[V[T R^bV]ZR[a N[Q ]_\PR``R`' IUR E79 d\bYQ UNcR `Y\dYf `RR]RQ V[a\ aUR P\[P_RaR SY\\_&
\_ aU_\bTU P_NPX` \_ ]R_S\_NaV\[` V[ aUR P\[P_RaR SY\\_'
IUV` _RYRN`R ZRPUN[V`Z V` P\[`V`aR[a dVaU aUR Z\`a P\ZZ\[ _RYRN`R ZRPUN[V`Z` VQR[aVSVRQ V[
aUR +))0 H7KL8 8_f 7YRN[R_ HabQf& dUVPU PVaR` N +))+ ;Y\_VQN 8R]N_aZR[a \S 9[cV_\[ZR[aNY
E_\aRPaV\[ Q_f PYRN[R_ `abQf $;Y\_VQN HabQf% N` N[ RePRYYR[a& P\Z]_RUR[`VcR _RcVRd \S _RYRN`R
ZRPUN[V`Z` S_\Z Q_f PYRN[R_`' IUR ;Y\_VQN HabQf VQR[aVSVRQ `\VY OR[RNaU aUR SY\\_ `YNO V[ aUR
cVPV[Vaf \S aUR Q_f PYRN[V[T ZNPUV[R` N[Q QV`aVYYNaV\[ b[Va` N` aUR N_RN dVaUV[ Q_f PYRN[V[T
\]R_NaV\[` Z\`a S_R^bR[aYf P\[aNZV[NaRQ Of E79' IUR H7KL8 8_f 7YRN[R_ HabQf `aNaR` aUNa aUR
;Y\_VQN 8R]N_aZR[a \S 9[cV_\[ZR[aNY E_\aRPaV\[ N[Q ;Y\_VQN HaNaR J[VcR_`Vaf `abQf $;Y\_VQN
HabQf% j'''`U\dRQ aUNa Z\_R E79 ZN`` V` _RYRN`RQ N` N _R`bYa \S `\YcR[a a_N[`SR_& `a\_NTR N[Q
\]R_NaV\[` aUN[ QbR a\ `RdR_ YV[R QV`PUN_TR`'k IUR H7KL8 8_f 7YRN[R_ HabQf NY`\ [\aR` aUNa
YRNXV[T `RdR_ YV[R` PN[ OR N _RYRN`R ZRPUN[V`Z`'
6N`RQ \[ aUR UVTU `\VY TN` P\[PR[a_NaV\[` OR[RNaU aUR SNPVYVaf& aUR_R V` N ]\``VOVYVaf aUNa aUR
`RdR_ YNaR_NY VZZRQVNaRYf OR[RNaU aUR Q_f PYRN[V[T R^bV]ZR[a $\d[RQ Of J5I7 N[Q B\\[YVaR
5``\PVNaR`% dN` NY`\ N `\b_PR \S P\[aNZV[NaV\[' =\dRcR_& aUR`R `\VY TN` _R`bYa` Q\ [\a V[QVPNaR
aUNa N _RYRN`R \PPb__RQ S_\Z aUR 7Vaf `N[VaN_f `RdR_ YV[R` ORUV[Q aUR SNPVYVaf' IUR UVTUR`a E79
QRaRPaRQ V[ `\VY TN` P\[PR[a_NaV\[` OR[RNaU aUR `YNO dN` .&0))&))) bT(Z, E79' IUR UVTUR`a `\VY
TN` `NZ]YR` P\YYRPaRQ NY\[T aUR 7Vaf `N[VaN_f `RdR_ N_R YR`` aUN[ *&))) bT(Z, E79& N `VT[VSVPN[a
QVSSR_R[PR \S \cR_ aU_RR \_QR_` \S ZNT[VabQR& N[Q PN[ OR Naa_VObaRQ a\ aUR `N[VaN_f `RdR_
T_NcRY ]NPX NPaV[T N` N ]_RSR_R[aVNY ]NaUdNf S_\Z aUR `\b_PR N_RN OR[RNaU aUR `YNO \S aUR
S\_ZR_ B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_`'
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>[ `bZZN_f& aUR `VaR UV`a\_f N[Q aUR `VaR QNaN& aNXR[ a\TRaUR_ dVaU aUR H7KL8 8_f 7YRN[R_
HabQf& V[QVPNaR aUNa aUR ]_VZN_f _RYRN`R ZRPUN[V`Z dN` E79 ]_\QbPa `]VYYRQ \[a\ aUR P\[P_RaR
SY\\_ QbR a\ aUR `Y\]]f [Nab_R \S aUR Q_f PYRN[V[T R^bV]ZR[a N[Q ]_\PR``R`' IUR E79 d\bYQ
UNcR aUR[ `Y\dYf `RR]RQ V[a\ aUR P\[P_RaR SY\\_& \_ aU_\bTU P_NPX` \_ ]R_S\_NaV\[` V[ aUR
P\[P_RaR SY\\_& N[Q aUR[ a\ aUR `\VY OR[RNaU aUR `YNO' 5 ]\``VOYR `RP\[QN_f _RYRN`R ZRPUN[V`Z
P\bYQ UNcR NY`\ ORR[ N YRNX S_\Z aUR `RdR_ YNaR_NY VZZRQVNaRYf OR[RNaU aUR Q_f PYRN[V[T
R^bV]ZR[a'
5 `\VY cN]\_ Rea_NPaV\[ $HK9% `f`aRZ dN` V[`aNYYRQ V[ ;RO_bN_f +)*) OR[RNaU aUR S\_ZR_ Q_f
PYRN[R_ SNPVYVaf N[Q UN` ORR[ \]R_NaV[T P\[aV[b\b`Yf `V[PR aUR[' IUR HK9 `f`aRZ P\[`V`a` \S SVcR
U\_Vg\[aNY Rea_NPaV\[ ]V]R` N[Q RVTUa cR_aVPNY Rea_NPaV\[ dRYY`' IUR ]b_]\`R \S aUR HK9 `f`aRZ V`
a\ ]_\cVQR cN]\_ V[a_b`V\[ ZVaVTNaV\[ a\ aUR aR[N[a` N[Q a\ _RZ\cR E79 ZN``' 5]]_\eVZNaRYf
,)) ]\b[Q` \S E79 UNcR ORR[ _RZ\cRQ Of aUR HK9 `f`aRZ N` \S 8RPRZOR_ +)*+'
@4$ <HSQPOSH TP 7DRFK &'# '%&(# 054 <HQPRT
J5I7 _RaNV[RQ 9_YR_ # @NYV[\d`XV& >[P' $9@>% a\ N``R`` aUR YVXRYVU\\Q \S N E79 _RYRN`R ORadRR[
*2/+ N[Q *201' 9@> P\[PYbQRQ V[ Va` BN_PU *+& +)*,& _R]\_a aUNa aUR_R V` [\ RcVQR[PR \S N ]_R!
*201 E79 _RYRN`R S\_ aUR S\YY\dV[T _RN`\[`'
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B\QRYRQ YRNXNTR \S E79!P\[aNZV[NaRQ dN`aRdNaR_ S_\Z N Uf]\aURaVPNY YRNXV[T `RdR_
]V]R d\bYQ aNXR `Ve fRN_` a\ _RNPU T_\b[QdNaR_& V[QVPNaV[T N ]\`a!*201 _RYRN`R'
<_\b[QdNaR_ Na aUR HVaR d\bYQ UNcR SY\dRQ a\ aUR [\_aUdR`a ]_V\_ a\ aUR ZVQ!*22)`4
aUR_RS\_R& VS aUR_R dN` N ]_R!*201 E79 _RYRN`R& aUR_R d\bYQ OR RcVQR[PR \S N [\_aUdR`a!
a_R[QV[T E79 T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR& dUVPU Q\R` [\a ReV`a'
<_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d Na aUR HVaR `UVSaRQ a\ aUR [\_aURN`a V[ aUR ZVQ!*22)`& N[Q `V[PR aUR
Pb__R[a T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR a_NcRY` a\ aUR [\_aURN`a& aUR E79 _RYRN`R aUNa PNb`RQ aUR
T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR UN]]R[RQ V[ aUR ZVQ!*21)` \_ RN_Yf *22)`'
<_\b[QdNaR_ YRcRY` Na aUR HVaR dR_R QRR]R_ Qb_V[T aUR ]_R!*201 ]R_V\Q& aUR_RS\_R VS N
E79 _RYRN`R \PPb__RQ ]_R!*201& Va d\bYQ UNcR _R`bYaRQ V[ N QRR]R_ T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR&
dUVPU Q\R` [\a ReV`a'

IUR`R P\[PYb`V\[` N_R [\a aRPU[VPNYYf `b]]\_aNOYR& N` Re]YNV[RQ ORY\d'
5' HRdR_ ARNXNTR B\QRY 8\R`[ia 7\[`VQR_ E_VZN_f GRYRN`R BRPUN[V`Z
IUR 9@> _R]\_a N``bZR` N P\[aV[bNY YRNX \S dN`aRdNaR_ S_\Z N YRNXV[T `N[VaN_f `RdR_ YV[R N` aUR
Q_VcR_ S\_ PN__fV[T E79 aU_\bTU `\VY a\ T_\b[QdNaR_' J`V[T aUV` N``bZ]aV\[& 9@>i` Z\QRY
]_RQVPa` aUNa aUR E79 d\bYQ UNcR _RNPURQ T_\b[QdNaR_ V[ N]]_\eVZNaRYf `Ve fRN_` N` N _R`bYa \S
aUR SYb`UV[T \S dN`aRdNaR_' 7YRN[b] HaNSS QV`NT_RR aUNa aUV` dN` aUR ]_VZN_f YRNX ZRPUN[V`Z
N[Q N``R_a aUNa aUR Rea_RZRYf UVTU E79 V[Q\\_ NV_ P\[PR[a_NaV\[` Z\_R YVXRYf V[QVPNaR N _RYRN`R
QV_RPaYf a\ aUR SY\\_ \S aUR Q_f PYRN[R_ N` QV`Pb``RQ Sb_aUR_ V[ HRPaV\[` >>> N[Q K' E79 _RYRN`RQ \[
aUR SY\\_ \S aUR Q_f PYRN[R_ d\bYQ UNcR `RR]RQ V[a\ aUR P\[P_RaR SY\\_& \_ aU_\bTU P_NPX` \_
]R_S\_NaV\[` V[ aUR P\[P_RaR SY\\_& N[Q aUR[ a\ aUR `\VY OR[RNaU aUR `YNO' IUR E79 P\bYQ UNcR
ORR[ O\b[Q b] S\_ fRN_` a\ QRPNQR` V[ aUR `\VY VZZRQVNaRYf OR[RNaU aUR P\[P_RaR `YNO N[Q

(

NO\cR N[f `RdR_ YV[R`' IUV` ]_\ONOYR QRYNf S_\Z aUR _RYRN`R \S E79 a\ dUR[ E79 R[aR_RQ aUR
T_\b[QdNaR_ _NV`R` ^bR`aV\[` N` a\ aUR cNYVQVaf \S 9@>i` NTR!QNaV[T \S aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR'
6' C\_aUdR`a!a_R[QV[T EYbZR C\a 9e]RPaRQ 6N`RQ \[ <_\b[QdNaR_ 8R]aU`
9@> V[SR_` S_\Z N _RcVRd \S T_\b[QdNaR_ QNaN aUNa T_\b[QdNaR_ Na aUR HVaR d\bYQ UNcR SY\dRQ
a\ aUR [\_aUdR`a ]_V\_ a\ aUR ZVQ!*22)`4 aUR_RS\_R& VS aUR_R dN` N ]_R!*201 E79 _RYRN`R& aUR_R
d\bYQ OR RcVQR[PR \S N [\_aUdR`a!a_R[QV[T E79 T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR& dUVPU NPP\_QV[T a\ 9@>
Q\R` [\a ReV`a' 9@>i` N``R_aV\[ aUNa VS N ]_R!*201 _RYRN`R \PPb__RQ aUR_R `U\bYQ OR _RZ[N[a` \S N
[\_aUdR`a a_R[QV[T T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR& V` QR]R[QR[a \[ $*% `UNYY\d T_\b[QdNaR_ ReV`aV[T
OR[RNaU aUR HVaR& N[Q $+% R[\bTU `b_SNPR dNaR_ V[ aUR Y\`V[T HN_Na\TN 7_RRX a\ NSSRPa `UNYY\d
T_\b[QdNaR_ N[Q a\ PNb`R N [\_aUdR`a a_R[QV[T ]YbZR'
*!# /IGLF>N;K?I 8GG ,??H CF #)'"J ;F> #)("J KG +;LJ? 3GIKBN?JK!KI?F>CFA 5DLE?
HaNSS QV`NT_RR` dVaU ZN[f N`]RPa` \S 9@>i` N[NYf`V`' IUR V``bR _RTN_QV[T N aVZR YNT ORadRR[ E79
_RYRN`R` N[Q dUR[ E79 V` ]_R`R[a V[ T_\b[QdNaR_ V` QV`Pb``RQ NO\cR' ;b_aUR_Z\_R 9@>i`
N[NYf`V` \S UV`a\_VP T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[` V` SYNdRQ' IUR_R dR_R ZN[f V[SYbR[PR` \[ aUR
T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[ UV`a\_VPNYYf& V[PYbQV[T Y\PNYVgRQ ]bZ]V[T S_\Z aU_RR [RN_Of dNaR_
`b]]Yf dRYY` Y\PNaRQ dVaUV[ \[R!UNYS ZVYR \S aUR HVaR aUNa dR_R [\a aNXR[ V[a\ P\[`VQR_NaV\[' >[
NQQVaV\[& HN_Na\TN 7_RRX V[ aUR cVPV[Vaf \S aUR HVaR ]_\ONOYf UNQ YVaaYR V[SYbR[PR' HaNSS _RcVRdRQ
aUR JH<H `b_SNPR dNaR_ QV`PUN_TR _RP\_Q` S\_ HN_Na\TN 7_RRX P\YYRPaRQ Na aUR TNTR Y\PNaRQ
N]]_\eVZNaRYf )'. ZVYR `\baUdR`a \S HN_Na\TN $N_\b[Q 2 ZVYR` b]`a_RNZ \S aUR HVaR%' IUR SY\d
dVaUV[ HN_Na\TN 7_RRX dN` V[aR_ZVaaR[a S_\Z *2/+ a\ *201& N[Q QR]aU a\ T_\b[QdNaR_ dN` cR_f
QRR] Qb_V[T aUV` ]R_V\Q $b] a\ +)) SRRa N]]_\eVZNaRYf ORY\d T_\b[Q `b_SNPR%' IUR \[Yf SY\d
V[a\ aUR P_RRX \PPb__RQ S_\Z ]_RPV]VaNaV\[ N[Q ZV[\_ `b_SNPR _b[\SS' >[ \aUR_ d\_Q`& HN_Na\TN
7_RRX \[Yf UNQ SY\dV[T dNaR_ dUR[ Va dN` _NV[V[T N[Q Va dN` YVXRYf N Y\`V[T P_RRX& ZRN[V[T aUNa
`\ZR ]\_aV\[ \S aUR SY\d dN` QV`PUN_TV[T a\ aUR `bO`b_SNPR' LUR_RN` a\QNf Va V` P\[`VQR_RQ N
TNV[V[T P_RRX N` T_\b[QdNaR_ V` ZbPU UVTUR_ N[Q V` _RPUN_TV[T aUR P_RRX'
6N`RQ \[ aUR V[aR_ZVaaR[a SY\d V[ HN_Na\TN 7_RRX N[Q aUR QR]aU a\ T_\b[QdNaR_ Qb_V[T aUR
*2/)` N[Q *20)`& Va V` UVTUYf b[YVXRYf aUNa aUR_R dN` R[\bTU `b_SNPR dNaR_ V[ aUR P_RRX a\
_RPUN_TR `UNYY\d T_\b[QdNaR_ OR[RNaU aUR HVaR N[Q NYaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[' IUR_RS\_R& E79
`bO`b_SNPR ZVT_NaV\[ Qb_V[T aUR *2/)` Qb_V[T J5I7i` \d[R_`UV] d\bYQ [\a UNcR ORR[
`VT[VSVPN[aYf NSSRPaRQ Of HN_Na\TN 7_RRX& N[Q aUR_R `U\bYQ [\a OR N [\_aUdR`a a_R[QV[T
P\[aNZV[N[a ]YbZR& dUVPU V` aUR PN`R' 8b_V[T aUR *20)`& NSaR_ aUR H7KL8 ORTN[ NPaVcRYf
_RPUN_TV[T T_\b[QdNaR_& `bO`b_SNPR dNaR_ YRcRY` _\`R& Oba dR_R `aVYY ZbPU QRR]R_ aUN[ a\QNf'
HaNSS P\[PYbQR aUNa V[ aUR *20)` aUR P_RRX d\bYQ `aVYY [\a UNcR `VT[VSVPN[aYf NYaR_RQ aUR
T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[ a\ aUR [\_aUdR`a V[ aUR `UNYY\d N^bVSR_' >[ aUR RN_Yf *22)` N` _V`V[T
T_\b[QdNaR_ YRcRY` `b_]N``RQ aUR `b_SNPR dNaR_ RYRcNaV\[ V[ aUR P_RRX& aUR [\_aUR_Yf _RTV\[NY
T_NQVR[a `UVSaRQ a\ aUR [\_aURN`a [RN_ aUR P_RRX& N` V` `RR[ a\QNf'
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9@> b`RQ aVZR!`R_VR` T_\b[QdNaR_ RYRcNaV\[ QNaN S_\Z N QRR] dRYY a\ ZNXR V[SR_R[PR` NO\ba
T_\b[QdNaR_ RYRcNaV\[` V[ `UNYY\d T_\b[QdNaR_ Na aUR HVaR' IUR V[QRe dRYY aUNa 9@> b`RQ V` N
QRR] dRYY Y\PNaRQ N]]_\eVZNaRYf `Ve ZVYR` a\ aUR `\baURN`a aUNa N]]RN_` a\ OR N T\\Q ]_\ef a\
QR`P_VOR UV`a\_VP T_\b[QdNaR_ RYRcNaV\[` V[ aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ ON`V[' =\dRcR_& aUR aU_RR QRR]
]_\QbPaV\[ dRYY` dVaUV[ \[!UNYS ZVYR S_\Z aUR HVaR ]_\cVQR N PY\`R_ _R]_R`R[aNaV\[ \S QRR]R_
T_\b[QdNaR_ P\[QVaV\[` OR[RNaU aUR HVaR' 9@> b`RQ *22) a\ +))) T_\b[QdNaR_ QNaN S_\Z N HURYY
TN` `aNaV\[ *))) SRRa NdNf S_\Z aUR B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_` HVaR& N[Q \[ aUR \]]\`VaR `VQR \S
HN_Na\TN 7_RRX& a\ R`aVZNaR N [\_aUdR`a T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[ Na aUR B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_`
HVaR S_\Z aUR RN_Yf *2/)` a\ aUR ZVQ!*22)`' IUR aVZR N[Q QV`aN[PR V[c\YcRQ V[ aUV` P\Z]N_V`\[
V` a\\ YN_TR N[Q P\bYQ YRNQ a\ cN_VNaV\[` V[ aUR P\__RYNaV\[` \S T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[`
ORadRR[ aUR ad\ `VaR`' ;\_ V[`aN[PR& T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[` S\_ aUR S\_ZR_ 7URc_\[ JH5
`aNaV\[ Y\PNaRQ \[ aUR B\\[YVaR HU\]]V[T 7R[aR_ ]_\]R_af SY\dRQ `\baUdR`a S_\Z 5]_VY *22)
b[aVY ?b[R *22*& dUVPU V` \]]\`VaR aUN[ dUNa V` ]_RQVPaRQ Of 9@>'
*!% )" ,?AI?? 9;IC;KCGF CF /IGLF>N;K?I .DGN ,CI?=KCGF FGK 7LHHGIK?> <O 7B?DD ,;K;
9@>i` QR]VPaV\[ \S N [\_aUdR`a a_R[QV[T T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR V[ ;VTb_R *) \S aUR 9@> _R]\_a V` [\a
`b]]\_aRQ Of aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d cN_VNaV\[` `RR[ Na aUR HURYY TN` `aNaV\[' HaNSS _RcVRdRQ aUR
T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[` S_\Z aUR HURYY TN` `aNaV\[ P\[aNV[RQ V[ 5aaNPUZR[a 5 \S aUR 9@>
_R]\_a N[Q \O`R_cRQ N _\bTUYf -. QRT_RR cN_VNaV\[ V[ aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[ S_\Z aUR
aVZR dUR[ HN_Na\TN 7_RRX dN` ]b_]\_aRQYf Y\`V[T \_ TNV[V[T' IUV` V` YR`` aUN[ aUR /) QRT_RR
cN_VNaV\[ 9@> PVaR` V[ 5aaNPUZR[a 5 \S aUR _R]\_a& N[Q YR`` aUN[ aUR 2) QRT_RR cN_VNaV\[ 9@>
`U\d` \[ ;VTb_R` *) N[Q ** S\_ N Uf]\aURaVPNY T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR b[QR_ Y\`V[T!P_RRX
P\[QVaV\[` P\Z]N_RQ a\ aUR ]_R`R[a QNf T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR b[QR_ TNV[V[T!P_RRX P\[QVaV\[`'
*!& 5+- 5DLE? ,?K?=K?> KG KB? 3GIKB
J`V[T N -. QRT_RR NZ\b[a \S cN_VNaV\[ V[ aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[ S_\Z N Y\`V[T a\ N
TNV[V[T P_RRX& aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[ Na aUR B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_` HVaR P\bYQ UNcR cN_VRQ
S_\Z Va` ]_R`R[a [\_aURN`a QV_RPaV\[ b[QR_ TNV[V[T!P_RRX P\[QVaV\[` a\ N [\_aUR_Yf QV_RPaV\[
b[QR_ Y\`V[T!P_RRX P\[QVaV\[`' IUV` V` P\[`V`aR[a dVaU aUR N_RNY `]_RNQ \S T_\b[QdNaR_
P\[aNZV[NaV\[ `RR[ V[ aUR Pb__R[a T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR dVaU T_\b[QdNaR_ P\[PR[a_NaV\[` V[
[\_aUR_Yf O\_V[T` 6+& 6*0& 6*1& N[Q 6,+ Na +0 bT(A E79& -'/ bT(A E79& *1 bT(A E79& N[Q 2/ bT(A
E79& _R`]RPaVcRYf' 5QQVaV\[NYYf 9@>i` QR]VPaV\[ \S N [\_aUdR`a a_R[QV[T T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR V[
;VTb_R *) V` [\a `b]]\_aRQ Of aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d QV_RPaV\[` S\_ aUR S\_ZR_ 7URc_\[ JH5
`aNaV\[ aUNa dN` Y\PNaRQ \[ aUR B\\[YVaR HU\]]V[T 7R[aR_ ]_\]R_af N[Q PY\`R_ a\ aUR S\_ZR_
B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_` aUN[ aUR HURYY HaNaV\['
7'

C\_aURN`a!a_R[QV[T E79 EYbZR EN_aVNYYf 7Nb`RQ Of E79 8V`PUN_TR` S_\Z aUR *2/)` N[Q 0)`

9@> V[SR_` S_\Z N _RcVRd \S T_\b[QdNaR_ QNaN aUNa T_\b[QdNaR_ SY\d Na aUR HVaR `UVSaRQ a\ aUR
[\_aURN`a V[ aUR ZVQ!*22)`& N[Q `V[PR aUR Pb__R[a T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR a_NcRY` a\ aUR [\_aURN`a&
aUR E79 _RYRN`R aUNa PNb`RQ aUR T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR UN]]R[RQ V[ aUR ZVQ!*21)` \_ RN_Yf *22)`'
IUV` P\[PYb`V\[ V` V[P\__RPa ORPNb`R aUR E79 P\bYQ UNcR ORR[ O\b[Q b] S\_ fRN_` a\ QRPNQR` V[
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aUR `\VY VZZRQVNaRYf OR[RNaU aUR P\[P_RaR `YNO N[Q NO\cR N[f `RdR_ YV[R' IUV` d\bYQ PNb`R N
QRYNf V[ E79 _RNPUV[T T_\b[QdNaR_' IUR_RS\_R& E79 _RYRN`RQ Qb_V[T J5I7i` \d[R_`UV] N[Q
P\[a_\Y S_\Z *2/+ a\ *201 d\bYQ [\a UNcR `aN_aRQ a\ ZVT_NaR V[ T_\b[QdNaR_ b[aVY aUR
[\_aURN`a T_NQVR[a dN` R`aNOYV`URQ'
8' E79 7\[aNZV[NaV\[ V` ;\b[Q Na 8RR]R_ 8R]aU` 6R[RNaU aUR HVaR
9@> V[SR_` S_\Z N _RcVRd \S T_\b[QdNaR_ QNaN aUNa T_\b[QdNaR_ YRcRY` Na aUR HVaR dR_R QRR]R_
Qb_V[T aUR ]_R!*201 ]R_V\Q& aUR_RS\_R VS N E79 _RYRN`R \PPb__RQ ]_R!*201& Va d\bYQ UNcR
_R`bYaRQ V[ N QRR]R_ T_\b[QdNaR_ ]YbZR& dUVPU NPP\_QV[T a\ 9@> Q\R` [\a ReV`a' IUV` V`
V[P\__RPa' <_\b[QdNaR_ V[ O\_V[T 6,+ Y\PNaRQ .) SRRa [\_aU \S aUR HVaR P\[aNV[RQ 2/ bT(A E79 Na
N]]_\eVZNaRYf -) SRRa ORY\d T_\b[Q `b_SNPR' <_\b[QdNaR_ Z\[Va\_V[T dRYY BL.5 Y\PNaRQ .)
SRRa [\_aURN`a \S aUR HVaR P\[aNV[RQ *&*,) bT(A E79 Na N]]_\eVZNaRYf aUR `NZR QR]aU' IUR`R
P\[PR[a_NaV\[` \S E79 Na QR]aU N_R VZZRQVNaRYf NO\cR N _RYNaVcRYf aUVPX PYNf YNfR_ aUNa ReaR[Q`
S_\Z N]]_\eVZNaRYf -) a\ /) SRRa OT` Na 6,+ aUNa d\bYQ `Y\d N[f Sb_aUR_ Q\d[dN_Q cR_aVPNY
ZVT_NaV\[ \S E79 _RTN_QYR`` \S aUR aVZR \S _RYRN`R'
@44$ ?,>. LS D /LSFKDRJHR UOGHR ADTHR .PGH SHFTLPO &((%)
LNaR_ 7\QR `RPaV\[ *,,)- NbaU\_VgR` aUR LNaR_ 6\N_Q a\ V``bR PYRN[b] N[Q NONaRZR[a \_QR_`
a\ N[f ]R_`\[ dU\ PNb`RQ \_ ]R_ZVaaRQ dN`aR a\ OR QV`PUN_TRQ \_ QR]\`VaRQ dUR_R Va V`& \_
]_\ONOYf dVYY OR& QV`PUN_TRQ V[a\ dNaR_` \S aUR HaNaR N[Q P_RNaR`& \_ aU_RNaR[` a\ P_RNaR& N
P\[QVaV\[ \S ]\YYbaV\[ \_ [bV`N[PR' LURaUR_ N ]R_`\[ PNb`RQ \_ ]R_ZVaaRQ `bPU dN`aR
QV`PUN_TR` UN` ORR[ O_\NQYf P\[`a_bRQ Of aUR HaNaR LNaR_ GR`\b_PR` 7\[a_\Y 6\N_Q $HaNaR
LNaR_ 6\N_Q% V[ [bZR_\b` ]_RPRQR[aVNY \_QR_` a\ V[PYbQR \d[R_` N[Q \]R_Na\_` Na aUR aVZR \S
QV`PUN_TR' 5 ]_V\_ YN[Q\d[R_ N[Q YR``RR` ZNf OR [NZRQ N` N QV`PUN_TR_ VS Va $*% \d[RQ \_ dR_R
V[ ]\``R``V\[ \S aUR ]_\]R_af Na aUR aVZR \S QV`PUN_TR& $+% UNQ X[\dYRQTR \S aUR NPaVcVaVR` dUVPU
_R`bYaRQ V[ aUR QV`PUN_TR& N[Q $,% UNQ aUR YRTNY NOVYVaf a\ ]_RcR[a aUR QV`PUN_TR' HaNaR LNaR_
6\N_Q D_QR_` LF 1.!0& 1/!*.& N[Q 2,!*,' >[ aUV` PN`R& J5I7 ZRRa` NYY aUR P_VaR_VN a\ OR [NZRQ
N` N QV`PUN_TR_ N` QV`Pb``RQ ORY\d'
5' J5I7 Dd[RQ aUR E_\]R_af Qb_V[T aUR IVZR \S 8V`PUN_TR
5` QV`Pb``RQ ]_RcV\b`Yf& J5I7 \d[RQ aUR ]_\]R_af S_\Z *2/* a\ *20. N[Q aUR[ P\[aV[bRQ N`
ZN`aR_ YR``\_ b[aVY *201' 8b_V[T aUV` aVZR& B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_` b`RQ E79 V[ Va` Q_f PYRN[V[T
Ob`V[R`` N[Q QV`PUN_TRQ E79 a\ `\VY N[Q T_\b[QdNaR_& N` ]_RcV\b`Yf QV`Pb``RQ'
6' J5I7 UNQ @[\dYRQTR \S 5PaVcVaVR` aUNa GR`bYaRQ V[ aUR 8V`PUN_TR
J5I7 UNQ X[\dYRQTR \S aUR NPaVcVaVR` aUNa _R`bYaRQ V[ aUR QV`PUN_TR' 5` ]_RcV\b`Yf `aNaRQ& \[
BNf **& *2/*& aUR HaNaR ;V_R BN_`UNYY V``bRQ N ]R_ZVa a\ B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_` S\_ aUR
R`aNOYV`UZR[a \S N Q_f PYRN[V[T Ob`V[R``& dUVPU _R^bV_RQ [bZR_\b` V[aR_V\_ N[Q ReaR_V\_
ObVYQV[T VZ]_\cRZR[a` `bPU N` aUR V[`aNYYNaV\[ \S N ]V]V[T `f`aRZ N[Q ReUNb`a SN[` N[Q QbPa`'
>[ Sb_aUR_N[PR \S aUV`& \[ ?b[R +0& *2/*& J5I7 \OaNV[RQ N ObVYQV[T ]R_ZVa S\_ B\\[YVaR
7YRN[R_`' D[ ?bYf *)& *2/+& J5I7 _RPRVcRQ& \[ ORUNYS \S B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_`& N PR_aVSVPNaR \S
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\PPb]N[Pf S_\Z aUR 7Vaf \S HN[aN 7YN_N' J5I7 dN` aUR_RS\_R NPaVcRYf V[c\YcRQ V[ aUR
R`aNOYV`UZR[a \S aUR Q_f PYRN[R_ `VaR' >Z]\_aN[aYf& aUR ;V_R BN_`UNYY ER_ZVa ]ba J5I7 \[ [\aVPR
aUNa aUR Ob`V[R`` UNQ _V`X` _RYNaRQ a\ `\YcR[a UN[QYV[T [\a V[UR_R[a V[ \aUR_ Ob`V[R``R`' IUR
]R_ZVa _R^bV_RQ NYY ]_\PR``R` a\ aNXR ]YNPR \[Yf V[ aUR R^bV]ZR[a N]]_\cRQ Of aUR ;V_R BN_`UNYY
N[Q _R^bV_RQ _RPYNVZRQ `\YcR[a a\ OR a_N[`SR__RQ \[Yf aU_\bTU N[ N]]_\cRQ ]V]V[T `f`aRZ' IUR
]R_ZVa NY`\ NYR_aRQ J5I7 \S aUR ]\aR[aVNY S\_ ja\eVP P\[PR[a_NaV\[ \S cN]\_k QRcRY\]V[T N_\b[Q
aUR PYRN[V[T R^bV]ZR[a N[Q aUR [RRQ S\_ SY\\_ YRcRY cR[aVYNaV\[ \_ N[ N]]_\cRQ jO_RNaUV[T
ZN`X'k IUb`& J5I7 UNQ NPabNY X[\dYRQTR \S aUR UNgN_Q\b` [Nab_R \S `\YcR[a UN[QYV[T Na aUR
HVaR N[Q aUR [RRQ S\_ PN_RSbY UN[QYV[T \S `\YcR[a`' 9cR[ VS \[R NPPR]a` aUNa J5I7 QVQ [\a UNcR
NPabNY X[\dYRQTR& aUR UV`a\_VPNY _RP\_Q `U\d` aUNa J5I7 `U\bYQ UNcR X[\d[ \S aUR b`R \S
PURZVPNY` Na aUR HVaR N[Q Va` QN[TR_`& V[PYbQV[T aUR ]\aR[aVNY S\_ b[NbaU\_VgRQ QV`PUN_TR`' 5`
aUR HaNaR LNaR_ 6\N_Q URYQ& NPabNY X[\dYRQTR \S P\[aNZV[NaV\[ [RRQ [\a OR `U\d[ dUR_R Va V`
_RN`\[NOYR S\_ N ]R_`\[ a\ OR NdN_R \S aUR QN[TR_` TR[R_NYYf V[UR_R[a V[ aUR NPaVcVaf' HaNaR
LNaR_ 6\N_Q D_QR_ C\' 1/!*.'
J5I7 dN` Z\_R aUN[ N Z\cVR aURNaR_ P\Z]N[f' J5I7 dN` N YN_TR P\_]\_NaV\[ aUNa \d[RQ
YN_TR P\ZZR_PVNY ]_\]R_aVR` `VZVYN_ a\ aUR B\\[YVaR HU\]]V[T 7R[aR_& N[Q _R[aRQ `]NPR a\
P\ZZR_PVNY \]R_NaV\[` `bPU N` Q_f PYRN[R_`' ;\_ ReNZ]YR& J5I7 NY`\ \d[RQ N `U\]]V[T PR[aR_
Na ,2!-2 9Y 7NZV[\ _RNY& BVYYO_NR& 7NYVS\_[VN& dUR_R N Q_f PYRN[R_ NY`\ \]R_NaRQ S_\Z
N]]_\eVZNaRYf *2.1 a\ *212 N[Q dUR_R N _RYRN`R \S E79 UN` \PPb__RQ' <VcR[ aUNa J5I7 dN` N
YN_TR ]_\]R_af \d[R_ _R[aV[T `]NPR a\ P\ZZR_PVNY \]R_NaV\[`& Va `U\bYQ UNcR X[\d[ \S aUR
UNgN_Q\b` [Nab_R \S E79 N[Q \aUR_ PURZVPNY` b`RQ Of aUR ZN[f P\ZZR_PVNY \]R_Na\_` Na Va`
ZbYaV]YR ]_\]R_aVR`'
7' J5I7 UNQ aUR ARTNY 5OVYVaf a\ E_RcR[a aUR 8V`PUN_TR
5` aUR \d[R_ \S aUR HVaR $N` dRYY N` ZN`aR_ YR``\_% N[Q YN[QY\_Q a\ B\\[YVaR 7YRN[R_`& J5I7
ReR_PV`RQ bYaVZNaR P\[a_\Y \cR_ aUR ]_\]R_af N[Q UNQ aUR YRTNY NOVYVaf a\ ]_RcR[a aUR QV`PUN_TR'
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Scott H. Reisch, California Bar. No. 139559
Hogan Lovells US LLP
1200 17th Street, Suite 1500
Denver, Colorado 80202
(303) 899-7300
(303) 899-7333 (fax)
scott.reisch@hoganlovells.com
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Counsel for Petitioner United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.

1
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7
CALIFORNIA STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD

8
9
10
11

In the Matter of Adoption of Site Cleanup
Requirements for Moonlite Associates,
LLC and United Artists Theatre Circuit,
Inc. for the Property Located at 2640 El
Camino Real, Santa Clara County (Order
No. R2-2013-0032)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
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21
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE CIRCUIT, INC.’S
PETITION FOR REVIEW (Water Code § 13320),
REQUEST TO SUPPLEMENT THE RECORD
(23 CCR 2052.6); AND,
REQUEST FOR HEARING (23 CCR § 2052(b))

DECLARATION OF CAREY E. PEABODY IN SUPPORT OF UNITED ARTISTS
THEATRE CIRCUIT, INC.’S PETITION FOR REVIEW
I, Carey E. Peabody, declare as follows:
1.

My name is Carey E. Peabody. I am a Vice President of Erler & Kalinowski, Inc.

(“EKI”), an environmental consulting and engineering firm. I am in all ways competent to make
this declaration. This declaration is based on my personal knowledge and on what I reasonably
believe to be reliable analyses prepared by colleagues at EKI with my independent review and
oversight. My references to EKI throughout this declaration refer to my analysis and

24
25
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1

conclusions, as well as the analysis and conclusions of my colleagues made with my independent

2

review and oversight.

3

2.

I have bachelor’s and master’s degrees in Geology from Stanford University and a

4

Ph.D. in Applied Earth Sciences from Stanford University. I am registered in the State of

5

California as a Professional Geologist (No. 5018). I have practiced as an environmental

6

consultant since 1989, focusing on investigation and remediation of properties contaminated with

7

volatile organic compounds (“VOCs”), including perchlorethylene (“PCE”). Such properties

8

include Superfund Sites located inside and outside of California as well as properties in the San

9

Francisco Bay area at which VOCs have been detected in soil, groundwater, and soil gas.

10

3.

A true and correct copy of my resume is attached hereto as Attachment 1.

11

4.

On September 11, 2013, the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control

12

Board (“Regional Board”) issued a cleanup and abatement order (the “Order”) to, among others,

13

United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. (“UATC”) relating to PCE contamination at property located

14

at 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California (the “Site”).

15

5.

Over the course of more than two years, EKI has been assessing the likelihood

16

that a PCE discharge occurred while UATC owned or leased the Site (i.e., before September

17

1978). After careful analysis and review of available information, including information

18

regarding present and historic hydraulic conditions at and near the Site and groundwater and soil

19

vapor monitoring data relating to the PCE plume at the Site, EKI determined that the evidence

20

did not support the conclusion that PCE was released at the Site before September 1978, as set

21

out in detail in a March 12, 2013 report that UATC submitted to the Regional Board. That

22

conclusion was principally based on the absence of any evidence of a northwesterly trending

23

PCE plume in shallow groundwater at the Site, which would have been formed if a PCE release

24
25
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1

to shallow groundwater had occurred before September 1978 due to the influence of Saratoga

2

Creek on groundwater flow.

3

6.

In a Tentative Order and a report prepared by the Regional Board’s cleanup staff

4

(“Cleanup Staff”) issued on June 25, 2013 (“Cleanup Staff Report”), the Cleanup Staff

5

recommended to the Regional Board that UATC and the current Site owner, Moonlite

6

Associates, LLC (“Moonlite”), be named as dischargers liable for cleaning up PCE

7

contamination at the Site. The Regional Board scheduled a hearing on the Tentative Order for

8

September 11, 2013 (the “Hearing”). On July 28, 2013, UATC submitted comments to the

9

Cleanup Staff on the Tentative Order, which included extensive comments by EKI.

10

7.

One week before the Hearing, the Cleanup Staff provided the Regional Board

11

with a package of materials that included the Cleanup Staff’s responses to comments on the

12

Tentative Order and Cleanup Staff Report submitted by UATC and other interested parties, as

13

well as a Revised Cleanup Staff Report (“Revised Staff Report”) and Revised Tentative Order.

14

8.

The Revised Staff Report included new arguments and factual information in

15

response to EKI’s analysis and comments on the June 25, 2013, Tentative Order and Cleanup

16

Staff Report. In particular, the Revised Staff Report relied on groundwater elevation data

17

maintained by the Santa Clara Valley Water District to contest EKI’s conceptual model of how

18

PCE was discharged at the Site. The data were not included in the record on the grounds that

19

they are confidential. Based on its review of the Revised Staff Report, EKI contacted the Water

20

District to obtain the data but did not receive the data until after the Hearing. The Revised Staff

21

Report also argued, for the first time, that Saratoga Creek flowed only intermittently during the

22

1960s and 1970s, such that it would not have caused groundwater to flow to the northwest at the

23

Site or in the vicinity of the Site. For that assertion, Cleanup Staff relied (again for the first time)

24

on data from a stream gauge upstream of the Site. Before the Hearing, EKI did not have a

25
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1

sufficient opportunity to analyze whether the data supported the conclusion that Saratoga Creek

2

flowed only intermittently at the Site in the 1960s and 1970s.

3

9.

At the Hearing, the Cleanup Staff repeated and elaborated on the new arguments

4

presented in the Revised Staff Report. They also presented a slide deck to the Regional Board,

5

which included, among other information, several figures that purported to depict soil gas and

6

groundwater PCE plumes at the Site. I first saw this presentation during the Hearing, and a copy of

7

the presentation, including these figures, was not made available to EKI until after the Hearing.

8

10.

At the Hearing, Moonlite also asserted for the first time that the current length of

9

the PCE plume at the Site is consistent with a release in the early 1960s. Moonlite also presented

10

this claim in a slide deck that I did not see until the Hearing and did not obtain a copy of until after

11

the Hearing.

12

11.

Because all of this information was presented either days before or at the Hearing,

13

EKI did not have an adequate opportunity to analyze the information and the arguments that the

14

Cleanup Staff and Moonlite made based on that information. Following the Hearing, EKI obtained

15

copies of and analyzed the relevant new information relied on by the Cleanup Staff and Moonlite.

16

EKI’s analysis of the new information presented and arguments made by the Cleanup Staff and

17

Moonlite is set out below.

18

The No-Shallow-Groundwater Theory

19

12.

The Cleanup Staff asserted at the Hearing that the absence of a northwesterly

20

trending PCE plume is explained by a purported absence of shallow groundwater at the Site in the

21

1960s and 1970s. 1 That assertion was based on an obviously erroneous interpretation of

22

groundwater elevation data from three deep production wells located about one-half mile from the

23

1

24

Regional Board Hearing Transcript, Agenda Item No. 7 (“Tr.”) at 18:3–18:4; 25:3–21 (“For most
of UATC’s period of ownership, there was no shallow groundwater and the creek was completely
disconnected from deep groundwater.”).

25
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1

Site. These deep production wells are screened in a different, deeper aquifer, and consequently are

2

not representative of shallow groundwater conditions at the Site.

3

13.

This is evident from a simple comparison between (1) the groundwater elevation

4

data from the three deep production wells; and (2) the groundwater elevation data from shallow

5

aquifer monitoring wells at gas stations formerly located near the Site—a Mobil station about 2,500

6

feet from the Site, a Chevron station about 700 feet from the Site, and a Shell station about 1,100

7

feet from the Site.

8

14.

9

Figure 1 attached hereto is a true and correct representation of the approximate

locations of the deep groundwater production wells referenced by the Cleanup Staff and the

10

locations of the former Mobil, Chevron, and Shell gas stations mentioned above. Figure 2 attached

11

hereto is a true and correct representation of the groundwater elevation data from those wells.

12

15.

The shallow monitoring wells at the former Mobil station are about 650 feet from

13

one of the deep production wells (Well 07S/01W-04E002). As depicted on Figure 2, data from a

14

representative shallow monitoring well at the former Mobil station (i.e., well GT3) show

15

groundwater present in the shallow aquifer in early 1985 at depths of about 22–23 feet below

16

ground surface (“bgs”). Contemporaneous data from the neighboring deep production well (upon

17

which the Cleanup Staff relies) show groundwater elevations at about 112 feet bgs. Thus, the

18

groundwater elevation in the shallow aquifer was about 90 feet higher than the groundwater

19

elevation measured in the deep production well located just 650 feet away. The obvious implication

20

is that the groundwater elevation data from production wells upon which the Cleanup Staff relies are

21

not representative of shallow groundwater elevations at the Site, likely because the shallow aquifer

22

and deep aquifer are separated by low-permeability layers and are, consequently, hydraulically

23

distinct.

24
25
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1

16.

As is shown on Figure 2, data from the Chevron and Shell stations compared to the

2

available data for the three deep production wells referenced by the Cleanup Staff, also confirm the

3

conclusion that the deep production well data relied upon by the Cleanup Staff are not

4

representative of shallow groundwater conditions at the Site. For the years in which groundwater

5

elevation data are available for the Chevron and Shell Stations as well as the production wells,

6

groundwater elevations in shallow groundwater monitoring wells at the Chevron and Shell Stations

7

are substantially higher than the groundwater elevations in the three deep groundwater production

8

wells.

9

17.

At the Hearing, Moonlite also endorsed the claim that groundwater elevations at the

10

Site were too deep for a northwesterly trending PCE plume to form from a release in the 1960s or

11

1970s. 2 In support of that argument, Moonlite presented a graph (on Slide 21) to the Regional

12

Board entitled “Santa Clara Subbasin” but did not identify the source of the information on the

13

graph. The graph is identical, however, to Figure 2-4 from a 2001 Santa Clara Valley Water

14

District Groundwater Management Plan.3 This figure depicts groundwater elevation data from the

15

San Jose Index Well in the Santa Clara Valley Subbasin.4

16

18.

The groundwater elevation data that Moonlite cited from the San Jose Index Well,

17

which are also shown on Figure 2 attached hereto, are not representative of Site conditions. This is

18

to be expected inasmuch as Figure 2-4 from the 2001 Santa Clara Valley Water District

19

Groundwater Management Plan is accompanied by the statement: “[w]hile groundwater elevations

20

in the well are not indicative of actual elevations throughout the County, they demonstrate

21
22

2

See Tr. 107:19–109:8; 111:16–113:7; 126:16–127:7.
Santa Clara Valley Water District, “Santa Clara Valley Water District Groundwater Management
Plan,” 12–13 (July 2001) available at http://www.water.ca.gov/urbanwatermanagement/2010uwmps/
Morgan%20Hill,%20City%20of/ELECTRONIC.Groundwater%20Management%20Plan.pdf.
4
Id. at 12.
3

23
24
25
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1

relative changes in groundwater levels.” 5 The San Jose Index Well is screened in the deep aquifer

2

within the Santa Clara Subbasin and is located approximately 4 miles to the southeast of the Site.

3

Moonlite provided no explanation as to how a well screened in the deep aquifer and located

4

approximately 4 miles from the Site would be representative of shallow aquifer conditions at the

5

Site. Indeed, the groundwater elevation data reported for the San Jose Index Well are not even

6

consistent with and are substantially higher than the groundwater elevation data reported for the

7

three deep aquifer groundwater production wells referenced by the Cleanup Staff. Even more

8

importantly, the data from the San Jose Index Well, on their face, cannot possibly represent shallow

9

groundwater elevations at the Site. As recently as 1995, those data show groundwater elevations

10

above 80 feet mean sea level (“msl”), which is above the ground surface at the Site.

11

19.

In contrast, the Site-specific and aquifer-specific monitoring data from the nearby

12

Mobil station show that shallow groundwater elevations were approximately 22–23 feet bgs in the

13

mid-1980s. Groundwater elevation data from the Shell and Chevron stations located closer to the

14

Site than the Mobil station are very similar to the data for the Mobil station.

15

20.

Thus, the deep groundwater production well data and San Jose Index well data

16

provided by Cleanup Staff and Moonlite, respectively, do not support their assertions that shallow

17

groundwater did not exist at the Site in the 1960s and 1970s. Indeed, the available data from the

18

Mobil, Shell and Chevron stations indicate that the production well and Index Well data are not

19

representative of shallow groundwater elevations at the Site, and thus provide no basis for disputing

20

EKI’s conclusion that a pre-1978 release into shallow groundwater would have migrated in a

21

northwesterly direction.

22
23
24

5

Id.

25
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1

Intermittent-Creek Theory

2

21.

The Revised Staff Report also asserts, and the Cleanup Staff argued at the Hearing,

3

that Saratoga Creek was an intermittent creek during the 1960s and 1970s, that Saratoga Creek

4

flowed on average one-half of each year, and that under those conditions, there would not have been

5

enough flow in the Creek to recharge groundwater and cause a northwesterly trending plume.6

6

22.

To make this argument, the Cleanup Staff relies on data from a stream gauging

7

station (USGS Saratoga Creek 11169500) located approximately 9 miles south and upstream of the

8

Site but provides no basis for concluding that the data collected at such a distance would be

9

representative of Site conditions. In fact, the surface water catchment area for Saratoga Creek at the

10

gauging station is much smaller than the surface water catchment area for Saratoga Creek near the

11

Site. The surface water catchment area for the gauging station on Saratoga Creek is

12

approximately 9.2 square miles. 7 In comparison, EKI has calculated that the surface water

13

catchment area for Saratoga Creek at the Site is nearly twice as large, at approximately 16.75

14

square miles. Accordingly, the stream gauge data cited by the Cleanup Staff are not representative

15

of the conditions at the Site and do not support the Cleanup Staff’s argument.

16

23.

Moreover, the Cleanup Staff’s claim that Saratoga Creek flowed on average only

17

one-half of each year during the 1960s and 1970s is inaccurate. As indicated in Table 1 attached

18

hereto, monthly discharge data during the 1960s and 1970s from the USGS Saratoga Creek

19

gauging station show that on average Saratoga Creek flowed year round, with lower discharge

20

rates in the summer than the winter.

21
22
23
24

6

Revised Staff Report at 8; Cleanup Staff’s Response to Comments on Tentative Order for Site
Cleanup Requirements, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County at 10, 31 (Aug. 26, 2013);
Tr. at 18:2–9.
7
See U.S. Geological Survey, “USGS 11169500 Saratoga C A Saratoga CA” available at
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/ca/nwis/nwisman/?site_no=11169500.

25
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1

Moonlite’s Plume-Length Calculation

2

24.

At the Hearing, Moonlite also presented a wholly new argument that the PCE

3

plume’s current length is consistent with a release in approximately 1963.8 Moonlite based that

4

assertion on a measured plume length of about 750 feet. 9 But that length is incorrect. Based on the

5

scale shown on the graphics presented by Moonlite and performing an independent check using

6

publicly-available street maps, the actual plume length is approximately 1,200 feet. All other

7

variables being equal, it would take 70 years for the plume to reach that length, which would

8

mean the release occurred in 1939, a conclusion that does not make any sense because the dry

9

cleaner did not begin operating at the Site until 1962. Moonlite also estimated the release date

10

using a plume-velocity value of 18.8 feet per year, which EKI had previously estimated for the

11

plume’s center of mass as part of an assessment of plume flushing. To determine the date of

12

release based on the total plume length as opposed to the travel distance of the center of mass,

13

however, a leading-edge velocity is needed. Moonlite did not calculate a leading-edge velocity.

14

Moonlite’s claim that the release can be dated to 1963 is thus based on multiple invalid

15

parameters and is completely erroneous.

16

25.

Further, Moonlite’s time calculations assume that the entire PCE plume originated

17

from a single source located at the dry cleaner operation at the Site. But Moonlite’s consultant,

18

West Environmental Services and Technologies (“West”), previously concluded that the sewer

19

main leaked PCE at the location of the sewer siphon beneath Saratoga Creek along El Camino

20

Real, 650 feet away from the building in which the dry cleaner operated. 10 In other words, the

21

plume was not formed solely as a result of a chemical release from the sewer at the Site but

22

8

Tr. 109:19–110:5.
See Moonlite Presentation: Former Moonlite Cleaners, Santa Clara, California at Slides 23, 29,
31 (Sep. 11, 2013).
10
West, “Site Investigation Report, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 3, 31 (Oct. 5,
2011).
9

23
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1

rather as a result of sewer releases both at the Site and the siphon. Because West’s calculations

2

incorrectly assume that the entire release occurred at the dry cleaner building, they cannot be

3

used to estimate the date of the chemical release.

4

Cleanup Staff’s Depictions of Site Data at the Hearing

5

26.

In Slide 8 of its presentation to the Regional Board, the Cleanup Staff purported to

6

present a plot of existing PCE soil gas data in relation to the location of the sewer system. That

7

slide showed high concentrations of PCE in soil gas located to the north of, but not in the alley

8

behind the Site where the sewer lines are located.11 After carefully reviewing the Cleanup Staff’s

9

plot, it is clear that the Cleanup Staff’s presentation does not honor the available data. Specifically,

10

and most importantly, the Cleanup Staff’s portrayal of the soil gas plume in Slide 8 inexplicably

11

excludes data from sample location SG-15, which is in the alley, adjacent to the sewer, where PCE

12

was detected at a concentration of 11,000 micrograms per cubic meter (“μg/m3 ”) at a depth of one

13

foot. Slide 8 also fails to include data from soil gas samples collected at depths below one foot,

14

when in fact soil gas data collected at depths between five and ten feet show a “hot spot” of 110,000

15

μg/m3 of PCE in the alley near the sewer.

16

27.

Similarly, the Cleanup Staff’s plot of the PCE groundwater plume (Slide 9 of the

17

Cleanup Staff’s presentation) ignores data from sample locations B43 and B12, which show

18

concentrations of PCE along the sewer line at the eastern end of the alley. Finally, by selecting a

19

concentration contour of 100 micrograms per liter (“ μg/L”) (20 times the applicable cleanup

20

standard), the Cleanup Staff’s depiction of the groundwater plume excludes numerous detections of

21

PCE at concentrations below 100 μg/L along the sewer line, and may again have left the impression

22

that the area along the sewer line has not been contaminated.

23
24

11

Cleanup Staff Presentation at Slides 8, 9; Tr. 9:7–18; 10:6–11:1.

25
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Carey E. Peabody, Ph.D., P.G.
Vice President and Principal
Principal Geologist
Education
Stanford University, Ph.D. in Applied Earth Sciences, 1990
Stanford University, M.S. in Geology, 1979
Stanford University, B.S. in Geology, 1977

Registrations/Certifications
Professional Geologist in California (PG #5018)
Forty-hour HAZWOPER Training Course
Eight-hour Health and Safety Training Course for Supervisors

Organizations
Stanford University School of Earth Sciences Advisory Board
National Ground Water Association
Association of Women Geoscientists
Groundwater Resources Association of California

Honors
Instructor, U.C. Berkeley Extension Course, Site Assessment and Remediation, Part 1: Assessment,
Fall 1994
Invited Contributor, Bitumens in Ore Deposits Symposium Volume; International Sedimentological
Congress, Nottingham, England, August 1990
Invited Speaker, 28th International Geological Congress, Washington D.C., July 1989
Successful Applicant, Petroleum Research Fund Grant, 1987
Stanford University Fellowship, September 1983 - March 1987
Phi Beta Kappa, 1979

Summary of Experience
Dr. Peabody is a principal geochemist and geologist with over thirty years experience in mapping
geologic formations and evaluating the movement of groundwater and chemicals in natural systems. In
addressing problems of environmental contamination, Dr. Peabody leads the development of conceptual
geologic, hydraulic and contaminant distribution models. Her analysis and synthesis of site data into
useful conceptual models during site characterization can lower project costs and accelerate schedules by
focusing field investigation strategies. Ultimately, the resulting site conceptual models provide a sound
foundation for developing computer simulations of groundwater flow and/or contaminant transport,
which in turn are key tools used to assess health risks or design engineering solutions. Dr. Peabody
directs large complex efforts with multi-disciplinary teams to effectively reach project characterization
and remediation goals. She is especially skilled in interpreting technical information and clearly
communicating strategic issues to clients and regulatory agencies.
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Detailed Experience


On behalf of a joint defense group, Dr. Peabody manages a technical team that is evaluating
historical and environmental data (e.g., geologic, hydrologic, and chemical data) to identify the
probable source(s) of a chlorinated volatile organic compound (“VOC”) plume in a Southern
California groundwater basin. Challenges include interfacing with multiple technical consultants
to build a uniform and solid project database and synthesizing data of variable quality to support
project objectives.



On behalf of a Fortune 500 company, Dr. Peabody provides oversight for an EKI team conducting
a search for potential responsible parties (“PRPs”) that may have contributed chemicals to a
commingled VOC plume in California. EKI has completed file reviews at environmental and
regulatory agencies and developed a database to track and allow timely distribution of critical
documents related to the numerous PRP sites. EKI has performed research on prior chemical
uses, regulatory records, and environmental investigation and remediation activities at the PRP
sites. EKI is responsible for the preparation of a comprehensive source identification report and
will collaborate with technical team members to develop the regional site conceptual model.



Dr. Peabody is a consulting expert geologist for a litigation project that involves the definition of
geologic structures that control the migration of groundwater and chemical contaminants, most
notably ethylene dichloride and benzene. She has overseen the compilation of lithologic data from
hundreds of geologic logs that record subsurface data within Quaternary fluvial sedimentary units.
She has interpreted the lithologic data and created a three dimensional geologic framework that
includes identification of specific geologic conduits that control the flow of groundwater,
chemicals in the dissolved phase, and dense non-aqueous phase liquids. Identification of these
geologic conduits has allowed for focusing the remedial approach and provided a strategy for
lowering the costs of future remedial actions.



To protect a groundwater resource, groundwater pump-and-treat has been proposed as the
preferred remedy for preventing off-site migration of chemicals of concern in a 1,000-acre area of
uplifted sediments and complex faulting. The current remedial design is predicated on there being
relatively gently dipping layered sediments at the site. This assumption has been evaluated by
Dr. Peabody on the basis of available geologic maps, lithologic logs, and geophysical logs. The
available data suggest that the subsurface geologic conditions are substantially more complex than
currently assumed including areas of vertically-dipping sediments and closely-spaced faults. On
the basis of this analysis, hydraulic pumping tests have been proposed to obtain the data needed to
complete design of the planned groundwater pump-and-treat system.



Dr. Peabody is leading a multi-disciplinary team of scientists and engineers in assisting the
Environmental Protection and Restoration Department of the SLAC National Accelerator Center
(“SLAC”) in the investigation, evaluation, and remediation of a variety of environmental issues at
SLAC. She has coordinated the investigation of the extent of VOCs and other chemicals of
concern in soil, rock, and groundwater on portions of the 426-acre research facility, located
1.5 miles west of Stanford University. A primary goal of the remedial investigation work has been
to develop a revised site conceptual model for the occurrence of VOCs in the subsurface to allow
the development of a cost-effective remedy.



Dr. Peabody has overseen remedial excavation of soils that contain polychlorinated biphenyls
(“PCBs”) that are located within the on-site 230-kilovolt master electrical substation. The primary
challenge was to institute healthy and safety control measures that would allow work to proceed
while the substation remained energized. In addition, Dr. Peabody managed excavation of PCBcontaining sediments located within an on-site natural drainage channel. After excavation was
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complete, the drainage channel was returned to its original state by re-vegetating with indigenous
plants. Dr. Peabody has worked closely with client personnel in evaluating potential remedial
options and assisting in meetings with regulatory agencies.


On behalf of a Fortune 500 company, Dr Peabody, as Project Manager, lead the remedial
investigation and remediation of a former crystal growing and slicing facility, located near the
margin of San Francisco Bay. Trichloroethene (“TCE”) occurred at elevated concentrations in
soil, and TCE as a dense non-aqueous phase liquid (“DNAPL”) was suspected in the saturated
zone. Groundwater is not potable at the site and is apparently impacted by intrusion of saline
brines from nearby bayshore ponds. Based on the results of remedial investigation, site-specific
risk-based cleanup goals were developed, and a Feasibility Study/Remedial Action Plan
(“FS/RAP”) was prepared that called for excavating site soils above the groundwater table and
performance of a pilot test to evaluate the efficacy of in situ chemical oxidation using potassium
permanganate to destroy TCE in the saturated zone.


Given the completion of soil excavation activities at the site and the limitations of in situ
treatment options for saturated soils and groundwater, EKI, in accordance with the FS/RAP, is
currently monitoring chemical concentrations in groundwater on- and off-site to evaluate the
stability of the groundwater chemical plume. Based on data collected to date, the regulatory
agency has indicated its willingness to close the site upon receipt of a final report.



To facilitate sale and development of the site, Dr. Peabody oversaw preparation of a Risk
Management Plan (“RMP”) to define long-term risk management activities based upon the
intended land reuse as commercial property. The RMP facilitated sale of the property to a
third parties.



Communication was a critical element of this project to attain our client’s objectives.
Dr. Peabody provided the client representatives with frequent project status summary reports
for discussion during weekly conference calls and maintained a frequent dialogue with
regulatory agency staff to expedite project completion in order to meet the client’s business
objective of sale of the property.



As Project Manager, Dr. Peabody coordinated design and installation of groundwater extraction
and treatment systems related to a release of petroleum hydrocarbons within a Superfund site on
one of the U.S. Virgin Islands. Petroleum hydrocarbons from a gasoline station were co-mingled
with chlorinated volatile organic compounds in groundwater from other sources. The affected
aquifer, historically used as a primary source of drinking water for the island, consists of
fractured, hydrothermally-altered volcanic and volcanoclastic rocks. On the basis of available
geologic, hydraulic and chemical data collected by previous investigators, Dr. Peabody prepared a
conceptual model for the site and directed development of a groundwater model to aid in remedial
system design. The final design consists of two remediation systems: groundwater and soil vapor
extraction at the service station source area and groundwater extraction at the leading edge of the
petroleum hydrocarbon plume. An innovative design approach for the treatment system was
developed by EKI to maintain quality and cost controls and to minimize construction work on site.
The two treatment systems were constructed within shipping containers and tested at an assembly
site in the San Francisco Bay Area prior to shipment to the Virgin Islands. The systems are
currently in operation and successfully remediating petroleum compounds released to soil and
groundwater.



As Project Manager, Dr. Peabody directed remedial investigation of soil and groundwater at a
former helicopter manufacturing site. This complex site involved multiple Potentially Responsible
Parties, detailed hydrogeological analysis, and multiple chemicals of concern including
halogenated and aromatic VOCs and petroleum hydrocarbons. A Soil Remedial Plan
recommended limited soil excavation and vapor extraction for remediating residual VOC-impacted
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soil. Based on results of a successful pilot test, a 150-cubic feet per minute vapor extraction and
treatment facility was installed to remediate site soil in the primary source area. A baseline health
risk assessment indicated that VOCs in site groundwater posed a potential health risk if ingested.
However, because of the site’s proximity to San Francisco Bay and the absence of groundwater
use, the regulators concurred that protection of ecological receptors in the Bay was the key
remedial action objective. EKI developed site-specific chemical goals for site groundwater that are
higher than MCLs and were based on available aquatic toxicological data, the results of bioassays
on bivalve larvae, and chemical fate and transport modeling.
The Regional Water Quality Control Board’s Final Order for the site required implementation of a
Non-Attainment Zone, one of the first in the Bay Area, for residual chemicals of concern
remaining in the source area, combined with groundwater monitoring. This remedial action,
compared to conventional pump-and-treat remediation, represented a substantial cost saving to the
Potentially Responsible Parties. The success of this project was largely due to positive working
relationships developed amongst Dr. Peabody, the clients, and the regulators based on detailed
technical evaluations.


For two Fortune 500 corporations, Dr. Peabody was Assistant Project Manager and Project
Geologist leading a multi-firm technical team, integrating and analyzing geological, hydrological
and chemical data collected over a ten year period for a Midwestern polyethylene manufacturing
facility, now a Superfund site. She was a key manager and overseer of large outside engineering
firms responsible for producing deliverables to the United States Environmental Protection Agency
(“U.S. EPA”) on this complex project, including Remedial Investigations, Treatability Studies,
Endangerment Assessments, and Remedial Design documents. Other duties included a leading
role concerning liaison with U.S. EPA staff and the responsible State agency on a wide variety of
technical and regulatory issues, including management of DNAPLs. During her three years on this
effort, Dr. Peabody’s clear technical direction and communication skills were key reasons behind a
marked improvement in relations with regulators and in the resulting significant reduction in
potential client remediation costs.



Dr. Peabody was Project Geochemist investigating fill adjacent to San Francisco Bay in which
battery casing fragments were associated with elevated lead concentrations. She utilized computer
codes for chemical equilibria to evaluate subsurface transport of lead.



She co-authored a Remedial Action Plan for a former engine manufacturing facility where VOCs
were released to a shallow aquifer. She calibrated and implemented analytical and numerical
models (MODFLOW and MOC) to estimate the future distribution of chemicals as a consequence
of alternative remedial actions.



To expedite closure of a former foundry site, Dr. Peabody evaluated chemical data for soil samples
contaminated largely with fuel oil. On the basis of gas chromatogram “fingerprints”, she
demonstrated that the fuels were substantially biodegraded, allowing advocacy of the position that
no further remedial actions were necessary.



Dr. Peabody’s doctoral thesis concerned the origin of cinnabar (HgS)-petroleum deposits in the
California Coast Ranges. The research included detailed mapping of geological formations with
subsequent extensive laboratory analytical work including: x-ray diffraction, scanning electron
microscopy, energy dispersive electron microscopy, gas chromatography and mass spectrometry
(“GC-MS”) and GC-MS/MS. Using GC-MS/MS techniques, molecular markers in naturallyoccurring petroleum deposits were studied to determine the sources of the oils and their thermal
histories. Such laboratory and field data were integrated with the results of geochemical modeling.



Dr. Peabody formerly worked at Chevron Resources Company in the Geothermal Division from
1979 to 1983, where she managed geothermal exploration projects. Geological, geochemical and
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geophysical data were utilized to map the subsurface movement of geothermal waters.
Peabody supervised acquisition, management and interpretation of these data sets.

Dr.

Publications
Moes, M., Peabody, C., Siegrist, R. and Urynowicz, M., 2000, Permanganate Injection for Source Zone
Treatment of TCE DNAPL, The Second International Conference on Remediation of Chlorinated and
Recalcitrant Compounds, 22-25 May 2000, abstract.
Peabody C.E. and Gruebel, K.A., 1999, Restoration of Groundwater in Distributory Channel Sediments
at San Francisco Bay Margin, Fourth Biennial State of the Estuary Conference, March 1999.
Peabody, C. E., 1993, The Association of Cinnabar and Bitumen in Mercury Deposits of the California
Coast Ranges: Bitumens in Ore Deposits: Parnell, J., ed., Springer-Verlag.
Peabody, C. E. and Einaudi, M. T., 1992, Origin of petroleum and mercury in the Culver-Baer cinnabar
deposit, Mayacamas District, California: Economic Geology, v. 87, p. 1078–1103.
Peabody, C. E., 1989, Cinnabar-petroleum deposits: nature and source of mineralizing fluids: 28th
International Geological Congress, Washington D.C., July 1989, p. 2–582 to 2–583.
Peabody, C. E., 1988, The source of petroleum and mercury in the Wilbur Springs quicksilver district,
California: Geological Society of America 1988 Annual Meeting, abstracts with programs, p. A141.
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Notes:
1. Deep production wells are identified
by their state well ID. Water level
data for deep production wells were
provided to EKI by SCVWD on 26
September 2013.
2. Shallow monitoring wells are
identified by the gas station site on
which they are/were located, and by
the well ID. Water level data for
shallow monitoring wells were
obtained from the SWRCB
GeoTracker website. Water levels for
well Shell MW-1 were adjusted
downward 23 feet to correct for the
use of a local vertical datum in the
data tables included in the Site
Closure Summary report.
3. Water level data for the San Jose
Index Well were extracted from
Figure 2-4 of the SCVWD
Groundwater Management Plan
(SCVWD, 2001).
4. Locations of the deep production
wells and shallow monitoring well
sites are shown on Figure 1.
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Table 1
Monthly Average Streamflow at USGS Saratoga Creek (11169500) Gauging Station
January 1960 through December 1979

Month and
Year

Streamflow
(cfs)

Month and
Year

Streamflow
(cfs)

Month and
Year

Streamflow
(cfs)

1/1960
2/1960
3/1960
4/1960
5/1960
6/1960
7/1960
8/1960
9/1960
10/1960
11/1960
12/1960
1/1961
2/1961
3/1961
4/1961
5/1961
6/1961
7/1961
8/1961
9/1961
10/1961
11/1961
12/1961
1/1962
2/1962
3/1962
4/1962
5/1962
6/1962
7/1962
8/1962
9/1962
10/1962
11/1962
12/1962

4.12
13.8
0.452
0.393
0.1
0
0
0
0.013
0.016
1.39
2.94
0.697
1.72
1.74
0.47
0.168
0.023
0
0
0
0
0.653
2.98
0.755
50.8
23
0.62
0.206
0.093
0.026
0
0
17.5
0.173
2.62

1/1963
2/1963
3/1963
4/1963
5/1963
6/1963
7/1963
8/1963
9/1963
10/1963
11/1963
12/1963
1/1964
2/1964
3/1964
4/1964
5/1964
6/1964
7/1964
8/1964
9/1964
10/1964
11/1964
12/1964
1/1965
2/1965
3/1965
4/1965
5/1965
6/1965
7/1965
8/1965
9/1965
10/1965
11/1965
12/1965

30.1
52.7
18.5
37.1
9.92
1.3
0.39
0.313
0.14
0.532
4.14
0.561
5.94
0.086
0.923
0.32
0.213
0.127
0
0.045
0.12
0.29
3.85
39.6
54.2
7.57
2.92
28.3
5.27
0.33
0.316
0.084
0.423
0.932
5.5
7.75

1/1966
2/1966
3/1966
4/1966
5/1966
6/1966
7/1966
8/1966
9/1966
10/1966
11/1966
12/1966
1/1967
2/1967
3/1967
4/1967
5/1967
6/1967
7/1967
8/1967
9/1967
10/1967
11/1967
12/1967
1/1968
2/1968
3/1968
4/1968
5/1968
6/1968
7/1968
8/1968
9/1968
10/1968
11/1968
12/1968

5.46
7.58
0.732
0.343
0.226
0.103
0.1
0.229
0.327
0.381
3.3
10.1
43.3
17.2
39.3
53.9
11.6
2.63
0.389
0.264
0.124
0.169
0.276
1.69
15.6
5.29
4.29
0.817
0.53
0.801
0.197
0.113
0.423
0.553
0.873
5.93
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Table 1
Monthly Average Streamflow at USGS Saratoga Creek (11169500) Gauging Station
January 1960 through December 1979

Month and
Year

Streamflow
(cfs)

Month and
Year

Streamflow
(cfs)

Month and
Year

Streamflow
(cfs)

1/1969
2/1969
3/1969
4/1969
5/1969
6/1969
7/1969
8/1969
9/1969
10/1969
11/1969
12/1969
1/1970
2/1970
3/1970
4/1970
5/1970
6/1970
7/1970
8/1970
9/1970
10/1970
11/1970
12/1970
1/1971
2/1971
3/1971
4/1971
5/1971
6/1971
7/1971
8/1971
9/1971
10/1971
11/1971
12/1971

79.8
114.5
40.7
16.2
1.77
0.828
1.02
0.401
1.06
1.73
1.62
7.7
41.4
16
24.3
1.76
0.451
0.374
0.328
0.782
0.729
0.84
8.55
6.81
19.3
3.81
3.46
1.4
0.318
0.288
0.235
0.693
0.586
0.644
0.989
8.24

1/1972
2/1972
3/1972
4/1972
5/1972
6/1972
7/1972
8/1972
9/1972
10/1972
11/1972
12/1972
1/1973
2/1973
3/1973
4/1973
5/1973
6/1973
7/1973
8/1973
9/1973
10/1973
11/1973
12/1973
1/1974
2/1974
3/1974
4/1974
5/1974
6/1974
7/1974
8/1974
9/1974
10/1974
11/1974
12/1974

1.17
1
0.318
0.243
0.109
0.113
0.127
0.081
0.235
1.05
11.2
1.18
59.4
96.5
36.1
6.04
0.836
0.289
0.285
0.163
0.127
0.685
9.3
10.4
25.9
4.11
48.5
28.2
2.95
0.458
1.57
0.453
1.54
0.464
1
2.11

1/1975
2/1975
3/1975
4/1975
5/1975
6/1975
7/1975
8/1975
9/1975
10/1975
11/1975
12/1975
1/1976
2/1976
3/1976
4/1976
5/1976
6/1976
7/1976
8/1976
9/1976
10/1976
11/1976
12/1976
1/1977
2/1977
3/1977
4/1977
5/1977
6/1977
7/1977
8/1977
9/1977
10/1977
11/1977
12/1977

1.46
29.9
51.1
14.5
1.58
0.506
0.393
0.349
0.192
1.16
2.4
0.395
0.306
0.619
0.786
0.557
0.189
0.23
0.12
0.135
0.132
0.267
0.413
0.71
1.33
0.769
1.62
0.504
0.637
0.119
0.01
0
0.098
0.096
0.754
4.71
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Table 1
Monthly Average Streamflow at USGS Saratoga Creek (11169500) Gauging Station
January 1960 through December 1979

Month and
Year

Streamflow
(cfs)

1/1978
2/1978
3/1978
4/1978
5/1978
6/1978
7/1978
8/1978
9/1978
10/1978
11/1978
12/1978
1/1979
2/1979
3/1979
4/1979
5/1979
6/1979
7/1979
8/1979
9/1979
10/1979
11/1979
12/1979

80.1
43.6
50.5
20.6
4.46
1.74
0.304
0.197
0.396
1.2
2.48
1.77
8.97
26.8
29.7
8.67
1.57
0.367
0.425
0.427
0.512
1.09
1.28
10

Abbreviations:
cfs
cubic feet per second
Source:
http://waterdata.usgs.gov/ca/nwis/nwisman/?site_no=11169500, accessed 22 February 2013.
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EXHIBIT 3

COMMENTS OF UNITED ARTISTS THEATRE CIRCUIT, INC, ON THE
TENTATIVE ORDER AND CLEANUP STAFF REPORT
PREPARED BY STAFF OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGIONAL WATER
QUALITY CONTROL BOARD, DATED JUNE 25, 2013
United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. (“UATC”) hereby submits these comments on the
Tentative Order and associated Cleanup Staff Report (“Staff Report”) prepared by the Staff of
the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board (“Regional Board” or “Board”)
regarding the property located at 2640 El Camino Real in Santa Clara, California (the “Site”).1
In these documents, the Staff propose to name UATC as a “discharger” under Section 13304(a)
of the California Water Code and to require UATC to perform various Site cleanup activities to
address releases of perchloroethylene (“PCE”) at the Site by a dry cleaner that apparently
operated at the Site from 1962 until the mid-1990s. For the reasons set forth below, the Staff’s
proposal is unjustified by the facts and unsupported by the law, and should be rejected by the
Regional Board.
I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Tentative Order naming UATC, a former owner of the Site, as a liable “discharger”
is unique and unprecedented. It hangs on a thin, one-sided record supplied to the Regional Board
Staff by the current Site owner, Moonlite Associates LLC (“Moonlite Associates” or
“Moonlite”), with little corroboration or independent investigation by the Staff. It relies on
misstatements of both fact and law and mischaracterizations of the technical analysis of scientific
experts. It rejects sound scientific analysis by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (“EPA”), the Santa Clara Valley Water District, the United States Geological Survey
and other recognized experts in favor of “anything-is-possible” conjecture and speculation. And
it asks the Regional Board to adopt a new precedent under which innocent former landowners
will be subject to draconian cleanup liability based solely on the mere existence of a former
commercial use of their property and the detection decades later of contamination not previously
associated with that commercial use.
Without facts and technical analysis to support the Tentative Order, the Regional Board
lacks substantial evidence on which to name UATC as a discharger. Moreover, even if UATC
would otherwise be liable under Section 13304(a), any such liability was discharged when
UATC went through bankruptcy in 2001. Indeed, because of UATC’s bankruptcy, to hold
UATC liable, the Regional Board must find that UATC reasonably should have known by 1978
(when UATC’s affiliation with the Site ended) that its tenant had contaminated the Site with
PCE, while simultaneously concluding that the Regional Board should not reasonably have
known by 2001 that UATC’s tenant had contaminated the Site with PCE. The Regional Board
should decline to make these utterly inequitable and incompatible findings.
For these reasons, which are set out in detail in the ensuing comments, the Regional
Board should decline to name UATC as a discharger responsible for cleaning up the Site.
1

By email from Nathan King to Scott Reisch (and others) dated July 18, 2013, the deadline for submitting
these comments was extended to 8 AM PDT, July 29, 2013.

1

II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
A. Site History

UATC (and entities affiliated with UATC) owned the Site from the mid-1940s until
November 1975, when UATC sold the Site to Hanson Holdings, Inc. (“Hanson”).2 After the
sale, UATC leased the Site back from Hanson.3 In September 1977, after several other Site
ownership changes, Sherman, Clay of Delaware, Inc. (“Sherman, Clay”)—an entity related to
Moonlite Associates—bought the Site. 4 About a year later, in November 1978, UATC and
Sherman, Clay terminated the 1975 lease, effective September 1, 1978.5 In 1983, Sherman, Clay
transferred the Site to Moonlite, which continues to own the Site today.6
Evidence in the record suggests that a dry cleaner began operating at the Site in mid1962, when the City of Santa Clara (the “City”) issued a Certificate of Occupancy dated July 10,
1962, certifying that the City had inspected a “44’ wide section – Cleaners & Laundry” at the
Site and approving occupancy of the property. 7 It is undisputed that dry cleaning occurred at the
Site (though perhaps not continuously) until at least October 1996, approximately 18 years after
UATC vacated the Site.
Little is known about dry-cleaning practices at the Site. In anticipation of a dry cleaner
operating at the Site, in May 1961, the California State Fire Marshal issued a permit to
“Moonlight Cleaners” authorizing it to run a “clothes cleaning establishment” at the Site. 8 The
permit allowed Moonlite Cleaners to install a Hoffman Master-Jet Cleaning Unit, Hoyt SF-130
Reclaimer, Per Combo Filter-Still-Cooker, and a Vaper-Mat Model 800. It also placed a handful
of conditions on Moonlite Cleaners’ operations. For example, it required “[a]ll processes
consisting of washing, extracting, and deodorizing solvent-cleaned garments [to] take place in
equipment approved for that purpose by the State Fire Marshal.” Moonlite Cleaners had to
ensure that exhaust fans on the cleaning and reclaiming equipment operated automatically when
the equipment doors were open so that vapors would be exhausted to the outside of the building
through ventilation ducts. The permit also required Moonlite Cleaners to use an enclosed piping
2

UATC, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County, UATC’s
Technical Report on Site History” 2 (Apr. 12, 2012), enclosed with letter from S. Reisch to B. Wolfe
(Apr. 12, 2012). In the interests of efficiency, UATC has not attached to these comments any document
that is posted on the State Water Resources Control Board GeoTracker database
(http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/profile_report.asp?global_id=T10000000901), as of today’s date.
We understand that all such documents are part of the administrative record in this matter.
3
Id. at 3 and Exhibit 3-A.
4
Id. at 3–4 and Exhibit 3-E.
5
.Id. at 4 and Exhibit 3-F.
6
Id. at 4 and Exhibit 3-G.
7
City of Santa Clara, Building Department, “Certificate of Occupancy No. 1032,” enclosure to L. Gualco
letter to N. King (Dec. 18, 2012).
8
State Fire Marshal letter to Moonlight [sic] Cleaners (May 11, 1961), enclosure to L. Gualco letter to N.
King (Dec. 18, 2012). For simplicity, we use the name “Moonlite Cleaners” to refer collectively to all of
the dry-cleaning businesses that operated at the Site. According to Moonlite, at least nine different
individuals operated that business. See Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners,
2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” Tab 11 (Mar. 30, 2011).
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system to transfer reclaimed solvent from the “muck-reclaimer” to the “cleaning system.”
Although the permit refers to “solvent,” it does not mention the type of solvent.
In June 1961, the City of Santa Clara approved a one-page application for a building
permit at the Site, which requested permission to install partitions in the Moonlite Cleaners’
space, a minor improvement with an estimated value of $1,000. 9 The application identifies
“United Calif Theater” as the Site owner but is signed by a construction contractor. 10
Scarcely any other documentation about Moonlite Cleaners or its operations has been
identified or relied upon in the Tentative Order and Staff Report. The Staff has not set forth
evidence of a single lease between any landlord and Moonlite Cleaners’ owners or operators. In
fact, the Staff Report points to no records whatsoever to shed light on how Moonlite Cleaners
actually conducted its operations either before or after UATC vacated the Site in September
1978—records about the volume of business the dry cleaner conducted, how it received and
disposed of the “solvent” it used, or how much solvent the dry cleaner used or the frequency of
solvent deliveries, or any documentation of landlord, City, or fire marshal inspections or spill
responses at the Site. Moreover, the Staff Report has not identified or offered evidence from any
witnesses with direct knowledge of Moonlite Cleaners’ operations.
The absence of pre-1978 records (such as a lease) regarding the Site is attributable in part
to the fact that many of UATC’s historic records were destroyed in 2006, several years after
UATC was sold to a new owner, as part of an established document-retention program. 11 There
is nothing in the record, however, that explains the absence of information from the (more
recent) post-1978 period. There is also little information in the record about how the City of
Santa Clara operated and maintained the sewer system that serviced the Site, despite evidence
that the sewer system is a source of the PCE contamination. The City submitted a Site History
Technical Report to the Staff on April 13, 2012, which responded to the Staff’s request for
certain information and records. 12 Although the City enclosed nearly two hundred pages of
inspection and maintenance records for the sewer system in the vicinity of the Site, the earliest
dated inspection documented by those records occurred in March 1995. 13
B. UATC’s Bankruptcy
On September 5, 2000—twenty-two years after UATC’s involvement with the Site
ended—UATC and other affiliated entities commenced chapter 11 bankruptcy cases in the
9

“Application for Building Permit” (June 27, 1961), enclosure to L. Gualco letter to N. King (Dec. 18,
2012).
10
Id.
11
UATC, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County, UATC’s
Technical Report on Site History” 1 (Apr. 12, 2012), enclosed with letter from S. Reisch to B. Wolfe
(Apr. 12, 2012).
12
Letter from J. Hill to B. Wolfe, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa
Clara County, Site History Technical Report – City of Santa Clara” (Apr. 13, 2012); Letter from B. Wolfe
to J. Hill, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County,
Requirement for Technical Report on Site History” (Mar. 13, 2012).
13
Letter from J. Hill to B. Wolfe, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa
Clara County, Site History Technical Report – City of Santa Clara” Ex. 1 (Apr. 13, 2012).
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United States District Court for the District of Delaware (the “Bankruptcy Court”).14 On January
25, 2001, the Bankruptcy Court confirmed the debtors’ joint plan of reorganization (“Bankruptcy
Plan”).15
The Bankruptcy Court order confirming the Bankruptcy Plan (“Bankruptcy Court
Order”) broadly discharged legal claims against the debtors, which included UATC. In
particular the order provided that:
The Plan shall bind all Holders of Claims and all Equity Interests, and all Claims
against, and Equity Interests in, the Debtors and Debtors in Possession shall be
satisfied, discharged and released in full, and the Debtors’ liability with respect
thereto shall be extinguished completely . . . and (iii) all Persons and Entities shall
be precluded from asserting against the Debtors, the Debtors in Possession, the
Estates, and the Reorganized Debtors, their successors and assigns, their assets
and properties, any other Claims or Equity Interests based upon any documents,
instruments, or any act or omission, transaction or other activity of any kind or
nature that occurred prior to the Effective Date [of the Bankruptcy Plan].16
As a limited exception to the discharge provision, the order also provided:
Notwithstanding any language to the contrary in the Plan or in this Order, nothing
in the Plan or this Order shall be construed as releasing or relieving any entity of
any liability to a governmental entity under any police or regulatory statute as the
owner or operator of property that the entity owns or operates after the date of this
Order. 17
Thus, the Bankruptcy Court Order expressly carved out of its discharge provisions
governmental entity claims relating to property that is still owned or operated by UATC “after
the date of [the Bankruptcy Court Order].” There is no such carve-out for governmental entity
claims relating to property that was not owned or operated by UATC after the date of the
Bankruptcy Court Order (i.e., January 25, 2001).
C. The Claims Against UATC
According to Moonlite, in September 2004, Moonlite discovered PCE contamination in
groundwater at the Site in excess of state standards. 18 The record does not reflect whether
Moonlite sampled groundwater at the Site because it had reason to know of a PCE release at the
14

See Docket for Case No. 00-03514 (PJW) (Jointly Administered) (Bankr. D. Del.) (“Chapter 11 Case”);
Chapter 11 Case Docket No. 1 (Voluntary Petition under Chapter 11 filed on September 5, 2000).
15
See Chapter 11 Case Docket No. 867 (Confirmation Order entered on January 25, 2001).
16
Bankruptcy Court Order 43 (emphasis added), attached as Ex. A to letter from S. Reisch to N. King,
“Moonlite Associates LLC’s Claims Re: United Artists at 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California”
(Dec. 29, 2011).
17
Bankruptcy Court Order 23 (emphasis added).
18
See http://geotracker.waterboards.ca.gov/profile_report.asp?global_id=T10000000901 (Regulatory
Activities).
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Site during its ownership or for some other reason. What is evident is that Moonlite conducted
no further investigation or remediation of the Site in 2004, and did not report the contamination
to the Regional Board or further investigate the contamination until March 2009, four and onehalf years later. 19 The reason for this delay in reporting the Site contamination, as required by
California law, 20 has never been explained.
On October 24, 2011, Moonlite sent a letter to the Staff, asking the Regional Board to
name UATC as a “discharger” responsible for cleanup of the Site and also asking the Regional
Board to obtain information to support naming the City as a discharger as a result of PCE
releases from its sewer system.21 In response, UATC submitted a letter to the Regional Board
asserting that UATC should not be named as a discharger, both because of the absence of any
evidence of any PCE spills during UATC’s ownership and tenancy and because UATC’s
liability, if any, was discharged in the 2001 bankruptcy. 22
After additional correspondence with the Staff about whether UATC should be named as
a discharger, the Regional Board required UATC and the City to submit reports concerning the
Site history. 23 UATC submitted its report on April 12, 2012, and the City followed suit the next
day.24 The Regional Board accepted and approved the City’s report on July 25, 2012, and did
the same with respect to UATC’s report on August 31, 2012.25 To UATC’s knowledge, no site
history report has ever been requested from, or submitted by, Moonlite Associates, despite its
lengthy ownership of the Site, including 19 years while dry-cleaning operations occurred at the
Site.
In August 2012, the Staff also shared a draft letter with Moonlite partially approving and
partially rejecting a feasibility study and pilot study work plan Moonlite had prepared concerning

19

Moonlite, “Request for Agency Oversight of a Brownfield Site” (Jan. 22, 2009).
See Cal. Health & Saf. Code § 25359.4 (requiring that an unauthorized release of a reportable quantity
of a hazardous substance be reported to the California Department of Toxic Substances Control within 30
days after the release is discovered).
21
Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino, Santa Clara,
California” (Oct. 24, 2011) attached hereto as Ex. A.
22
Letter from S. Reisch to N. King, “Moonlite Associates LLC’s Claims Re: United Artists at 2640 El
Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” (Dec. 29, 2011).
23
Letter from B. Wolfe to S. Reisch, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara
County, Requirement for Technical Report on Site History” (Mar. 13, 2012); Letter from B. Wolfe to J.
Hill, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara County, Requirement for Technical
Report on Site History” (Mar. 13, 2012).
24
Letter from S. Reisch to B. Wolfe, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
Santa Clara County, Technical Report on Site History” (Apr. 12, 2012); Letter from J. Hill to B. Wolfe,
“Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County, Site History
Technical Report – City of Santa Clara” (Apr. 13, 2012).
25
Letter from B. Wolfe to J. Hill, “Approval of Technical Report on Site History – Former Moonlite
Cleaners 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County” (July 25, 2012); Letter from B. Wolfe
to S. Reisch, “Approval of United Artist[s] Theat[re] Circuit, Inc. Technical Report on Site History,
Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara County” (Aug. 31, 2012).
20
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remediation of the Site. 26 The Staff’s draft letter contested the conceptual site model described
in Moonlite’s work plan, which took the position that a significant release of PCE occurred near
the Site from the City’s sewer system.27 Shortly after the Staff shared the draft letter with
Moonlite, Moonlite formally withdrew its request that the City be named as a discharger and the
Staff and City agreed to withdraw and, according to Moonlite, “delete” the draft letter objecting
to Moonlite’s work plan.28 Moonlite simultaneously promised to provide the Staff with
“additional information relevant to the naming of United Artists as a former owner of the [Site]”
and reiterated its request that the Staff name UATC as a discharger at the Site. 29
The Staff acceded to Moonlite’s request. In an e-mail dated October 9, 2012, the Staff
notified Moonlite and UATC that the Regional Board was “planning on moving forward with
issuing an order that names Moonlite and [UATC] as dischargers.”30 The Staff also informed
UATC that it was declining to pursue a claim against the City of Santa Clara because the City
purportedly had been conscientious in maintaining its sewer lines in the area and the PCE
discharges violated a 1975 City ordinance. 31 In addition, the Staff took the position that the
contamination at the Site is primarily attributable to a release in the vicinity of Moonlite
Cleaners’ dry-cleaning equipment and not from a leaking sewer line.32
On November 20, 2012, the Staff met with representatives of UATC and Moonlite to
discuss UATC’s objections to being named as a discharger. At the meeting, UATC presented a
technical analysis prepared by groundwater hydrology experts from Erler & Kalinowski, Inc.
(“EKI”), in which EKI concluded that it is unlikely that a PCE release occurred at the Site while
UATC owned or leased the property (i.e., before September 1978). UATC also argued that it
should not be named as a discharger because the Regional Board lacked substantial evidence that
(a) a PCE release occurred before September 1978; (b) UATC knew or reasonably should have
known by 1978 that groundwater contamination was a danger common to dry-cleaning
operations; and, (c) UATC had the legal ability to prevent the discharge. In addition UATC
explained that any claim the Regional Board might have against UATC was discharged in
UATC’s 2001 bankruptcy.
In the following months, Moonlite and UATC exchanged additional correspondence with
the Staff about whether the Regional Board had an adequate basis for naming UATC as a
discharger. In March 2013, UATC submitted a report by EKI to the Staff setting forth EKI’s
26

Draft letter from N. King to B. Mehrens, “Partial Approval of Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Work Plan
and Request for Reports, Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara
County” (Aug. 2012), attached hereto as Ex. B.
27
Id.
28
Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
California” (Aug. 28, 2012).
29
Id.
30
E-mail from N. King to S. Reisch and L. Gualco, “Moonlite Cleaners” (Oct. 9, 2012), attached hereto
as Ex. C.
31
The Staff did not explain how an ordinance issued in 1975 could provide a basis for declining to name
the City as a discharger for releases that Staff contends occurred between 1962 and 1975.
32
Draft letter from N. King to B. Mehrens, “Partial Approval of Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Work Plan
and Request for Reports, Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa Clara
County” (Aug. 2012) attached hereto as Ex. B.
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conclusion that the distribution of PCE in the subsurface at the Site is consistent with a post-1978
release and that there is no evidence of a pre-1978 release at the Site.33 Nonetheless, the Staff
has recommended to the Regional Board in the Tentative Order and Staff Report that both
Moonlite and UATC be named as dischargers liable for cleaning up PCE contamination at the
Site.
III.

THERE IS NO BASIS FOR NAMING UATC AS A “DISCHARGER” UNDER
THE WATER CODE.

Under the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, the Regional Board may issue a
cleanup and abatement order to “[a]ny person … who has caused or permitted, causes or permits,
or threatens to cause or permit any waste to be discharged or deposited where it is, or probably
will be, discharged into the waters of the state and creates, or threatens to create, a condition of
pollution or nuisance….” Cal. Water Code § 13304(a) (emphasis added). The Regional Board
must have “substantial evidence” supporting any decision to name an entity as a “discharger.”
See In re Exxon Co., Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 85-7 at 10–11 (Aug. 22,
1985); William R. Attwater, Memorandum to Regional Board Executive Officers Regarding
Responsible Party Orders, (Dec. 2, 1992). Substantial evidence means “credible and reasonable
evidence which indicates the named party has responsibility.” In re Exxon Co., WQ 85-7 at 12.
The Regional Board may conclude that UATC “caused or permitted” a discharge under
Water Code Section 13304(a) as a former owner and landlord at the Site only if the Regional
Board finds, based on substantial evidence, that UATC:
(1) owned or was in possession of the Site at the time PCE was discharged;
(2) either knew of the PCE release or knew or reasonably should have known while it
owned or leased the Site that groundwater contamination was a danger common to dry-cleaning
businesses; and
(3) had the legal ability to prevent the discharge of PCE from the Site.
See In re Logsdon, Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 84-6 at 10 (July 19, 1984)
(former landowners caused or permitted a tenant’s discharge where they had “(1) actual
knowledge of the dangerous condition and (2) an opportunity to obviate it”); In re Stuart, Cal.
State Water Res. Control Bd. WQ 86-15 at 6 n.3 (Sept. 18, 1986) (actual knowledge of
contamination is not required where a lessor “should have known” of the contamination based
upon common knowledge at the time). As explained below, the Regional Board has failed to
identify substantial evidence on not just one, but all three of these critical elements.

33

EKI, “Review of Environmental Data: Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
California” (Mar. 12, 2013) (“EKI Report”), enclosed with letter from S. Reisch to N. King (Mar. 12,
2013) and attached hereto as Ex. D.
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A. The Tentative Order’s Assertion that a Discharge Occurred While UATC
Owned or Leased the Site Is Based on Conjecture Rather than Substantial
Evidence, Conflicts with the Only Viable Technical Analysis Presented, and
Represents a Major Departure from Board Precedent.
The Tentative Order flatly asserts that discharges of PCE occurred while UATC owned
or leased the Site in the 1960s and mid-1970s. Tentative Order at 2. However, a review of the
Staff Report on which the Tentative Order is based demonstrates that, having failed to conduct a
complete and independent investigation, the Staff really does not know when the release of PCE
occurred at the Site, it is literally guessing as to what “could have” or “would have” happened at
the Site, and as a result, it seeks without precedent and without any contemporaneous documents,
Site-specific technical analysis or eyewitness testimony to hold UATC liable as a prior
landowner merely because it long ago owned commercial property that is now contaminated.
1. The Tentative Order and Staff Report Rely on an Incomplete and
Inadequate Investigation of the Site.
Despite the fact that Moonlite admitted it was liable for cleaning up the Site, it appears
from the record that the Staff completely ignored Moonlite as a source of information about
whether PCE was released at the Site while Moonlite owned it. Although the Regional Board
required UATC and the City of Santa Clara to submit site-history reports, according to the
record, the Regional Board did not require Moonlite to do the same. Instead, Moonlight
Associates voluntarily provided a timeline to the Regional Board that set out some information
as to the identity of various owners and operators of Moonlite Cleaners, but Moonlite included
no supporting documentation, and, to UATC’s knowledge, no such supporting documentation
was ever requested by the Staff.34 For example, it appears that Staff never asked Moonlite
Associates how it knows that (1) Sung Ki Kim and Chinhea Kim became dry cleaner tenants on
assignment of rents on March 24, 1986; (2) Jung Sup Kim and Soon Cheon Kim entered a new
lease for the dry cleaner at the Site on October 1, 1992; or (3) the Site became vacant on October
9, 1996.35 This is but one example of the inadequacy of the Staff’s investigation, and there are
many others. Indeed, it appears from the record that the Staff—
"

Never required Moonlite to provide written responses to basic questions about drycleaning operations conducted at the Site during the 19 years that Moonlite and
affiliated companies owned it;

"

Did not ask whether Moonlite possessed evidence of a release of PCE during its
ownership of the Site;

"

Did not ask how PCE was handled by Moonlite’s tenants;

"

Did not ask whether Moonlite ever inspected the Site;

34

Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
California” Tab 11 (Mar. 30, 2011).
35
Id.
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"

Did not ask Moonlite to provide leases with its former dry cleaner tenants;

"

Did not ask Moonlite for records of how PCE was transported to or from the Site or
used at the Site, for records of the dry-cleaning equipment Moonlite’s tenants used at
the Site, or for records of Site renovations or modifications; and,

"

Did not ask Moonlite why dry-cleaning operations at the Site ceased and the drycleaning tenant moved to a different location.

Rather than conduct this basic inquiry into Site operations during Moonlite’s ownership,
the Staff indicate that Moonlite told the Staff that all of the former owners and operators of the
dry cleaner were deceased, and the Staff simply accepted that assertion wholesale and then
repeated it as an unqualified “fact” in both the Staff Report and the Tentative Order. But the
Staff now acknowledge that the assertion is wrong and admit that they never conducted any
independent investigation into this alleged “fact.”
The Staff’s investigation of the City as a potential discharger is plagued with similar
shortcomings. For example, it appears that the Staff have decided not to pursue the City as a
discharger, in part, because the Staff concluded that the City properly maintained the sanitary
sewer system near the Site. But the maintenance records submitted by the City predominantly
concerned inspections and repairs of the sewer system performed in 2007 and thereafter.36 There
are only a few entries in those records that are dated before Moonlite Cleaners vacated the Site in
1996, and those entries relate to work orders for what appear to be minor operational incidents,
not rigorous, routine inspections and maintenance. In fact, the earliest documented inspection
occurred in March 1995, after the dry cleaner had allegedly operated for over thirty years. There
are a half dozen work orders dated between July 1995 and May 1996 for nondescript customer
complaints and lateral blockages at 2780 El Camino Real, and a single entry in July 1996 for
routine maintenance. These records provide no information whatsoever about whether and how
well the City maintained the sewer system when dry cleaning occurred at the Site between 1962
and 1996, and in particular, do not address what steps the City took to maintain the sewer system
following the Loma Prieta earthquake in October 1989.
Indeed, it appears from the record that the Staff simply stopped investigating the City as a
potential discharger after Moonlite Associates formally withdrew its request that the City be
named as a party responsible for remediating the Site.37 The Staff did not require the City to take
samples from around the sewer system, even though, according to Moonlite, the Staff had
previously indicated that such samples would aid in determining whether a release from the
sewer system had occurred.38 Furthermore, it is evident from the record that the Staff made no
additional inquiries about the City’s maintenance practices even though the records supplied by
the City did not address most of the relevant timeframe.
36

Letter from J. Hill to B. Wolfe, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa
Clara County, Site History Technical Report – City of Santa Clara” Ex. 1 (Apr. 13, 2012).
37
Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
California” 1 (Aug. 28, 2012).
38
Letter from L. Gualco to N. King, “Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara,
California” 3 (Oct. 24, 2011), attached hereto as Ex. A.
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The Staff’s failure to scrutinize these issues impacts not only whether all relevant parties
are before the Regional Board, but also the validity of the Staff’s conclusions that PCE was
discharged at the Site before 1978 and that leaks from aging sewers are not a primary cause of
contamination at the Site.
2. The Staff’s Reliance on Generalities about Contamination from DryCleaning Businesses Is Misplaced.
In the absence of a diligent investigation into dry-cleaning operations at the Site, the Staff
Report instead relies on generalities, unsupported assumptions, and flawed logic to conclude that
PCE was released at the Site while UATC owned or leased it. In particular, the Staff Report
concludes that PCE was released at the Site between 1962 and 1978 based on: (a) physical
evidence of PCE at the Site and down-gradient from the Site; (b) the history of solvent usage at
the Site beginning in the early 1960s and historic common industry-wide practices that led to
PCE discharges in the 1960s and 1970s; and (c) inefficiencies of older dry-cleaning equipment
from the 1960s. Tentative Order at 2; Staff Report at 3. As explained below, none of the
information relied upon by the Staff supports their conclusion.
a) Presence, Concentration and Distribution of PCE in Groundwater
The mere presence of PCE at the Site and down-gradient from the Site provides no basis
for pinpointing when PCE was released at the Site. If Moonlite Associates’ tenants spilled PCE
at the Site and UATC’s tenant did not, there would still be physical evidence of PCE at and
down-gradient from the Site, even though no release occurred between 1962 and 1978.
To the extent the Staff Report intends to claim that the concentration and distribution of
PCE at the Site supports an inference that PCE was released to the surface of the Site before
1978, that claim has already been debunked by the analysis submitted to the Regional Board by
EKI, which demonstrates that the concentrations and distribution of PCE at the Site show exactly
the opposite. In particular, groundwater monitoring and elevation data from the Site and the
surrounding area indicate that the direction of groundwater flow beneath and around the Site
changed in approximately the mid-1990s. 39 Those data reveal that groundwater elevations
around the Site were relatively deep until the mid-1990s, and Saratoga Creek was a losing
stream, causing a northwest-trending groundwater gradient. 40 If a PCE release had occurred
before 1978, according to EKI’s travel-time calculations, PCE would have migrated through the
unsaturated zone and reached the groundwater table in approximately six years, resulting in a
northwest-trending PCE plume. 41 But that is not what groundwater monitoring data from the
Site show. Rather, a PCE plume about 600-feet long trends from the Site to the northeast.42
That northeastern trend is consistent with a release that occurred in the late 1980s or thereafter,
shortly before the groundwater gradient at the Site changed.
39

EKI Report 6–7, attached hereto as Ex. D.
Id.
41
Id.
42
Id. at 10–11. EKI also concluded that a northwest-trending plume would still be detectable today if a
release had occurred before 1978, despite the mid-1990s shift in gradient to the northeast. Id.
40
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EKI also explained in its technical report that PCE groundwater contamination at the Site
is relatively shallow, which is consistent with a post-1978 release when the water table was far
shallower than in the pre-1978 timeframe. In particular, if a pre-1978 release occurred, PCE
would have migrated vertically downward through the vadose zone, at least as far as a thick layer
of clay underneath the Site and at an elevation approximately 40–45 feet above mean sea level
(msl).43 But the core of the current PCE plume is substantially shallower, at about 55 feet msl. 44
Moreover, PCE concentrations are extremely low in the deepest groundwater samples, at about
30 feet msl. Thus, the vertical distribution of PCE is consistent with a post-1978 release.
Finally, both EKI and Moonlite Associates’ consultant, West Environmental Services and
Technologies (“West”), have concluded that the concentrations of PCE in groundwater indicate
that contamination at the Site was not caused by a surface release of PCE, but rather by
wastewater containing PCE that leaked from sewer lines beneath and near the Site.45 If PCE had
been spilled on the surface at the Site, it would have been released as a dense non-aqueous phase
liquid (“DNAPL”). 46 According to EPA guidance, groundwater that has been impacted by a
DNAPL release would exhibit PCE concentrations above one percent effective solubility.47 But
PCE groundwater concentrations at the Site are below that threshold, with a maximum of about
0.51 percent effective solubility.48 The concentrations of PCE at the Site are therefore indicative
of a release of PCE in the dissolved phase in wastewater from the sewer system, rather than a
surface release. This is significant because a pre-1978 sewer release undoubtedly would have
resulted in a northwest trending PCE plume given the groundwater flow direction during that
period. Because no such plume is evident at the Site, such a release could not have occurred.
Although the Staff Report responds to EKI’s analysis, the response is full of
unsubstantiated assertions, mischaracterizations, and omissions, many of which are catalogued in
EKI’s “Comments on Cleanup Staff Report Accompanying Moonlite Tentative Order,” dated
July 29, 2013 (“EKI Comments”), which is attached hereto as Attachment A. With respect to
EKI’s specific conclusions about the PCE release timing based on shifting groundwater flow, the
Staff Report theorizes that PCE could have leaked onto and slowly seeped through the concrete
floor, for as long as decades, before migrating through soil to groundwater. Staff Report at 6.
Yet, the 2007 Santa Clara Valley Water District study (“2007 Study”) on which the Staff Report
heavily relies, explains that releases of PCE to concrete (so-called above-slab releases) are prone
to volatize into air rather than penetrate a slab.49 And EKI concludes that, if PCE had migrated
43

Id. at 12.
Id.
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EKI Report at 10, attached hereto as Ex. D; West, “Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Work Plan, 2640 El
Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 8, 25 (Sep. 20, 2012); West, “Site Investigation Report, 2640 El
Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” 28–29 (Oct. 5, 2011).
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EKI Report at 10, attached hereto as Ex. D.
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Id.
48
EKI Report at 10 n.3, attached hereto as Ex. D.
49
See Santa Clara Valley Water District, “Study of Potential for Groundwater Contamination from Past
Dry Cleaner Operations in Santa Clara County” 21 (2007). See also Environmental Protection Agency,
National Risk Management Research Laboratory, “Groundwater Issue: Assessment & Delineation of
DNAPL Source Zones at Hazardous Waste Sites” 11 (Sep. 2009) (fine grained materials like concrete
present a barrier to non-aqueous phase liquid entry), attached hereto as Ex. E.
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through the concrete floor, several feet of PCE would have had to accumulate before it would
pass through the clay beneath the building. If that had happened, the PCE would have migrated
quickly downward to groundwater, as opposed to sitting above the groundwater for decades. 50
Thus, the Staff Report’s assertion that it took decades for a PCE surface release to reach
groundwater is not scientifically possible. Either (1) PCE released at the surface never reached
groundwater because not enough DNAPL was released to push it through the building slab and
underlying clay, or (2) sufficient DNAPL was released such that its weight, due to the force of
gravity, was able to push the DNAPL to groundwater much faster than several decades. If
DNAPL had migrated to groundwater as a result of a pre-1978 release, remnants of a northwest
trending plume still would be evident. Again, the absence of such a plume demonstrates that a
pre-1978 release did not occur.
Similarly, the Staff Report’s response to EKI’s analysis of the potential for sewer releases
is unconvincing. Importantly, the 2007 Study upon which Staff otherwise rely found that leaking
sewer lines are the most frequent cause of PCE releases from dry-cleaning businesses.51 In fact,
three key pieces of evidence support the conclusion that PCE contamination at the Site is
attributable to a release through the sewer:
1. PCE has been detected at elevated concentrations in groundwater samples taken
cross-gradient from the former dry-cleaning premises and along the sewer lines
(boreholes B6, B43, B44, B12, and MW2).
2. As explained above, the low effective solubility of sampled PCE concentrations
indicates that the PCE was released in the dissolved phase, which would occur in a
release of wastewater from sewers, rather than as a DNAPL, which would occur in a
surface spill.
3. Video logging of the 8-inch diameter sewer line south of the Site, which was
constructed by the City in 1960 or 1961, reportedly revealed compromised pipe
integrity.52
In short, the concentration and distribution of PCE at the Site support the conclusion that
PCE was released only after 1978, and from the sewer system, a conclusion that is exactly
contrary to that reached in the Staff Report.
b) Use of PCE and “Common Industry-Wide Practices”
The Staff Report’s second argument—that use of PCE at the Site and “common industrywide practices” in the 1960s and 1970s indicate that a PCE release occurred prior to 1978—is
equally unavailing. At the outset, it is important to recognize that what the Staff refer to as
“common industry-wide practices” is actually a list of all the possible ways that PCE could enter
groundwater from dry-cleaning operations and includes everything from dumping PCE onto soil
50
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to PCE seeping through concrete. Rather than providing an explanation for how and when PCE
was discharged at this particular Site, the listing of these disparate, general mechanisms and
pathways demonstrates that the Staff really have no idea how and when PCE entered the
environment at the Site.
The danger in relying on generalities instead of site-specific data is that generalities can
point in opposite directions. For example, the Staff Report’s list of common industry-wide
practices includes “leakage from sewer laterals,” which EKI has demonstrated must have
occurred after 1978. In addition, if the Regional Board is willing to make judgments about
liability at the Site based on general trends and practices, the Regional Board could just as easily
reach the conclusion that contamination at the Site was more likely to occur after 1978, as
equipment and sewers aged.
It is inequitable and indefensible for the Staff Report to rely on the parts of the 2007
Study that are superficially consistent with the Staff Report’s conjecture about a pre-1978 release
and ignore the rest of the study, but that is precisely what the Staff Report has done. Not only
does the Staff Report ignore the 2007 Study’s conclusion that sewer releases are the principal
source of PCE groundwater contamination, but it also disregards data in the 2007 Study that
indicate that at least one quarter of historic dry-cleaning operations have never caused PCE
contamination.53 Similarly, the Staff ignore portions of the 2007 Study that acknowledge that
changes in ownership and handling practices may have affected the amount of solvent used and
released during a dry cleaner’s operating life.54 Thus, while the 2007 Study provides some
useful background information about the dry-cleaning industry generally, it does not provide
substantial evidence that a PCE release occurred at this Site before 1978.
c) Inefficiencies of Older Equipment
Finally, supposed “inefficiencies of older dry-cleaning equipment from the 1960s” also
prove nothing about when PCE was released at the Site. Again, there is nothing in the record to
connect this generality about dry-cleaning equipment to the actual equipment UATC’s tenant
used at the Site. The Staff Report offers no evidence, for example, of how UATC’s tenant
operated and maintained the equipment in use at the Site before 1978, or whether it was more or
less reliable than other dry-cleaning equipment.
The Staff Report also claims, in reliance on the 2007 Study, that “the earlier a dry cleaner
operated[,] the more likely it is that larger quantities of PCE were released to soil and
groundwater due to older equipment and common PCE handling and disposal practice[s] for that
time period.” Id. However, as EKI points out, the higher PCE loss rate in the 1960s was caused
by greater air emissions, not greater discharges to the subsurface. 55
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3. There Is No Precedent for Reaching Conclusions as to the Timing of a
Discharge Without Eyewitness Testimony or Technical Evidence.
After an extensive review, UATC has found no cleanup and abatement orders where the
timing of a discharge was in dispute and a regional board made a finding on that issue based
solely on the grounds that discharges of a detected chemical were common in the industry at
issue. Instead, in the few cleanup and abatement orders where the timing of a discharge was
directly in dispute, regional boards have relied on at least some direct evidence that the relevant
contaminant was in fact spilled at the site in the relevant time period or on some technical
evidence—such as a fate-and-transport analysis—to estimate the timing and location of the
discharge.
For example, in In re Stinnes-Western Chem. Corp., Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd.
Order No. WQ 86-16, 5–10 (Sept. 18, 1986), the State Board affirmed a cleanup and abatement
order issued by the Regional Board to the current owner of a contaminated site and the
successor-in-interest of the former owner of the site based on eyewitness declarations about the
timing of a PCE spill and a technical calculation of solvent-plume velocity to determine the
timeframe in which a discharge occurred. In In re Wenwest, Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd.
Order No. WQ 92-13, 1992 WL 12622783 at *2 (Oct. 22, 1992), the State Board affirmed a
regional board’s finding that discharges occurred while the site was owned by a former owner
based on technical reports that, “considering the soil in the area and the distance the gasoline has
travelled to reach the neighbor’s well, discharges took place at least 12 years before it was
detected by the neighbor,” placing the discharge well within the period in which the site was
owned by the former owner. Similarly, in In re Sanmina Corp., Cal. State Water Res. Control
Bd. Order No. WQ 93-14, 1993 WL 456494 at *4 (Oct. 19, 1993), the State Board found
evidence sufficient to find the petitioner—a former tenant at the site—caused or permitted a
discharge where the petitioner operated a manufacturing business in which volatile organic
compounds (“VOCs”) were typically used, documentary and testimonial evidence established
that the petitioner stored or used VOCs, such compounds were detected beneath the petitioner’s
concrete “wet floor” at the facility, the petitioner had a history of repeated spills, and the
contamination could not be attributed to an upgradient source. See also In re Spencer Rental
Serv., Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 87-1 (Jan. 22, 1987) (lessee of
contaminated site properly named as discharger despite claims that the contamination pre-dated
his tenancy where contamination was detected directly beneath gasoline tank used by lessee,
evidence showed that no such contamination was present when the tank was installed, and
monitoring data was consistent with a more recent spill).
A finding in this case that UATC is a discharger requires the Regional Board to jettison
these precedents and establish a new one. If the Regional Board concludes in this case that there
is substantial evidence that a PCE release occurred while UATC owned the property, then it
follows that everyone who owned commercial or industrial property in the 1960s and 1970s
would be liable under Water Code Section 13304(a) so long as they or their tenants used the
same chemicals that are later found at the Site, and the Staff can allege, as they always will, that
historical handling practices were generally worse than they are today. Such a broad threat of
liability contradicts the express terms of the statute, which requires evidence that prior owners
“caused or permitted” a discharge, and makes no sense because former property owners have no
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ability to control whether someone else later releases the same chemicals on their former
property. The Regional Board should not use this case to expand the reach of Section 13304(a)
beyond what the California State Legislature intended and what relevant State Board precedents
have established.
B. The Staff Report Fails to Provide Substantial Evidence that UATC “Knew or
Should Have Known” That PCE Was Discharged While UATC Owned or
Leased the Site.
1. Legal Precedents Require Actual or Constructive Knowledge of a Discharge.
In addition to linking the timing of a discharge to UATC’s ownership or tenancy at the
Site, in order to conclude that UATC “caused or permitted” waste to be discharged under Water
Code Section 13304(a), the Regional Board must have substantial evidence that UATC knew or
should have known of the discharge and failed to prevent it. See In re Logsdon, WQ 84-6 at 10
(former landowners caused or permitted a tenant’s discharge where they had “(1) actual
knowledge of the dangerous condition and (2) an opportunity to obviate it”); In re U.S. Dept. of
Ag., Cal. State Water Res. Control Bd. Order No. WQ 87-5 at 3 n.1 (Apr. 16, 1987) (actual
knowledge of a discharge is required “when a reasonable person would not have suspected that a
problem could arise from the land use involved”; landowners are also liable without actual
knowledge of a discharge “where the activity permitted on the property might be expected, by a
reasonable and prudent landlord, to result in a discharge.”); In re Stuart, WQ 86-15 at 6 n.3
(liability may attach under Section 13304 without proof of actual knowledge of contamination
because the risk of leaking underground storage tanks was common knowledge in the oil
industry in 1986); see also Resolution Trust Corp. v. Rossmoor Corp., 34 Cal. App. 4th 93, 102
(Cal. App. 1995) (to be liable for a nuisance, “[t]he defendant must be aware of the specific
dangerous condition and be able to do something about it before liability will attach.”);
Redevelopment Agency of the City of Stockton v. BNSF Railway Co., 643 F.3d 668, 675 (9th Cir.
2011) (liability for nuisance may attach if the possessor of land knows or should know of the
artificial condition and the nuisance). As a result, the Water Code requires some evidence of
UATC’s culpability for the discharge before UATC can be ordered to conduct remediation. The
theory behind these cases is that a landlord in effect “permits” a nuisance, as the statute requires,
if he knows of should know it exists or is threatened, has the authority to prevent it, and chooses
not to. See In Re Stuart, WQ 84-6 at 6.
In evaluating when a landowner “should have known” about contamination caused by
others, prior court decisions have focused on whether the landowner had a reasonable basis for
undertaking an inspection for contamination, and if so, whether the contamination was
discoverable by a reasonable inspection. See Resolution Trust, 34 Cal. App. 4th at 103
(evaluating liability under Section 13304(a) in accordance with the law of nuisance); cf. City of
Stockton, 643 F.3d at 675–77 (evaluating common law nuisance claim). Importantly, the case
law recognizes that a reasonable inspection does not oblige landowners to take extraordinary
measures, such as extensive and expensive soil testing, to discover contamination on property
they own or possess. See City of Stockton, 643 F.3d at 675–77; Resolution Trust, 34 Cal. App.
4th at 103–104.
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The Resolution Trust case is particularly instructive. In that case, a landowner leased its
property (through a subtenant) to a gas station. 34 Cal. App. 4th at 98. During the time that the
gas station operator rented the property, substantial gasoline and diesel fuel leaks occurred,
contaminating the plaintiff’s neighboring property. Id. at 98–99. The plaintiff brought a
nuisance claim against the landowner who had leased the property to the gas station operator. Id.
at 98. The California Court of Appeals held that the landowner was not liable for a nuisance. Id.
at 98. In so holding, the court specifically evaluated the circumstances under which a landlord
has a duty to inspect for nuisances created by its tenant or subtenant. Id. at 102–104. The court
stressed that “[t]he landlord need not take extraordinary measures or make unreasonable
expenditures of time and money in trying to discover hazards unless the circumstances so
warrant.” Id. at 103. On this basis, the court went on to conclude that there was no reason to
find that the landlord should have known that its tenant’s gas station operations had caused
subsurface contamination of adjoining property. Id. at 103–04.
Here, neither the Tentative Order nor the Staff Report even alleges that a reasonable
inspection of the Site would have identified a PCE discharge into groundwater (or soil). And, in
fact, none of the “common release” mechanisms identified by the Regional Board as possibly
occurring at the Site—e.g., colorless PCE seeping through concrete or leaking from sewer
laterals buried beneath the building floor—would have been detected through a reasonable
inspection.
2. The Tentative Order and Staff Report Advance Theories of Liability
Predicated on Mischaracterizations of the Law and Unsupported Factual
Assumptions.
Instead of following established legal precedents, the Tentative Order and the Staff
Report advance two alternative grounds for finding that UATC caused or permitted the dry
cleaner discharge: (a) UATC “was actively involved in the establishment of the dry cleaner site”
and knew of the “hazardous nature of solvent handling” because of information contained in the
State Fire Marshal Permit; and (b) based upon the “historical record,” UATC “should have
known of the use of chemicals at the Site and its dangers, including the potential for
unauthorized discharges.” Staff Report at 8. As set forth below, neither of these arguments is at
all persuasive.
a. There is No Evidence that UATC Had Actual Knowledge of a Discharge of
PCE at the Site while UATC Owned or Leased the Site.
The Staff’s claim that UATC is liable because it somehow actually knew of the
“activities that resulted in the discharge” is deficient on a number of grounds. If the Staff is
arguing that the Regional Board can impose liability on UATC because UATC merely knew that
dry cleaning occurred at the Site, that position is plainly inconsistent with State Board precedents
and the court cases cited above. Those precedents require proof that the landowner knew or
reasonably should have known of the contamination at issue. See, e.g., In Re Stuart, WQ 86-15
at 6 n.3; In re U.S. Dept. of Ag., WQ 87-5 at 3 n.1. For example, in In re Stuart, the State Board
did not impose liability on Stuart Petroleum merely because it leased a site to a gas station
operator but, rather because it was “common knowledge” when the discharge occurred,
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especially in the oil industry, that underground storage tanks leaked, and Stuart Petroleum
therefore should have known of the contamination caused by its tenant’s leaking underground
storage tank. In Re Stuart, WQ 86-15 at 6 n.3.
If the Staff is instead arguing that UATC actually knew of specific conduct by its tenant
that resulted in releases of PCE to the surface around the Site, that assertion has no factual
support whatsoever. Remarkably, the Staff Report infers that UATC was “actively involved” in
the establishment of the dry cleaner site based solely on the (alleged) fact that UATC obtained a
building permit for Moonlite Cleaners and subsequently received a certificate of occupancy “on
behalf of Moonlite Cleaners.” In truth, it appears that UATC had little or no involvement in
obtaining the building permit, which merely lists “United Calif Theater” as the owner of the
premises at 2640 El Camino Real and was signed by a construction contractor, not UATC.
Moreover, the building permit only authorizes installation of interior “partitions,” a minor
improvement unlikely to require much, if any, attention from UATC. Similarly, the fact that
UATC received a certificate of occupancy for a tenant says nothing about the level of UATC’s
involvement with the dry cleaner’s operations. At most, the only conclusion that can be drawn
from these documents is that UATC leased space to a dry cleaner.
The Staff’s reliance on the Fire Marshal permit is similarly unpersuasive. There is no
indication in the record that UATC ever received or reviewed the document, which is addressed
only to “Moonlight Cleaners” and copied only to the Santa Clara Fire Department. Even if there
were evidence that someone affiliated with UATC actually reviewed the Fire Marshal permit,
there is no basis for inferring that the Fire Marshal permit actually notified UATC in 1961 (or at
any other time before 1978) of the danger that California Water Code Section 13304 is
concerned with: groundwater contamination. The Fire Marshal permit expressly authorizes
Moonlite Cleaners to install equipment that uses solvents, but nothing in the permit precludes
Moonlite from discharging “solvent” to the sewer system. In fact, the Fire Marshal permit does
not impose any restrictions on solvent-disposal practices or mention the risk of groundwater
contamination. To the contrary, the Fire Marshal permit’s provisions are aimed at hazards
associated with inhalation of vapors during the dry-cleaning process and—not surprisingly since
the permit was issued by the Fire Marshal—the risk that solvent vapors could be flammable.
The permit specifies how exhaust fans should be operated, requires use of breathing masks or
floor-level ventilation under certain conditions, ensures that reclaimed solvent is transferred in
enclosed rather than open piping, and requires fans to be in use during equipment operation. The
State Fire Marshal most likely had jurisdiction to issue the permit to Moonlite Cleaners in the
early 1960s because of the fire risk associated with dry cleaners at that time. Highly flammable
petroleum-based cleaning solutions, such as Stoddard solvent, were used widely in the drycleaning industry until they were generally phased out in favor of chlorinated solvents.56 Indeed,
PCE replaced petroleum-based solvents in part due to the fire risk associated with petroleum-
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based solvents. 57 It is plainly the risk of fire and the potential for occupational exposure to
vapors, and not the risk of discharges to groundwater, that the Fire Marshal permit conditions are
designed to guard against.
For all of the reasons set out in Section III.A above, the conclusion in the Staff Report
that PCE was in fact discharged at the Site while UATC owned or leased it is not supported by
the evidence. The further assertion in the Staff Report that UATC actually knew of the activities
that caused that (alleged) discharge is even more far-fetched. There is simply no support in the
documents cited by the Staff Report or anywhere else that suggests that UATC had actual
knowledge that its tenant’s operations released PCE into soil or groundwater at the Site.
b. The Staff’s Conclusion that UATC Should Have Known that Chemicals Used
by Dry Cleaners at the Site Presented a Risk of Groundwater Contamination Is
Unfounded.
Perhaps because the Staff recognize that their “actual knowledge” theory of liability
stretches the facts, the Staff Report advances the alternative argument that, “[e]ven if one accepts
that UATC did not have actual knowledge, the historical record shows that UATC should have
known of the use of chemicals at the Site and its dangers, including the potential for
unauthorized discharges.” Staff Report at 8. In making this assertion, the Staff charge UATC,
on a cryptic and ill-defined basis, with knowing that dry-cleaning operations posed a risk of
groundwater contamination long before that was common knowledge or anyone else appears to
have been aware of that risk. Indeed, the Staff Report goes on to assert on the very next page—
when analyzing the effect of UATC’s bankruptcy—that the Regional Board did not have reason
to know of a PCE release at the Site as late as 2001. Nowhere does the Staff even attempt to
justify its absurd conclusion that a movie theater company was supposed to know in the 1960s
and early 1970s that groundwater contamination was a hazard common to dry-cleaning
operations when the Regional Board, which is charged with protecting water quality, apparently
had no reason to know of contamination at the Site during the 1990s and early 2000s. The
Staff’s inequitable and illogical treatment of the Regional Board and UATC in this regard is
indefensible.
While it is unclear what the Staff Report means when it refers to the “historical record,” it
is indisputable that groundwater contamination was not identified as a hazard common to the
dry-cleaning industry until the 1980s, several years after UATC’s affiliation with the Site ended.
For example, the 2007 Study on which the Staff Report repeatedly relies suggests that PCE
contamination from dry cleaners was first detected in the Central Valley in California in
approximately 1984 as a result of state-mandated groundwater testing.58 Similarly, a 1992
publication by the Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board indicates that
groundwater contamination from dry-cleaning operations in California was first identified in the
late 1980s.59 A publication of the State Coalition for Remediation of Drycleaners suggests the
57
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same.60 And it appears that the State Board did not issue or uphold a cleanup and abatement
order in connection with groundwater contamination caused by a dry cleaner until 1988. See In
re Spitzer, 1989 WL 97148 at *1 (May 16, 1989). Based on these sources, the earliest that a
landowner “should have known” about the risk of groundwater contamination from a drycleaning tenant is the mid-1980s, several years after UATC ceased owning or leasing the Site.
Comparing the State Board’s decision in the Stuart case to the Staff’s approach in the
present dispute is instructive. In that case, in imposing liability on Stuart Petroleum, a sublessor
of a gas station, the State Board did not rely on Stuart Petroleum’s knowledge that the subtenant
operated a gas station at the site, or on its knowledge that the subtenant handled gasoline at the
site, or on its likely knowledge that ingesting gasoline was hazardous to human health. Instead,
the State Board found Stuart Petroleum liable based on the fact that by 1986, “problems of
leaking underground tanks have become common knowledge, particularly in the oil industry.”
In Re Stuart, WQ 86-15 at 6 n.3. Similarly, in the present case, it is not appropriate to impose
liability on UATC merely because it leased the Site to a dry cleaner or because the Fire Marshal
permit mentions solvent usage at the Site and the dangers associated with solvent inhalation or
flammability. Instead, the Regional Board would have to find substantial evidence that, during
UATC’s ownership of and tenancy at the Site, it was “common knowledge” that dry cleaners
contaminated groundwater with PCE. In reality, the possibility that PCE from dry cleaners could
leach through concrete and soil into groundwater, or that sewers connected to dry cleaners could
leak, was not understood by regulators in the 1960s and early 1970s, let alone by movie theater
operators.
C. There is Not Substantial Evidence that UATC Had the Legal Ability to Prevent a
PCE Discharge.
In determining whether a landlord has legal authority to prevent a tenant’s discharge of
waste, the State Board has focused on whether the terms of the relevant lease authorized the
landlord to terminate the tenancy, enter the premises, or otherwise remediate the contamination.
See, e.g., In re Logsdon, WQ 84-6 at 12 (lease authorized landlord to re-enter the premises if
tenants violated lease provisions prohibiting tenant from creating a nuisance on the premises and
requiring tenant to abide by all laws); In re Spitzer, WQ 89-8, 1989 WL 97148 at *4 (owners had
right to regain possession of the site if the lessee failed to maintain the premises in good order
and condition or failed to comply with all applicable laws).
The Staff Report postulates without any substantiation that “UATC would have had a
lease with Moonlite Cleaners for operation of the dry cleaning business,” and “[t]his lease would
have given UATC legal control over Moonlite Cleaners’ activities and would have given UATC
the legal ability to prevent the discharge.” Staff Report at 8 (emphasis added). But the Staff
Associates LLC’s Contentions as to United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.’s Liability for Contamination at
2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California” (Dec. 17, 2012).
60
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have no evidence whatsoever that a single lease, whether written or verbal, existed between
UATC and its tenant, and there is nothing in the record that indicates whether or not movie
theater owners typically entered into written leases with their tenants in the 1960s. Even if it
were reasonable to assume that UATC entered into written leases with its tenant at the Site in the
1960s, nothing about the content of any such lease is known. The Staff Report engages in pure
speculation when it claims that UATC’s lease or leases “would have given UATC legal control
over Moonlite Cleaners’ activities.” Staff Report at 8. There is absolutely no evidence from
which to infer that any applicable leases would have included provisions allowing UATC to
enter the premises, terminate the lease, or remediate contamination if, for example, a tenant
operated in accordance with its permit but PCE somehow leaked from sewers serving the Site.
Thus, the Regional Board simply lacks substantial evidence from which to conclude that UATC
had the legal authority to prevent a discharge of PCE by its tenant, and the Regional Board
accordingly cannot conclude that UATC “caused or permitted” a discharge under Water Code
Section 13304(a).
IV.

IF UATC HAD ANY LIABILITY FOR CONTAMINATION AT THE SITE, THAT
LIABILITY WAS DISCHARGED IN UATC’S 2001 BANKRUPTCY.

Even if the Regional Board were to conclude that UATC is a discharger under Section
13304(a) of the Water Code, any and all claims against UATC by the Regional Board are barred
as a matter of law because such claims were discharged by the Bankruptcy Court order
confirming the Bankruptcy Plan.
As a general matter of bankruptcy law, any and all pre-bankruptcy claims against a
debtor are discharged in bankruptcy. As courts universally recognize, “the purpose of
bankruptcy law and the provisions for reorganization could not be realized if the discharge of
debtors were not complete and absolute.” See, e.g., In re Penn Central Transp. Co., 771 F.2d
762, 767 (3d Cir. 1985). Here, the Bankruptcy Court order granted UATC a broad discharge
from all claims against UATC. The order provides that:
all Persons and Entities shall be precluded from asserting against the Debtors, the
Debtors in Possession, the Estates, and the Reorganized Debtors, their successors
and assigns, their assets and properties, any other Claims or Equity Interests based
upon any documents, instruments, or any act or omission, transaction or other
activity of any kind or nature that occurred prior to the Effective Date [of the
Bankruptcy Plan].
Bankruptcy Court Order at 43.
The Effective Date of the UATC Bankruptcy Plan was March 2, 2001. Because UATC
has not owned or leased the Site since 1978, any claims that may be asserted against UATC
relating to the Site would necessarily be based on an “act or omission, transaction or other
activity of any kind or nature that occurred prior to the Effective Date [of the Bankruptcy Plan].”
Accordingly, any such claims have been discharged by the Bankruptcy Court Order and cannot
now be asserted against UATC.
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Indeed, further support that any claims against UATC relating to the Site were discharged
can be found in the fact that the Bankruptcy Court Order provides for the following limited
exception to its discharge provisions:
Notwithstanding any language to the contrary in the [Bankruptcy] Plan or in this
Order, nothing in the [Bankruptcy] Plan or this Order shall be construed as
releasing or relieving any entity of any liability to a governmental entity under any
police or regulatory statute as the owner or operator of property that the entity owns
or operates after the date of this Order.
Bankruptcy Court Order at 23 (emphasis added).
Thus, the Bankruptcy Court Order expressly carves out of its discharge provisions governmental
entity claims relating to property that is owned or operated by UATC “after the date of [the
Bankruptcy Plan].” However, there is no such carve-out for claims (governmental or otherwise)
relating to property that was not owned or operated by UATC after the date of the Bankruptcy
Court Order (i.e., January 25, 2001). The Bankruptcy Court’s approach provides UATC with the
“fresh start” promised by the Bankruptcy Code, while preserving the ability of regulators to
protect the environment by holding those in possession of contaminated property responsible for
ongoing compliance with environmental laws. See Ohio v. Kovacs, 469 U.S. 274, 283-285
(1985) (holding that claims against the debtor for cleanup costs were discharged, but noting that
the Court did not “question that anyone in possession of the site . . . must comply with the
environmental laws of the State . . . . Plainly, that person or firm may not maintain a nuisance,
pollute the waters of the State or refuse to remove the source of such conditions.”). In
accordance with the Bankruptcy Court Order’s terms, because UATC did not own or operate the
Site at any time after January 25, 2001, any claims against UATC relating to the Site were
discharged in UATC’s bankruptcy.
Despite the plain language and clear intent of the Bankruptcy Order, the Staff Report
takes the position that the Regional Board’s claim against UATC is not discharged because,
according to the Staff Report, (1) orders requiring cleanup of ongoing contamination are not
“claims” within the meaning of the Bankruptcy Code; and (2) even so, the Regional Board’s
claim against UATC did not arise pre-petition and thus could not have been discharged by the
Bankruptcy Court. Neither of these arguments is persuasive.
A. Cleanup Orders Are Claims Under the Bankruptcy Code.
As to the first argument, the Staff Report relies on In re Chateaugay Corp., 944 F.2d 997
(2d Cir. 1991), a decision by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals, which lacks jurisdiction over
California courts. According to the Staff Report, In re Chateaugay stands for the proposition
that “an obligation to cleanup and ameliorate ongoing pollution is not a claim that is
dischargeable through bankruptcy.” Staff Report at 9. Importantly, the Staff Report wholly
ignores the fact that the Bankruptcy Code expressly provides that the term “claim” includes “the
right to an equitable remedy for breach of performance” if such breach “gives rise to a right to
payment . . . .” 11 U.S.C. § 101(4)(B). And Chateaugay itself recognizes that equitable
remedies, such as certain injunctions requiring environmental remediation, are, in fact, treated as
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“claims” under the Bankruptcy Code where monetary damages may be paid as an alternative to
the equitable remedy. Id. at 1007–08. Here, the Regional Board is plainly authorized under the
Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act to perform any required cleanup itself and recover
costs incurred from any “liable party.” Cal. Water Code §13304(b)(1) & (2), (c). Thus, an order
requiring UATC to remediate the Site can be a “claim” that is dischargeable in bankruptcy, even
under Chateaugay.
It appears that the Staff may be relying on language in Chateaugay that states that “a
cleanup order that accomplishes the dual objectives of removing accumulated wastes and
stopping or ameliorating ongoing pollution emanating from such wastes is not a dischargeable
claim” because EPA “has no authority to accept a payment from a responsible party as an
alternative to continued pollution.” Id. at 1008. Here, UATC has not owned or leased the Site
for several decades and is not currently causing or allowing continuing pollution. In that regard,
the Seventh Circuit’s decision in In re CMC Heartland Partners, 966 F.2d 1143, 1147 (7th Cir.
1992), is instructive. In that case, which was decided after Chateaugay, the court expressly
considered the different positions under the Bankruptcy Code of former and current property
owners that are liable under sections 107(a)(2) and 107(a)(1), respectively, of the federal
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act, 42 U.S.C. § 9607 et
seq. (“CERCLA”) with respect to ongoing pollution that EPA claimed presented a current threat
to human health and the environment. The court concluded that, because EPA cleanup orders
issued under section 106 of CERCLA against prior owners and operators that are liable under
section 107(a)(2) “require a person to pay money today because of acts before or during the
reorganization proceedings,” they are “claims” dischargeable under the Bankruptcy Code,
whereas Section 106 orders issued to current owners and operators liable under CERCLA
sections 107(a)(1) “depend not at all on the debtor’s actions before or during the reorganization”
and are therefore not dischargeable. CMC Heartland Partners, 966 F.2d at 1146–47. Here, the
Regional Board seeks to require UATC, a former owner of the Site, to perform a cleanup based
on occurrences before its bankruptcy, and those claims are therefore discharged.
Finally, while the Staff Report assumes that the exception carved out in Chateaugay for
remedial orders relating to “ongoing” pollution applies in this case, Chateaugay is not
controlling precedent in this case, has not been universally followed, and, in fact, has been
expressly rejected by a district court within the Ninth Circuit, which includes California. In In re
Goodwin, 163 B.R. 825, 829–833 (Bankr. D. Idaho 1993), the court undertook a thorough and
careful review of the Bankruptcy Code and prior Supreme Court decisions and declined to follow
Chateaugay. Instead, the court held that the only relevant question is whether the enforcing
agency has an alternative right to perform the cleanup itself and seek damages from the debtor, a
prior owner of the contaminated property. The Regional Board clearly has that option here. Cal.
Water Code §13304(b)(1) & (2), (c). Thus, under the Goodwin court’s analysis, the Regional
Board’s assertion that UATC is liable under Section 13304 would be a claim subject to discharge
by UATC’s bankruptcy.
If the Regional Board names UATC as a discharger at the Site in addition to Moonlite, it
is effectively prosecuting a collection action on behalf of Moonlite and for Moonlite’s benefit.
Moonlite is already responsible for cleaning up the Site, so the only result of issuing a cleanup
and abatement order to UATC would be to require UATC to share in Moonlite’s costs. But
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Courts plainly disfavor such efforts to repackage an injunction as a claim for damages in order to
evade the effect of a bankruptcy proceeding. See In re CMC Heartland Partners, 966 F.2d at
1147 (EPA may not repackage a forfeited cleanup claim for damages as an injunction).
Moreover, Moonlite does not deserve any special assistance from the Regional Board given that
it leased the Site to dry cleaners until 1996, failed to investigate potential impacts from the
former dry cleaners until 2004 (even after evidence of environmental impacts from dry cleaners
was well known), and then failed to report the results of its discovery of PCE impacts at the Site
to the state for almost five more years.
B. The Regional Board’s Claim against UATC Arose before UATC Filed for
Bankruptcy.
The Staff Report argues that, even if the Tentative Order is a claim under the Bankruptcy
Code, under the “fair contemplation” test that the Staff contend applies to this case, 61 the
Regional Board’s claim was discharged in UATC’s bankruptcy only if it is “based on prepetition conduct that [could] be fairly contemplated by the parties at the time of [UATC’s]
bankruptcy.” In re Jensen, 995 F.2d 925, 930 (9th Cir. 1993); Staff Report at 9. That is, the
Staff Report asserts that a pre-petition claim is dischargeable only if the creditor reasonably
should have anticipated that it had the claim because it knew or should have known of the facts
underlying the claim by the time the bankruptcy plan was confirmed.
The Staff Report contends that the Regional Board did not fairly contemplate its claim
against UATC by the time of UATC’s bankruptcy because the Regional Board did not learn of
contamination at the Site until 2009, years after UATC’s bankruptcy was confirmed. Staff
Report at 9. Even assuming that is true, 62 as the Staff acknowledge, the inquiry under the fair
contemplation test does not end if the Regional Board lacked actual knowledge of contamination
at the Site. If the Regional Board should have known of contamination at the Site by the time
UATC’s bankruptcy was confirmed—that is, had constructive knowledge of the
contamination—its claim against UATC arose before the bankruptcy was confirmed and has
been discharged. See In re Jensen, 995 F.2d at 930–931; In re Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul &
Pac. R.R. Co., 3 F.3d 200, 207 (7th Cir. 1993). In determining whether the Regional Board
should have fairly contemplated its claim against UATC, knowledge of other state agencies may
be imputed to the Regional Board. See In re Jensen, 995 at 931.

61

Not all courts apply the “fair contemplation” test, and UATC does not concede that it applies in this
case. For example, under the “conduct” test applied by some courts, an environmental cleanup claim
arises when the conduct occurred, even though the injury resulting from the conduct was not manifest at
the commencement of the case. See, e.g., In re Parks, 281 B.R. 899, 902 (E.D. Mich.2002); In re Jensen,
995 F.2d at 930. In the environmental context, the test permits the discharge in bankruptcy where the
release of hazardous substances occurred prepetition, regardless of when the release was discovered. See,
e.g., In re Chateaugay, 944 F.2d at 1005.
62
UATC is unable to independently determine when the Regional Board first learned that a dry cleaner
operated at the Site. If, as the Regional Board appears to contend, actual knowledge of the existence of a
dry cleaner at the Site is a basis for imposing liability under the Water Code, then such information is
relevant to when the Regional Board “fairly contemplated” its claim against UATC. Accordingly, we
respectfully request that the Regional Board make this information available in the public record.
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It is plain that the Regional Board by 2001 had extensive knowledge of the risks of dry
cleaner contamination. Certainly, if the Regional Board is prepared to conclude that UATC
should have known before 1978 that its dry cleaner tenant had released PCE into the
environment on the grounds that such releases were common knowledge, it must also inevitably
true that the Regional Board should have known by 2001 that such a release had occurred at the
Site.
In particular, the Regional Board undeniably knew by January 2001 that dry cleaners had
released PCE into the environment throughout the Central Valley and in Santa Clara. In 1992,
the neighboring Regional Board issued a study entitled “Dry Cleaners – A Major Source of PCE In
Ground Water,” and concluded that that “[t] data strongly indicate that leakage through the sewer
lines is the major avenue through which PCE is introduced to the subsurface.”63 According to
the 2007 Santa Clara Valley Water District study, the Regional Board had initiated 38 dry
cleaner release cases in Santa Clara County by 2002. Id. at 115. The Regional Board also had
by January 2001 the data necessary to identify historical dry-cleaning operations. By surveying
records such as telephone, business, and shopping mall directories, the 2007 Study identified
approximately 1,250 dry cleaner sites that operated in Santa Clara County between 1946 and
2001. Id. at 31–35. In fact, the survey specifically included the dry-cleaning businesses that
operated in the Moonlite Shopping Center and identified them as a historical, medium-threat
facility. Id. at 192. Lastly, data indicating that releases were common in the dry-cleaning
industry was available to the Regional Board by 2001. The 2007 Study explains that a 2001
EPA survey estimated that 75 percent of active dry-cleaning facilities in the United States have
caused soil and groundwater contamination. Id. at 13–14.
Moreover, it is undisputed that the California State Fire Marshal knew since the early
1960s that dry cleaning with solvents occurred at the Site. If as the Staff Report asserts, UATC
“should have known of the use of chemicals at the Site and its dangers, including the potential
for unauthorized discharges” because of the Fire Marshal Permit, Staff Report at 8, then the State
Fire Marshal should have had the same knowledge in the 1960s and 1970s. And, just as the
knowledge of a California regional water quality control board was imputed to the California
Department of Health Services in Jensen, 995 F.2d at 931, then in this case the State Fire
Marshal’s knowledge should be imputed to the Regional Board.
Thus, if the Regional Board takes the position that UATC—a movie theater company that
was operating well before the dawn of modern environmental law—should have known that a
release of PCE occurred at the Site before 1978, the Regional Board indisputably should have
drawn the same conclusion itself by 2001. Accordingly, to the extent the Regional Board has a
viable claim against UATC under Section 13304, that claim must have arisen before UATC’s
bankruptcy was confirmed, and it was therefore discharged.

63

Victor J. Izzo, Dry Cleaners – A Major Source of PCE In Ground Water, Sacramento: California
Regional Water Quality Board, Central Valley Region (1992).
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V.

THE TENTATIVE ORDER SEEKS TO IMPOSE IMPRACTICABLE
DEADLINES AND OTHER UNREASONABLE REQUIREMENTS.

UATC strongly believes that it is not a proper party in this matter. However, because the
Regional Board’s rules require that UATC raise any objections to the Tentative Order now,
before a determination of liability is made, UATC offers the following additional comments on
the Tentative Order without waiving any of the foregoing arguments or any of its rights.64
A. Deadlines
The Tentative Order is not scheduled to take effect until September 11, 2013, at the
earliest, yet some of the tasks required by the Tentative Order must be completed by the end of
September and October 2013, and other compliance dates flow from those initial deadlines.
Compliance dates for all tasks should be extended by at least 90 calendar days to allow the
dischargers to coordinate efforts and prepare the Additional Soil Gas Investigation Workplan,
which is the first joint submittal under the Tentative Order.
B. Clean-Up Levels
Designation of specific cleanup levels is premature and should be omitted from any order
in this matter. Pursuant to Section 13307 of the Water Code, the Regional Board is required to
follow policies and procedures consistent with Section 25355.7 of the Health and Safety Code in
supervising remedial actions at a hazardous substance release site. Section 25355.7(c) of the
Health and Safety Code specifies that those procedures shall include identifying and utilizing the
most cost-effective methods for carrying out remedial actions. A site-specific risk assessment
may establish alternate cleanup levels that allow for a more cost-effective remedy than the
cleanup levels identified in the Tentative Order, while still achieving the overall remedial action
objectives stated in the Tentative Order. See Tentative Order at 8. Instead of setting cleanup
levels now, the Tentative Order could establish a schedule and procedure for establishing them at
a more appropriate time.
C. Individual Tasks
UATC also offers the following comments on specific tasks required by the Tentative
Order.
Task 4. Completion of Soil Gas Investigation, p. 12.
The objective of this investigation should be limited to further delineating the extent of
soil gas contamination without requiring characterization of VOC concentrations to Regional
Board Environmental Screening Levels (“ESLs”). Characterizing VOC soil gas concentrations
to ESLs may not be needed to develop and implement remedial actions that are protective of
human health based upon the results of a site-specific risk assessment performed as part of Task
8, which entails preparation of a Remedial Action Plan.
64

UATC reserves the right to present additional information to the Regional Board if new information
relevant to this matter comes to light following submission of these comments.
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Task 3. Workplan for Additional Indoor Air Sampling, p. 12.
The objectives of this work should be limited to further delineating indoor air
contamination without requiring characterization of VOCs to ESLs. Indoor air typically contains
VOCs from consumer products, building materials, and outdoor (ambient) air. 65 Contributions
from these “background” sources may prevent characterization of VOC indoor air concentrations
to ESLs.
Task 5. Workplan for Groundwater Monitoring Wells Installation, p. 13.
The objective of this investigation should be limited to further delineating the extent of
groundwater contamination without requiring characterization of VOC concentrations to
Maximum Contaminant Levels (MCLs). Characterizing VOC groundwater concentrations to
MCLs may not be needed to develop and implement remedial actions that meet Applicable or
Relevant and Appropriate Requirements and protect human health and the environment.
Task 7. Completion of Zero-Valent Iron Pilot Study, p. 13.
This task should be omitted from the Tentative Order. The compliance date for the
technical report describing the pilot study is July 31, 2013, which is before the Tentative Order is
scheduled to be adopted on September 11, 2013. Moonlite Associates has conducted the pilot
study independently. Thus, Moonlite Associates should be solely responsible for preparing and
submitting the technical report to the Regional Board.
Task 9. Implementation of Remedial Actions, p. 14.
This task requires, among other things, proof of system start-up for ongoing actions. As
UATC has not been involved in any ongoing actions, it would not be in a position to document
their initiation, and should be exempt from this requirement.
Tasks 10 and 11. Proposed Deed Restriction and Recordation of Deed Restriction, pp. 1415
As UATC is not the owner of the Site, it will have no ability to record a deed restriction
on the property, and should be exempted from these requirements.
Task 16. Evaluation of New Health Criteria, p. 17.
This task is routinely performed as part of a five-year review. Toxicity and other
contaminant characteristics are examined for changes and the effects these changes have on

65

EPA, Office of Solid Waste & Emergency Response, “Background Indoor Air Concentrations of
Volatile Organic Compounds in North American Residences (1990-2005): A Compilation of Statistics for
Assessing Vapor Intrusion,” 1 (June 2011).
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site-specific, risk-based cleanup levels are evaluated during the five-year review. 66 Task 16
should be deleted to avoid duplication of effort in preparing Five-year Status Reports under Task
13 of the Tentative Order.
D. Provisions
Provision 3, Cost Recovery
Even if UATC is found to be liable under the Water Code, UATC objects to any
allocation of liability that does not reflect the fact that (a) Moonlite owned the Site and leased it
to a drycleaner for years after drycleaner contamination became common knowledge, and failed
to investigate the Site until 2004; and (b) Moonlite failed to report contamination discovered in
2004 until 2009 despite a legal duty to do so.
Provision 4, Access to Site and Records
Because UATC does not own the Site, it cannot be responsible for providing access to the
Site to the Regional Board or its authorized representatives, and should be excluded from this
responsibility.
Provision 5, Self-Monitoring Program
The Self-Monitoring Program requires sampling and analysis of Saratoga Creek, and all
existing and new monitoring wells on a quarterly basis. Quarterly sampling of Saratoga Creek
and site wells has been conducted for five years. Review of available data shows VOC
concentrations in surface water and groundwater are stable.67 Quarterly sampling and reporting
is not warranted to assess changes in site conditions. UATC recommends amending the
sampling and reporting frequency in the Self-Monitoring Program to semi-annually rather than
quarterly.
VI.

CONCLUSION

The Regional Board should reject the Tentative Order and decline to name UATC as a
discharger liable for cleaning up the Site under Water Code Section 13304(a). The case made
against UATC in the Staff Report is predicated on a series of untenable inferences drawn from an
inadequate record and unsound arguments based on mischaracterizations of the law. The
Regional Board has not identified substantial evidence that a discharge of PCE occurred while
UATC owned or leased the Site. It has not identified substantial evidence that UATC should
have known by 1978 that groundwater contamination was a danger common to the dry-cleaning
industry. And it has not identified substantial evidence that UATC had the authority to prevent a
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EPA, Office of Emergency and Remedial Response, “Comprehensive Five-Year Review Guidance,” 4–
7 (June 2001).
67
P&D Environmental, Inc., “Quarterly Monitoring and Report: First Quarter 2013, File No. 43S1130
(NMK) Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real Santa Clara, California” Table 3A (Apr. 26,
2013).
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tenant from discharging PCE into the environment. And, in any event, UATC’s bankruptcy
extinguished any liability that UATC could have in regard to the Site.
Finally, based on the reasoning set forth in the Staff Report, if the Regional Board names
UATC as a discharger at the Site, it also must name the City of Santa Clara as a discharger. It is
clear from EKI’s analysis, and from the 2007 Study upon which the Staff puts so much weight,
that discharges from the sewer system have significantly impacted the Site. It is equally clear
that Staff’s prior decision not to pursue the City was based on an inadequate review of the
information provided by the City. Thus, if the Regional Board does not reject the Tentative
Order and decline to name UATC as a discharger, UATC requests that the Regional Board also
name the City of Santa Clara as a liable party. 68

68

William R. Attwater, Office of the Chief Counsel, State Water Resources Control Board,
“Responsibility of Operators of Publicly Owned and Operated Sewer Systems for Discharges from Their
Systems which Pollute Ground Water,” (Apr. 27, 1992) (“Public agencies which own or operate sanitary
sewer systems are responsible for discharges of waste from their collection and treatment systems. If the
waste creates or threatens to create a condition of pollution or nuisance, the public agencies may be
ordered to clean up the wastes or abate the effects thereof.”).
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#VPX]X]V bcaTP\$ ^a P b^daRT ^U fPcTa #[^bX]V bcaTP\$ ST_T]SX]V d_^] cWT bdaa^d]SX]V
Va^d]SfPcTa [TeT[b' KWT 9aTTZ Xb RdaaT]c[h P VPX]X]V bcaTP\ P]S cWT _aTS^\X]P]c
Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f SXaTRcX^] Xb ]^acWTPbc c^fPaSb cWT 9aTTZ' KWT _aTbT]c [P]S^f]Talb
R^]bd[cP]c% NTbc PVaTTb fXcW cWXb UX]SX]V P]S bcPcTb3 mJX\X[Pa[h% fXcW cWT U[dRcdPcX^]b X]
Va^d]SfPcTa T[TePcX^]b% JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ WPb U[dRcdPcTS QTcfTT] P [^bX]V bcaTP\ P]S P
VPX]X]V bcaTP\j7b Va^d]SfPcTa T[TePcX^]b a^bT PQ^eT cWT QPbT ^U JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ%
Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f bWXUcTS c^ cWT ]^acWTPbc c^fPaS cWT JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ'n 1
JcPUU S^ ]^c XST]cXUh ]^a _a^eXST R^]bcadRcX^] STcPX[b ^U cWT STT_Ta _a^SdRcX^] fT[[b cWPc
JcPUU bda\XbT PaT X]U[dT]RX]V Va^d]SfPcTa R^]SXcX^]b Pc cWT bXcT' Ga^SdRcX^] fT[[b
bRaTT]TS X] cWT STT_Ta P`dXUTa QT[^f cWT aTVX^]P[ R[Ph [PhTa PaT d][XZT[h c^ PUUTRc
W^aXi^]cP[ Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f X] cWT bWP[[^f i^]T PQ^eT cWT R[Ph [PhTa' KWT c^_ ^U cWT
aTVX^]P[ R[Ph [PhTa Xb T]R^d]cTaTS Pc P] T[TePcX^] ^U P__a^gX\PcT[h -. UTTc PQ^eT \TP]
bTP [TeT[ Pc cWT bXcT'
)$ AJHUMQP D$ 7XISQKJQNQKX" R$ )
m9^]RT]caPcX^]b ^U G9< WPeT QTT] STcTRcTS X] Va^d]SfPcTa S^f] VaPSXT]c ^U cWT JXcT c^ cWT ]^acW%
Ua^\ cWT ]^acWTPbc c^ cWT ]^acWfTbc'n
2QOOJPU/ @c Xb cadT cWPc G9< R^]RT]caPcX^]b WPeT QTT] STcTRcTS ]^acW&]^acWfTbc ^U cWT bXcT
#X'T'% [^RPcX^]b 8&+% 8*0% 8&,% 8,+% 8*1% P]S 8+,$% Qdc cWT STcTRcX^]b PaT * c^ + ^aSTab ^U
\PV]XcdST [Tbb cWP] R^]RT]caPcX^]b STcTRcTS X] bP\_[Tb Ua^\ fXcWX] cWT G9< _[d\T cWPc
Xb \XVaPcX]V ]^acWTPbc c^fPaSb JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ' KWT [^fTa G9< R^]RT]caPcX^]b Pc
[^RPcX^]b 8&+% 8*0% 8&,% 8,+% P]S 8*1 PaT ]^c X]R^]bXbcT]c fXcW P _^bc&*201 aT[TPbT P]S
PaT [XZT[h SdT c^ G9< b^X[ eP_^a \XVaPcX^] ^a G9< SXb_TabX^] X] Va^d]SfPcTa' NTbc
#+)**$ PccaXQdcTb G9< Pc [^RPcX^] 8+, c^ U^a\Ta GTaUTRc 9[TP]Tab(AX\lb 9[TP]Tab% fWXRW
^_TaPcTS P Sah R[TP]X]V TbcPQ[XbW\T]c Pc *.+) BXT[h 8^d[TePaS Ua^\ cWT *21)b d]cX[ Pc
1

NTbc% +)**% TU HNY%% _' +1'

+2 Ad[h +)*,

, ^U *-
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[TPbc +))/'2 GTaUTRc 9[TP]Tab(AX\lb 9[TP]Tab fPb _Ta\XccTS Pb P I9I7 WPiPaS^db fPbcT
b\P[[ `dP]cXch VT]TaPc^a P]S G9< PXa T\XbbX^] b^daRT'*)%**
*$ AJHUMQP D8$ 8PWJTUMKGUMQP GPI 2NJGPVR" RR$ )#*
mKWT WXVWTbc WXbc^aXRP[ STcTRcX^]b ^U G9< X] Va^d]SfPcTa% b^X[ VPb% P]S X]S^^a PXa PaT X] cWT
X\\TSXPcT eXRX]Xch ^U ^a SXaTRc[h QT]TPcW cWT JXcT% X]SXRPcX]V P SXbRWPaVT SXaTRc[h QT]TPcW cWT Sah
R[TP]Ta ' ' ' ' KWT JXcT SPcP R[TPa[h X]SXRPcT cWPc cWT WXVWTbc R^]RT]caPcX^]b ^U G9< PaT X\\TSXPcT[h
QT]TPcW% S^f] VaPSXT]c% P]S S^f]bcaTP\ ^U cWT U^a\Ta Sah R[TP]Ta% P]S STRaTPbT fXcW SXbcP]RT
PfPh Ua^\ cWT U^a\Ta Sah R[TP]Ta' KWXb _PccTa] X]SXRPcTb cWPc bXV]XUXRP]c aT[TPbTb ^U G9< ^RRdaaTS
SXaTRc[h QT]TPcW cWT U^a\Ta Sah R[TP]Ta P]S PaT [XZT[h Ua^\ R^\\^] aT[TPbT \TRWP]Xb\b SXbRdbbTS
X] JTRcX^] @M'9'n
2QOOJPU/ 7b SXbRdbbTS X] 9^\\T]c E^' *% cWT WXVWTbc G9< Va^d]SfPcTa R^]RT]caPcX^]b PaT
]^acWTPbc P]S b^dcWTPbc ^U cWT U^a\Ta D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab QdX[SX]V% ]^c SXaTRc[h QT]TPcW
cWT QdX[SX]V' D^aT^eTa% G9< Va^d]SfPcTa R^]RT]caPcX^]b PaT QT[^f *! _daT _WPbT ^a
TUUTRcXeT b^[dQX[Xch P]S S^ ]^c X]SXRPcT ;E7GC #fWXRW Xb fWPc P bdaUPRT b_X[[ f^d[S
R^]bXbc ^U$ fPb aT[TPbTS QT]TPcW cWT U^a\Ta D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab QdX[SX]V' <B@ P]S NTbc
PVaTT cWPc R^]cP\X]PcX^] Pc cWT JXcT fPb RPdbTS Qh G9<&R^]cPX]X]V fPbcTfPcTa cWPc
[TPZTS Ua^\ bTfTa [X]Tb QT]TPcW cWT U^a\Ta D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab QdX[SX]V P]S PSYPRT]c c^
cWT bXcT'*+
KWT JcPUU S^ ]^c \T]cX^] cWPc J9MN; U^d]S [TPZX]V bTfTa [X]Tb c^ QT cWT \^bc UaT`dT]c
ch_T ^U aT[TPbTb Pc Sah R[TP]X]V TbcPQ[XbW\T]cb' J9MN; #+))0$ bcPcTb3 mG9< TgUX[caPcX^]
Ua^\ bTfTa [X]Tb R^]]TRcTS c^ Sah R[TP]Tab X] cWT *21)b P]S TPa[XTa fPb P _aX\Pah a^dcT
^U bdQbdaUPRT R^]cP\X]PcX^] Ua^\ Sah R[TP]Tab #=XVdaT .$'n *, KWXb UX]SX]V Xb
2

NTbc% +)**% TU HNY%% __' ,*&,+'

*)

;T_Pac\T]c ^U K^gXR JdQbcP]RTb 9^]ca^[ #;KJ9$' <G7 @; Ga^UX[T3 AX\lb ;ah 9[TP]Tab% *.+) BXT[h 8^d[TePaS% JP]cP%
9[PaP% 9P[XU^a]XP' Wcc_3((Wfcb'ScbR'RP'V^e(aT_^acObTPaRW'RU\6XS5+' 7RRTbbTS ++ Ad[h +)*,'
**

8Ph 7aTP 7Xa HdP[Xch DP]PVT\T]c ;XbcaXRc' K^gXR @]eT]c^ah +))-' Wcc_3((fff'QPP`\S'V^e' 7RRTbbTS
++ Ad[h +)*,'
*+

<B@' *+ DPaRW +)*,' @J[NJ\ TK 4S[NWTSRJSYFQ 3FYF# 5TWRJW ;TTSQNYJ 2QJFSJWX# ),+' 4Q 2FRNST @JFQ# AFSYF 2QFWF#
2FQNKTWSNF' _' 24 NTbc' JT_cT\QTa +)*+' 5JFXNGNQNY] AYZI]&>NQTY AYZI] DTWP >QFS# ),+' 4Q 2FRNST @JFQ# AFSYF 2QFWF#
2FQNKTWSNF' __' 1 P]S +.4 NTbc% +)**% TU HNY'% __' +1&+2'
*,

=XVdaT . X] cWT J9MN; aT_^ac Xb P RWPac cWPc ST_XRcb [TPZb Ua^\ bTfTa [X]Tb Pb cWT \^bc R^\\^] aT[TPbT
\TRWP]Xb\ QPbTS d_^] P bdaeTh ^U -) Sah R[TP]Ta bXcTb'

+2 Ad[h +)*,

- ^U *-
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R^aa^Q^aPcTS Qh ^cWTa bcdSXTb ^U Sah R[TP]Tab' INH98 #*22+$ UX]Sb3 mNWTaT P b^daRT
X]eTbcXVPcX^] WPb QTT] S^]T X] R^]]TRcX^] fXcW G9< R^]cP\X]PcX^]% cWT TeXST]RT WPb
bW^f] cWPc Sah R[TP]Tab WPeT STVaPSTS cWT Va^d]S fPcTa' KWT SPcP bca^]V[h X]SXRPcT
cWPc [TPZPVT cWa^dVW cWT bTfTa [X]Tb Xb cWT \PY^a PeT]dT cWa^dVW fWXRW G9< Xb
X]ca^SdRTS c^ cWT bdQbdaUPRT'n*- C^W\P] #+))+$ bcPcTb3 mKWT _aTbT]RT P]S SXbcaXQdcX^]
^U _TaRW[^a^TcWh[T]T X] cWT eXRX]Xch ^U Sah R[TP]Tab PaT UaT`dT]c[h Pbb^RXPcTS fXcW bTfTa
[PcTaP[b bTaeX]V cWT UPRX[Xch'n*. J9MN; #+))0$ R^]R[dSTb3 mIT[TPbTb PQ^eT b[PQ eTabdb
aT[TPbTb PQ^eT d]_PeTS bdaUPRTb eTabdb aT[TPbT QT[^f Va^d]S \Ph WPeT SXUUTaT]c
RWPaPRcTaXbcXRbjG9< aT[TPbTb Ua^\ bTfTa [X]Tb \Ph \XVaPcT c^ Va^d]SfPcTa \^aT aTPSX[h
SdT c^ [TPRWX]V Ua^\ cWT [TPZX]V [X]T P]S eP_^ab bX]ZX]V c^ P]S SXbb^[eX]V X]c^ cWT fPcTa
cPQ[T'n
J9MN; X]SXRPcTb aT[TPbTb PQ^eT P b[PQ PaT _a^]T c^ e^[PcX[XiT X]c^ PXa X]bXST cWT QdX[SX]V
aPcWTa cWP] _T]TcaPcT cWT b[PQ' J9MN; #+))0$ bcPcTb3 mIT[TPbTb PQ^eT b[PQ fX[[
e^[PcX[XiT \^aT aTPSX[h cWP] bdQbdaUPRT aT[TPbTb'n L'J' <G7 aTPRWTS cWT bP\T
R^]R[dbX^]' @] P bcdSh ^U cWT Sah R[TP]X]V X]Sdbcah% L'J' <G7 #*22.$ U^d]S b^[eT]c b_X[[b%
T`dX_\T]c [TPZb% P]S SaX_b Ua^\ caP]bUTaaX]V fTc R[^cWX]V Ua^\ cWT fPbWTa c^ cWT SahTa
PUUTRc PXa X]bXST cWT QdX[SX]V'*/ @] *22,% L'J' <G7 QTVP] aTVd[PcX]V PXa T\XbbX^]b Ua^\
bdRW aT[TPbT \TRWP]Xb\b d]STa cWT EPcX^]P[ <\XbbX^] JcP]SPaS U^a ?PiPaS^db 7Xa
G^[[dcP]cb #E<J?7G$ U^a GTaRW[^a^TcWh[T]T ;ah 9[TP]X]V =PRX[XcXTb' *0 KWT E<J?7G
aTbcaXRcTS G9< PXa T\XbbX^]b% fWXRW aTbd[cTS X] cWT bdQbcP]cXP[ STR[X]T X] cWT G9< [^bb
aPcT Pc Sah R[TP]X]V UPRX[XcXTb X] cWT *22)b R^\_PaTS c^ cWPc ^U cWT *2/)b' 7RR^aSX]V[h%
cWT WXVWTa G9< [^bb aPcT X] cWT *2/)b fPb RPdbTS Qh VaTPcTa PXa T\XbbX^]b% ]^c VaTPcTa
SXbRWPaVTb c^ cWT bdQbdaUPRT'
ITeXTf ^U PePX[PQ[T SPcP bd__^acb cWT UX]SX]V cWPc P aT[TPbT ^U G9<&R^]cPX]X]V
fPbcTfPcTa% Pb ^__^bTS c^ P ;E7GC aT[TPbT% Xb cWT b^daRT ^U G9< X] b^X[ VPb P]S
Va^d]SfPcTa Pc cWT bXcT' @\\TSXPcT[h QT]TPcW cWT QdX[SX]V Xb P__a^gX\PcT[h - c^ 0 UTTc
^U R[Ph% ^aVP]XR R[Ph% R[PhTh bP]S% P]S bX[c' KWT bTfTa [X]Tb P]S VaPeT[ UX[[ bdaa^d]SX]V cWT
[X]Tb PaT [XZT[h . UTTc STT_ ^a \^aT P]S bXcdPcTS Pc cWT QPbT ^U cWXb R[Ph [PhTa' KWdb%
*-

INH98' +0 DPaRW *22+' 3W] 2QJFSJWX _ 0 ;FOTW ATZWHJ TK >24 NS 6WTZSI DFYJW' 9T]caP[ MP[[Th ITVX^]' _' +'

*.

C^W\P] #+))+$' 0 7NXYTW] TK 3W] 2QJFSJWX FSI ATZWHJX TK ATQ[JSY @JQJFXJX KWTR 3W] 2QJFSNSL 4VZNURJSY'
<]eXa^]\T]cP[ =^aT]bXRb' M^[' ,' __' ,.&.1'
*/

L'J' <G7' JT_cT\QTa *22.' 4>0 =KKNHJ TK 2TRUQNFSHJ AJHYTW <TYJGTTP >WTOJHY/ >WTKNQJ TK YMJ 3W] 2QJFSNSL
8SIZXYW]' FUUXRT ^U <]U^aRT\T]c P]S 9^\_[XP]RT 7bbdaP]RT' <G7(,*)&I&2.&))*' __' +/&+0'
*0

JTT KXc[T -) ^U 9^ST ^U =TSTaP[ ITVd[PcX^]b #9=I$% bTRcX^] /,',+) JY XJV%

+2 Ad[h +)*,

. ^U *-
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G9<&R^]cPX]X]V fPbcTfPcTa \Ph WPeT SXaTRc[h T]cTaTS cWT bP]Sb P]S VaPeT[b QT]TPcW
cWT R[Ph P]S caPeT[TS P[\^bc X\\TSXPcT[h c^ Va^d]SfPcTa' NPbcTfPcTa P[b^ f^d[S WPeT
_PbbTS cWa^dVW cWT R[Ph XU Xc fTaT _aTbT]c QT]TPcW cWT bTfTa [X]Tb' 7b Tg_[PX]TS \^aT
Ud[[h X] 9^\\T]c E^' 0% b^X[ \^XbcdaT X] cWT R[Ph fX[[ PccaPRc G9<&R^]cPX]X]V fPbcTfPcTa
Qdc aT_T[ ;E7GC' <B@ TbcX\PcTb P__a^gX\PcT[h / hTPab fTaT aT`dXaTS U^a G9< SXbb^[eTS
X] fPbcTfPcTa c^ \XVaPcT cWa^dVW cWT R[Ph P]S aTPRW Va^d]SfPcTa' *1
+$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 0" R$ +
JcPUU R^]cT]S cWPc G9< bTT_TS cWa^dVW cWT R^]RaTcT U[^^a ^U cWT QdX[SX]V'
2QOOJPU/ 7b STbRaXQTS Qh <G7 #+))2$% cWT UX]T VaPX]TS ]PcdaT ^U \PcTaXP[b [XZT R^]RaTcT _aTbT]cb P
QPaaXTa c^ E7GC T]cah'*2 E7GC f^d[S WPeT b_aTPS PRa^bb cWT U[^^a aPcWTa cWP] bTT_
cWa^dVW cWT R^]RaTcT'
,$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 0" R$ +
JcPUU R^]cT]S cWPc STRPSTb fTaT _a^QPQ[h aT`dXaTS U^a G9< c^ \XVaPcT cWa^dVW R[Ph P]S G9< ^][h
aTPRWTS cWT bPcdaPcTS i^]T PUcTa Va^d]SfPcTa QTVP] c^ U[^f ]^acWTPbc c^fPaSb JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ'
2QOOJPU/ @U ;E7GC WPS \XVaPcTS cWa^dVW cWT U[^^a #T'V'% cWa^dVW _X_T _T]TcaPcX^]b ^a RaPRZb$% cWT
;E7GC bcX[[ f^d[S WPeT WPS c^ U^aRT Xcb fPh cWa^dVW cWT R[Ph d]STa[hX]V cWT QdX[SX]V
QTRPdbT ;E7GC S^Tb ]^c \Xg aTPSX[h fXcW fPcTa' KWT [PRZ ^U \XbRXQX[Xch RPdbTb b^X[
\^XbcdaT c^ aT_T[ ;E7GC P]S c^ PccaPRc fPcTa'+)%+* KWXb cT]ST]Rh Xb aT_aTbT]cTS Qh cWT
b^X[ RP_X[[Pah _aTbbdaT' ;E7GC f^d[S ]TTS c^ PRRd\d[PcT ^] cWT ^aSTa ^U bTeTaP[ UTTc c^
^eTaR^\T cWT RP_X[[Pah _aTbbdaT P]S T]cTa cWT R[Ph' @U ;E7GC WPS T]cTaTS cWT R[Ph%
S^f]fPaS \^eT\T]c ^U ;E7GC c^ Va^d]SfPcTa f^d[S WPeT ^RRdaaTS aP_XS[h' ?XVW
ST]bXch P]S [^f eXbR^bXch ;E7GC% bdRW Pb G9<% PaT SaXeT] S^f]fPaS cWa^dVW b^X[ _^aTb

*1

<B@% +)*,% TU% HNY%% _' *)'

*2

<G7% +))2% TU HNY'% _' **'

+)

L'J' <G7' DPaRW *22*' 6WTZSI DFYJW 8XXZJ/ 3JSXJ <TSFVZJTZX >MFXJ 9NVZNIX' FUUXRT ^U J^[XS NPbcT P]S
<\TaVT]Rh ITb_^]bT' <G7(.-)(-&2*&))+' _' 1'
+*

DTaRTa% A'N' P]S I'D' 9^WT]' *22)' @J[NJ\ >FUJW% 0 @J[NJ\ TK 8RRNXHNGQJ 5QZNIX NS YMJ AZGXZWKFHJ/ >WTUJWYNJX#
;TIJQX# 2MFWFHYJWN^FYNTS FSI @JRJINFYNTS' A^da]P[ ^U 9^]cP\X]P]c ?hSa^[^Vh' M^[' /' __' **+&**,'

+2 Ad[h +)*,
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Qh VaPeXch #<JK9G% +))1$'++ =dacWTa% Pb SXbRdbbTS X] 9^\\T]c E^' /% X\_PRcb c^
Va^d]SfPcTa PaT Tg_[PX]TS Qh G9<&R^]cPX]X]V fPbcTfPcTa cWPc [TPZTS Ua^\ cWT bTfTa
[X]Tb QT]TPcW P]S b^dcW ^U cWT U^a\Ta D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab TbcPQ[XbW\T]c' JdRW P aT[TPbT
f^d[S WPeT cPZT] / hTPab ^a [Tbb c^ aTPRW Va^d]SfPcTa'+,
-$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 0" R$ +
mKWT <B@ aT_^ac Pbbd\Tb P R^]cX]dP[ [TPZ ^U fPbcTfPcTa Ua^\ P [TPZX]V bP]XcPah bTfTa [X]T Pb cWT
SaXeTa U^a RPaahX]V G9< cWa^dVW b^X[ c^ Va^d]SfPcTa' 9[TP]d_ JcPUU SXbPVaTT P]S PbbTac cWPc cWT
TgcaT\T[h WXVW G9< X]S^^a PXa R^]RT]caPcX^]b \^aT [XZT[h X]SXRPcT P SXaTRc aT[TPbT c^ cWT U[^^a ^U cWT
Sah R[TP]Ta'n
2QOOJPU/ G9< b^X[ VPb P]S X]S^^a PXa R^]RT]caPcX^]b \TPbdaTS Pc cWT bXcT PaT T]cXaT[h Tg_[PX]TS Qh
P aT[TPbT ^U G9<&R^]cPX]X]V fPbcTfPcTa Ua^\ bTfTa [X]Tb QT]TPcW cWT QdX[SX]V' +D^aT^eTa% G9< Xb ]^c [X\XcTS c^ X]S^^a PXa fXcWX] cWT QdX[SX]V ^]RT ^RRd_XTS Qh D^^][XcT
9[TP]Tab% Qdc P[b^ Xb U^d]S X] X]S^^a PXa fXcWX] QdX[SX]Vb c^ cWT TPbc P]S fTbc ^U cWT
U^a\Ta Sah R[TP]X]V TbcPQ[XbW\T]c' KWT _aTbT]RT ^U G9< X] cWT ^cWTa QdX[SX]Vb #fWTaT
]^ Sah R[TP]X]V T`dX_\T]c fPb _aTbT]c$ bdVVTbcb eP_^a X]cadbX^] ^U G9< Ua^\
d]STa[hX]V b^X[ P]S Va^d]SfPcTa R^]cP\X]PcX^]% ]^c e^[PcX[XiPcX^] ^U G9< ;E7GC
aT[TPbTS SdaX]V b[^__h Sah R[TP]X]V ^_TaPcX^]b cWPc b^\TW^f X\_aTV]PcTS cWT R^]RaTcT
b[PQ% Pb bdVVTbcTS Qh JcPUU'

++

<]eXa^]\T]cP[ JTRdaXch KTRW]^[^Vh 9TacXUXRPcX^] Ga^VaP\ #<JK9G$' Ad[h +))1' 5WJVZJSYQ] 0XPJI ?ZJXYNTSX
@JLFWINSL ;FSFLJRJSY TK 2MQTWNSFYJI ATQ[JSYX NS ATNQX FSI 6WTZSI\FYJW' _' ,'
+,

<B@% +)*,% TU% HNY%% _' *)'

+-

KWT \PgX\d\ G9< b^X[ VPb P]S X]S^^a PXa R^]RT]caPcX^]b ^U .%0))%))) rV(\ , P]S *.) rV(\,% aTb_TRcXeT[h%
\TPbdaTS Pc cWT D^^][XcT bXcT RP] QT aT_[XRPcTS fXcW ;KJ9lb bRaTT]X]V [TeT[ eP_^a X]cadbX^] \^ST[% >N&J9I<<E%
MTabX^] ,')% Pbbd\X]V cWT b^daRT ^U R^]cP\X]PcX^] Xb bP]Sh R[Ph [^P\ Pc P ST_cW ^U . UTTc X\_PRcTS Qh fPbcTfPcTa
cWPc WPb [TPZTS Ua^\ bTfTab QT]TPcW cWT QdX[SX]V #bTT 9^\\T]c E^' . U^a SXbRdbbX^] ^U cWXb aT[TPbT \TRWP]Xb\$'
@]bTacX]V P G9< fPbcTfPcTa R^]RT]caPcX^] ^U 1%))) rV(C #1 __\$ X] >N&J9I<<E hXT[Sb P G9< b^X[ VPb R^]RT]caPcX^]
^U .%0*)%))) rV(\, P]S P G9< X]S^^a PXa R^]RT]caPcX^] ^U */, rV(\,' 7 G9< fPbcTfPcTa R^]RT]caPcX^] ^U 1 __\ Xb
P aTPb^]PQ[T eP[dT% Qdc \Ph QT R^]bTaePcXeT[h [^f' J9MN; #+))0$ Pc _' ,* bcPcTb3 mGaX^a c^ cWT PS^_cX^] ^U
RaPS[T&c^&VaPeT aTVd[PcX^] ^U WPiPaS^db fPbcTb X] cWT \XS&*21)b% Xc fPb _Ta\XbbXQ[T P]S R^\\^] U^a Sah R[TP]X]V
_[P]cb c^ SXbRWPaVT R^]ST]bPcT fPbcTfPcTa [PST] fXcW d_ c^ *.) __\ G9< c^ bP]XcPah bTfTab'n
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.$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 0" R$ +
INH98 JcPUU S^ ]^c SXbRdbb SPcP P]S ^cWTa X]U^a\PcX^] cWPc R^]caPSXRc Xcb R^]cT]cX^] cWPc G9<
aT[TPbTS X]bXST cWT QdX[SX]V Xb cWT b^daRT ^U G9< X] Va^d]SfPcTa Pc cWT bXcT'
2QOOJPU/ KWT U^[[^fX]V SPcP P]S ^cWTa X]U^a\PcX^] bd__^ac cWT UX]SX]V cWPc G9<&R^]cPX]X]V
fPbcTfPcTa fPb aT[TPbTS Ua^\ bTfTa [X]Tb Pc cWT bXcT3
*' G9< R^]RT]caPcX^]b STcTRcTS X] Va^d]SfPcTa bP\_[Tb cWa^dVW^dc cWT PaTP PaT
QT[^f *! _daT _WPbT ^a TUUTRcXeT b^[dQX[Xch% fWXRW X]SXRPcTb bP\_[TS Va^d]SfPcTa
WPb ]^c R^\T X] R^]cPRc fXcW G9< X] ;E7GC U^a\ #fWXRW Xb fWPc P bdaUPRT b_X[[ f^d[S
R^]bXbc ^U$% Qdc aPcWTa G9< cWPc fPb aT[TPbTS X] cWT SXbb^[eTS _WPbT #bdRW Pb X]
fPbcTfPcTa Ua^\ bTfTab$'
+' G9< X] Va^d]SfPcTa bP\_[Tb R^[[TRcTS Ua^\ Q^aTW^[Tb 8/% 8-,% 8--% 8*+% P]S
fT[[ DN+' KWTbT Q^aTW^[Tb P]S fT[[ PaT [^RPcTS P__a^gX\PcT[h */) P]S ,.) UTTc X]
P SXaTRcX^] cWPc Xb TPbc&b^dcWTPbc ^U cWT bXcT #X'T'% Ra^bb&VaPSXT]c SXaTRcX^]$ P[^]V cWT
^aXT]cPcX^] ^U cWT bTfTa [X]Tb'
,' MXST^ X]b_TRcX^] ^U cWT 1&X]RW SXP\TcTa bTfTa [X]T b^dcW ^U cWT bXcT% fWXRW fPb
R^]bcadRcTS Qh cWT 9Xch ^U JP]cP 9[PaP X] *2/) ^a *2/*% aTeTP[TS ^UUbTc Y^X]cb% Qa^ZT]
_X_T% P]S bPVb'+.
&%$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 1" R$ +
mJcPUU SXbPVaTTb fXcW <B@lb P]P[hbXb P]S R^]R[dSTb cWPc G9< S^Tb TgXbc c^ cWT ]^acW P]S ]^acWfTbc% Pb
fT[[ Pb c^ cWT ]^acWTPbc'n
2QOOJPU/ JcPUU \XbaT_aTbT]c <B@lb aT_^ac' <B@ SXS ]^c bcPcT cWPc G9< S^Tb ]^c TgXbc c^ cWT ]^acW
P]S ]^acWfTbc' @]bcTPS% <B@lb aT_^ac bcPcTb cWPc G9< Va^d]SfPcTa R^]RT]caPcX^]b ]^acW
P]S ]^acWfTbc ^U cWT bXcT PaT \dRW [^fTa cWP] cW^bT ^QbTaeTS c^ cWT ]^acWTPbc%
X]SXRPcX]V cWPc cWT G9< _[d\T X] Va^d]SfPcTa Xb \^eX]V c^ cWT ]^acWTPbc c^fPaSb
JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ'+/

+.

NTbc% +)**% TU% HNY%% _' +,'
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&&$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 1" R$ +
mKWT X]STg fT[[ cWPc <B@ dbTS c^ R^\_PaT cWT JXcT fXcW Xb P STT_ fT[[ [^RPcTS P__a^gX\PcT[h bXg \X[Tb
c^ cWT b^dcWTPbc P]S bRaTT]TS X] P SXUUTaT]c P`dXUTa' KWT X]STg fT[[ Xb [^RPcTS X] cWT aTRWPaVT i^]T%
fWX[T cWT JXcT Xb [^RPcTS X] cWT R^]UX]TS i^]T' KWXb Xb c^^ VaTPc P SXbcP]RT PfPh c^ QT PQ[T c^ SaPf
R^]R[dbX^]b U^a bWP[[^f Va^d]SfPcTa Pc cWT JXcT'n
2QOOJPU/ <B@ dbTS cWT JP] A^bT X]STg fT[[ Pb P _a^gh U^a aTVX^]P[ Va^d]SfPcTa R^]SXcX^]b' KWT
X]STg fT[[ bX\_[h ST\^]bcaPcTb cWPc aTVX^]P[ Va^d]SfPcTa [TeT[b fTaT bdQbcP]cXP[[h
[^fTa X] cWT _Pbc cWP] cWTh PaT c^SPh% P _^X]c fXcW fWXRW D^^][XcTlb R^]bd[cP]c PVaTTb' +0
IXbX]V Va^d]SfPcTa [TeT[b \TPbdaTS X] fT[[b Pc cWT JWT[[ bcPcX^] ^] cWT TPbc bXST ^U
JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ #fWXRW Xb *%))) UTTc Ua^\ cWT bXcT$ R^aaTb_^]S c^ aXbX]V Va^d]SfPcTa
[TeT[b X] cWT JP] A^bT X]STg fT[[ #bTT =XVdaT 2 ^U <B@ aT_^ac$' KWXb R^aaTb_^]ST]RT RTPbTb
fWT] JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ QTR^\Tb P VPX]X]V bcaTP\% Pc fWXRW _^X]c cWT bWP[[^f
Va^d]SfPcTa [TeT[b Pc cWT JWT[[ bcPcX^] ]^ [^]VTa aXbT' KWXb _PccTa] ^U VaPSdP[
Va^d]SfPcTa aTRWPaVT cWa^dVW^dc cWT JP]cP 9[PaP MP[[Th 8PbX] P[b^ Xb bTT] X] SPcP
R^\_X[TS U^a cWT 9WTea^] P]S JWT[[ bcPcX^]b cWPc fTaT bXcdPcTS 1)) UTTc fTbc ^U cWT bXcT%
fWXRW UdacWTa R^]UXa\b Va^d]SfPcTa [TeT[b a^bT cWa^dVW^dc cWT PaTP Ua^\ cWT [PcT
*21)b cWa^dVW cWT *22)b% P]S bXV]XUXRP]c[h P[cTaTS cWT aTVX^]P[ Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]c'
KWT bXV]XUXRP]c aXbT X] JP]cP 9[PaP MP[[Th 8PbX] Va^d]SfPcTa [TeT[b X] aTb_^]bT c^
aTSdRcX^] X] Va^d]SfPcTa fXcWSaPfP[b QTVX]]X]V X] cWT [PcT *2/)b WPb QTT] bcdSXTS
TgcT]bXeT[h P]S Xb fT[[ Z]^f]'+1
&'$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 1" R$ +
m<B@ dbTS *22) c^ +))) Va^d]SfPcTa SPcP Ua^\ P JWT[[ VPb bcPcX^] *))) UTTc PfPh Ua^\ cWT
D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab JXcT% P]S ^] cWT ^__^bXcT bXST ^U JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ% c^ TbcX\PcT cWT Va^d]SfPcTa
+0

NTbc% +)**% TU HNY%% __' +0&+1'

+1

GdQ[XR[h PePX[PQ[T bcdSXTb ^] cWXb c^_XR X]R[dST3

=X^% A'C' P]S ;'7' CTXVWc^]' *22.' 6JTM]IWTQTLNH 5WFRJ\TWP# 7NXYTWNHFQ 3J[JQTURJSY TK YMJ 6WTZSI$DFYJW A]XYJR#
FSI 6JSJWFQ 7]IWTQTLNH FSI DFYJW$?ZFQNY] 2TSINYNTSX NS (..'# ATZYM AFS 5WFSHNXHT 1F] FSI >JSNSXZQF 0WJF#
2FQNKTWSNF% L'J' >T^[^VXRP[ JdaeTh NPcTa&ITb^daRTb @]eTbcXVPcX^]b IT_^ac 2-&,.0'
G^[P]S% A'=' P]S I'C' @aT[P]S' *211' 9FSI AZGXNIJSHJ NS YMJ AFSYF 2QFWF CFQQJ]# 2FQNKTWSNF FX TK (.-)% L'J' >T^[^VXRP[
JdaeTh Ga^UTbbX^]P[ GP_Ta -20&='
INH98' +)),' 0 2TRUWJMJSXN[J 6WTZSI\FYJW >WTYJHYNTS 4[FQZFYNTS KTW YMJ ATZYM AFS 5WFSHNXHT 1F] 1FXNSX%
>a^d]SfPcTa 9^\\XccTT ^U cWT 9P[XU^a]XP ITVX^]P[ NPcTa HdP[Xch 9^]ca^[ 8^PaS% JP] =aP]RXbR^ 8Ph ITVX^]'
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U[^f SXaTRcX^] Pc cWT D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab JXcT X] cWT *2/)b P]S 0)b' KWT cX\T P]S SXbcP]RT X]e^[eTS X]
cWXb R^\_PaXb^] Xb c^^ [PaVT P]S R^d[S [TPS c^ ePaXPcX^]b X] cWT R^aaT[PcX^]b ^U Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f
SXaTRcX^]b QTcfTT] cWT cf^ bXcTb'n
2QOOJPU/ <B@ RW^bT c^ P]P[hiT fPcTa [TeT[b Ua^\ cWT JWT[[ bcPcX^] ^] cWT TPbc bXST ^U JPaPc^VP
9aTTZ U^a cf^ aTPb^]b3
*' KWT JWT[[ bcPcX^] Xb P__a^gX\PcT[h cWT bP\T SXbcP]RT Ua^\ cWT JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ Pb cWT
D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab bXcT% P]S% cWdb% f^d[S QT Tg_TRcTS c^ Tg_TaXT]RT P bX\X[Pa
\PV]XcdST ^U TUUTRc Ua^\ JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ% Qdc X] P] ^__^bXcT SXaTRcX^] SdT c^
bh\\Tcah PRa^bb cWT 9aTTZ'
+' >a^d]SfPcTa [TeT[ SPcP fTaT PePX[PQ[T Ua^\ cWT JWT[[ bcPcX^] U^a cWT _TaX^S fWT]
JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ fPb caP]bXcX^]X]V Ua^\ P [^bX]V bcaTP\ c^ P VPX]X]V bcaTP\' <B@ SXS
]^c aT[h ^] cWT JWT[[ SPcP c^ TbcX\PcT Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f SXaTRcX^] b_TRXUXRP[[h U^a cWT
*2/)b P]S *20)b Pb bcPcTS X] cWT JcPUU IT_^ac4 aPcWTa% <B@ dbTS cWT JWT[[ SPcP c^
bW^f cWPc fWT] JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ fPb P [^bX]V bcaTP\% Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]cb fTaT
VT]TaP[[h X] P SXaTRcX^] PfPh Ua^\ cWT bcaTP\ #X'T'% ]^acWTPbc c^ TPbc Pc cWT JWT[[
bcPcX^]$' KWXb Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f _PccTa]% bd__^acTS Qh cWT JWT[[ SPcP% Xb R^]bXbcT]c
fXcW Tg_TRcPcX^]b U^a cWT QTWPeX^a ^U P] d]R^]UX]TS P`dXUTa ]TPa P WhSaPd[XRP[[h
R^]]TRcTS bcaTP\' 7b Tg_[PX]TS Qh cWT L'J' >T^[^VXRP[ JdaeTh #LJ>J$3 m=^a Va^d]S
fPcTa c^ SXbRWPaVT X]c^ P bcaTP\ RWP]]T[% cWT P[cXcdST ^U cWT fPcTa cPQ[T X] cWT
eXRX]Xch ^U cWT bcaTP\ \dbc QT WXVWTa cWP] cWT P[cXcdST ^U cWT bcaTP\&fPcTa bdaUPRT'
9^]eTabT[h% U^a bdaUPRT fPcTa c^ bTT_ c^ Va^d]S fPcTa% cWT P[cXcdST ^U cWT fPcTa
cPQ[T X] cWT eXRX]Xch ^U cWT bcaTP\ \dbc QT [^fTa cWP] cWT P[cXcdST ^U cWT bcaTP\
fPcTa bdaUPRT'n+2
&($ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 1" R$ +
m<B@lb ST_XRcX^] ^U P ]^acWfTbc caT]SX]V Va^d]SfPcTa _[d\T X] =XVdaT *) ^U cWT <B@ aT_^ac Xb ]^c
bd__^acTS Qh cWT Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f ePaXPcX^]b bTT] Pc cWT JWT[[ VPb bcPcX^]' JcPUU aTeXTfTS cWT
Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f SXaTRcX^]b Ua^\ cWT JWT[[ VPb bcPcX^] R^]cPX]TS X] 7ccPRW\T]c 7 ^U cWT <B@ aT_^ac
P]S ^QbTaeTS P a^dVW[h -. STVaTT ePaXPcX^] X] cWT Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f SXaTRcX^] Ua^\ cWT cX\T fWT]
JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ fPb _da_^acTS[h [^bX]V ^a VPX]X]V'n

+2

LJ>J' *221' 6WTZSI\FYJW FSI AZWKFHJ DFYJW/ 0 ANSLQJ @JXTZWHJ' L'J' >T^[^VXRP[ JdaeTh 9XaRd[Pa **,)' _' 2'
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2QOOJPU/ JcPUU R^]cT]S cWPc cWT SPcP X] 7ccPRW\T]c 7 S^Tb ]^c ST\^]bcaPcT P bdUUXRXT]c[h [PaVT
bWXUc X] cWT Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]c SXaTRcX^] c^ RPdbT cWT G9< _[d\T X] Va^d]SfPcTa c^
\XVaPcT c^ cWT ]^acWfTbc fWT] JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ fPb P [^bX]V bcaTP\' JcPUUlb aPcX^]P[T U^a
cWXb PbbTacX^] P__TPab c^ QT QPbTS ^] P `dP[XcPcXeT RPcTV^aXiPcX^] ^U VaPSXT]c SXaTRcX^]b
_aTbT]cTS Qh <B@ X] KPQ[T 7&* ^U ^da *+ DPaRW +)*, aT_^ac X]c^ VT]TaP[XiTS R^\_Pbb
_^X]cb' @c Xb d]R[TPa fWTcWTa INH98 bcPUU _TaU^a\TS P]h `dP]cXcPcXeT PbbTbb\T]c ^U
cWT WhSaPd[XR VaPSXT]c SPcP c^ bd__^ac Xcb PbbTacX^]' <B@ _TaU^a\TS P DP]]&BT]SP[[ cTbc
^U cWT VaPSXT]c SXaTRcX^] cX\T bTaXTb _aTbT]cTS X] ^da *+ DPaRW +)*, aT_^ac' KWT
DP]]&BT]SP[[ cTbc ST\^]bcaPcTb P bcPcXbcXRP[[h bXV]XUXRP]c R^d]cTa&R[^RZfXbT bWXUc
#X'T'% ]^acWTPbc c^ ]^acWfTbc$ Pc cWT 2.! R^]UXST]RT [TeT[ X] Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]c
SXaTRcX^] ^eTa cWT _TaX^S ^U aTR^aS ^U cWT JWT[[ bcPcX^] SPcP'
<B@ P[b^ RP[Rd[PcTS P \^eX]V PeTaPVT cX\T bTaXTb U^a cWT JWT[[ VaPSXT]c SXaTRcX^] SPcP'
8TcfTT] 7dVdbc *22* P]S ;TRT\QTa *22,% cWT \^eX]V PeTaPVT VaPSXT]c SXaTRcX^]
aT\PX]TS R^]bXbcT]c[h X] cWT ]^acWTPbcTa] `dPSaP]c% ePahX]V Ua^\ P WXVW ^U E .*q < X]
7dVdbc *22* c^ P [^f ^U E *2q < X] DPh *22+' 8TVX]]X]V X] =TQadPah *22-% cWT \^eX]V
PeTaPVT VaPSXT]c bWXUcTS c^ cWT ]^acWfTbc U^a cWT UXabc cX\T' =a^\ cWXb _^X]c cWa^dVW cWT
aT\PX]STa ^U cWT _TaX^S ^U aTR^aS% cWT VaPSXT]c SXaTRcX^] aT\PX]TS VT]TaP[[h X] cWT
]^acWfTbcTa] `dPSaP]c% ePahX]V QTcfTT] E ).q < X] DPh *22- P]S E ,+q N X]
DPh *22/'
KWT \^eX]V PeTaPVT SPcP bW^f cWT VaPSXT]c mRa^bbTS ^eTan #X'T'% fWT] cWT WhSaPd[XR
VaPSXT]c bWXUcTS R^d]cTa&R[^RZfXbT Ua^\ ]^acWTPbc c^ ]^acWfTbc Pc cWT JWT[[ bcPcX^]$ X]
=TQadPah *22-' KWT PeTaPVT *22)&*22, VaPSXT]c fPb E ,/q <% P]S cWT PeTaPVT
*22-&+))* VaPSXT]c fPb E ).q N% cWTaTQh S^Rd\T]cX]V P R[TPa P]S SaP\PcXR bWXUc X] cWT
VaPSXT]c SXaTRcX^]' JX]RT cWT JWT[[ bcPcX^] Xb ^] cWT ^__^bXcT bXST ^U JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ Ua^\
cWT D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab bXcT% cWT Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]c Pc cWT JWT[[ bcPcX^] \Xaa^ab cWT
VaPSXT]c Pc cWT D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab bXcT #X'T'% Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]cb ^] cWT D^^][XcT bXcT
WPeT bWXUcTS Ua^\ ]^acWfTbc c^ ]^acWTPbc$'
=XVdaT *) ^U cWT <B@ aT_^ac ST_XRcb P G9< _[d\T cWPc Xb bWXUcTS P__a^gX\PcT[h /) STVaTTb
R^d]cTa&R[^RZfXbT Ua^\ Xcb _aTbT]c R^]UXVdaPcX^]' @U G9<&R^]cPX]X]V fPbcTfPcTa WPS
QTT] aT[TPbTS Pc cWT bXcT QTU^aT *201% G9< X] Va^d]SfPcTa f^d[S WPeT \XVaPcTS c^ cWT
]^acWfTbc' 9P[Rd[PcX^]b _TaU^a\TS Qh <B@ fXcW cWT I<D9W[^a \^ST[ X]SXRPcTb c^cP[
RW[^aX]PcTS ^aVP]XR R^\_^d]S R^]RT]caPcX^]b ^] cWT ^aSTa ^U *)) rV(C c^ +)) rV(C bcX[[
bW^d[S _TabXbc X] Va^d]SfPcTa ]^acWfTbc ^U cWT bXcT Pb TeXST]RT ^U cWXb \XVaPcX^]' >XeT]
]^ bdRW RWT\XRP[ R^]RT]caPcX^]b WPeT QTT] STcTRcTS X] Va^d]SfPcTa ]^acWfTbc ^U cWT
bXcT% P _aT&*201 G9< aT[TPbT SXS ]^c ^RRda'
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&)$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 1" R$ ,
mLbX]V P -. STVaTT P\^d]c ^U ePaXPcX^] X] cWT Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f SXaTRcX^] Ua^\ P [^bX]V c^ P VaPX]X]V
RaTTZ% cWT Va^d]SfPcTa U[^f SXaTRcX^] Pc cWT D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab JXcT R^d[S WPeT ePaXTS Ua^\ Xcb
_aTbT]c ]^acWTPbc SXaTRcX^] d]STa VPX]X]V&RaTTZ R^]SXcX^]b c^ P ]^acWTa[h SXaTRcX^] d]STa [^bX]V&
RaTTZ R^]SXcX^]b' KWXb Xb R^]bXbcT]c fXcW cWT PaTP[ b_aTPS ^U Va^d]SfPcTa R^]cP\X]PcX^] bTT] X] cWT
RdaaT]c Va^d]SfPcTa _[d\T fXcW Va^d]SfPcTa R^]RT]caPcX^]b X] ]^acWTa[h Q^aX]Vb% 8+% 8*0% 8*1%
P]S 8,+ Pc +0 rV(C G9<% -'/ rV(C G9<% *1 rV(C G9<% P]S 2/ rV(C G9<% aTb_TRcXeT[h #bTT UXVdaT ,$'n
2QOOJPU/ ;XaTRc _dbW Q^aX]Vb 8+ P]S 8,+ PaT [^RPcTS R[^bT c^ cWT QdX[SX]V cWPc D^^][XcT 9[TP]Tab
U^a\Ta[h ^RRd_XTS' KWTbT Q^aX]Vb PaT ]^c dbTUd[ X] STcTa\X]X]V _[d\T SXaTRcX^]
QTRPdbT cWTh PaT fXcWX] cWT G9< _[d\T cWPc \^bc [XZT[h aTbd[cTS Ua^\ P bTfTa [X]T
aT[TPbT PUcTa *201' 8^aX]Vb 8*0 P]S 8*1 PaT [^RPcTS ]^acWfTbc P]S ]^acW ^U cWT
QdX[SX]V% aTb_TRcXeT[h' 7b Tg_[PX]TS X] 9^\\T]c E^' -% cWT [^f G9< R^]RT]caPcX^]b X]
Va^d]SfPcTa bP\_[Tb Ua^\ Q^aX]Vb 8*0 P]S 8*1 PaT ]^c X]R^]bXbcT]c fXcW P _^bc&*201
aT[TPbT P]S PaT [XZT[h SdT c^ G9< b^X[ eP_^a \XVaPcX^] ^a G9< SXb_TabX^] X] Va^d]SfPcTa'
&*$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 1" R$ ,
m<B@ R^]R[dSTb cWPc cWTaT Xb ]^ TeXST]RT ^U Va^d]SfPcTa R^]cP\X]PcX^] X] cWT ]^acWfTbc SXaTRcX^]'n
2QOOJPU/ INH98 JcPUU \XbaT_aTbT]c cWT <B@ aT_^ac' KWT aT_^ac S^Tb ]^c bPh cWPc cWTaT Xb ]^
TeXST]RT ^U Va^d]SfPcTa R^]cP\X]PcX^] c^ cWT ]^acWfTbc' IPcWTa% cWT aT_^ac R^]R[dSTb
cWPc [^f G9< R^]RT]caPcX^]b X] Va^d]SfPcTa bP\_[Tb R^[[TRcTS ]^acW&]^acWfTbc ^U cWT
QdX[SX]V PaT ]^c X]R^]bXbcT]c fXcW P G9< _[d\T cWPc aTbd[cTS Ua^\ P _^bc&*201 aT[TPbT
P]S Xb ^aXT]cTS X] cWT ]^acWTPbc SXaTRcX^]'
&+$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 2" R$ ,
JcPUU aTXcTaPcT cWTXa R^]cT]cX^] cWPc G9< ;E7GC \Ph ]^c WPeT aTPRWTS Va^d]SfPcTa d]cX[ cWT *22)b'
KWdb% JcPUU R^]cT]S cWPc P G9< aT[TPbT QTU^aT *201 f^d[S ]^c ]TRTbbPaX[h WPeT aTbd[cTS X] P G9<
_[d\T X] Va^d]SfPcTa cWPc \XVaPcTS c^ cWT ]^acWfTbc QTU^aT cWT VaPSXT]c bWXUcTS'
2QOOJPU/ 7b SXbRdbbTS X] _aX^a R^\\T]cb% aTeXTf ^U PePX[PQ[T SPcP bd__^acb cWT UX]SX]V cWPc P
aT[TPbT ^U G9<&R^]cPX]X]V fPbcTfPcTa% Pb ^__^bTS c^ P ;E7GC aT[TPbT% Xb cWT b^daRT ^U
G9< X] b^X[ VPb P]S Va^d]SfPcTa Pc cWT bXcT' <B@ TbcX\PcTb P__a^gX\PcT[h / hTPab fTaT
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aT`dXaTS U^a G9< SXbb^[eTS X] fPbcTfPcTa c^ aTPRW Va^d]SfPcTa' ,) @U P _aT&*201 aT[TPbT
WPS ^RRdaaTS% bdUUXRXT]c cX\T TgXbcTS U^a P G9< _[d\T c^ STeT[^_ X] Va^d]SfPcTa P]S
\XVaPcT c^ cWT ]^acWfTbc'
&,$ AJHUMQP D88$ @JTRQPTJ UQ <GSHL &'" '%&(" 498 @JRQSU 3" R$ ,
m<B@ X]UTab Ua^\ P aTeXTf ^U Va^d]SfPcTa SPcP cWPc Va^d]SfPcTa [TeT[b Pc cWT JXcT fTaT STT_Ta
SdaX]V cWT _aT&*201 _TaX^S% cWTaTU^aT XU P G9< aT[TPbT ^RRdaaTS _aT&*201% Xc f^d[S WPeT aTbd[cTS X] P
STT_Ta Va^d]SfPcTa _[d\T% fWXRW PRR^aSX]V c^ <B@ S^Tb ]^c TgXbc' KWXb Xb X]R^aaTRc' >a^d]SfPcTa
X] Q^aX]V 8,+ [^RPcTS .) UTTc ]^acW ^U cWT JXcT R^]cPX]TS 2/ rV(C G9< Pc P__a^gX\PcT[h -) UTTc
QT[^f Va^d]S bdaUPRT' >a^d]SfPcTa \^]Xc^aX]V fT[[ DN.7 [^RPcTS .) UTTc ]^acWTPbc ^U cWT JXcT
R^]cPX]TS *%*,) rV(C G9< Pc P__a^gX\PcT[h cWT bP\T ST_cW'n
2QOOJPU/ G9< R^]RT]caPcX^]b X] SXaTRc _dbW Q^aX]V 8,+ P]S fT[[ DN.7 PaT PccaXQdcPQ[T c^
S^f]fPaS eTacXRP[ Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]cb X] cWXb _^acX^] ^U cWT bXcT' 7b Va^d]SfPcTa
\^eTb ]^acWTPbc c^ JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ% P R^\_^]T]c ^U U[^f \^eTb S^f]fPaS X] cWT
eXRX]Xch ^U Q^aX]V 8,+ P]S fT[[ _PXa DN.(DN.7' KWT U[^f bdQbT`dT]c[h aXbTb c^ T]cTa
cWT Q^cc^\ ^U cWT 9aTTZ' KWT fT[[ _PXa DN.(DN.7 WPb R^]bXbcT]c[h bW^f] P
S^f]fPaS eTacXRP[ Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]c fWX[T cWT fT[[ _PXa DN-(DN-7 ]Tgc c^
JPaPc^VP 9aTTZ WPb R^]bXbcT]c[h bW^f] P] d_fPaS eTacXRP[ Va^d]SfPcTa VaPSXT]c' G9<
SXbb^[eTS X] Va^d]SfPcTa \^eTb Q^cW [PcTaP[[h P]S eTacXRP[[h X] aTb_^]bT c^ cWT
VaPSXT]cb'
7 G9< R^]RT]caPcX^] ^U *%*,) rV(C fPb STcTRcTS X] cWT X]XcXP[ Va^d]SfPcTa bP\_[T
R^[[TRcTS Ua^\ fT[[ DN.7 X] JT_cT\QTa +)**' 7RR^aSX]V c^ L'J' <G73 m@]XcXP[ fT[[
\TPbdaT\T]cb PaT b^\TcX\Tb WXVW[h ePaXPQ[T SdaX]V P kQaTPZ X]l bP\_[X]V P]S P]P[hbXb
_TaX^S P]S _^cT]cXP[[h [Tbb cadbcf^acWh'n,* JdQbT`dT]c cTbcX]V ST\^]bcaPcTb [^fTa G9<
Va^d]SfPcTa R^]RT]caPcX^]b X] fT[[ DN.7' <[TeT] PSSXcX^]P[ Va^d]SfPcTa bP\_[Tb
WPeT QTT] R^[[TRcTS Ua^\ cWXb fT[[ P]S P]P[hiTS U^a RW[^aX]PcTS ^aVP]XR R^\_^d]Sb
QTcfTT] ;TRT\QTa +)** P]S DPaRW +)*,' KWT G9< R^]RT]caPcX^]b ^U cWTbT bP\_[Tb
aP]VTS Ua^\ ,.) rV(C c^ .01 rV(C' 7b bW^f] ^] =XVdaT / ^U <B@lb aT_^ac% cWT G9<
R^]RT]caPcX^]b STcTRcTS X] cWT T[TeT] bdQbT`dT]c bP\_[X]V TeT]cb Pc fT[[ DN.7 P]S
STT_Ta Va^d]SfPcTa bP\_[Tb #X'T'% SXaTRc _dbW Q^aX]Vb 8+/ P]S 8,+% P]S fT[[ DN-7$
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EXHIBIT A

EXHIBIT B

Date: August XX, 2012
File No. 43S1090 (NMK)
Moonlite Associates, LLC
c/o SC Management
Attn: Mr. Bill Mehrens
1111 Bayhill Drive, Suite 450
San Bruno, California 94066
Bill_Mehrens@sclay.com

SUBJECT:

Partial Approval of Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Work Plan and Request for
Reports, Former Moonlite Cleaners, 2640 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, Santa
Clara County

Dear Mr. Mehrens:
This letter responds to your March 16, 2012, Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Work Plan
(Workplan) for the subject Site. As explained below, I partially approve the Workplan and
request five reports.
The Workplan was voluntarily submitted to the Regional Water Board. The Workplan proposes
to conduct a feasibility study and an in-situ enhanced biodegradation/chemical reduction pilot
study.
Partial Approval
I approve Section 7 of the Workplan containing the Pilot Study Workplan. I am not able to
approve the other sections of the report due to deficiencies as described below and in the
attached comments.
Conceptual Site Model
We do not agree with the proposed Conceptual Site Model (CSM) that a significant release of the
dry cleaning chemical tetrachloroethene (PCE) occurred from the City of Santa Clara sewer.
The more likely scenario is that all or most of the release of PCE can be attributed to the former
Moonlite Cleaners and not to the City of Santa Clara sewer. A CSM showing a significant
release of PCE beneath the former Moonlite Cleaners is supported by the following Site data:
" The highest historical detections of PCE in groundwater, soil gas, and indoor air are in
the immediate vicinity of or directly below the former Moonlite Cleaners and not in the
immediate vicinity of the City of Santa Clara sanitary sewer.
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" The high concentration of PCE in groundwater monitoring well MW-4 is most likely
attributed to a release from the former Moonlite Cleaners and not from the City of Santa
Clara sewer, since MW-4 is located down gradient of the former Moonlite Cleaners.
" Groundwater monitoring well MW-2 and surface water sampling location C2 are more
accurately described as down gradient from the former Moonlite Cleaners. The
assumption of these two locations being cross gradient from the former Moonlite
Cleaners is used to support the statement that a separate release has occurred from the
City of Santa Clara sewer. These two locations are better described as down gradient
from the former Moonlite Cleaners if a typical model of a gaining stream is used with
Site groundwater and surface water elevation data to explain groundwater flow.
Concentrations of PCE collected in groundwater and surface water from these locations
most likely originates from a release from the former Moonlite Cleaners.
" Our records indicate the City of Santa Clara has good maintenance practices for its
sanitary sewer system, as indicated by its low rate and volume of sanitary sewer
overflows and its high capital improvement budget per 100 miles of sewer (both relative
to other sanitary sewer systems in the region).
" There is substantial disagreement between Moonlite Associates and the City of Santa
Clara over the condition of the sanitary sewer in the immediate vicinity of the site, with
the City arguing that its condition is generally good. (We will state our own position on
this point when we respond to Moonlite Associates’ request to name the City.)
Request for Reports
Please submit the following reports; the reports should address this letter’s comments:
"

Workplan for contaminated soil gas delineation, contaminated indoor air delineation, and
groundwater monitoring well installation

"

Pilot Study Completion report

"

Revised Workplan

If you have any questions, please contact Nathan King of my staff at (510) 622-3966
[nking@waterboards.ca.gov].
Sincerely,

Bruce H. Wolfe
Executive Officer
Attachment: Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Workplan Comments
cc w/attachment: Mail List
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Mail List
Mr. George Cook
Santa Clara Valley Water District
gcook@valleywater.org
Mr. David Parker
Santa Clara City Fire Department
Hazardous Materials Division
dparker@ci.santa-clara.ca.us
Ms. Lori Gualco
Gualco Law
ljgualco@gualcolaw.com
Ms. Julia Hill
City of Santa Clara
City Attorney’s Office
jhill@santaclaraca.gov
Mr. Scott Reisch
United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc.
c/o Hogan Lovells US LLP
Scott.reisch@hoganlovells.com
Mr. Peter Krasnoff
West Environmental
peterk@westenvironmental.com
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Feasibility Study/Pilot Study Workplan Comments
Pg. 2, Section 1.1, Background, fourth paragraph: The preliminary remediation goal (PRG) of 14
ug/m3 PCE in indoor air for this Site is not sufficiently protective of human health. We
recommend using the Regional Water Board Environmental Screening Level for PCE in indoor
air of 0.69 ug/m3, which corresponds to a 10-6 excess cancer risk (the point of departure value
for acceptable risk under Cal/EPA and USEPA guidance).
Pg.8, Section 2.4, Historical Site Use: The discussion regarding the ownership history of the Site
is not complete. Update this section with a full ownership history of the Site.
Pg. 8, Section 2.4.1, Dry Cleaning: It is unclear how the use of PCE and disposal of the PCE
waste to the sanitary sewer can be inferred from building department records and telephone
directories. Clarify this section.
Pg. 9, Section 2.4.3, Subsurface Utilities: There is no mention of any other utilities and utility
trenches that may also be acting as preferential pathways for soil gas. Address this possibility
since it is important to consider when developing the Conceptual Site Model (CSM).
Pg. 11, 3.1 Indoor Air Sampling: Indoor air samples have not been collected from within the next
tenant space to the east (Rite Aid); soil gas samples collected beneath Rite Aid on March 20,
2009, contained concentrations of PCE at 240,000 ug/m3, more than 570 times higher than the
associated ESL. Soil gas has not been delineated beneath the Palo Alto Medical Group tenant
space to the west and indoor air samples have not been collected from this tenant space. Soil gas
could similarly be contaminated with PCE at the same concentrations as beneath Rite Aid due to
the similar distance from the former dry cleaner facility. Submit an indoor air sampling
workplan to further delineate the extent of PCE in the breathing space by collecting samples
from these tenant spaces.
Pg. 14, Section 3.2, Soil Gas Sampling and corresponding figures: Soil gas contamination is not
delineated to the adjacent tenant spaces within the Moonlite Shopping Center, and is not
delineated off-Site to the east before the residences, to the south before the residences, or
downgradient across El Camino Real. Submit a soil gas sampling workplan to delineate the soil
gas plume down to or below the corresponding ESL for PCE in soil gas (410 ug/m3 residential,
1,400 ug/m3 commercial).
The western extent of soil gas contamination is sampling locations SG5 (580 ug/m3 PCE), SG6
(45,000 ug/m3 PCE), and SG13 (190,000 ug/m3 PCE) located beneath the adjacent western
tenant space. The extent of the soil gas contamination to the west of these sampling locations
beneath 2652 El Camino Real has not been delineated (Palo Alto Medical Group).
The eastern extent of soil gas contamination is sampling locations SG11 (530 ug/m3 PCE) and
SG12 (2,800 ug/m3 PCE), located two tenant spaces to the east. The extent of soil gas
contamination to the east of these sampling locations beneath Savemart has not been delineated.
Additionally, the soil gas contamination has not been delineated east of Savemart to Bowe
Avenue.
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The southern extent of soil gas contamination is sampling location SG25 (1,500 ug/m3 PCE, 10foot sample) located in the alley before the residences behind the strip mall. The extent of soil
gas contamination before the residences to the south of this sampling location has not been
delineated.
Off-site soil gas has not been delineated before the residences in the parking lot to the north
across El Camino Real. Concentrations of PCE in soil gas at 3,400 ug/m3 at 10’ at the
downgradient (southern) side of the residences indicates that further investigation is required.
Please submit an off-Site soil gas investigation workplan to further delineate the extent of
contaminated soil gas.
The soil gas data is not discussed in the context of characterization, but discussed
chronologically by investigations. Provide the following:
" Soil gas isoconcentration figure for each depth (5’ and 10’)
" Discussion of the lateral and vertical extent and source of soil gas contamination and use
this in developing the CSM
Pg. 15, Section 3.2.2, Soil Gas Sampling – December 2009: Please use the common name of
vinyl chloride in the text and in the corresponding figures. The term chloroethene is not widely
used and can lead to confusion.
Pg. 21, Section 3.8, Soil Vapor Extraction System: There are no vertical soil vapor extraction
wells beneath the facility, only horizontal extraction wells, which potentially will not be able to
remove PCE in soil and soil gas down to groundwater. Please discus how the design of the soil
vapor extraction system immediately beneath the facility can be expected to remediate the
vadose zone, which will continue to release PCE to groundwater unless addressed.
Pg. 25, section 4.0, Data Evaluation, and figure 4-1, Conceptual Site Model (CSM): The most
significant source of PCE at the site, the dry cleaner, is not shown on the CSM. Soil gas
concentrations beneath the dry cleaner are up to 5,700,000 ug/m3, while soil gas concentrations
near the sewer line are up to 110,000 ug/m3. Indoor air concentrations in the dry cleaner were up
to 150 ug/m3 PCE. These concentrations indicate that the dry cleaner is by far the most
significant source at the site. Revise figure 4-1 to reflect this. Show the dry cleaner on figure 4-1
and depict the much greater concentrations discharged directly from the dry cleaner to soil and
groundwater.
Pg. 25, section 4.1, Historic Groundwater Elevations, first sentence: Should it be 75 feet “below”
mean sea level?
Pg. 26, Section 4.2, Hydrogeology of the Site: The discussion of MW-2 and Saratoga Creek
sample location C2 as being located cross-gradient from the former dry cleaning facility is not
entirely accurate. Groundwater monitoring well MW-2 and surface water sampling location C2
are more accurately described as down gradient from the former Moonlite Cleaners. The
assumption of these two locations being cross gradient from the former Moonlite Cleaners is
used to support the statement that a separate release has occurred from the City of Santa Clara
sewer. These two locations are better described as down gradient from the former Moonlite
Cleaners if a typical model of a gaining stream is used with Site groundwater and surface water
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elevation data to explain groundwater flow. Concentrations of PCE collected in groundwater
and surface water from these locations most likely originates from a release from the former
Moonlite Cleaners. Provide a groundwater elevation figure with contours with an interpretation
of the flow of groundwater into the gaining stream.
Pg. 27, Section 4.3.1, Former Moonlite Cleaners: The possibility of a PCE release directly
beneath the facility from the dry cleaning machines and equipment is not discussed. This is the
most likely scenario given the extremely high soil gas and indoor air concentrations beneath the
former dry cleaning facility. Include this scenario in the discussion and update the CSM to
reflect this.
It is stated that PCE wastewater was discharged to the sanitary sewer lateral beneath Moonlite
Cleaners prior to discharging into the City of Santa Clara’s sewer system main in the alley south
of the shopping center. Please discuss how the Moonlite lateral sewer has been investigated and
the likelihood of the sewer lateral causing a release of PCE to the environment.
Pg. 27, Section 4.3.2, City of Santa Clara Sewers: It is again stated that MW-2 and surface water
sampling point C2 are located cross gradient from the former dry cleaning facility. This is not
entirely accurate and requires further discussion – see comment above.
Pg. 28, section 4.3.2, City of Santa Clara Sewers, second and third full paragraphs: The most
significant source of PCE to groundwater at the site is the dry cleaner as demonstrated by the soil
gas concentrations referenced above. The current direction of groundwater flow is from the dry
cleaner to the northeast towards the intersection of El Camino Real and Bowe Avenue. PCE
detected in groundwater beneath the parking lot north of the SaveMart is most likely from a
release directly from the dry cleaner. PCE in Saratoga Creek at locations C4 and C5 is most
likely from the groundwater plume from the dry cleaner discharging to the creek since the creek
is a gaining creek and the groundwater gradient is from the dry cleaners towards the creek.
Revise these sections to reflect this.
Our records indicate the City of Santa Clara has good maintenance practices for its sanitary
sewer system. We think it is less likely that the release of PCE was from the sanitary sewer.
The assumption that the presence of PCE and methelyne blue active substances (MBAS ), an
indicator for anionic surfactants such as detergents, can only be reasonably explained as
emanating from sewer releases is not accurate. Another possibility of two separate releases is
not discussed: (1) a PCE release from the dry cleaning facility and (2) MBAS release from a
broken sewer pipe beneath the facility or the sewer main. The lateral is not maintained by the
City and a leaking lateral could be the cause of the release. Revise these sections to reflect this.
Pg. 29, section 4.3.2, City of Santa Clara Sewers, second paragraph: The most significant source
of PCE to groundwater at the site is the dry cleaner as demonstrated by the very high soil gas
concentrations referenced above. Boring B33 at 1,059 ug/L PCE does not have the highest
concentrations of PCE, monitoring well MW-5A at 1,130 ug/L PCE does near the dry cleaner.
Revise this paragraph to state that the PCE in groundwater in the northern portion of the site is
most likely from a release from the dry cleaner. We note that MW-5A is no longer the highest
concentration well, which we attribute to the soil vapor extraction in the area of MW-5A.
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Pg. 30, section 4.4, Lateral Extent of PCE: Include the lateral extent of PCE in soil gas and
indoor air. See comments above.
Currently, the existing monitoring wells do not adequately define the extent of contaminated
groundwater for monitoring purposes through time. Additional shallow zone monitoring wells
should be installed down gradient of the existing wells. MW-4 contained 1,020 ug/L PCE in the
most recent monitoring event, yet this is the furthest down gradient monitoring well.
Additionally, a deeper well should be installed to monitor this deeper zone – two wells are
insufficient to monitor a water bearing zone. MW-5A had up to 1,130 ug/L PCE and MW-4A
had up to 21.5 ug/L PCE. The deeper water bearing zone may flow in a more northerly direction
and be less affected hydraulically by Saratoga Creek.
Submit a monitoring well installation workplan to address these deficiencies.
Pg. 32, section 5.0, Feasibility Study Objective, second sentence: Include indoor air in the list of
media with VOCs.
Pg. 32, section 5.1, Development of Remedial Action Objectives, second sentence: Include
indoor air in the list of media with VOCs.
Pg. 33, section 5.1, Development of Remedial Action Objectives, first bullet: Also include
monitoring of indoor air.
Pg. 33, section 5.1, Development of Remedial Action Objectives, third paragraph, third sentence:
Also include indoor air results when developing PRGs.
Pg. 35, section 5.4, Screening Level Assessment, third paragraph: Also include PRGs for soil
and indoor air.
Pg. 35, section 5.4, Screening Level Assessment, third paragraph: Also include maximum
contaminant levels and Regional Water Board environmental screening levels as screening
levels.
Pg. 35, section 5.4.1, Exposure Pathways Evaluation, second sentence: Also include human
exposure to indoor air.
Pg. 35, section 5.4.1, Exposure Pathways Evaluation, third sentence: Also include screening for
soil.
Pg. 36, section 5.4.2, Identification of PRGs: Also include PRGs for indoor air.
Pg. 36, section 5.4.2, Identification of PRGs: PRGs are narratively mentioned but not
numerically stated. Include numerically what the specific PRGs are for each chemical of concern
and for each media. A table would be helpful.
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Pg. 36, section 5.4.2.1, Environmental Screening Levels, first sentence: ESLs are also available
for soil.
Pg. 37, section 5.5, Evaluation of Findings: Also include a section on indoor air conditions.
Pg. 38, section 5.5.2, Soil Gas Conditions: Include a summary of soil gas data and a comparison
to ESLs.
Pg. 38, section 5.5.3, Groundwater Conditions: Also include a comparison of PCE groundwater
concentrations to MCLs.
Pg. 41, Section 6.2.2, and Preliminary Screening: The Feasibility Study and Remedial Action
Plan should address soil, soil gas, indoor air and groundwater, not just groundwater. Include an
evaluation of the interim remedial action using soil vapor extraction currently ongoing at the
Site, as well as proposing a final soil cleanup plan.
Pg. 47, section 6.4.1.8, Regulatory Acceptance: Regulatory acceptance of the RAP won’t be
known until after submittal of the RAP.
Pg. 48, section 6.5, RAP Preparation, and Pg. 53, section 7.4, Remedial Action Plan: It is unclear
if a feasibility study (FS) will be submitted. The Workplan contains a workplan to conduct an
FS, but then these sections only include submittal of a RAP and not an FS. Discuss whether an
FS will be submitted.
Pg. 53, section 7.4, second sentence: Also include a summary of indoor air investigations in the
FS/RAP.
Table A-1, Pg. 1, feasibility of air sparging: Correct the site address in this section.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. or its predecessors (“UATC”) formerly owned the
property located at 2640 El Camino Real in Santa Clara, California (the “subject property” or
“Site”) from at least 1962, when a drycleaner allegedly began operating at the Site, until
November 1975. At that time, UATC sold the subject property and then leased it until
September 1978, with no involvement with the Site subsequent to that time. A drycleaner
continued to operate at the Site until October 1996. In September 2004, the current owner of
the Site discovered perchloroethylene contamination, which is believed to have originated
from the onsite drycleaner. In the absence of groundwater quality data or eyewitness
testimony of perchloroethylene spills during the period of UATC’s ownership or tenancy at
the Site, UATC asked Erler & Kalinowski, Inc. (“EKI”) to assess the likelihood of a pre-1978
release based on the currently available technical data.
Hydraulic conditions at the Site through time can be inferred based upon a correlation
between groundwater elevation data from the Santa Clara Subbasin Index Well hydrograph
(Figure 8) and local groundwater elevation data from a former Shell Service Station located in
close proximity to the Site. This correlation leads EKI to conclude that from 1962 to the mid1990s, groundwater elevations at the Site were relatively low and that Saratoga Creek was a
losing stream, resulting in a northwest-trending groundwater gradient at the Site. As a result
of that gradient, and because there is no evidence of any subsurface conditions that would
alter groundwater flow directions, a hypothetical chemical release that reached groundwater
during this time period (1962 to the mid 1990s) would have experienced a northwest
groundwater gradient and resulted in a northwest-trending plume.
Analysis of chemical migration travel times indicates that if a release had occurred between
1962 and 1978, the period when a drycleaner allegedly operated on the property while UATC
owned or leased the Site (the “relevant time period”), the release would have reached the
groundwater table within approximately six years, generating a northwest-trending plume.
Calculations show that evidence of a northwesterly-trending plume would be evident in the
current analytical data for groundwater. As there is no evidence of a northwest-trending
plume in the currently available analytical data for groundwater, EKI concludes that a pre1978 release of chemical laden wastewater did not occur.
Instead, the documented chemical plume in groundwater trends northeast consistent with the
currently measured groundwater gradient to the northeast that was initially established in the
mid-1990s. A chemical release from the ground surface at the Site would have required
several years to reach the groundwater table and establish a plume. Thus, a chemical release
in approximately 1990 may have been the cause of the plume shown on Figure 13.
Alternatively, a somewhat older release to groundwater, e.g., originating in the late 1980s, in
the vicinity of the sewer line in the alley south of the former drycleaner operation may have
reached groundwater with a northwesterly gradient and then shifted to a northeasterly gradient
in 1994, giving rise to the plume shown on Figure 13. Given such release dates, calculations
indicate that there was adequate time for the approximately 600-foot long plume observed
today to become established.
The conclusion that the chemical plume post-dates the period when UATC owned or leased
the Site is further supported by the vertical distribution of contaminants in shallow
EKI B10003.00
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groundwater that are more consistent with a post-1978 release when the water table was
shallow than a pre-1978 release when the groundwater table was deep. Releases that occurred
during a pre-1978 time period would have resulted in a deep groundwater plume consistent
with groundwater elevations at the time. There is no evidence to support the occurrence of
releases during this pre-1978 time period.
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1

INTRODUCTION

On behalf of United Artists Theatre Circuit, Inc. and its predecessors (“UATC”), Erler &
Kalinowski, Inc. (“EKI”) is pleased to present to the California Regional Water Quality
Control Board, San Francisco Bay Region (“Water Board”) this report that presents a review
of available environmental data for the former Moonlite Cleaners property at 2640 El Camino
Real in Santa Clara, California (the “subject property” or “Site”).
UATC owned or leased the subject property during the period from 1962, when a drycleaner
allegedly began operating at the Site, until November 1975. At that time, UATC sold the
subject property and then leased it until September 1978, with no involvement at the Site
subsequent to that time. A drycleaner continued to operate at the Site for approximately
eighteen years, from 1978 until October 1996. In September 2004, the current owner of the
Site discovered perchloroethylene (“PCE”, also known as tetrachloroethene) contamination,
which is believed to have originated from the onsite drycleaner. Given the absence of
groundwater quality data or eyewitness testimony of PCE spills during the period of UATC’s
ownership or tenancy at the Site, UATC asked Erler & Kalinowski, Inc. (“EKI”) to assess the
likelihood of a pre-1978 release based on the currently available technical data.
As discussed, below, our conclusion is that the current distribution of chemicals in the
subsurface is consistent with a post-1978 release and that there is no evidence of a pre-1978
release.
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2

SITE LOCATION AND SETTING

The former drycleaner operation was situated within a retail/commercial building (Moonlite
Shopping Center) located at 2640 El Camino Real in Santa Clara, California (Figure 1).
The Moonlite Shopping Center is bounded to the north by El Camino Real, to the east by
Bowe Avenue and Saratoga Creek beyond Bowe Avenue, to the south by a bowling alley and
multi-family residential development, and to the west by Kiely Boulevard. The Site is located
between Dynasty Food to the east and a Korean barbecue restaurant to the west.
The Site is located approximately 400 feet west of Saratoga Creek and approximately 2,500
feet east of Calabazas Creek. Review of topographic maps prepared by the United States
Geological Survey (“USGS”) for 1899 and 1953 (Figures 2 and 3) confirms that the locations
of these creeks have remained largely unchanged during the past 100 years. Given the close
proximity of the Site to Saratoga Creek, it is expected that groundwater elevations and flow
directions at the Site would be strongly influenced by hydrologic conditions of Saratoga
Creek.
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3

GEOLOGIC SETTING

In investigating current and historical groundwater flow conditions, it is important to
understand the geology of the Site, specifically whether low permeability sediments are
present at the Site that could affect groundwater velocities and flow directions.
The geology at the Site is depicted on a recent geologic map of the Cupertino and San Jose
West Quadrangles (Dibblee, 2007), a portion of which is reproduced on Figure 4. The Site is
directly located on silty clay and organic clay interpreted to represent an intra-alluvial fan
area. These are relatively low permeability materials. However, the results of on-Site
investigations indicate that these low permeability units are limited to the shallow subsurface
and are largely above the water table (West, 2012). Sedimentary units at the Site below the
water table are more permeable.
To assess the possible presence of low permeability units at the Site, EKI generated two
cross-sections: cross section locations A1-A1’ and B1-B1’ as shown on Figure 5. Cross
section A1-A1’ (Figure 6) is oriented southwest-northeast, sub-parallel to the orientation of
the alluvial fan bodies indicated on Figure 4. Cross section B1-B1’ (Figure 7) is oriented
northwest-southeast, transverse to the orientation of the alluvial fan bodies.
Review of cross section A1-A1’ (Figure 6) indicates that the ground surface at the Site is at an
elevation of approximately 80 feet above mean sea level (“msl”). There are approximately 6
feet of clay in the shallow subsurface beneath the Site that, combined with a silt unit, appear
to thicken to the northeast toward Saratoga Creek. The 6-foot thick clay at the Site is
underlain by approximately 30 feet of sands, silty sands and gravel with limited clayey
intervals down to an elevation of approximately 43 feet msl. Below 43 feet msl, a clay body
is present with a minimum thickness of 15 feet. As discussed below, the groundwater
elevation during the third quarter 2012 was at approximately 68 feet msl at the Site and the
local groundwater gradient was to the northeast, parallel to this line of section (P&D, 2012).
The saturated subsurface sediments at the Site are sufficiently permeable that chemicals
released to the subsurface have been able to migrate to the northeast parallel to the current
groundwater gradient direction (Figures 6 and 13).
Cross section B1-B1’ (Figure 7) depicts the subsurface sediments in a northwest-southeast
transect beneath the Site. Drilling is somewhat limited at depth northwest of the Site.
However, at both locations B17 and B22, silts and sands are encountered at and below the
current water table. The subsurface sediments along this northwest-southeast cross section
are similar to those observed on cross section A1-A1’ and also appear to be relatively
permeable. There is no evidence of a substantial clay body in the saturated zone that would
deflect groundwater flow paths. Accordingly, if, as discussed below, a groundwater gradient
to the northwest existed historically, chemicals released to the subsurface at the Site would
have migrated to the northwest.
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4

HYDRAULIC SETTING

Historical Hydraulic Conditions
Groundwater elevation data for the Site do not exist prior to 2009. However, historical
groundwater elevation data at the Site can be estimated based on (1) groundwater elevations
measured in the Santa Clara Subbasin Index Well (“Index Well”) (Figure 8), located
approximately 5 miles to the south-southeast of the Site from the 1930s through the present
and (2) groundwater elevations measured between 1990 and 2000 at the former Shell Service
Station located at 2540 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA, on the opposite side of Saratoga
Creek from the Site (Figures 9 and 10). This service station is located at nearly the same
distance from Saratoga Creek as the Site, and would therefore be expected to experience
similar, yet mirrored, groundwater conditions (i.e., due to symmetry across Saratoga Creek).1
During the period 1962 to 1978, groundwater elevations within Santa Clara Valley were
substantially lower than at present (SCVWD, 2001). Based on review of groundwater
elevations measured in the Index Well (Figure 8), groundwater elevations in the area were at
their lowest point on record in the early to mid-1960s and generally rose thereafter in response
to active recharge and reduced pumping of the basin.2 Between 1962 and 1978, groundwater
elevations in the Index Well fluctuated within a range that was typically about 45 to 165 feet
lower than current conditions.
To determine how these changes in the subbasin would have impacted groundwater
conditions at the Site, EKI examined the correlation between groundwater elevations at the
Index Well and those at the former Shell Service Station well for which there are groundwater
elevation data for the period 1990 to 2000. Inspection of Figure 9 shows that when
groundwater elevations in the Index Well are less than approximately 70 feet msl, a positive
correlation exists between those groundwater levels and local groundwater levels, as
measured in the former Shell Station monitoring well. This positive correlation is indicated
by the upward sloping pattern of points on the left side of Figure 9. At a groundwater
elevation of approximately 70 feet msl in the Index Well, a break in slope occurs. Above that
elevation (i.e., on the right side of Figure 9), the paired local and Index Well groundwater
elevation data indicate a lack of correlation; that is, at higher Index Well groundwater
elevations, the local groundwater elevations do not increase. Rather, the local groundwater
elevations appear to reach a maximum elevation of approximately 63 to 65 feet msl.
The change in the correlation pattern between local groundwater levels and (regional) Index
1

The groundwater elevation data for this former Shell Service Station were obtained from the Geotracker
website maintained by the State Water Resources Control Board. The groundwater elevation data for the former
Shell Service Station shown on Figure 9 have been adjusted to account for the use of a local datum by
subtracting 23 feet from the original measuring point data, thereby placing both sets of data on the same datum
by comparison. The 23-ft adjustment was determined by comparing the reported top of casing elevation data
(i.e., approximately 100 ft) with the ground surface elevation as determined from topographic maps (i.e.,
approximately 77 feet msl).
2
Santa Clara Valley Groundwater Management Plan (2001) states on p. 12: “While groundwater elevations in
the well are not indicative of actual groundwater elevations throughout the County, they demonstrate relative
changes in groundwater levels.”
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Well groundwater levels (i.e., from being positively correlated when Index Well elevations
are less than 70 feet msl to being uncorrelated when Index Well elevations are greater than 70
feet msl) can be attributed to the local effect of Saratoga Creek. As discussed below, the key
feature of Saratoga Creek that bears on this issue is the elevation of its streambed at
approximately 62 feet msl.
When the Index Well groundwater elevation is less than approximately 70 feet msl and the
local former Shell Station groundwater elevation is less than the elevation of the Saratoga
Creek streambed (i.e., approximately 62 feet msl), Saratoga Creek is a losing stream. Under
losing stream conditions, local groundwater elevations are correlated (i.e., rise and fall in
concert) with regional groundwater elevations.
When the Index Well groundwater elevation is greater than approximately 70 feet msl and the
local former Shell Station groundwater elevation is above the elevation of the Saratoga Creek
streambed (i.e., approximately 62 feet msl), Saratoga Creek becomes a gaining stream and
begins to act as a drain for groundwater, preventing further large increases in groundwater
levels. For this reason, local groundwater levels tend to reach a maximum just a few feet
above the elevation of the streambed, regardless of whether regional groundwater levels are
still increasing.
As stated above and shown on Figure 9, this transition from losing to gaining conditions
occurs when Index Well groundwater elevations are at approximately 70 feet msl. The timing
of this transition can be seen on Figure 8 which shows that Saratoga Creek was a losing
stream prior to the mid-1990s and has been a gaining stream for most time periods thereafter.
Groundwater Elevation Configuration with Low Water Table and Saratoga Creek a Losing
Stream
Based on the Index Well hydrograph (Figure 8) and the correlation to local conditions shown
on Figure 9, during the entire period from 1962 to the mid-1990s, including the relevant time
period (1962 to 1978), the groundwater table would have been below the bottom of Saratoga
Creek, and the creek would have been a source of recharge to groundwater (i.e., a losing
stream) when surface flows were present (i.e., typically in the wet winter months). Figure 10
illustrates the approximate groundwater elevations and gradients that would have prevailed
under such losing conditions at Saratoga Creek. As shown on Figure 10, a hypothetical
chemical release at the Site that reached groundwater during the 1962 to 1978 time period
would have resulted in a northwest-trending plume.
Evidence for Groundwater Gradient Shift, Former Shell Service Station, East of Saratoga
Creek
Based on the above analysis, Saratoga Creek would have been a losing stream from the 1940s
until the mid-1990s, producing a northwest groundwater flow direction at the Site, and a
gaining stream from the mid-1990s until 2000, yielding a northeastern groundwater flow
direction at the Site. Because groundwater elevation data for the former Shell Station Site
were available for both the period 1990 to mid-1990s and the period mid-1990s to 2000, EKI
reviewed groundwater elevation data from the former Shell Station Site to determine if in fact
a shift in groundwater gradient direction occurred as expected. Based on the results of 3-point
EKI B10003.00
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gradient calculations for monitoring wells MW-1, MW-2, and MW-3 at the former Shell
Station site (see Attachment A), the data show that the gradient shifted from being, on
average, to the northeast in the early 1990s, to the north/northwest in the later part of the
decade. Because the former Shell Station is located on the opposite side of Saratoga Creek
from the Site and the creek acts as a line of symmetry, the gradient directions at the Site are
generally mirror images of the directions at the former Shell Station. Therefore, at the Site,
the gradient shifted from being, on average, to the northwest in the early 1990s to the
northeast in the later part of the decade.
This change in groundwater gradient direction on the east side of Saratoga Creek is consistent
with EKI’s conclusion that the general rise in groundwater levels observed over the 1990s
caused Saratoga Creek to transition from losing stream conditions to gaining stream
conditions, with a resulting shift in groundwater gradients and groundwater flow directions.
Groundwater Elevation Configuration With High Water Table and Saratoga Creek a Gaining
Stream
Current conditions are depicted on Figure 11, reflecting the condition where Saratoga Creek is
a gaining stream. Under such conditions, the groundwater gradient at the subject property is
to the northeast rather than to the northwest. Accordingly, a chemical release to groundwater
under the hydraulic conditions that have existed at the Site since the mid-1990s would result
in a plume oriented to the northeast rather than to the northwest.
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5

CONTAMINANT DISTRIBUTIONS

Data for PCE in soil gas samples collected from 1 foot below ground surface are reported in
West (2012) and are posted on Figure 12. These data show that the most elevated
concentrations of PCE in soil gas are from beneath the subject property, strongly suggesting
that chemical releases occurred in this general area sometime in the past.
Data for PCE in grab groundwater samples from all depths as reported in West (2012) and
P&D (2012) are posted on Figure 13 and contoured according to concentration. Review of
the 200 microgram per liter (“ug/L”) PCE contour suggests that there is a plume of PCE that
emanates from near the former Moonlite Cleaners and potentially a second plume related to a
chemical release associated with a nearby sewer line. (There has been no sampling in the area
between the two contour lines so it is not possible to tell if there is one plume or two distinct
plumes.) The fact that PCE was detected at concentrations above 20 ug/L in most samples
collected along the sewer line alignment, even in locations that would have been upgradient or
cross-gradient from the former dry cleaners operation, suggests that the sewer line itself may
have been a source of contamination to local groundwater. Previous video logging of portions
of the sewer pipe (described in West, 2011) reportedly indicated compromised pipe integrity
which may have resulted in leaking of wastewater from the sewer into the unsaturated zone
soils. It is also possible that wastewater was conveyed in the granular backfill around such
sewers.
Data for PCE in grab groundwater samples as reported in West (2012) and P&D (2012) are
also posted on cross sections A1-A1’ and B1-B1’ (Figures 6 and 7). As shown on cross
section A1-A1’, the core of the PCE plume occurs at an elevation of approximately 55 feet
msl and extends down-gradient to the northeast. In contrast, as shown on cross section B1B1’, PCE concentrations in groundwater northwest of the Site at boreholes B17 and B22 are
low. This suggests that the PCE was discharged to the subsurface at or near the subject
property and impacted groundwater when the groundwater table was relatively shallow and
when the groundwater gradient was to the northeast rather than the northwest.
There are no available analytical data for soil.
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6

DATA EVALUATION

In this section, the available data are evaluated with respect to timing of chemical releases.
The available chemical data for soil gas and groundwater indicate that PCE was released to
the subsurface at and in the vicinity of the onsite drycleaner operation. The concentrations of
PCE detected in groundwater are relatively low, consistent with a discharge of PCE dissolved
in wastewater rather than as a separate phase dense non aqueous phase liquid3. A release of
wastewater would have migrated primarily vertically downwards through the unsaturated
zone to the groundwater table beneath the Site (Stephens, 1996). In addition, it appears that
some wastewater may have been conveyed along sewer lines, possibly in backfill, to locations
distant from the Site (see 200 ug/L PCE contour south of Savemart on Figure 13), where it
migrated vertically downward through the unsaturated zone to the groundwater table.
Assessment of Fate and Transport of Hypothetical Release During the Period 1962 to 1978
During the relevant time period of 1962 to 1978, the groundwater table was significantly
deeper than it is today. In order for a release during this time period to have not resulted in a
northwest-trending plume, it would have had to not reach the groundwater table before the
mid-1990s, when the current northeasterly gradient was established. This means the release
would have had to have taken more than approximately 16 to 33 years to travel through the
vadose zone (i.e., unsaturated zone above the water table) to reach the groundwater table by
1995.
To evaluate the timing of such a hypothetical release, EKI performed travel time calculations
for a dissolved solute released in the shallow subsurface and traveling vertically downwards
through the unsaturated zone to the groundwater table. The physical transport processes
considered in the evaluation include steady-state advection and sorption. Details of the
analysis, including the method and assumptions, are included in Attachment B. Results from
the analysis indicate that advective transport of PCE through the vadose zone to the
groundwater table would have occurred within approximately six years under a loading rate of
approximately 5.8 feet per year. The loading rate is limited by the saturated hydraulic
conductivity of the least permeable soil within the soil profile. Previous studies by others
(e.g., USEPA, 1989b) of leakage rates from older vitrified clay sewer pipes in northern
California indicate that loading rates of this magnitude or greater are reasonable.

3

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1989a) guidance indicates that “sampled groundwater concentrations
in excess of 1% effective solubility…indicate that the sampled groundwater may have come in contact with
DNAPL [Dense Non-Aqueous Phase Liquid]”. The concentrations of volatile organic compounds, including
PCE, detected in groundwater at the Site are less than 1% effective solubility. For example, the most elevated
concentrations of volatile organic compounds detected to date in groundwater from the Site were from
groundwater sample B33-W which contained PCE at a concentration of 1,020 ug/L and TCE at a concentration
of 30.6 ug/L (West, 2012). These concentrations are at 0.51% effective solubility, significantly less than 1%
effective solubility. Therefore, there is no evidence of DNAPL discharge to the subsurface and a release of PCE
in wastewater is the likely source of the site contamination.
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Therefore, if a release had occurred between 1962 and 1978, it would have reached the
groundwater table within approximately six years, arriving between approximately 1968 and
1984. Under the groundwater conditions prevailing during that period (1968 to 1984), the
groundwater gradient and flow direction would have been to the northwest. Therefore, a pre1978 release of chemical-laden wastewater that reached the groundwater table would have
experienced a northwest groundwater gradient and would have begun to spread into a
northwest-trending plume. The absence of such a plume today suggests that no such release
occurred.
Given the change in gradient to the northeast in the mid-1990s, the question arises whether
evidence of a northwest-trending plume would still be evident today if a release occurred
prior to 1978. Accordingly, EKI specifically considered whether such a plume would have
dissipated or migrated to the northeast once the gradient shifted in the mid-1990s.
Calculations of saturated zone transport of chemicals of concern performed using the
REMChlor model (Falta, 2007) were performed and indicate that evidence of a northwesterlytrending plume would be observable in the current analytical data for groundwater if a pre1978 release had occurred (see Attachment C). Specifically, total chlorinated compound
concentrations on the order of 100 ug/L to 200 ug/L should be detected in groundwater at
locations northwest of the Site. As there are no such chemical concentrations detected in the
currently available analytical data for groundwater to the northwest of the Site (see Figure
13), EKI concludes that a pre-1978 release of chemical-laden wastewater did not occur at the
Site.
Documented Northeast-Trending Chemical Plume in Groundwater Consistent with Post-1978
Release
Having concluded that the current plume is inconsistent with a pre-1978 release date, EKI
considered whether the plume could be explained by a release of chemical-laden wastewater
in the period from the late 1980s through October 1996. As discussed in Section 4, starting in
the mid-1990s onward, the groundwater table at the Site was relatively high, estimated to be
approximately 65 feet msl. Since the streambed elevation of Saratoga Creek in this area is
approximately 62 feet msl, the local groundwater gradient on the west side of Saratoga Creek
would have been to the northeast reflecting the condition where Saratoga Creek was a gaining
stream.
Review of Figure 13 shows that the existing chemical plume in groundwater trends to the
northeast, consistent with the current northeasterly groundwater gradient which was initially
established in the mid-1990s. A chemical release at or just below the ground surface would
likely have required fewer than six years to reach the shallow groundwater table and establish
a plume because the groundwater table in the 1990s was shallower than it was during the
relevant time period. Thus, a chemical release from the former drycleaner operation in the
early 1990s would explain the plume shown on Figure 13. Alternatively, a somewhat older
(e.g., mid-1980s) release to groundwater, in the vicinity of the sewer line in the alley south of
the former dry cleaner operation may have reached groundwater with a northwesterly gradient
and then shifted to a northeasterly gradient in the mid-1990s, giving rise to the plume shown
on Figure 13. Calculations indicate that a release during the period from the mid-1980s
through October 1996 would have had adequate time to form the approximately 600 foot long
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plume observed today.4
Measured Elevated PCE Concentrations in Shallow Subsurface Consistent with Post-1978
Release
As shown on Figures 6 and 7, most of the elevated concentrations of PCE detected in grab
groundwater samples and monitoring wells are from elevations in the shallow subsurface at
approximately 55 feet msl.
Because of the substantially lower groundwater levels during the period of UATC Site
ownership or tenancy and the corresponding thick vadose zone, a pre-1978 release of
wastewater would have migrated vertically downward through the vadose zone under gravity.
Thus, it is expected that significant contamination would be present at depth, having
penetrated down at least as far as the thick clay that underlies former Moonlite Cleaners at an
elevation of approximately 40 to 45 feet msl. Instead, the core of the plume appears to be at
an elevation of 55 feet msl and PCE concentrations decline substantially with depth.
Therefore, the vertical distribution of contaminants in groundwater are more consistent with a
post-1978 release when the water table was shallow than a pre-1978 release when the
groundwater table was deep.
Finally, the data for the deepest groundwater samples collected at the Site, from an elevation
of approximately 30 feet msl, (Figure 12) do not support the concept of a deep contaminant
plume related to a pre-1978 release:
•

•

•

B26A-W from 48 – 50 feet below ground surface, collected 7/28/2010:
• 0.55 ug/L PCE
• 0.59 ug/L TCE
• <0.5 ug/L cis-1,2-DCE
B32A-W from 48 – 50 feet below ground surface, collected 7/27/2010:
• <0.5 ug/L PCE
• <0.5 ug/L TCE
• <0.5 ug/L cis-1,2-DCE
MW-4A from 45 – 50 feet below ground surface, collected 9/19/2012:
• 2.39 ug/L PCE
• 17.5ug/L TCE
• <0.5 ug/L cis-1,2-DCE

PCE concentrations in groundwater samples from 30 feet msl range from below the detection
limit to 2.39 ug/L. Such low PCE concentrations are consistent with a post-1978 release into
shallow groundwater.
4

A release reaching groundwater in the early 1990s would have had approximately 20 years to grow to its
current dimensions. The center of mass of the plume appears to be approximately 375 feet from the assumed
source (i.e., the former drycleaner operation), which implies a solute advective velocity of approximately 19 feet
per year. That velocity, when compared to a computed water velocity of 68 feet per year (based on hydraulic
conductivity of 11 feet per day, gradient of 0.0057, and effective porosity of 0.353), implies a retardation
coefficient of 3.611 which is a reasonable value for this area and this chemical. Hydraulic conductivity and
effective porosity values are for loamy sand (Carsel and Parrish, 1988). Hydrodynamic dispersion has resulted
in the leading edge of the plume extending further than the center of mass.
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CONCLUSIONS

Hydraulic conditions at the Site through time can be inferred based upon a correlation
between groundwater elevation data from the Santa Clara Subbasin Index Well hydrograph
(Figure 8) and local groundwater elevation data from a former Shell Service Station located in
close proximity to the Site. This correlation leads EKI to conclude that from 1962 to the mid1990s, groundwater elevations at the Site were relatively low and that Saratoga Creek was a
losing stream, resulting in a northwest-trending groundwater gradient at the Site. Thus, a
hypothetical chemical release during this time period would have experienced a northwest
groundwater gradient and resulted in a northwest-trending plume.
Analysis of chemical migration travel times indicates that if a release had occurred between
1962 and 1978, the period when UATC owned or leased the Site while dry-cleaning
operations allegedly occurred, it would have reached the groundwater table within
approximately six years, generating a northwest-trending plume. Calculations show that
evidence of a northwesterly-trending plume would be evident in the current analytical data for
groundwater. As there is no evidence of a northwest-trending plume in the currently available
analytical data for groundwater, it is concluded that a pre-1978 release of chemical laden
wastewater did not occur.
Instead, the documented chemical plume in groundwater trends northeast consistent with the
currently measured groundwater gradient to the northeast that was initially established in the
mid-1990s. A chemical release at or just below the ground surface at the former drycleaner
operation would have required several years to reach the groundwater table and establish a
plume. Thus, a chemical release from the early 1990s would explain the plume shown on
Figure 13. Alternatively, a somewhat older (e.g., mid-1980s) release to groundwater in the
vicinity of the sewer line in the alley south of the former drycleaner operation may have
reached groundwater with a northwesterly gradient and then shifted to a northeasterly gradient
in 1994, giving rise to the plume shown on Figure 13. Given such release dates, calculations
indicate that there was adequate time for the approximately 600 foot long plume observed
today to become established.
The conclusion that the chemical plume post-dates the period when UATC owned or leased
the Site is further supported by the vertical distribution of contaminants in shallow
groundwater that are more consistent with a post-1978 release when the water table was
shallow than a pre-1978 release when the groundwater table was deep. Releases that occurred
during a pre-1978 time period would have resulted in a deep groundwater plume consistent
with groundwater elevations at the time. There is no evidence to support the occurrence of
releases during this time period.
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Notes:
1.

All locations are approximate.

2.

USGS = United States Geological Survey

3.

Basemap source: USGS Topographic Map, San Jose, CA. May 1, 1899.
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Notes:
1.

All locations are approximate.

2.

USGS = United States Geological Survey

3.

Basemap source: USGS Topographic Map, San Jose West, CA. 1953.
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Upper Alluvial-Fan

Site Location Relative to
Surficial Geology
Notes:
1.

All locations are approximate.

2.

Basemap source: Dibblee 2007.
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1. All locations are approximate.
2. Basemap source: WEST,
Feasibility Study/Pilot Study
Work Plan, Dated Sep. 2012.
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1. All locations are approximate.
2. Units in micrograms per liter (ug/L).
3. Groundwater monitoring well data for MW1, MW3, MW5,
and MW5A from P&D (2012); grab groundwater data
collected 2009-2010 from West (2012).
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1. All locations are approximate.
2. Units in micrograms per liter (ug/L).
3. Groundwater monitoring well data for MW2 from P&D
(2012); grab groundwater data collected 2009-2011 from
West (2012).
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1. Reference: Santa Clara Water District, 2012, 41st Annual Report,
FY 2012-13 Protection and Augmentation of Water Supplies, February
2012, Figure 1-2.2.
2. Approximate groundwater elevation threshold above which Saratoga
Creek is gaining stream and below which Saratoga Creek is a losing
stream in vicinity of Site.
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Notes:
1. Groundwater elevation data from 1990 - 2000.
2. Groundwater elevation data from the former Shell Station located at 2540 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, California were
adjusted downward by 23 ft to correct for the use of a local vertical datum in the data tables included in the Site Closure
Summary report.
3. Santa Clara Subbasin Index Well groundwater elevations are interpolated from the data shown on Figure 8 to the dates when
monitoring wells at the former Shell Station were monitored.
4. The threshold elevation is the approximate elevation of groundwater in the Santa Clara Subbasin Index Well below which
Saratoga Creek is a losing stream and above which Saratoga Creek is a gaining stream. The elevation is estimated from the
break in slope in the data shown on this figure.
5. "ft msl" = feet above mean sea level.
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Hypothetical Chemical Plume in Groundwater
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Documented Chemical Plume in Groundwater
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Notes:
1. All locations are approximate.
2. Basemap source: USGS Aerial April 2011.
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PCE Concentrations (µg/m³) in Soil Gas Samples Collected in 2009
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